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1.1 Introduction

In January 1986, at the request of federal and provincial Ministers of

Ganmunications, Canadian telecomnunication regulators and, in some cases,

provincial officials, began an extensive examination of Canadian

telecommunications pricing and universal availability of affordable telephone

service. The purpose of this chapter is to provide background information

concerning the conduct of the examination and the present telecanrtnunications

environment in Canada. The information contained herein is intended to provide a

context for the examination and to be a source of general information for the

more specific aspects of its work.

The document is divided into four main sections: first, a discussion

of the organization and functioning of the examination; second, an overview of

the telecon¢nunications environnent in which the examination was initiated; third,

a description of the Canadian telecconunications industry, the teleccnenunication

ccmpanies, their services and selected financial statistics; and fourth, a

description of the Canadian teleccannunications regulatory structure, including

key regulatory practices in each regulatory agency.

1.2 organization and Functioning of the F^camination
1.2.1 origins of the Examination

In a letter dated 20 Dscember 1985, the federal Deputy Minister of

Canmunications requested the Chairman of the Canadian Radio-television and

Telecarnnunications C,atmission (CRTC) to take the initiative in calling the first

organizational meeting of the examination. This request followed earlier

discussions between federal and provincial officials and exchanges of

correspondence among . Ministers responsible for Ccnmunications regarding the

conduct and the mandate of the proposed investigation.

1.2.2 seras of Reference

The mandate for the examination was contained in the Terms of Reference

attached to the Decesnber 20 letter. They included the following context for the
required wurk:



In view of industry proposals, consumer concerns and regulatory 
initiatives with respect to the pricing of telecommunications services 
in Canada, federal and provincial Ministers of Communications have 
agreed on the need to address jointly the fundamental policy questions 
raised by the pricing issue on a national basis, specifically its 
possible effects on the objective of universal availability of basic 
telephone service. 

Accordingly, Ministers requested federal and provincial representatives 

to prepare a report for their consideration which: 

a) Analyses current rating practices and principles used to establish the 
price to the consumer of telecommunication services, assessing 
advantages and disadvantages in terms of: 

• maintaining universal availability of affordable telephone service; 
• fostering effective use of the public telecammunications network; 
• avoiding uneconomic bypass; 
• facilitating cost-effective business communications, and encouraging 

technological and service innovation; and 
• contributing to overall economic efficiency; and 

b) Identifies a range of possible alternative rating structures; analyses 
their potential positive and negative impacts on the various categories 
of telephone subscribers in all areas of Canada in terms of the 
considerations in (a) above; and explores possible means of alleviating 
the adverse effects of current and alternative pricing systems. 

1.2.3 Structure of the Examination 

Ministers indicated that the examination should proceed with federal 

and provincial representation fram telecommunications regulatory authorities and, 
in the case of same provinces, fram designated officials with appropriate 

expertise in the telecommunications industry. Consequently, membership on the 

examination was composed as follows: 

• M. J.-P. Mongeau 
Commissioner, CRTC 
(Chairman of the Examination) 

• Mr. J.A.G. MacDonald 
Chairman 
Newfoundland Board of Conmissioners 
of Public Utilities 
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• Mr. J.S. Drury 
Chairman 
Nova Scotia Board of Commissioners 
of Public Utilities 

• Mr. R. O'Rourke 
Chairman 
Prince Edward Island Public  
Utilities Commission 

• Mr. D.C. Nicholson 
Chairman 
New Brunswick Board cf Coumissioners 
of Public Utilities 

• M. j.-M. Tremblay 
Président 
Régie des services publics du Québec  

• M. J.-M. Demers 
Régisseur 
Régie des services publics du Québec 

• Mr. E. Tappenden 
Director, Telecommunications Branch 
Ministry of Transportation and Communications 
Government of Ontario 

• Mr. C. Feaver 
Senior Policy Adviser 
Telecommunications Policy Office 
Government of Manitoba 

• Mr. D. Smith 
Associate Deputy Minister 
Saskatchewan Telephones 
Government of Saskatchewan 

• Mr. A. Ackroyd 
Chairman 
Alberta Public Utilities Board 

• Mr. A. Jah 
Member of the Board 
Alberta Public Utilities Board 

• Mr. J. Bogyo 
Director, Major Energy Project Review 
British Columbia Utilities Commission 

7 



Chairman: 

• Wbrking Group  2 - 

Chairman: 

• Wbrking Group 3 - 

Co-Chairmen: 

8 

In general, members were  supportai  by staff members from their 
respective organizations in the detailed consideration of the subject matter cf 

the examination. As required, consultants were retained for specific activities 

throughout the course cf the examination. In particular, E.  Thomas B. Grandy, 

Telecommunications Consultant, was engaged to provide assistance in the 

organization, drafting and editing of various WOrking Papers and the Report to 

Ministers. Ms. Brownlee Thamas was engaged to provide technical editing 
assistance. The work of other consultants is detailed, as appropriate, 

throughout the report. 

At the outset, three Wbrking Groups were established to gather 
information and report on three key issue areas: 

• Wbrking Group 1 - Local Rates 

M. J.-M. Demers 
Régie des services publics du Québec 

Long-Distance Rates  

Mr. A. Jah 
Alberta Public Utilities Board 

Local/Long-Distance Relationship  

Mr. C. Feaver 
Government of Manitoba 

Mr. D. Snith 
Government of Saskatchewan. 

The first Wbrking Group focussed on local rating practices and 
principles, assessed them with regard to the criteria set out in the Terms of 

Reference, and identified and analysed alternative local rate structures as well 

as possible means of alleviating the adverse effects of current and alternative 

rating systems. The second Wbrking Group carried out similar activities with 
regard to long-distance rates. The third Working Group assessed the present and 

possible future inter-relationships between local and long-distance services, and 

reviewed these relationships with regard to the five criteria. 



1.2.4 Schedule and Key Activities 

Ministers requested that regulators report their findings no later than 

30 September 1986. Accordingly, plenary meetings of all members were held in 

early January and February to organize the activities of the examination. A 

two-stage work plan was developed: The first stage, running until the end of May 

1986, involved the collection and analysis of information and data fram members 

and their regulated telephone campanies, and the preparation of reports by the 

Wbrking Groups. The second stage, following ànmediately thereon, 

involved the consolidation of the reports of the Wbrking Groupe and the 

preparation of the Report to Ministers. 

TWo main information-gathering activities formed an integral part of the 

examination. The first focussed on obtaining the General Tariffs of the major 

telephone companies, together with preliminary information regarding telephone 

service pricing. The second, related to the activities cf the Wbrking Groups, 

consisted of detailed information requests to and responses fram the major 

telephone companies concerning telephone service pricing, extensive searching of 

the literature and members' files and commissioning a variety of consulting 

reports. 

1.2.5 Overall Thrust of the Examination 

In umiertaking this study, Ministers stated Ln the Terms of Reference 

that they were seeking information that could be used by governments to establish 
public policies relating to the structure of the telecommunications industry. 
They also stated that they believe this process creates a unique opportunity to 

collect and review data made available by telecommunication carriers across 

Canada, and that it woUld provide an expert and objective outline of the 

implications of existing pricing arrangements and possible alternatives. 

In work pertaining to the examination, members confined their activities 
to the collection and review of information and the provision of objective 

analyses of existing pricing arrangements and possible alternatives. In this 

respect, members felt that their principal role was an analytical and advisory 
one which could contribute to the policy-making role cf Ministers. The approach 

followed was considered not to fetter the individual quasi-judicial regulatory 

discretion of regulators participating in the examination. Thus, rather than 

9 
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recommending policy options, the work of the examination was oriented towards

providing governments with a axr¢non base of information upon which to discuss and

determine policies concerning telecammunications pricing and the universal

availability of affordable telephone service. This understanding of the mandate

of the examination enhanced its functioning and facilitated participation and

discussion.

1.3 Environmental Context of the Examination

1.3.1 Historical Policy and Regulatory Envirornnent

Until well into the 1970s, Canadian telephone canpanies operated within

a relatively stable teleconununications policy and regulatory environment. They

were virtual monopoly providers of telephone service in a largely non-canpetitive

and regulated environment. Telephone cornpanies, regulators and governments

worked within a framework of price and rate-of-return regulation to achieve the

mutually agreed upon objective of universal availability of telephone service at

just and reasonable rates and at acceptable levels of quality. As a result,

almost all Canadians now have access to telephone service at affordable rates.

The predominant characteristics of this pattern of policy and regulation

were described by Wbodrow and 4bodside in a document prepared for a conference

sponsored by the Institute for Research on Public Policy, as follows:

• Telephone ccanpanies came to be treated as "natural monopolies"
within their given areas of operation as a result of the
enormous econanies of scale, scope, and of technological
innovation involved in the provision of local and long
distance service. Natural monopoly conditions are said to
exist when one firm can reasonably service an entire market
more efficiently than several ccanpeting firms, thereby
avoiding an unnecessary duplication of facilities and
providing service at equal or lower cost.

• Because of the tendency of all monopolies to overcharge and
underserve, the telephone canpanies need to be regulated by
government in "the public interest" both to prevent the use of
monopoly practices as well as to achieve specific social or
national objectives.

• Of particular importance among these and national social
objectives are the goal of "universality" and a rough
"equality of service" across the country, allowing for
widespread access to the public-switched network on the part
of as many potential residential and business users as
possible, and these goals came to be shared in equal measure
both by regulators and telephone ocmpanies alike.



• Telephone company pricing under regulated monopoly conditions 
was designed to make access to the network attractive and 
tended to follow "value-of-service" rather than 
"cost-of-service" pricing principles and to be applied on a 
"system-wide, flat-rate, and route-averaged" basis. 

• The overall design of the rate structure has aimed to  net an 
overall "revenue requirement" which would guarantee a 
satisfactory rate of return to the telephone companies 
sufficient to allow it to recover the costs of its investment 
as well as to make a profit that would satisfy its ners, 
whether they be private shareholders, governments or same mix 
of the two. 

• The provision of long distance as well as local service 
generated a complex system of "cross-subsidization" whereby 
business customers allegedly subsidize residential customers, 
urban subscribers subsidize rural subscribers and, most 
importantly, long distance telephone service is used to 
support local telephone service. 

• The common interests and non-competitive relationship among 
the telephone companies themselves facilitated a successful 
on,going resolution of inter-company differences through a 
form of "private sector cooperative federalism" which allowed 
for the use of separate company facilities and settled 
revenue claims in the case of network usage by three or more 
companies. 

• All of this took place within a generally "depoliticized" 
environment where the role played by government in 
telecommunications regulation tended to be a passive one, 
jurisdictional conflict between federal and provincial 
governments was largely absent, and government-industry 
relationships were minimal and generally harmonious. 

The net result was a highly stable pattern of telecommunications 
policy and regulation which existed for most of this century and 
where government, regulators, users and the industry itself 
evinced little desire for change.' 

While Wbodrow and Wbodside accurately reflect the general environment, 

there is debate concerning the existence cf cross-subsidization. That debate has 

its roots in assumptions regarding the costs of providing service about which, as 

will be discussed later in this paper, there is no consensus. 

11 



1.3.2 Pressures to Change or Maintain the Status Guo 

In recent years, significant changes in the telecammunications 

environment have led to increased discussion of the desirability of existing 

pricing arrangements. Changes in technology within the industry, the convergence 

of telecommunications and camputer technologies, and increased competition in 

Canada and elsewhere have raised questions concerning the structure of the 

industry and the pricing arrangements that have been adopted. 

Significant growth in telecammunications usage and the success of the 

telephone campanies over the past several decades has long made the telephone 

business appear to be an area of profitable entry. In addition, the alleged wide 

margins between revenues and costs in long-distance services, particularly in 

markets of high activity, signal a large profit potential. Despite attempts to 

change the monopoly position of the telephone campanies, however, entry has been 

restricted for policy and regulatory reasons. 

In recent years, technological change has led to new arguments for more 

open entry. Tëchnological change within the industry has had two main aspects: 

impromments in the traditional switching and transmission components of network 

elements, and the adoption of computer technologies. Satellites, fibre optics, 

coaxial cable, local màcrowave, digital switching, new options in business 

cammunications equipment and telephone sets are all elements of the former. The 

enhanced capabilities of terminal equipment, digital switching, digital 

transmission, improved network control and new services have been largely 

achieved through adoption of the latter. 

Effects of technological change on the industry have included 

significant productivity gains and reduced unit costs. However, rating 

principles have not for the most part recognized underlying technologies and 

changing costs and, hence, rates have not always kept pace with them., 

Furthermore, the technologies of telecommunications are no longer either unique 

to or under the control and direction of the telecammunication companies. The 

reduced costs of telecammunications switching and transmission, and the pervasive 

nature of camputer technology -- which is now integral to all areas of 

telecommunications -- expand the potential for entry into all aspects of the 

industry, fram manufacturing to service provision. The low cost of entry, the 

diverse capabilities of the technologies and the alleged potential for 

lower-priced products and services all form part of the arguments for entry. 

12 
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There have been a number of general consequences of these technological

developments for the telecarmuni.cations industry. First of all, they make

Possible greater canpetiti.on in the provision of telecommunication products and

services (scme of which can already been seen in the Canadian environment).

Second, they blur traditional industry boundaries, particularly those between

telecamnunications and information processing. Third, they raise expectations in

the minds of users (especially large business) for pricing changes that reflect

usage of the new technologies. Finally, they raise the possibility that users

will avail theinselves of alternatives provided by entities other than the

regulated canpanies to carplete scme or all of their telecamlunzcati.ons
requirements -- 1. e. bypassing the established telecannuni.cati.ons industry.

Change in the teleccarmuni.cations environment has been far more profound

in the United States than in Gnada. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

and the courts i,n that country have been movi.ng for more than two decades towards
increased canpeti.ti.on. This has been particularly supported in recent years by

the ideological orientation of the Reagan administration which favours
canpeti.ti.on in many aspects of the econcrny. Significant US regulatory decisions
include those regarding terminal attachment, campeti.tion in private lines, the

Computer I and II decisions establishing distinctions between "basic" and

"enhanced" services, canpeti.tion in inter-state telecommunication services as

well as the eourt-ordered divestiture by AT&T of the Bell Operating Ccmpani.es.

The overall effect of these decisions has been to move the US teleccnmuni.cati.ons

industry from a°regulated ironopoly" to a mixture of "regulated" and "pure"

ccmpetition in the provision of telecommunication services. In general, US

poli.cy has been to allow entry into practically all areas, including key service

areas ( e. g. long-distance telephorne service). A result of this has been

signi.fi.cant rate restructuring brought about, in part, by market forces.

The "demonstration effect" of the US experience has been considerable.

The Canadian and US telecommunication systems have always been highly integrated

and similar in technological, policy and regulatory terms -- until, that is,

recent policy changes in the United States. Ciistcmers, entrants and others

interested in promoting change point to the US as an example of what can be

achieved through increased eanpeti.tion. Others point to a situation of confusion

and chaos in the Provision of services which those changes have also generated.

Consequently, from a Canadian perspective, the US situation cannot yet be judged

as either good or bad relative to the Canadian telecrnmuni.cati.ons environnent.
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Vie5éis differ as to how Canada should respond to pressures for dhange. 

Soie believe that competition Should be permitted in many more aspects of the 

telecommunications industry and that prices ultimately Should be determined by 

market forces. Others are convinced that the pressures for rate changes, 

particularly lower message toll service (MTS) and wide area telephone service 

(WATS) rates, can best be responded to by a "managed" restructuring cd rates. 

Such a managed approadh, it is argued, would achieve pricing arrangements 

acceptable to the Canadian environment without incurring the costs of 

restructuring the industry associated with increased competition. 

Still others oppose any significant  change  to existing pricing 

principles and practices or to industry structure. In their view, the Canadian 

telecommunications system has served its sUbscribers well under the existing 

monopoly situation. Indeed, the fact that Canada has one of the world's highest 

levels of penetration of telephone service proves its capability of providing 

service at rates affordable to almost everyone in the country. Proponents of 

maintaining the status quo further argue that effective regulatory measures can 

be taken to accommodate or restrict competition and to prohibit bypass, thereby 

ensuring the financial integrity of the domestic system. 

1.3.3 EVents in Canadian Telecommunications 

As a consequence of pressures for competitive entry and the threat of 

bypass, Bell Canada and British Columbia Telephone, supported by several other 

telephone companies, have argued that telecammunications service rates should be 

moved closer to their associated costs -- as defined by these companies. The 

term "rate rebalancing" has been used by Bell and B.C. Tel to describe this 

process. Rate rebalancing would, in their view, result in mudh lower MTS/WATS 

rates and significantly higher local rates, while maintaining net revenues at 

existing levels. This natter  arose in a proceeding (the Interexchange 

Competition proceeding) before the CRTC to consider the 1983 application by CNCP 

Telecommunications for interconnection to the networks of Bell Canada and B.C. 

Tel in order to enable CNCP to provide competitive public long-distance telephone 

service.2 

Both Bell and B. C. Tel  relied heavily on a methodology called the 

"five-wày split" to establiah costs and revenues in respect cf their rate 
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rebalancing proposals. The five-way split divides costs and revenues 

among five broad categories: local, long-distance (toll), competitive network, 

competitive terminal and common. In Telecom Decision CRTC 85-19,  the CRTC 

presented other five-way split results (modified to include a separate access 

category) in describing the revenue versus cost evidence submitted by Bell Canada 

and B.C. Tel (see Table 1.1). 3  The main point made by Bell and B.C. Tel was 

that, for the local and long-distance categories, revenues are in excess of 

costs, with the surplus of long-distance revenues over costs being the major 

contributor  to  the recovery of access costs. An important element cf rate 

rebalancing for Bell and B.C. Tel is the recovery of all access costs -- either 

from local service revenues or from a separate access revenue category, with an 

offsetting reduction of costs recovered from MTS revenues. Whether or not access 

costs would be appropriately recovered in this fashion remains, as discussed in 

Chapter 8, subject to debate. 

In the Interexchange Competition proceeding, the CRTC was not persuaded 

that the specific rate rebalancing proposals presented by Bell and B.C. Tel were 

either necessary or desirable. The CRTC did find, however, that a lowering of 

MTS/WATS rates is necessary to reduce the communication costs experienced by 

Canadian businesses. It stated that lower rates in these services would have a 

positive impact on the Canadian economy as a whole and would serve the social 

function cf improving national communications and understanding. The CRTC was 

also of the opinion that lowering MTS/ieTS rates would reduce incentives for 

economically inefficient entry to the industry, while at the same time creating 

an environment better suited for competitive entry in the MTS/fflTS market should 

that appear desirable in the future. 4  

The CRTC also stated that a public process to consider issues relating 

to the reduction of Bell and B.C. Tel MTS/WATS rates would be announced in the 

future. Recognizing that such rate reductions would have an impact on other 

jurisdictions within Canada, the CRTC indicated its willingness to initiate or 

participate in a consultative process with appropriate federal and provincial 

representatives with a view to ensuring that the implications of these issues for 

all jurisdictions are taken into account. 



TABLE 1.1 
Revenue/Cost Information - Bell Canada and B.C. Tel 

BELL 1983 FIVE-WAY SPLIT RESULTS 
($ millions) 

Local 	Long-Distance 	Access  

Revenues 	1 389 	1 988 	 0 
Costs 	 868 	 626 	1 762 
Difference 	521 	1 362 	(1 762) 

Competitive Network 	Competitive Terminal  

Revenues 	 386 	 878 
Costs 	 317 	 834 
Difference 	69 	 44 

Cannon 

Revenues 	 99 
Costs 	 333 
Difference 	 (234) 

B.C. TEL 1982 FIVEr-WAY SPLIT RESULTS 
($ millions) 

Local 	Long-Distance 	Access  

Revenues 	249.4 	474.2 	 0 
Costs 	 174.2 	169.6 	353.8 
Difference 	75.2 	304.6 	(353.8) 

Competitive Network 	Competitive Terminal  

Revenues 	95.6 	 142.5 
Cbsts 	 45.9 	 165.4 
Difference 	49.7 	 (22.9) 

Canon 

Revenues 	 47.7 
Costs 	 100.5 
Difference 	 (52.8) 

16 
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The CRTC was of the view that action must be taken to ensure that the 

present situation with regard to MTS/WATS rates does not worsen while the 

outstanding issues are being resolved. As an interim measure, the CRTC thus 

indicated its intention to freeze the aggregate level cf Bell and B.C. Tel 

MTS/WATS rates. It noted that adoption of this interim measure would result in 

real MTS/WATS rates falling at approximately the rate of inflation .5  

Support for lower MTS/WATS rates through campetition and in so i e cases 

by rate restructuring, as proposed by the telephone companies, has been expressed 

by Canadian businesses -- either individually or through organized business 

groups. Lower long-distance rates, it has been argued, would enhance Canadian 

business and improve its ability to compete in international markets. 

Consumer groups, on the cther hand, have generally argued against any 

changes that would significantly alter the current telecommunications pricing 

structure. They are particularly concerned about possible Changes in local 

service pricing which, in their view, might threaten the universal availability 

of basic telephone service. Essentially the same position has been presented in 

petitions to the federal government, letters to the federal Minister of 

Communications and in the public press by individuals and organized groups, 

including same telecommunication unions. 

1.4 	The Telecommunications Carrier Industry in Canada  
1.4.1 Introduction 

This section presents an overview of the industry structure, facilities 

and networks, services and financial position of the major telecommunication 
campanies in Canada. The material included here was selected on the basis cf 

proViding a better understanding of the basic structure and operation cf the 

industry as it relates to the pricing issue. Inihere possible, information is 

presented on a provincial basis, camplementing the section that follows dealing 
with the regulatory environment. 
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The Canadian telecommunications carrier industry consists of a 

mixture of private, governmental and joint private-governmental corporations 

and organizations. The operational mandate of the over 100 corporations and 

organizations involved in telecammunication activities in this country varies 

from  servir g the needs of a single local area to serving a region of a 

province, an entire province, more than one province and the Whole country. 

The companies involved provide Canadians with local, intra-provincial, 

inter-provincial and international telecommunication services, and together they 

generated in excess of $10 billion in operating revenues in 1984. 

1.4.2 Industry Structure 

Table 1.2 presents the major telecommunication companies operating in 

Canada. Cf these, there are two national telecommunication systems -- Telecom 

Canada and CNCP Telecammunications -- and a variety of other oampanies that provide 

services to points within Canada, the United States and overseas. Telecom Canada 

is an association comprised of the largest telephone company operating in eadh 

province plus Telesat Canada, the domestic satellite carrier. CNCP is a 

partnership of the telecommunication divisions of the major railways -- 

publicly-owned Canadian National Railways and privately-owned Canadian Pacific Ltd. 

B.C. Rail, operating in British Cblumbia, provides services analogous to those of 

CNCP. Teleglobe Canada, a corporation owned by the federal government, provides 

overseas telecommunication services. 

In addition to the companies with Telecom Canada affiliation, there 

are nearly a hundred other telephone companies operating across Canada. The 

largest of the non-Telecom Canada companies are also included in Table 1.2. They 

are: Québec-Téléphone; Télébec Ltée, a subsidiary of Bell Canada operating in 

Quebec; Northern Telephone and Thunder Bay Telephone, operating in Ontario; 

ledmonton telephones', operating in the City of Edmonton; Prince Rupert City 

Telephones, operating in the City of Prince Rupert in British Columbia; and 

NorthwesTel and Terra Nova  Telecommunications, both of Whidh are owned by Canadian 

National Railways and operate largely in the North West Territories and 

Newfoundland, respectively. The remaining telephone campanies -- a mixture of 

provincial, municipal, cooperative and privately-owned companies -- operate 

primarily in Quebec, Ontario and Saskatchewan, and they represent a very small 

proportion cf total telephone activity. 
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TABLE 1.2 
Major Telecannunication Campanies Operating in Canada 

Company 	 Cwnership 	Type of Corporation 	Principal Territory 

Newfoundland Telephone 	Private 	Investor-owned 	Newfoundland  

Terra Ncffla 
Telecommunications 	Public 	CN-owned 	 Newfoundland  

Island Telephone 	Private 	Investor-owned 	Prince Edward Island  

Maritime Telegraph 
and Telephone 	 Private 	Investor-owned 	Nova Scotia  

New Brunswick 
Telephone 	 Private 	Investor-owned 	New Brunswick  

Bell Canada 	 Private 	Investor-owned 	Quebec, Ontario and eastern 
portion of Nbrthwest 
Territories  

Québec-Tél6phone 	Private 	Investor-owned 	Quebec  

Télébec 	 Private 	Investor-cwned 	Quebec  

Northern Telephone 	Private 	Investor-owned 	Ontario  

Thunder Bay 
Telecommunications 	Public 	Municipally-owned 	Ontario  

Manitoba Telephone 	 Provincial 
System 	 Public 	Crown Corporation 	Manitoba 



TAffiZ 1.2 ( Conti.nued )

Ctrnpatxy ownershi.P Type of Corporation Principal Territory

Saskatchewan Provincial
Telec.̂ amTaani.cations Public Crcxan Corporation Saskatchewan

Alberta Government Provincial
Tele es Public Crcwn ration Alberta (except Edmonton)

ecùmnton tele es Public Munici 1-avned Edmonton, Alberta

British (blumbia
Tele e Private Investor-cwzed British Columbia

Prince Rupert Public Munici 1 ed Prince Rupert, B.C.

B.C. Rail Private Investor-owned British Columbia

NorthwesTel Public CN-owned Western portion of Northwest
Territories, Yukon and
Northern British Columbia

Telesat Canada Public/ Govt. of Can/Major
Private Tele e Conpanies Canada

(NCP Public/ CN/investor-owned CP Canada (except the

TelecaRaunications Private territories of Terra Nova
Tel and NorthwoesTel)

Tel lobe Canada Public Federal Crcwz Corp. Overseas
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As a result of the historical development of telecommunication services 

and investment imperatives, Canada has evolved a mixed private, public and joint 

private/public telecarimunications ownership structure. Natable in this respect 

are Manitoba  Telephone System,  Saskatchewan  Telecommunications and Alberta 

Government Telephones Which all operate under provincial government ownership; 

Teleglobe Canada whidh is owned by the federal government; Telesat Canada Which 

is jointly owned by the federal government and the major telephone companies; and 

CNCP whidh is jointly owned by private interests and the federal government. It 

is also interesting to note that both public and privately-owned companies are 

members of Telecom Canada. Among others, these two aspects of industry structure 

have influenced significantly (and will probably continue to do so) the pricing 

of telecommunication services in Canada. 

In addition to the telecommunication companies discussed above, there 

are over 200 radio common carriers and, recently, a nuffiber of cellular 

radio-telephone companies operating in Canada. They pravide various mobile 

radio, radio-paging and two-way radio telephone services. 

Given the Important role of Telecom Canada in Canadian 

telecommunications, explicit discussion of its structure and functioning is 

warranted. The ten Telecom Canada members are as follows: 

• Newfoundland Telephone Company, Ltd. 

• The Island Telephone Cbmpany, Ltd. 

• Maritime Telegraph and Telephone Company. 
• The New Brunswick Telephone Company, Ltd. 
• Bell Canada 
• Manitoba Telephone System 

• Saskatchewan Telecannunications 
• Alberta Government Telephones 

• British Columbia Telephone Company and 

• Telesat Canada. 

In addition, Québec=Téléphone is an associate member. 
Telecom Canada co-ordinates the operation of the national 

telecommunications network of its members, markets products and services 

nationwide, and distrïbutes jointly-earned revenues from these services. 

Ltd. 
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It is managed by a board of directors comprised of one senior executive from 
each of the member companies. These directors, in turn, appoint a full-time 

president to oversee the operations of Telecom Canada and to ensure that 

nation-wide and internationally-oriented policies and programs are compatible 
with the more local directed plans and activities of the individual member 

companies. Telecom Canada management system requires the board's unanimous 

agreement on all major decisions. A formalized staff organization, responsible 
to the president, interacts regularly with a system of committees involving 

representatives fram all member and associate member companies. In this way, the 
interests of members are represented in both decision-making and operations. The 
supporting staff organization is located in Ottawa, and it is derived from member 
and associate member companies which loan their employees to Telecom Canada for 
two to three years on an annual assigned quota basis. 

Telecom Canada has devised a Revenue Settlement Plan to distribute 
revenues from jointly-provided services. This plan applies bo trans-Canada 
calls involving three or more members, Canada-US calls and Canada-overseas 
traffic. Revenues from other Telecom Canada services (such as data and program 
transmission services) are distributed by the same plan. 

The three principal steps involved in the settlement processes are: (a) 
determining revenues available for settlement, (b) determining member company 

costs reimbursable from revenues available for settlement, and (c) determining 
member company shares of the revenues remaining after reimbursement of costs frŒu 
revenues available for settlement. 

The determination of revenues available for settlement starts with 
the reporting of all Telecom Canada originated revenues by the member 
companies. These represent revenues "billed and collected" by each member 
company on behalf of all member companies for the joint provision of 

services. They also include revenues collected by independent telephone 

companies which interconnect with Telecom Canada members (such as 

Québec-Téléphone which interconnects with Bell Canada), reduced by negotiated 

settlements with the independent companies. The total pool of originated 
revenues is adjusted prior to the distribution among Telecom Canada members by 
the net effects of settlements with US carriers, overseas carriers and Telesat 
Canada. 

In the provision of services provided by Telecom Canada members, the 
member companies invest in telephone plant and incur operating expenses. In the 
order of one-third of Telecom Canada revenues are distributed based on 



the recovery of costs assigned to the provision of Telecom Canada services. The 

remainder are referred to as "contribution revenues" and they are divided among 

members based on an agreed upon sharing formula contained in the Revenue 

Settlement Plan. 

While the mechanics of the process are quite complex, changes in the 

long-distance rates of any member may affect the revenues received by other 

members by: (a) changing the level of revenues subject to settlement, (h) 

changing the portion of such revenues used bo reimburse the costs cf other 

members, and (c) altering the proportion in which contribution revenues are 

divided among members. In this way, changes to one member's rates alone can 

affect the revenues of other members and possibly could also create pressures to 

change the Revenue Settlement Plan. 

1.4.3 Carrier Facilities and Networks 

The members of Telecom Canada provide a range of facilities for the 

transmission and switching of local and long-distance telecommunications traffic, 

including two coast-to-coast microwave relay routes. Telecommunications traffic 

is also carried on coaxial and fibre optics cable systems and via Telesat 
Canada's satellites and earth stations. CNCP operates its own national microwave 

relay system and switching centres, and generally obtains access to custamers by 

leasing local loops from the telephone companies. CNCP has been granted limited 

interconnection to the local exchange facilities of Bell Canada and B.C. Tel, 

permitting customers dial access through the telephone network for certain 

campetitive data and private-line voice services. In a somewhat analogous 
manner, B.C. Rail, which operates a microwave relay system Ln British Columbia, 
has been granted interconnection to the B.C. Tel network. 

Canada-US  telecommunications traffic to and fram the systems of Telecom 

Canada members and CNCP is exchanged with various telecommunication campanies in 

the United States. Agreements and facilities exist for the cross-border exchange 

of both terrestrial and satellite traffic. Terrestrial traffic is routed through 

designated border-crossing points in respect of Têlecam Canada as well as CNCP 

systems. Satellite traffic is exchanged pursuant to Letters cf Agreement between 
the Canadian and US governments, and involves the use of each country's satellite 
systems. 

Overseas telecommunications traffic is carried through the facilities of 
Teleglobe Canada via its international gateway switches, transoceanic cable or 

23  
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earth stations accessing INTELSAT satellites. Traffic to and fram Canadian 
points is generally carried by Canadian domestic carriers to the gateway switches 
and thereafter on Téleglcbe facilities. Except as an integral part of overseas 
satellite traffic, Teleglobe is not involved in Canada-US traffic. 

Telecom Canada members jointly plan but separately provide the various 
elements of their national telecommunications system. Interconnection agreements 
and revenue sharing arrangements exist with regard to the interworking cf the 
various system elements. Non-members of Telecom Canada generally establish 
interconnection agreements with the Telecam Canada member in the provinces where 
they operate for the carriage cf traffic to and from their respective 
territories. 

1.4.4 Services Provided by Iblecommunication Carriers 
a) Introduction 

An overview of the services provided by the telecommunications industry 
is presented in Table 1.3. For the purpose of discussion, the range cf services 
is divided into two broad categories: (a) voice telephony, and (b) non-voice 
services. Voice telephony, which includes public-switched telephone services and 
leased circuits, is the area of major telecommunications expenditure for 
Canadians. It is also the area of primary concern for this examination. 
Teleglobe Canada is not shown because it generally does not provide service 
directly bo custamers but instead interconnects with the telephone campanies at 
its international gateway points. 

b) Voice telephony 

i) Public-switched telephone services 

Public-switched telephone services, generally provided under monopoly 
conditions, represent the major area of service provision for Canadian telephone 
companies. These services are grouped under two categories: exchange (local) 
services (e.g. individual-line and party-line residence and business service, 
private branch exhange (PBX) trunk service, public telephone service) and 
interexchange services (long-distance services). The terminal aspects (e.g. 
telephone sets, inside wiring, PBXs) of local exchange services are no longer 
provided under monopoly supply by same campanies due to recent changes in 



TABLE 1.3 
Cverview of 'fflecommunication Services 

Service Category  

Public-Switched Telephcne 
Services 

A. Voice Telephony 

Major Regulated Companies  

Telecom Canada and other telephone 
companies. 

	

.%.4..4 .,Leased Circuits 	 Telecom  Canada,  other telephone 

	

(private lines) 	 campanies and CNCP. 

Public-Switched 	 Telecam Canada, CNCP and certain cther 
Data Services 	 telephone campanies. 

Data 
Leased  Circuits 
(private lines) 

////////e 

Switched Teleprinter and Cther Text 	 CCP, Telecom Canada and certain other 

Telecom Canada, CNCP and certain other 
telephone campenies. 

telephone companies. 

B. Non-voice 
Services 

Public Message (telegram) 	 CNCP. 

Program Transmission 	 Telecom Canada, CNCP and certain other 
(audio and video) 	 telephone companies. 
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policies and regulations governing the attachment of customer-owned terminal 

equipment. 

Public-switched long-distance voice services continue to be provided on 

a monopoly basis throughout Canada. Specific service designations under this 

latter classification include MTS and WATS. MTS includes the various 

long-distance calling options available to Canadians for calls bo non-local 

points in Canada, and to points in the United States and overseas. WATS includes 

various bulk-rated long-distance options generally used by business customers. 

Outward-calling WATS is provided on calls to Canadian points. Inward-calling 

WATS ("800 Service") is provided both on a Canada-wide and a Canada/US basis. 

Most telephone companies in Canada follow similar pricing objectives and 

principles, and they have adopted comparable rate structures. Hence, local 

individual-line and party-line residence and business services are generally 

offered on a flat-rate basis, whereas rates for long-distance services vary with 

distance, duration, time of day and day of week. 

Key objectives that are taken into account in rate setting include: (a) 

universal availability of affordable telephone service, (b) adequate and stable 

revenues, (c) an equitable distribution of charges, (d) effective use of the 

network, and (e) meeting oampetition. Tb achieve these objectives, telephone 

companies have developed two rating principles which are unanimously subscribed 

to: (1) company-wide rate averaging and (2) value of service. 

Company-wide rate averaging means that all customers pay the same price 

for the same class of service throughout a oampany's operating territory and 

regardless of the actual cost of providing service. The value-of-service concept 

recognizes that telephone services are more valuable to some  classes of 

subscribers than to others. Thus, local flat-rate charges may be higher in 

locations where there is a larger number of subscribers in the local calling 

area, and business telephone rates are higher than those for residential . 

 subscribers. 

Applying these two principles has meant that rates for services do not 

necessarily reflect costs, except in the aggregate. Costs are taken into account 

in specific areas, however, by charging more for same services. Thus, 

operator-assisted long-distance Calls are priced higher than direct-dialed calls. 

Reduced charges for evening, night and weekend service reflect the low 

incremental cost to the system of such calls, and the fact that such discounts 

may stimulate increased network utilization and help reduce peak period demand. 
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In addition, costs are an important aspect of rate setting in areas where 

competition is a factor in service provision. 

ii) Leased circuits 

In most ragions of Canada, leased voice circuits (private lines), 

including those for data and program transmission, are readily available on a 

competitive basis from the telephone companies, CNCP and (in British Coluffibia) 

B.C. Rail. Private-line service offerings include foreign-exchange (FX) lines, 

off-premises extensions and tie trunks. Private lines  ma  y be leased on 

an individual-line or bulk basis. As a result of recent changes to the Telecom 

Canada Connecting Agreement, approved by the CRTC on an interim basis in 1985 and 

on a permanent basis in May 1986, Telesat Canada may also provide satellite-based 

private-line services directly to users. Overseas leased circuits are available 

by interconnection to Teleglobe facilities at its gateway switches. 

c) Non-voice services 

Non-voice services have been grouped together for convenience rather 
than for reasons cf similarity in service provision. The major service 

categories include data, switched teleprinter and other text, public message and 

progran transmission. A description of each of these services is included to 

provide an understanding of the general portfolio of services offered by Canadian 

telecommunication companies. 

i) Data services 

CNCP, Telecom Canada, certain other telephone companies and Teleglobe 

Canada each provide public-switched data network services. TWo of the major 

competitive service offerings are Infoswitch and Datapac, both of which are 

interconnected to Teleglobe Canada's Globedat service. 

Infoswitch, provided by CNCP, is a nation-wide digital-switched data 

communications network offering circuit and packet switching facilities to users. 

Charges for use of the Infoswitch network consist of both access and transmission 

components. Access charges are fixed monthly amounts directly related to terminal 

transmission speed, while transmission charges vary with volume more than with 

distance. 
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Datapac, provided by Telecom Canada and Québec-Téléphone, is a 

nation-wide packet-switched public data network. Rates are volume and distnce 

sensitive. Excluding charges for installation and optional features, Datapac 

service has two main rating elements -- an access charge that varies with each 

Datapac service offering, and a network-usage charge that applies to the total 
number of packets transmitted to and received from the network (based on the grade 

of the Datapac service areas and the associated rate distances). 

Both Infoswitch and Datapac can be connected to numerous other countries 

through Teleglobe Canada's Globedat international data gateway which routes 

packet- and circuit-switched traffic and provides low-to-medium speed data 

transmission. Other access arrangements may be provided by Teleglobe as required. 

Charges consist of two basic components applied at the call-orginating end: 

national network access charges; and international network usage charges based on 

volume (measured in kilocharacters or kilosegments), and call duration (measured in 

minutes). 

There are few restrictions on the use of public data networks as long 

as technical criteria are met. Thus, terminal attachment policies for public 

data networks have been oonsiderably more liberal than those for voice. The 

primary concern has been to prevent damage to the networks. Private-line data 

circuits are generally available fram the telephone campanies, CNCP and B.C. 

Rail. Such circuits may be analogue in nature and could be provided on 

facilities similar to those used for private-line voice. Alternatively, circuits 

may be digital and provided on the non-switched digital networks of Telecom 

Canada (Dataroute) and CNCP (Infodat). 

ii) Switched teleprinter and other text 

CNCP and Telecom Canada compete in the provision of switçhed 

teleprinter services. Telex service is provided by CNCP and Québec-Téléphone. A 

comparable service, teletypewriter exchange (TWX) service, is provided by  Telecom 

Canada. The two services combined allow access to over one million telex or 

telex-type installations around the world. CNCP and others provide facsimile 

communication services which allow for the transmission of text or graphics over 

their networks, with Teleglobe providing connection to overseas destinations on its 

Globefax facsimile service. 
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A number of new electronic message, mail and text services have been

introduced over the past several years. Among the services that have been

introduced are Telepost, Intelpost, Envoy 100, Envoy Post, Teletex and Infotex.

Telepost is a combined CNCP/Canada Post Corporation messaging service. Intelpost

is an experimental Teleglobe/Canada Post facsimile/electronic mail service

interconnected to the CNCP/Canada Post domestic facsimile network. Envoy 100 is

a national store-and-forward messaging service offered by Ibleccgn Canada and

Québec-Téléphone. Envoy Post is an Envoy 100 option offered co-operatively by

Telecom Canada and Canada Post. Teletex and Infotex are Telécan Canada and CNCP

services, respectively, which alloa word processing equipnent of different

manufacturers to ccanmunicate with each other. International extension of both

services is provided by Teleglobe under the name Globetex.

iii) Public message service

Public message service, cargnonly known as telegram service, is offered

by CNCP throughout Canada and, in conjunction with Teleglobe, to virtually

anywhere in the world. CNCP has a monopoly in the provision of this service. In

the face of newer technologies, however, custcaner demand for telegran service has

declined dramatically over the past few years.

iv) Program transmission

CNCP and Telecan Canada, together with certain other telephone

ccanpanies, compete in the provision of audio and video progran transmission

services to Canadian businesses, primarily those in the broadcasting industry.

Carrier facilities, either terrestrial or satellite, are used on a local,

regional or national basis for the transmission of radio, television and cable
television signals.

Video conferencing facilities are publicly available at

selected locations across the country.

1.4.5
Financial Aspects of the Canadian Industry

An overview of the financial aspects of the Canadian teleccmmunications

industry is presented in Tables 1.4 to 1.7. With 1984 total operating revenues
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in excess of $10 billion (Table 1.4), the industry is considered an 

important sector of the Canadian economy, matching revenues generated by the 

primary industries. Bell Canada, operating in the two most populous provinces, 

Quebec and Ontario, generated 51.7 per cent of total industry operating revenues, 

by far greater than any other telephone campany. Tables 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 provide 

1984 financial data for the telephone industry on a province-by-province basis. 

The information for Quebec and Ontario has been combined because data relating to 

Bell Canada were available only on a campany-wide basis. These data also contain 

the aspect of Bell Canada's provision of telephone service in the eastern 

portions of the Northwest Territories. 

In a similar way, the data of NorthwesTel are included with those for 

British Columbia. This does not significantly distort provincial data because of 

the relatively small size of the territorial operations. Unfortunately, separate 

information is not available to provide a financial picture of the provision of 

telephone services in the territories. The closest approximation would be to 

examine separately the financial data of NorthwesTel. 
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TABLE 1.4 
Total  Telecommunications Industry Cperating Revenues (1984*) 

1984 Cperating 
Company 	 Revenues 	 % of Total 

_ 	 ($ millions)  

Newfoundland Telephone 	 127.0 	 1.2 
Terra  Nova Telecommunications 	 38.2 	0.4  

Island Telephone 	 30.5 	0.3  

Maritime Telz.era h and Tele hone 	 282.1 	 2.8  

New Brunswick Telephone 	 229.6 	2.4  

Bell Canada 	 5 290.6 	 51.7 
Quepec-T6léphone 	 164.1 	 1.6 
Mlébec 	 100.0 	 1.0 
Northern Telephone 	 25.9 	 0.3 

_  Thunder Bay Telecommunications 	 20.3 	0.2  

_  Manitoba Telephone System 	294.3* 	2.9  

, 	Saskatchewan Telecammunications 	 382.7 	3.7  

Alberta Government Telephones 	 978.8 	 9.6 
'edmonton telephones' 	181.8 	1.8  

_British Columbia Telephone 	1 147.8 	11.2  

NorthwesTel 	 55.6 	0.5  -. 
Telesat Canada 	 128.0 	 1.3  
Teleglobe Canada 	 201.6 	 2.0 

_. CNCP Telecommunications 338.1 	3.3  - 

Radio  Camion Carriers 	 157.0 	 1.5 
_ Other Telecommunication Campanies 	 57.0 	0.6  

TOTAL 	 10 231.0 	 100.0 
- 

* For Manitoba Telephone System, fiscal year ending 31 March 1984. 

Source: DOC, "Telecammunications in Canada Quick Facts - 1984." 



TABLE 1.5 
Operating Revenues and Expenses cf the Télephone Industry by Province (1984) 

($ Millions) 

Operating revenues 	Nfld. 	PEI 	N.S. 	N.B. 	Ont/Que* 	Man. 	Sask. 	Alta. 	B.C.** 	Ibtal 
and expenses  

Operating revenues: 

Local service 	56.1 	13.5 	107.9 	83.5 	2 330.5 	115.2 	112.7 	435.7 	455.1 	3 710.2 
revenue 

Tbll service 	93.2 	16.0 	155.9 	129.3 	2 816.2 	184.5 	249.7 	620.0 	678.3 	4 943.0 
revenue 

Miscellaneous 	16.2 	1.3 	13.1 	17.7 	396.9 	22.5 	22.8 	116.7 	87.5 	694.8 
operating 
revenue 

Less uncollectible 
operating revenue 	0.2 	0.1 	1.2 	0.7 	24.0 	1.6 	2.3 	11.8 	14.1 	55.9  

Total operating 
revenue 	 165.2 	30.5 	275.8 	229.9 	5 519.6 	320.5 	382.9 	1 160.7 	1 206.8 	9 292.0  

Total operating 
expenses: 	 103.5 	19.3 	175.1 	146.1 	3 606.1 	247.0 	274.1 	832.4 	834.9 	6 238.4 

* Includes data of Bell Canada, which operates in Quebec, Ontario and the Northwest Territories. 
** Includes data of NorthwesTel Inc. 

Source: DOC, "Téleoammunications in Canada  Quick Fàcts - 1984." 



TABLE 1.6 
Income Statement of the Telephone Industry by Province (1984) 

($ Millions) 

Item 	 Nfld. 	PEI 	N.S. 	N.B. 	Que./Ont.* 	Man. 	Sask. 	Alta. 	B.C.** 	Tbtal  

Total operating 	165.2 	30.5 	275.8 	229.9 	5 519.6 	320.5 	382.9 	1 160.7 	1 206.8 	9 292.0 
revenue: 

Less total operating 	103.5 	19.3 	175.1 	146.1 	3 606.1 	247.0 	274.1 	832.4 	834.9 	6 238.4 
expenses 

Net operating 	 61.7 	11.2 	100.7 	83.8 	1 913.5 	73.5 	108.8 	328.3 	372.0 	3 053.6 
revenue 

Other Income: 
Interest earned 	0.8 	0.3 	2.2 	0.7 	23.6 	10.0 	4.8 	59.2 	0.2 	101.9 
Dividends earned 	-- 	-- 	0.9 	-- 	58.9 	-- 	-- 	-- 	0.3 	60.1 
Other 	 1.4 	-- 	(1.5) 	1.9 	35.9 	4.7 	-- 	4.6 	194.7 	241.8 

Sub-total 	 2.3 	0.3 	1.6 	2.7 	118.4 	14.7 	4.8 	63.9 	195.2 	403.9 

Other expenses: 
Interest Charges 	17.3 	3.0 	27.1 	18.6 	430.5 	59.9 	71.4 	322.2 	125.9 	1 075.9 
Taxes other than 
income taxes 	0.8 	0.6 	7.6 	8.5 	372.9 	7.9 	6.5 	36.0 	60.7 	501.6 

Other 	 -- 	-- 	0.4 	-- 	23.3 	5.5 	- 	20.0 	181.7 	231.0 
Sub-total 	 18.1 	3.7 	35.1 	27.1 	826.8 	73.3 	77.9 	378.3 	368.3 	1 808.5 
Net profit (loss) 
before inoame taxes 	46.0 	7.8 	67.2 	59.4 	1 205.2 	15.0 	35.6 	13.9 	198.9 	1 648.9 

Incame taxes: 
Deferred 	 2.4 	0.4 	5.8 	4.4 	(5.0) 	-- 	-- 	-- 	75.1 	83.2 
Current 	 21.1 	3.2 	27.4 	26.1 	526.8 	-- 	-- 	-- 	13.5 	618.1 

Sub-total 	 23.5 	3.6 	33.2 	30.5 	521.8 	-- 	-- 	-- 	88.6 	701.3  

Net profit 
for year ended 
31 December 1984 	22.5 	4.2 	33.9 	28.9 	683.4 	15.0 	35.6 	13.9 	110.3 	947.6 

* Includes data of Bell Canada, which operates in Quebec, Ontario and the Northwest Territories. 
** Includes data of NorthwesTel Inc. 

Source: DOC, "Telecommunications in Canada Quick Facts - 1984." 



TABLE 1.7 
Assets, Liabilities and Net Worth Data of the Telephone Industry, by Province (1984) 

($ Millions) 

Que./ 
_ 	Item 	 Nfld. 	PEI 	I 	N.S. 	N.B. 	Ont.* 	Man. 	Sask. 	Alta. 	B.C.** 	Tbtal  - 

Total telephone 
plant (at oost) 	531.7 	96.2 	835.6 	642.4 	15 298.4 	1 083.2 	1 176.7 	3 748.3 	3 894.9 	27 307.2 
Less accumulated 
depreciation 	178.7 	29.4 	276.6 	229.9 	4 984.4 	482.4 	411.1 	1 325.1 	1 183.5 	9 101.3 

Sub-total net 
telephone plant 	353.0 	66.8 	558.9 	412.4 	10 313.9 	600.8 	765.6 	2 423.2 	2 711.4 	18 205.9 
Investments 	 0.3 	0.1 	11.4 	8.3 	492.7 	77.0 	20.0 	22.6 	24.5 	657.0 
Deferred charges 	4.3 	0.7 	6.6 	5.9 	318.7 	28.4 	47.8 	51.5 	21.6 	485.6 
Other assets 	 0.4 	-- 	-- 	-- 	74.2 	-- 	9.8 	29.2 	16.6 	130.2 
Current assets 	30.1 	5.6 	55.0 	44.6 	984.9 	76.8 	62.6 	237.8 	299.5 	1 796.9  
Tbtal assets 	388.1 	73.2 	632.1 	471.3 	12 184.4 	783.0 	905.8 	2 764.2 	3 073.6 	21 275.5  

- Current liabilities 	22.4 ' 	8.2 	48.0 	28.5 	1 402.1 	89.9 	65.7 	389.0 	333.2 	2 387.1 
Inng -term debt 	152.3 	23.1 	240.4 	164.5 	4 059.8 	570.7 	-- 	2 248.6 	1 152.2 	8 611.6 
Deferred credits 	26.6 	10.4 	97.8 	79.1 	1 632.5 	0.3 	0.7 	20.3 	425.2 	2 292.9 
Stated value cf 
issued capital 
stock: 
Cam i on 	 114.1 	6.6 	69.1 	81.8 	2 089.8 	-- 	2.9 	-- 	653.8 	3 018.11 
Preferred 	 27.5 	6.3 	36.0 	13.6 	415.1 	-- 	-- 	-- 	262.9 	761.5 
Premium on capital 
stock 	 0.8 	7.6 	38.3 	19.8 	1033.5 	-- 	-- 	-- 	-- 	1099.9  
Proprietary equity 
of provincial & 
other governments 	6.5 	- 	- 	- 	33.5 	-- 	663.5 	-- 	-- 	703.4 

Retained earnings 	37.9 	11.1 	1 02.4 	84.0 	1 518.0 	122.1 	173.0 	106.2 	246.3 	2 400.9 
Sub-total net worth 	186.8 	31.5 	2 45.8 	199.1 	5 090.0 	122.1 	839.4 	106.2 	1 163.0 	7 983.8  
Ibtal liabilities & 
net worth at 
31 Eecember 1984: 	388.1 	73.2 	6 32.1 	471.3 	12 184.5 	783.0 	905.8 	2 764.2 	3 073.6 	21 275.5 

* Includes data of Bell Canada, which operates in Quebec, Ontario and the Northwest Territories. 
Bell Canada's 1984 Annual Report shows total assets $11 375.40 or 93.4 per cent of total Quebec and Ontario. 

** Incluees data of NorthwesTel Inc. 
(AJ 

Source:  DOC, "Telecommunications in Canada Quick Facts - 1984." 
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1.5 	Canadian Regulatory Environment  

1.5.1 General Structure 

The Canadian telecommunciations regulatory environment has evolved 

into a structure in whidh telecommunications commcn carriers are regulated by: 

(a) the federal regulatory agency (the CRTC), (b) a provincial government public 

utilities board or commission or, in soie cases, (c) a municipal council. 

Teleg  lobe Canada is an exception in that it is not regulated by an independent 

agency. 

1.5.2 Canadian Telecommunications Regulation in Detail 

Table 1.8 provides a list of the major telecommunication companies 

and their respective regulatory agencies. The CRTC regulates Bell Canada, the 

British Columbia Telephone Company, Terra Nova Telecommunications, 

NorthwesTel, CNCP Telecommunications and Telesat Canada. These companies 

represent the major portion of telecommunication activities within Canada. 

Each of the provincial governments also maintains a regulatory agency for the 

purpose of regulating telecommunication companies under its jurisdiction. In the 

case of Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick, Manitoba, 

Saskatchewan and Alberta, the province regulates the principal telephone company 

operating within its borders. In the case of Quebec, Ontario and British 

Columbia, the independent companies are al  so regulated at the provincial level. 

In two cases, 'edmonton telephones' and Prince Rupert City Tèlephones, regulation 

is exercised by the respective municipal council.* As noted previously, 

Teleglobe Canada is not regulated by an agency. Instead, it reports to the 

federal Minister responsible for the Canadian Development Investment 

Corporation. 

Table 1.9 provides details of the telecommunications regulatory 

practices of each of the provinces and the federal government. This table is 

provided as background to possible regulatory issues that may arise during the 

course of the examination and to ensure a shared understanding of key elements 

of the Canadian regulatory environment. One camment that can be made is that, 

while differences in,detail exist, commonality in overall approadh is evident. 

* The British Columbia Utilities Oammission regulates the part of Prince Rupert 
City Télephones outside the municipal boundaries of Prince Rupert. 



ocropany Regulatory Agency 

Island Telephone Public Utilities Commission of Prince 
Edward Island 

Bell Canada 
Québec-Téléphone 
Télébec 

CRTC 
Régie des services publics du Québec 
Réole des services publics du Québec 

Telesat Canada 
CNCP Telecammunications 
Teleglobe  Canada 

CRTC 
CRTC 
Not regulated by an agency 

TABLE 1.8 
Major  Canadian Telecommunications Carriers and Their Regulatory Agencies 
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Newfoundland Telephone 

Terra Nova Telecommunications 

Newfoundland Board of Commissioners of 
Public Utilities 

CRIC 

Maritime Telegraph and Telephone  Nova Scotia Board of Cammissioners of 
Public Utilities 

New Brunswick Telephone New Brunswick Board of Cammissioners of 
Public Utilities 

Northern Telephone 
Thunder Bay Telecommunications 

Ontario Telephone Service Commission 
Ontario Telephone Service Commission 

Manitoba Telephone System Manitoba Public Utilities Board 

Saskatchewan Telecommunications Saskatchewan Public Utilities Review 
Commission 

Alberta Government Telephones 
'edmonton telephones'  

Alberta Public Utilities Board 
City of Edmonton  

British Columbia Telephone 
Prince Rupert 

B.C. Rail 
NorthwesTel 

CRTC 
City of Prince Rupert and British 
Columbia Utilities Commission 
Not regulated by an agency 
CRTC 
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Commission 

3 

not specified 

NO 

Yés 

Yés 

Yés 

Yès 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yés 

Yés 

No 

Yes 

Yés 

TABLE 1.9 
Overview of Canadian Telecommunications Regulatory Practices 

Nana  of Regulating Authority: 

The Board 
- Full Time 

- Part Ti te  

- Tenure  

Board of Cbmmissioners 	Public  Utilities 
of Public  Utilities 

3 or more 

irdeterminate 

Board of Oommissioners 
of Public Utilities 

1 (indeterminate) 

6 (at pleasure) 

above 

Board of 
Commissioners of 
Pdblic Utilities 

7 

goal  behaviour - to 
age 70 years 

Regulates (exempt services below) telephone, telegraPh, 
electric power 

telephone, electric 
energy, persons 
declared to be a ptiblic 
utility,  ater, sewage, 
motor carriers 

teleccummications, 
gas, auto insurance 
rates, nctor carriers, 
(excludes NE Elect. 
Pwr. Commission) 

telecommunications, 
electric power, 
motor carriers, water 

 utilities, salvage 
yards, gasoline & 
fuel cil, Halifax-
Dartmouth bridges 

Cabinet direction 

Power to make regulations 

Regulations issued 

Must approve 

- Debt 

- Equity  

Yés (telecommunications) 

Yes 

Yés 

Yes 

Yes 

Source: Telcom Canada, 1983. Updated by members of the exarldnatipn. 



QUEBEC ONTARIO 	 MANITOBA 

Ontario Telephone 	 Manitoba Public 
Service Commission 	Utilities Board 

1 

4 

telephone, natural gas, 
water and sewer 
utilities 

telephone 

Yes 

No 

Cne only 

Yes, not specified 

Yes 

NO 

Yes 

Nb 

N/A 

N/A 

TABLE 1.9 (Continued) 

Name of Negulating Authority: 	 La Régie des services 
publics 

The Board 	 9 (4  additional, if required) 
- Full Time 

- Part Tine 

- Tenure 	 10 years (maximum) 	 ot_ specified 	 Indeterminate 

Regulates (exempt services below) Teléphone, educational 
proramming of Radio Québec, 
joint use of certain  public  
utilities, approval of plans 
for underground conduits fàr 
public utilities in the City 
of Mbntreal 

Cabinet direction 	 NO 

Power to make regulations 	 Yés 

Regulations issued 	 Yés 

MUst approve 

- Debt 

	

	 No (but the Board tàkes into 
account in practice) 

- Equity 

	

	 NO (but the Board takes 
account in practicc) 



energy, utilities 
(electric, natural gas, 
piped propane), 
telecommunications 

telecommunications (federal 
carriers), broadcasting 

Ratios - Yes 

New Issues - No 

TABLE 1.9 (Continued) 

SASKATŒEMN ALBERTA BRITLSEI COLUMBIA 	 PECERAL 

Public Utilities Board Ni of Regulating Authority: 	Public Utilities Review 
Commission  

B.C. Utilities 	 Canadian Radio-television and 
Commission 	 Telecommunications Cammission 

The Board 
- Full Time 

- Part Time 

- Tenure  

	

1 	 7 	 7 (5 years tenure) 

	

6 	 3 	 Temporary (as req'd) 

	

5 years 	 unspecified 	 above 

9 (7 years tenure) 

10 (5 years tenure) 

above 

Regulates (exempt services below) rates for non-competitive 
telecommunication services, 
natural gas, electrical 
rates, basic autamobile 
insurance rates 

telecommunications, railways, 
water heat, light, power, 
common carrier oil pipelines 

Cabinet direction 	 Yes 

No, however, regulations 
can be made py Lieutenant 
Governor in Council 

Regulations issued 	 N/A 

Must approve 

- Debt 	 Yes 

- Equity 	 Yes  

No 	 Yes 	 No 

Yes 	 Yes 	 Yes 

Yes 	 No 	 Yés (for bmoadcasting) 

No 	 Yés 	 No 

No 	 Yes 	 Yes - Bell Canada, B.C. Tel 

Power to make regulations 



TABBLE 1. 9 ( Continued )

NHWFCXNI)LADID P.E.I. NEW EKNSWIQC NOVA SCOTIA

Regulation base Net asset Net asset
Net asset Net asset

Construction approval required Over $50 000
(lease over $5 000)

Depreciation - Rates Fixed

- Method Straight line

Yes

Fixed

Straight line

Cbntract - Approval Not specified Not specified

- Practice No

Fair rate of return Yes

Public hearings - required Yes

- Participation Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Legal evidence required Not specified Not specified

Witnesses sworn Yes Yes

Expenses of Board Assessed to Public Assessed to Public

Utilities Utilities

Tàxation of dosts - Per Yes Not specified

No
Program reviewed with
Board at rate review

Yes

Fixed Fixed

Straight line Straight line

Not required Not specified

No

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Minister of Justice Yes

represents public
interest

Yes No

Yes Yes

Assessed to Public Assessed to Public

Utilities Utilities

No Yes

No No
- In practice Yes No



CUEI3EC CINIMUO mioirroie 

Not specified 

No 

Fixed after hearing 

Not specified 

No 

Not specified 
(program filed) 

4pproved 

Jot specified 

t specified 

Yes Yes - other telephone 
companies 

- Practice 

Yes 
Yes 

TABLE 1.9 (Continued) 

Regulation base 

Construction  approval required - 

Depreciation - Rates 

- Methcx1 

Cbntract 	- Approval  

Not specified in legislation, but 
Board uses the tariff base (assets 
available to the public) and common 
shareholders equity 

Fiveyear development Flan 
examined annually 

Approved 

Straight line, estimated useful 
life or residual life 

In cases of exChange of services 
between telephone utilities,  marger  
or acquisitions of telephone 
utilities 

Fair rate of return 

Public hearings - required 

- Participation 

Legal evidence required 

Witnesses sworn 

Expenses of Board 

Taxation of Cbsts - Per  

- In practice 

Yes (fair and reasonable rates) 

Yes (in general) 

Yes 

Yes (in accordance with the Rules 
of PLuuèdure before the Board) 

Yés 

Fram Consolidated Revenue Fund 
(Note that the gvt levies fees and 
taxes from telephone utilities) 

In certain cases 

Yes 

Not required by act 

SDP Act used 

as above 

as above 

Appropriated by 
Legislature 

No  

NO 

Yès 

Yes 

Yés 

Yés 

Consolidated funds of 
Province 

No 



Construction approval required Not specified No 	 Construction program review No 

TABLE 1.9 (Continued) 

SASKATCHEPOW 	 ALBEFerA 	 OCILUMILA 	 FECEML 

Regulation base Not determined 	 Net asset Rate base 	 Total Capital 

Depreciation - Rates 

- Methcx1 

Approved 	 Fixed 	 Specified 	 Approved 

Straight line method, equal Nbt specified 	 Straight line 	 Equal life group 
life grouppxxxmdures, 
remaining life technique 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Contract 	- Approval 

- Practice 

Fair rate of return 

Yés, if they relate to 
rates 

Same as above 

Not specified 

Not specified 

Yés 

Yés (agreements) 

Not specified 

Public  hearings - required 

- Participation 

Legal evidence required 

Witnesses sworn 

Expenses of Board 

Taxation of Costs - Power 

- In practice 

Discretionary, are normally Yés 	 Yés 	 Yes 
held 

Yes 	 Yés 	 Yes 	 Yes 

No 	 No 	 _ 	 No 

Yes 	 Yés 	 Yes 	 Yes 

Administrative  costs - 	Yés 	 Financial Admini- 	General Minds 
Treasury Board 	 stration Act 
Hearing costs - Crown 
corporation 

Yés 	 Yés 	 Cbmmission costs 	Yes 
recoverable 

Yes 	 No 	 Yes 	 Yés 



TABLE 1 . 9 ( Continued ) 

NEWFOUNDLAND 	 P.E.I. 	 MI BRUNSWICK 	 NOVA SCOTIA 

Inquire into mgm't Yès - general investiga- General powers of 	Yes, may investigate 	General supervision 
tion pcwers 	 investigation 	 any matter, including 	of all public 

commercial marketing 	utilities 
practices 

Permit concession service 	 Yés 	 Yes 	 Yes 

Confidentiality clause NO - in practice, 	 No, however, 	 Yes 	 No, but confidential 
confidential informa- 	confidential informa- 	 information filed 
tion filed 	 tion filed 

Fix or approve rates 	 Both 	 Both 	 Both 	 Both 

Order interconnection 	 NO 	 Yes 	 Yés 	 Yés 

Permit attachment 
- Charter 	 No 	 NO mention 	 No 

- Board 	 Vbluntary Program 	Nb mention 	 Yes 
residential extensions 

Regulate non-carrier activities 	 NO 	 NO 	 NO 	 Yés 

Reasons for decisions 	 No 	 No 	 Not required, but given 	No 

Staffing - specific jobs Legal counsel, 
engineers, accountants 
as required 

May appoint experts to 
carry out Act 

Attorney General appoints 
Public  Intervenor, 
Board can retain outside 
consultants 

Sale of equipment 	 Yes 	 Yés - only non-regulated Yès • 	 Yés - set guidelines 

- price regulation 	 No 	 No 	 No 	 Set guidelines 
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No Permit concession service Yes - comm. app. 

Confidentiality clause No (in practice, information 
furnished confidentially) 

No - anything  filai  is 
public 

Both Both Fix or approve rates Approve 

No  No Yes - Cabinet (other 
telecannunicaticn 
carriers) 

Yes - Man. Tel Board 
(terminal equipnent) 

No 

Yes 

Yès - experts 
cccassionally to carry 
out business cf Board 

Yes Yes Sale of equipment 

Y ,  

No 

No Prices are filed with the Board - pri.ce regulaticn 

TABLE 1 • 9 ( Continued ) 

Inquire into mgrn't Yes - generalinvestigatory 
authority 

Regulation cn power 
concerning business 
practices 

Plower to conduct all 
inquiries to ensure 
compliance with law 

Order int.erconnecti.cn  

Permit attadhment 
- Charter 

- Board 

Regulate nan-carrier activities 

Reasons far deci.sions 

Staffing - specific jobs 

Of network,  prOhibited; 
of terminas, allcwet. 

Yes 

No 

Not expressly required by 
legislation, but given in practice 

Secretary, engineers, analysts 

Yés, must have 
commission approval 

Applications made to 
Oannission 

NO 

NO 

Secretary and others 
as necessary 

Na 



TABLE 1 . 9 ( Continued ) 

SASKATCEZNAN 	ALEEFfrA 	 BRITISH CCILL/IBIA 	 FEDERAL 

Inquire into mgm't 	 Yes as it affects 
rates  

General polhers to 
deal with public 
utilities 

General supervision 
of utilities 

Permit concession service 

Confidentiality clause 

Fix or approve rates 

Order interconnecticn 

Permit attaChment 
- Charter 

- Board  

Yes 	 Yés 	 Yes - Railway Act, s.291 

Yes 	 NO 	 Yds 	 Yés 

Both 	 Both 	 Both 	 Both 

No 	 Yés 	 - 	 Yés 

Nb 	 NO 	 - 	 Yés 

Nb 	 No - must be 	 Yés 
approved by par 

Regulate non-carrier activities No 	 No 

Reasons for decisions 	 Yes 	 Yés 	 Decision issued following 	Nbt required by statute 
hearing 

Staffing - specific jobs 	 Experts  as required Secretary and 
engineers, account-
ants, lawyers as 
necessary 

Secretary, other officers 
and other employees 

Sale of eqpipment 	 Nb 	 Yes, if outside 	 Yés 
cedinary course of 
business 

- pri.ce regulaticn 	 No 	 No 	 No  

Yes 

Yés - floor price regulation 
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No No No Set guidelines 

TABLE 1 • 9 ( Continued ) 

No With Commission 
approval, land may be 
expropriated by  Public 
Utilities.  Public 
Utilities may not expro-
priate eadh other's land 

Lft-Gav-in-Council may 
take aver property, etc. 
any time and Legislature 
will approve erpropriation 

No 

Yés 

Cburt of Appeal 

Jurisdiction or law 

NO 

Yes 

Supreme Cburt in banco 

Jurisdiction or law 

No 

Yes 

Supreme Court of N. B. 
 (Appeal Division) 

Any question of fact 
or law 

Yes 

Appeal Division of 
Suprerre Court 

Jurisdiction or law 

NO, Court of AFpeal final NO 

01 
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TABLE 1.9 (Continued) 

Yes (tariffs are filed with 
the Board) 

No, except a utility 

Competitive tariffs 

Per  to expropriate 
(Co. power) 

Yes 

Municipal telecom 
systems may expropriate 
any system 

No 

No - although Man  Tel 
has guaranteed right of 
way 

Appeals 

- Type of Court 

- Basis 

Yés 

Quebec Court of Appeal 

Jurisdictional or automatic 

- Petition to Governor/Lft-Governor 	No 
in Cbuncil 

Yes 

Divisional Court 

Question of law or 
jurisdiction 

Yes  

Yés 

Court of Appeal 

Law, jurisdiction or 
any fact 

No mention 



TABLE 1.9 (Continued)

CartQetitive tariffs

power to expropriate
(co. power)

Appeals

- Type of Court

- Basis

No

Sask'Del can
expropriate land

Yes

Court of Appeal

on questions of law
or jurisdiction

NO

AGT may
expropriate land

Yes

Court of Appeal

Jurisdiction or law

BRifiISi Qo[L14BIA

Yes

Court of Appeal

Yes - Railway Act, s.274

No

Yes

Federal Court of Appeal

Question of law or
jurisdiction

- Petition to Governor/Lft-Governor No - - Yes

in Qouncil
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Yes Company can enforce 
these, have Board 
approval 

- Force of law 

Offenses & Penalties 

Yes 

No - charges through 
the courts under 
Summary COnvictions 
Act 

Yes Yes Yes Fix standards - power Not specified 

Yes 

• Public  Utilities 
COmmission Act 

• Electronic Power 
Telephone Act 

TABLE 1.9 (Cbntinued) 

Powers stibject to approval of 
• mànister 

Existing Regulations 
- Source  Filed with tariff Filed with tariff Filed with tariff 

Gasoline and fuel 
oil; same motor 
carriers 

Filed with tariff 

- practice 

Accounting methods prescribed 

Applicable Legislation 

Newfoundland Tel sends 
quarterly reports on 
quality of service. NO 
standards issued 

Yes 

• The Public  Utilities 
Act 

Quality of service 
indicat_ors reviewed 
eadh general rate 
hearing 

Yes 

• Public Utilities Act 
• Telephone Companies 

and Act 
• Act of Incorporation, 
NB Telephone Company, 
Limited 

Yés - in conjunction 
with rate hearings 

Yes 

• Public  Utilities 
Act 

• Gasoline & Fuel 
Oil Licensing Act 

• Mbtor  Carrier  Act 
• Salvage Yard Act 

Exempt from Regulation • Mbbile services 
• Data services 
• PBX modifications 
• Yéllow pages 
• Special Oustomer 

modifications 
• Paging 
• All special asseMbly 

tariff items 

• Telecom Canada computer 
communications and 
other non-tariffed 
services 

• TeleaunC>mada 
competitive 
services 

• Private mobile 
telephone not 
regulated while 
telephone exdhange 
service is 
regulated 
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EXisting Regulations 
- Source 

- Force of law 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No Yes NO (with exceptions) Accounting methods prescribed 

Applicable Legislation 

Exempt from Regulation • Northlanti 
Pransix3rtation 
Commission 

• Jampetitive  service"  

TABLE 1.9 (Côntinued) 

Powers stibject to approval of 
minister 

No 

Offenses & Penalties 

Regulation respecting telephone 
utilities; Rules of Procedure 

Yes, When passed 

Yés, stipulated by legislation. 
Legal action is tàken under 
Summary Convictions Act 

Not approved by 
Commission 

Filed with tariff 

Board approval 

Set by legislation 

Fix standards - power 

- practice  

Not specified 

Yes 

• Telephone Act 	 •  Public  Utilities Board 
• Municipal  Act 	 Act 
• Public  Utilities Act 	• Manitoba TelePhone Act 
• Public  Utilities 

Corporation Act 

• An Act Respecting the Régie 
des services publics  

• An Act Respecting Certain 
Public  Utility Installations 

• Charter of the City of 
of Montreal (a number of 
articles) 

• Radio seardh for missing 
persons 

• Yellow pages 
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No Yes 

Existing Regulations 
- Source Regulation under SaikTel Act 

NO regulations under PURC Act 
No telecammunication 
regulations 

TABLE 1.9 (Continued) 

Pers  subject to approval of 
minister 

- Farce of law No regulations under PURC Act 

Offenses & Penalties 

Fix standards -  per  

- practice 

Accounting methods prescribed 

Applicable Legislation 

Exempt from Regulation 

Sdbiect to approval of 
Attorney General 

No 

Yés, as it has a direct 
effect on rates 

Yes 

• Saskatchewan  Telecommu-
nications Act 

• Saskatchewan Power 
Cbrporation Act 

• Automobile Accident 
Insurance Act 

• Saskatchewan  Government 
Insurance Act 

• Public  Utilities Review 
Cbmmission Act 

Conretitive services 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

• Public  Utilities 
Board Act 

• Dept. of Utilities 
and Telephones Act 
Water, Gas, Electric 
and Telephones Act 

• Rural Mutual 
Telephone Companies 
Act 

• PeT-Edmonton 
Telephone Act 

gle Administrative 
Procedures Act 

Non-basic services 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

• Utilities 
Commission Act 

Non-utility services 

Yes 

NO - pcwer, yes 

• Railway Act 
• National Transpor-

tation Act 
• Telegraphs Act 
• Act to Incorporate 

Bell Telephone 
Co. of Canada 

• CETC Act 
• B.C. Tel Special Act 
• CNCP Act 
• CP Ltd. Special Act 
• Telesat Canada Act 



It is also worth noting that, for most regulatory agencies, 

telecommunications regulation is only one of several areas of responsibility. 

.This is particularly the case for most provincial agencies. In areas sudh as 

rate setting, depreciation practices, regulation making, the rate base, public 

hearings and the like, similar approaches have been adopted by the provincial 

regulators. In other areas -- for example, exemptions fram regulation --

important  differences exist. Some agencies regulate all services provided by 

telephone companies under their jurisdiction, while others exempt them from 

certain classes, such as campetitive services. 

The public hearing process is also an integral part of regulatory 

practice in Canada. Regulators hold public hearings on important matters that 

came before them, encourage  public input and receive submissions from interested 

parties. 

Originally, the primary purpose cf telecommunications regulation was to 

protect subscribers against overcharging by monopoly providers of 

telecommunication services. The role of regulatory agencies has, however, 

evolved to include a broad oversight cf a variety of telecommunication company 

activities, "in the public  interest." Thus, whereas telecommunication companies 

are generally regulated by the approval or disapproval of applications brought 

by them, Table 1.9 indicates that regulatory agencies also hold broad powers to 

make regulations, approve construction, inquire into management, order 

interconnection and fix standards. 
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2.1 	Introduction  

2.1.1 Description of Local Services 

Canadian telephone companies provide a wide variety of local services, 

generally referred to as "exchange services" in company tariffs. They range 

from services that satisfy the basic day-to-day voice telecommunication needs of 

subscribers to the leasing of high-speed dedicated data communication channels. 

For the purposes of this examination, basic local service is defined 

as the provision of telephone service to each individual subscriber at his or 

her primary residence and/or business in order to meet day-to-day two-way voice 

cammunication needs. Across Canada, the basic local service package is very 

similar. It normally consists of the following service elements: 

(1)one connection device, often a jack 

(2)inside wiring to the jack 

(3)a protection device 

(4)drop wire 

(5)a connecting device to the outside plant facilities 

(6)outside plant facilities to the central office 

(7)unlimited local network usage 

(8)access to long-distance services 

(9)access to services of the company's operators 

(10)maintenance and repair service 

(11)directory listing and one or more directories 
(12)directory assistance listing and, in some cases, directory 

assistance calling. 

Service elements (1) through (6) allow a customer to access the telephone 

network: they are collectively known as the "local loop". There are three 

major variations in this basic local service package: 

1. Customer provision of the primary telephone set. 

In Bell Canada, B.C. Tel, NorthwesTel, Terra Nova Tel, AGT, 

Québec-Tél, Télébec, NBTel and Island Tel territories, the basic local service 



rate does not include rental of the telephone set. Subscribers have the choice 

of renting their telephone sets and other terminal equipment from the telephone 

companies or purchasing their own and attaching than to the telephone network. 

In MT&T territory, subscribers can own their own primary set, but an MT&T 

provided set is nonetheless included in the basic local service rate. In 

Manitoba Telephone System, SaskTel and Newfoundland Tel serving areas, the 

rental of a rotary-,dial telephone set is included in the basic service package. 

The attachment of certain customer-provided terminals such as residence 

extension sets or non-network addressing devices is permitted in all of these 

territories. 

2. Number of stations per loop. 

Canadian telephone companies provide two main grades of exchange 

service, namely, individual-line service (ILS) and party-line services. ILS 

provides for the oonnection of one main telephone to a central office line. 

Party-line services provide for the connection of two (two-party line service) 

or more (multi-party line service) main telephones to the same central office 

line. 

Across Canada the standard grade of service is ILS or two-party 

service inside base rate areas* and two-party or four-party (in rare instances 

more than four) service outside base rate areas. SaskTel, however, no longer 

provides two-party service. Rating practices connected with various grades of 

service are described in greater detail in section 2.3.8. 

3. Directory assistance calling. 

The types and amount of originating local directory-assistance calling 

included in the basic local service package differ among Canadian telephone 

companies. Long-distance directory assistance is almost always included. The 

exception is calls to the United States, for whidh customers are charged (after 

a free monthly allowance of calls ranging from 50 in Manitoba Telephone System 

territory to 250 in Bell Canada territory). Customers are also charged, except 

* Base rate areas are the more densely populated and well developed areas of an 
exchange. 
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in the case of SaskTel, for each call when the number requested appears in the 
telephone directory. However, exemptions are granted to certain classes of 

subscribers such as the handicapped. 

2.1.2 Description of long-Distance Services 

Long-distance voice services (also referred to as interexchange or 

toll services) may be broken down into three principal categories: message toll 

service (MTS), wide area telephone service (WATS) and private-line service.* 

MTS is the basic long-distance service providing communications between 

subscribers in different telephone campany exchanges. Charges for the service 

are based on distance and call duration. Additional charges are assessed for 

operator assistance and special billing arrangements sudh as reverse charging 
and third-party billing. The service is used extensively by both business and 

residence customers and it is the largest single revenue source for the 

telephone industry. 

WATS is a form of bulk discounted MTS provided by most Cànadian 

telephone companies (except for Terra Nova and NorthwesTel), mainly to business 

custamers. The service is provided on a zoned basis and customers lease 

dedicated access channels for service to specific zones, typically based on 

number plan areas (NPAs)**  -- zone I typically being the NPA of the 

customer, zone 2 being adjacent NPAs and so on to zone 6 whidh covers all cf the 

NPAs in the country. Charges for WATS comprise a flat rate for a base volume of 

calling and usage- sensitive charges for calling above the base volume. 

Private-line service is also primarily a business service and provides 

for non-switched dedicated cammunication channels between telephone campany 

exchanges. This service may be provided using either terrestrial or satellite 

facilities. For most applications, private lines may be configured in three 

ways: (a) tie trunks which are connected to a customer's PBX or Centrex in each 

exchange; (b) foreign exchange (FX) service which connects a customer's 

telephone, PBX or Centrex in one exchange to a telephone company central office 

* In addition there are a number of interexchange data services including 
telex, datapac, dataroute, infoswitàh and various specialized enhanced 
services. These services are not treated further in this paper. 

** North America has been divided into NPAs or area codes, each with an 
individual three-digit number. These numbers must be dialed to reach 
telephones outside of the originator's NPA. 
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in another exchange; and (c) off-premises extensions (OPXs) which connect a

custcmer telephone in one exchange to a PBX in the saQne or another exchange.

Rates for private-line service are based on distance. Private lines are

available as individual circuits which are often termed inter-city voice grade

channels or IXVGs. Some telephone ccanpanies also offer private lines in

packages of 12, 24, 60 and 120 circuits. These packages, called Telpak

channels, provide large discounts relative to individual circuits.

MTS and WATS services are offered on a monopoly basis by the telephone

ccgnpanies. Interconnected private lines* are offered campetitively by CNCP in

the operating areas of Bell Canada, and by CNCP and B.C. Rail in British

Columbia. CNCP also offers non-interconnected private-line services across

Canada as does B.C. Rail in British Columbia. Finally, Telesat Canada is a

potential campetitor in the private-line market.

2.2 Rating Objectives

As part of this examination, Canadian telephone companies were asked

to provide descriptions of their rating ob3ectives.1 Bell Canada described

its objectives in terms of custciner satisfaction; the need to have adequate and

stable revenues; maximization of penetration and use of the network; equitable

distribution of charges among different classes of services; rates that are

simple and easy to understand and administer; rates structures that are

consistent with econcsnic concepts and provide proper pricing signals; and

finally, meeting the ccanpetition. Manitoba Telephone System listed prcmoting

universality of access and basic local service; achieving financial objectives

and revenue stability; distributing charges fairly and reasonably; and prcgnoting

effective use of the network, services and resources as its objectives.

Other canpanies described their rating objectives in general terms.

Anong these, B.C. Tel and AGT see their main objective as providing universal

service at affordable rates. NBTel identified universal service and sufficient

revenues as objectives. Newfoundland Tel described recovering total costs and

earning adequate and stable revenues as objectives.

* Private-line service may be provided on an interconnected or non-
interconnected basis. Interconnected private lines provide for calling
connected to the public switched telephone network. Interconnected lines are
not considered to be private lines by scane telephone canpanies.



Despite this diversity, a recurring theme emerges: It appears that 

the over-riding objectives of Canadian telephone companies are to maximize 

penetration and use of the public-switched network, and to have adequate and 

stable revenues. 

2.3 	Rating Principles and Practices  

While Canadian telephone companies describe their rating objectives in 

a variety of ways, they are unanimous in stating the same two most important 

rating principles to which they subscribe, namely: (a) value of service, and 

(h) company-wide price averaging. En addition, there are a number of other 

rating practices and principles discussed in this section. 

2.3.1 Value of service 

The value-of-service concept recognizes that telephone services are 

more valuable to some classes of subscribers than to others. The principle of 

value-of-service rating is extensively applied in practice in the case of local 

services, where it is the basis for rate group structures and for the difference 

between residence and business rates. 

a) Local service 

Rate differentials between residence and business services 

A11 Canadian telephone companies price their residence services 

significantly lower than business services on the basis that the value of 

service to a business subscriber is greater than it is to a residential 

subscriber. A review of local telephone rates for selected cities across Canada 

indicates that, for these cities, residence ILS rates fall within a narrow range 

of 30 to 40 per cent of business service rates, as shown in Table 2.1. 

This has been the practice, even though the costs of providing access 

to the telephone network (loop oosts) are not significantly different whether 

service is provided to residential or business subscribers. In fact, the same 

loop may provide service to a residential customer at one time and to a business 

customer at others. 
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TABLE 2.1 
Monthly Exchange Local Telephone Rates, 

Individual Line (January 1986) 

Residence as 
_City 	 Residence 	 Business 	% of Business  

Victoria 	 $11.70 	 $31.85 	 37.0 
Calgary 	 $ 9.28 	 $23.74 	 39.0 
Regina 	 $ 8.30 	 $20.85 	 40.0 
Winnipeg 	 $ 7.50 	 $20.00 	 38.0 
Ottawa 	 $10.70 	 $34.45 	 31.0 
Rimouski 	 $12.80 	 $38.85 	 33.0 
Moncton 	 $12.05 	 $35.45 	 34.0 
Halifax 	 $13.10 	 $37.50 	 35.0 
Charlottetown 	$12.60 	 $38.30 	 33.0 
St. John's 	 $13.15 	 $41.00 	 32.0 

Note: Includes rental for a rotary-dial telephone set and, where 
applicable, EAS 

With respect to usage, results fram a 1983 Bell Canada Study2  are 
summarized in Table 2.2. These results are similar to those of other telephone 

companies as well as those of a 1985 survey of telephone users ommissioned by 
the Government of Ontario. 3  The Bell Canada study showed that usage by a 

single-line business custamer, as measured by frequency of calling, is about 
twice that of a residence customer. As measured by call minutes, business usage 

is only 7 per cent higher, reflecting the much shorter duration of an average 
business call. Business calls are, however, more concentrated in peak calling 
periods. 

Rate Groups 

Canadian telephone companies classify their exchange areas by rate 

group. The charge for local service generally depends on the number of other 

subscribers that can be reached without incurring long-distance charges. Basic 
monthly rates increase with rate group size, that is, with the number of 

subscribers in the "toll free" calling area. 

In Bell, Manitoba Telephone System, MT&T, Island Tel, Newfoundland Tel 

and Terra Nova Tel territories, rate groups are based on total telephone numbers 
(TTN) for the toll free calling area of an exchange. The companies determine 

the TN  count by adding up the telephone number count of defined classes of 
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TABLE 2.2
local Usage - Residence versus Business

Monthl Average* ftequency" Duration (mins.)
Class of % $
Service Fre .( !) Iuration(!) Call Min. Avg. Median Max. Avg. Avg. Median Max. Av .

Single-Line 115 4.1 472 116 90 926 61 4.3 1.3 8.6 44
-Residence hrs.

Single-Line 229 2.2 504 216 162 1 850 63 2.2 1.0 6.6 52(#)
Business days

Multi-line 292 2.1 613 280 232 1 883 60 2.1 1.1 7.9 48(#)
Bus.(Key) hrs.

PBX 556 2.8 1 157 529 259 6 079 68 2.8 1.4 32.4 41(#)
hrs.

Legend:

#

Seven mpnth average (April - October 1983)
October 1983
Percentage of calls less than one minute
Frequency = No. of calls; Duration in minutes

Source: Bell Canada, "Subscriber Line Usage Study," 1983.
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services for an exchange. Ln AGT and NBTel territories, rate groups are based 

on the number of main stations. SaskTel's rate groups are generally based on 

population. B.C. Tel, NorthwesTel, Québec-Tl and Télébec determine rate groups 

on the basis of the number of access lines. 

When extended area service (EAS)* is provided, the rate group 

assignment of an exchange area is adjusted as follows: In Bell Canada, B.C. 

Tel, AGT and Télébec territories, a weighting factor is employed to give a 

weighted count. The weighted count for an exchange is the telephone count for 

the exchange plus the count for each other exchange in its local calling area 

times a weighting factor that is based on and increases with the rate-centre-

to-rate-centre distance between the exchanges. Under this weighting approach, 

the telephone count of an exchange  for rate group purposes is higher than the 

actual count of telephones. Accordingly, suburban exchanges in large 

metropolitan areas fall into the highest rate groups and subscribers 

consequently often pay rates higher than those in adjoining metropolitan areas. 

In the case of Manitoba Telephone System, Québec-Tl,  MT&T, NBTel, Island Tel 
and Newfoundland Tel, the telephone count includes the combined count for the 

two or more exchange areas within whiCh telephone service is provided without 

long-distance charges. With Terra Nova Tel, the rate group assignment of an 

exchange is not changed as a result of having EAS. In SaskTel territory, when a 
community is provided with EAS, it is assigned the rate group of the larger 

exchange and customers in the EAS community are charged an EAS surcharge. 

(NorthwesTel does  rot  provide EAS.) 

b) Long-distance service 

Value of service is also a consideration in long-distance rating, 

although to a lesser extent than in local service. For example, the degree of 

distance sensitivity of long-distance rates may in part reflect value of service 

to the extent that consumers perceive longer distance calling to be only 

slightly more valuable to them than shorter distance calling (see section 2.3.3 

below). 

* See section 2.3.4 for a detailed description of EAS. 



2.3.2 Canpany-Wide Averaging 

Company-wide averaging means that rates for services with similar 

features are the same throughout a telephone company's operating territory and 

regardless of the type of terrain, location, technology employed and SD on. 

Newfoundland Tel, in particular, points out that system-wide rate averaging is 

supported by its enabling legislation. An example of company-wide averaging is 

that within an exchange all subscribers pay the same local exchange service rate 

for a given class of service, regardless of their usage or distance fram the 

telephone company central office. As a further example, a raté group 4 customer 

in the Fraser Valley in B.C. Tel territory, where the cost of providing service 

is relatively low, pays the same price as a rate group 4 customer in northern 

B.C., where the cost cf providing the same grade of service is much higher. 

In the case of long-distance services, telephone company charges are 

independent of route. For example, a 100-mile MTS call from Winnipeg is rated 

the same as a 100-mile MTS call from Churchill. This practice is termed "route 

averaging". Presently, all Canadian telephone campanies use route averaged 

rating for most long-distance services. 

There are two exceptions to the principle of company-wide rate 

averaging. First, long-distance rates in the remote northern areas of Bell 

Canada's territory, where rail and road links with the south do not exist, are 

tarif fed under a separate schedule. The rates for a five-minute custamer-dialed 

regular charge call range from 16 per cent (23-30 mileage band) to 4 per cent 

(401 miles and over) lower than the rate for a comparable call elsewhere in Bell 

Canada's territory.* Second, a charge known as an "other line" rate applies, in 

addition to the standard long-distance charge, to calls originating from certain 

high-cost areas such as the Gaspé region served by Québec- Tl and Télébec and 

terminating in Bell Canada territory or vice versa. For calls originating in 

Bell Canada territory and terminating in Québec-Tel or Télébec territory, under 

the applicable traffic agreement, other line charges are collected by Bell 

Canada and forwarded to them. 

* The practice of setting separate, lower rates for the Remote North was first 
implemented in 1978 because the CRTC was concerned with the level of 
telephone service costs borne by these subscribers. The extent to Which 
these subscribers depend on long-distance service due to population dispersal 
and distance from essential services was also a consideration. 
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2.3.3 Flat Rates versus Distance and Usage-Sensitive Rates

Distance sensitivity refers to how rates change as a function of

distance. At one extreme, rates could be constant or "flat" over all distances.

Such rates are distance-insensitive and they are sanetimes referred to as

postalized rates. All Canadian telephone ccanpanies charge for basic local
*

service primarily on a flat-rate basis.

Alternatively, rates may be distance sensitive, as is the case with

long-distance rates. However, it should be noted that long-distance rates do

not increase directly in proportion to distance. For example, the trans-Canada

MTS rate applicable to Bell Canada custaners for a five-minute call of 10 miles

is $0.94; at 100 miles, it is $2.49 and at 1 000 miles, $5.00. As the distance

increases a hundredfold from 10 to 1 000 miles, the rate increases only about

four times. Rates for other types of long-distance services follow the saune

pattern.

Figure 2.1 shows the rates for Bell's trans-Canada service and various

US long-distance services. It indicates that the US rates are far less distance

sensitive than trans-Canada rates. In part this reflects a recent trend in the

United States to reduce the distance sensitivity of long-distance rates.

* In Bell, B.C. Ib1, IVBTel and MT&T territories, a measured service is
available to individual-line business custaners in large exchange areas. For
Bell business subscribers in rate group 7 and above (telephone number count
over 15 000), measured rates consist of a fixed canponent, 65 per cent (rate
group 7) to 55 per cent (rate group 19) of the flat rate, including an
originating call allowance of from 75 (rate group 7) to 195 (rate group 19)

calls. PLlditional calls are priced at 9.2^ each. There are no restrictions
on the duration, time of day, or day of week of calls. B.C. Tel business
subscribers in rate group 8 (access line count over 145 000) and above may
subscribe to measured service. The basic charge is 54 per cent of the flat

rate. It includes 50 originating calls with each additional call charged at

124 each. MT&T offers measured service to business custaners in rate group 4
and above (with total telephone numbers over 6 000) for a basic charge that
aQnounts to 75 to 80 per cent of the flat rate, with 50 free calls and 94 for
each additional call. NBTel's measured service is priced on a similar
basis. These services are not widely used.
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2.3.4 Extended Area Service 

Extended area service (EAS) allows customers located in neighbouring exchanges to 

call one another without incurring long-distance charges (two-way EAS). In same 

cases, this toll free calling may be in one direction only, usually fram a suburban 

exchange to a large urban exchange area but not vice versa (one-way EAS). 

The telephone exchanges and lines with EAS in 1984 are summarized in 

Table 2.3. for telephone companies across Canada. The percentage cf exchanges 

having EAS varies among telephone oampanies. For most companies a majority of 

exchanges have SAS. TUrning to the percentage of lines with EAS, these are 

substantially higher; most telephone oampanies report over 80 per cent of lines 
with EAS. 

However, Table 2.3 does not provide a full picture of EAS across Canada. 
For instance, it does not indicate the extent of either the number of exchanges or 
the number cf subscribers that those in a given exchange with EAS can reach. The 
table therefore cannot be taken to indicate the overall availability of EAS among 
the different telephone companies. SaskTel is not accepting new applications for SAS. 
It intends to replace any expansion cf SAS  with Dialpac *  service, which was recently 
approved by the Saskatchewan Public Utilities Review Commission. 

* Dialpac is an optional calling plan whereby residence and business 
individual-line customers in smaller communities may obtain a long-distance 
credit package to be applied against direct distance dialed (DDD) calls to a 
preselected nearby exchange. Dialpac subscribers can select either a 30- or 
40-minute package at a rate which is, on average, 53 per cent less than the 
regular daytime DDD rate. Subscribers can obtain Dialpac service to a 
maximum of three exchanges within a 40-mile radius, with a limit of one 
package per exchange.  AU  calls in excess of the designated time limit are 
charged at the normal DDD rates. Other optional calling plans are also 
available in the territories of NBTel, Bell Canada and B.C. Tel. 



TABLE 2.3 
Extended Area Service -- Telecom Canada 

& Associate Member Companies (1984) 

	

No. of Exchanges 	Nêtwk. Access Serv. Lines 
(000) 

CaaPanY 	Tbta1 	w. EAS 	% w. EAS 	Tbtal 	w. EAS 	% w. EAS 

Nfld Tel 	80 	42 	53.0 	141 	119 	84.0 
Island Tel 	26 	26 	100.0 	 51 	51 	100.0 
MT&T 	 151 	140 	93.0 	371 	358 	96.0 
NBTel 	 101 	77 	76.0 	314 	274 	87.0 
Bell Canada 	966 	846 	88.0 	6 823 	6 777 	99.0 
Qu6-Tèl 	136 	119 	88.0 	216 	207 	96.0 
Manitoba Tel 	237 	127 	54.0 	522 	428 	82.0 
SaskTel 	342 	68 	20.0 	497 	333 	67.0 
AGT 	 434 	284 	65.0 	746 	718 	96.0 
B.C. Tel 	297 	205 	69.0 	1 475 	1 254 	85.0 

Source: Télecam Canada Statistics, 1984. 

At present, the criteria for introducing EAS are quite similar across 

the country. They include the following: 

• A community of interest exists. This is sometimes expressed in terms 

of the extent of calling between two exchanges. 

• The distance between the exchanges' rate centres (normally the main 

switching centre in an exchange) does not exceed a certain distance. 

• In same jurisdictions the exchanges have to be contiguous and a 

majority of customers, whose basic local rates would increase as a 

result of receiving EAS, must approve the service. 

EAS can be regarded as a service that provides unlimited short-haul 

long-distance calling for a relatively low monthly charge or for no Charge at 

all. In the case of Bell Canada, B.C. Tel,  AG T and Tglepec, such a charge is 

not explicit. Nonetheless, an increased charge to subscribers is usually 

reflected in the weighting factor and the cambined telephone count used in 

assigning an exchange to a particular rate group. In Manitoba  Telephone 

System, SaskTel, MT&T, NBTel and Island Tel territories, when EAS is introduced 

to an exchange area custamers normally pay a higher monthly rate because the 

exchange is shifted into a higher rate group. In addition to paying a higher 

monthly rate for EAS, customers in SaskTel territory pay an EAS surcharge. 
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Terra Nova Tel and Québec-Tl  levy supplemental EAS charges that depend on 

distance and the number of subscribers reached. In Newfoundland Tel territory, 

the telephone count for the purpose of rate group assignment includes the total 

telephone nuMbers of the other exchanges that can be reached without incurring 

long-distance charges. in addition, a monthly charge that reflects distance 

applies. 

Information provided to the examination indicates that the 

introduction of EAS brings about substantial traffic stimulation, often in the 

order of two to five times, which requires expansion of the telephone company's 

public-switched network. 4  bihen EAS is introduced, however, additional revenue 

is obtained from increases in fixed monthly local rates. In  order to assess 

whether EAS is desirable, cther factors, including facility-related costs (both 

fixed and variable) and changes in long-distance revenues, have bo be 

considered. 

Many telephone companies successfully phase in EAS projects with other 

required capital expenditures. This approadh allows a piggy-back effect whereby 

a little extra capital investment at the time provides  for  both the required 

changes plus EAS capabilities, thereby greatly reducing EAS-related costs. The 

experience of some Canadian telephone companies, such as Québec-Tl,  indicates 

that EAS can sometimes be introduced in a more cost effective manner when the 

service is implemented in conjunction with telephone-plant modernization 

programs. 

Changes in long-distance revenue are the hardest item to predict. 

Certainly there are direct reductions in long-distance revenues from the two 

exchanges involved in providing EAS. However, this reduction may in part be 

offset by replacement calling. *  

Taking the above factors into consideration, it may be possible to 

have an extensive EAS program that would provide benefits to the exchanges 

involved without placing a significant financial burden on the general body of 

subscribers. There is no doubt an economic limit to expanding the availability 

of extended area service. It is possible that a number of jurisdictions have 

reached that limit. In such cases, unless new cost-recovery schemes are 

implemented in the early years of conversion, it is likely that further 

expansion of EAS would no longer be an appropriate option. 

* Replacement calling refers to the long-distance calls placed to other 
locations after implementation cf EAS by subscribers who have decided to use 
all or some of their EAS-associated savings to make additional long-distance 
calls. 
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2.3.5 	Discounts 

Discounts are offered by telephone companies on long-distance services 
as follows: 

MTS 

Regular MTS rates for all telephone companies apply for business day 

customer-dialed calling. At other times of the day, various discounts apply. 
For intra-campany calls, the discount structures are as followsl 

1. Most companies: 

Period 	 Companies  

A 	 B 	 C 	 D  

(%) 	 (%) 	 (%) 	 (%) 

Evening 	 35.0 	35.0 	30.0 	35.0 
Sunday 	 35.0 	35.0 	30.0 	50.0 
Night 	 60.0 	50.0 	50.0 	60.0 

A - SaskTel, Nfld Tel, Terra Nova Tel, B.C.Tel, NorthwesTèl 
B - Manitoba Telephone System, NBTel 
C - Island Tel, MT&T 
D - AGT 

- Evening rate:  applies Monday-Saturday, 6:00 P.M. - midnight except 
B.C. Tel (5:00 P.M. - 11:00 P.M.), NorthwesTel (6:00 P.M. - 
11:00 P.M.), Island Tel (6:00 P.M. - 10:00 P.M.). 

- Night rate:  applies everyday (midnight - 8:00 A.M.) except B.C. Tel 
(11:00 P.M. - 8:00 A.M.), NorthwesTel (11:00 P.M. - 8:00 A.M.), 
Island Tel (10:00 P.M. - 8:00 A.M.). 

2. Bell Canada: 

Time of day reduction day of week  

Evening 	(6:00 P.M. - 11:00 P.M.) 	33 1/3 
50 

Night 	(11:00 P.M. - 8:00 A.M.) 	66 2/3 
Saturday (Noon - 11:00 P.M.) 	66 2/3 
Sunday 	(8:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.) 	66 2/3 

Monday-Friday 
Sunday 
Daily 



day of week  

Monday-Friday 
Daily 

reduction 

33 1/3 
66 2/3 
66 2/3 

66 2/3 

3. lelébec and Wébec-Teléphone: 

Time of day  

Evening 	(6:00 P.M. - 11:00 P.M.) 
Night 	(11:00 P.M. - 8:00 A.M.) 
Saturday (8:00 A.M. - 11:00 P.M.) 
Sunday 	(8:00 A.M. - 11:00 P.M.) 
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For trans-Canada calls, the discount structure is the same as that 

applicable to intra-company calls for the group A companies listed above. 

Regarding discount periods for trans-Canada calls, the evening rate applies 
Monday to Saturday, from 6:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m., and the night rate applies 

daily between 11:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. The exception is for calls originating 

from Saskatchewan. For these calls, evening and night rates are in effect from 

6:00 p.m. to mddnight and from midnight to 8:00 a.m., respectively. For all 

companies, the Sunday rate applies from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

As can be seen, the rates for evening, night and weekend calling can 
be as such as 66 2/3 per cent less than day calling. These discounts generally 

benefit residence as opposed to business subscribers since residence subscribers 
are normally better able to delay making calls until the discount periods. 

Same telephone companies offer other arrangements that provide MTS 

discounts. Under one such arrangement, subscribers may pay a flat monthly 

subscription fee and, in return, receive a discount on total MTS charges. Bell 

Canada's Teleplus service falls into this category. At present, Bell's 

Teleplus-200 subscription service is being offered to selected residence and 

business customers on a trial basis. Discounts of 20 per cent are applied to 

customer-dialed calls terminating in Canada made at any time after regular MTS 

off-peak calling discounts have been calculated. Under one of the two service 

options, the monthly subscription fee is $10.00, and the maximum monthly billing 

eligible for this additional discount is $400. 

Another arrangement offered by Bell, B.C. Tel, SaskTel and NBTél may 

be considered an optional extended area service. Under this arrangement, 

subscribers typically pay a flat monthly fee and receive in return a discount on 

MTS calling to specific exchanges or areas within the operating area of the 

company. The discounts available to subscribers to these optional calling plans 

vary. As an example, under SaskTel's Dialpac service, the rate averages 

53 per cent less than the regular daytime DDD rates. 



Finally, services exist whereby a block of calling time, e.g. hourly, 

can be purchased at a flat monthly charge. As an example, Bell offers the 

message time-allowance plan (Econo-Pak) to residence customers. Under this 

plan, a customer purchases a block of time for custamer-dialed long-distance 

calls made at a specified time of day (normally peak  Fours).  With exceptions, 

the calls must terminate at one of the company's exchanges located within the 

same province. Therefore, the value of the discount depends on the calling 

pattern of the subscriber. 

WATS and private lines 

When a telephone campany subscriber has a large amount of traffic, the 

subscriber can achieve significant savings by leasing WATS or private-line 

service. While MTS rates are usage sensitive, those for private lines are usage 

insensitive; WATS rates include both usage sensitive and insensitive 

components. 

The extent of savings that can be derived from the use of private 

lines increases with use for two reasons. First, the telephone campany tariffs 

apply lower per-circuit rates as the number of circuits leased increases. 

Second, the efficiençy of circuit groupe  increases as the number of circuits 

increases. Therefore, subscribers can load more traffic on each circuit of a 

larger group than a smaller group, while maintaining the same grade of service. 

For example, consider a subscriber with circuits between Toronto and 

Winnipeg. With six circuits and under normal circumstances, 4 200 five-1minute 

 calls could be carried at a cost of $18 000 per month or $4.50 per call. If the 

number of circuits is doubled to twelve, 11 550 calls can be carried (an 

increase by a factor of 2.75). Thus the increase in circuit efficiency will 

reduce the cost per call fram $4.50 to $3.64.* Also, because of the increased 

number of circuits, the monthly cost per circuit drops fram $3 135 to $2 550, a 

saving of 19 per cent. This further reduces the cost per call to $2.64. While 

the rate structure for WATS is different than for private lines, the same 

two-fold savings can be realized. In general, private lines offer a greater 

discount relative to MTS and WATS. 

* These results are based on a typical distribution of traffic load and grade of 
service. Under other assumptions, the results would be different. 
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2.3.6 Cost Recovery

Rates for specific services, in particular basic local services, do not

necessarily reflect the underlying costs of providing these services. In the

aggregate, however, telephone ccmpany rates are set at levels that result in

sufficient revenues to recover all associated costs.

2.3.7 Technology-Based Rates

In the provision of long-distance services, the telephone canpanies use

a variety of technologies such as microwave, fiberoptics, coaxial cable and

satellites. However, while these technologies have differing cost and perfor-

mance characteristics, the rates for long-distance services are generally the

same no matter what facility is used and, typically, the user cannot specify

over which facility the service is provided.

2.3.8 Standard Grade-of-Service and Distance Charges

In Bell, B.C. Tel, Island Tel, MT&T, NorthwesTel and Terra Nova Tel

territories, individual-line and two-party line services are the grades of local

service normally provided within the base rate area of an exchange, where

provision of services is more econanical than elsewhere (see section 2.1.1).

Outside the base rate area, the standard grade is usually four-party service.

These telephone canpanies will also provide individual or two-party line service

outside the base rate area but within the exchange area. In such cases,

distance charges apply in addition to the basic rates. Distance charges vary

not only with distance, but with rate group and grade of service as well.,

In AGT, Manitoba Telephone System and SaskTel territories, the standard

grade of service normally provided within the base rate area is individual-line

service (ILS). Beyond that, service for up to four parties per line is provided

as the normal grade of service. Distance charges apply when ILS is provided

beyond the base rate area.

In the case of NBTel, custaners are encouraged to subscribe to ILS in

all areas of its serving territory. ILS and two-party service are universally

available throughout Newfoundland Tel's territory. Similarly, in Québec-T61



servir  g areas, ILS and two-party service are the standard grades cf service 

provided to urban custamers. For rural custamers, it is multi-party service 

with not more than four parties per access line. 

SaskTel announced in Màrch 1986 that it would be providing universal 
ILS to same 70 000 multi-party line subscribers in Saskatchewan over a five-year 

period. And during the 1986 provincial election compaign, the Government of 

Alberta promised to provide ILS to AGT's 100 000 rural party-line customers over 

a five-year period, at a cost of $500 million. 

2.3.9 Non-Recurring Service Charges 

Most Canadian telephone companies break down their service Charges 

for work requested by a subscriber involving the installation, change, 

reconnection or change of location of basic local service into three or four 

elements. The total non-recurring service charge is the sum cf the charges for 

each element, as applicable. The fDllowing charges may apply: 

(1) administration charge -- applies for work done in 

processing a subscriber request; 

(2) line connection charge; 

(3) premises visit charge; and 

(4) premises work charge. 

Same companies, e.g. Newfoundland Tel, bundle items (3) and (4). Charges are 

applied uniformly across each company's operating territory, regardless of 

location. For most companies, charges for residence custamers are lower than 

for business custamers. These service charges are shown in Tables 2.4 and 2.5: 
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TABLE 2.4 
Service Charges for Basic Local Residence Telephone Service 

(December 1985) 

Adminis- 	 Premises 	Prumises 
OcinPanY 	 tration 	Connection 	Visit 	Wbrk  

Bell 	 $14.00 	$14.50 	$ 4.50 	$ 4.75 
B.C. Tel 	$16.50 	$ 7.00 	$ 7.25 	$11.75 !! 
AGT * 	 -- 	$23.79 	 -- 	$ 4.76 
SaskTél 	 $ 9.00 	$ 6.00 	$ 5.00 	$10.00 
Manitoba Tel # 	-- 	$19.00 	 -- 	$12.50 
NBTel 	 $ 7.50 	$10.00 	 -- 	$24.00 ## 
MT&T 	 $13.00 	$10.00 	 -- 	$ 7.00 ! 
Island Tel 	$16.25 	$ 6.25 ** 	-- 	 _ _ 
Nfld Tel 	$11.00 	$12.00 	 __ 	$12.00 
Québec-Tel 	$15.50 	$17.00 	$15.00 	$13.45 
Terra Nova Tel 	$13.05 	$16.20 	$ 6.10 	$ 6.10 
NorthwesTel 	$ 9.40 	$ 8.90 	$ 9.20 	$ 9.20 

TABLE 2.5 
Service Charges for Basic Local Business Telephone Service 

(December 1985) 

Adminis- 	 Premises 	Premises 
-.272MMY 	 trat  ion 	Connection 	Visit 	Wbrk  

Bell 	 $25.75 	$22.25 	$10.00 	$31.25 
B.C. Tel 	$22.75 	$14.50 	$12.00 	$35.50 !!! 
AGT * 	 -- 	$33.30 	 -- 	$ 7.61 
SaskTel 	 $16.00 	$ 7.00 	$ 8.00 	$20.00  * ** 
Manitoba Tel # 	-- 	$19.00 	 -- 	$12.50 
NBTel 	 $ 7.50 	$10.00 	 -- 	$24.00 ## 
MT&T 	 $13.00 	$10.00 	 -- 	$21.00 ! 
Island Tel 	$21.25 	$ 9.25 ** 	-- 	- 
Nfld Tel 	$14.00 	$15.00 	 -- 	$19.00 
Québec-Tel 	$28.00 	$25.00 	$25.00 	$20.00 
Terra Nova Tel 	$16.85 	$21.00 	$ 7.95 	$ 7.95 
NorthwesTel 	$13.55 	$12.80 	$13.20 	$18.15 
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recalculated, service elements not unbundled 
# in addition, a work unit charge may apply 

## per visit 
! per activity 

! 1 installation or nove;  $9.75 for "change" 
!!! installation or move; $22.00 for "change" ** per unit of work *** per item 

Legend:  



Order Processing 
Line Connections 
Premises Visit 
Premises Ifibrk 

$24.00 
$22.00 
$11.00 
$48.00 

$ 9.40 
$ 8.90 
$ 9.20 
$ 9.20. 

It is the position of the telephone companies that service charges for providing 

basic services are rot oampensatory. For example, NorthwesTel estimated in 1985 

that the average cost across the company's operating area, excluding travel 

time, vehicular expense, airfares and charters required to service small 

communities not permanently staffed with NorthwesTel technicians were as 

follows: 

Cost 	 Rate (Residence) 
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2.4 	Rate Levels Across Canada  

2.4.1 Local Rates 

This section provides comparisons of basic local service rates across 

Canada by telephone company. As described in Section 2.1, there are differences 

in the basic local service package in respect of whether the primary telephone 

set is included or not. For comparative purposes, in this section the rental 

for a rotary-dial telephone set is included. Subsection (a) campares local 

rates by selected levels of telephone count. Subsection (b) provides a summary 

of basic local rates by telephone company. 

a) Detailed comparisons by selected telephone count levels 

For the purpose of charging customers for local service, Canadian 

telephone campanies classify each local exchange service area by rate group. 

(The practice of defining rate groups was described in section 2.3.1.) The 

basis on which rate groups are determined varies considerably from one company 

to another, as is shown in Appendix A. It seems that each company has defined 

its rate group scale according to its own needs, and some have occasionally 

revised their scale in order to respond to a changing situation and to produce a 

positive impact on basic service revenues. Obviously, no concerted effort has 

been made within the industry either to rationalize or standardize its practice 

with respect to rate group definition. 



For the purpose of determining local service rates for customers, 

Canadian telephone companies also classify services as residence or business. 

The residence classification applies when the service is used primarily for 

domestic or family purposes. 1(ihen the service is used primarily for commercial 

or related purposes, the business rate applies. For camparative purposes, 

residence and business rates are separately identified. 

Furthermore, the local service rate paid by a customer differs 

depending on Whether it is individual-line or party-line service. Under the 

value-of-service principle practised by Canadian telephone campanies, the rates 

for ILS are usually higher. For comparative purposes, individual and party-line 
rates are listed separately. 

In addition, the methods used to determine the applicable rates in 

exchange areas where extended area service is provided are not uniform for all 

companies. Consequently, the impact of ES on subscriber rates varies 

substantially fram one company to another. For this reason, rate camparisons 

with and without EAS are made separately. 

In view of the foregoing, it is difficult to make valid comparisons 

among local rates charged by telephone companies across Canada and it can be 

misleading to try to compare rates by using rate groups alone. However, valid 

comparisons may be made by establishing the monthly rate that eadh campany would 

apply to a specific exchange (according to the terms and conditions set out in 

its General Tariff) if it were required to serve that exchange. Eight 

illustrative exchanges whose parameters are based on real data were Chosen and 

the applicable rate for each has been determined in accordance with telephone 

company General Tariffs. 

In order to obtain an interesting spread, exchanges in which the local 

service area takes in from 500 to more than 150 000 access lines were selected. 

The tables and graphs in Appendix B give the applicable rate grids and show the 

relationship among some of the rates. Eadh set of rates is shown in two tables: 

The first gives the rates for an exchange with extended area service; the second 

provides the rates that would apply to the same exchange without extended area 

service. Since campanies provide party-line service under a variety of terms 

and conditions, the camparative graphs are limited to individual and two-party 

service for residence subscribers and ILS for business subscribers. 
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Observations on discrepancies in rates 

Discrepancies in the rates of the various campanies are substantial, 

exceeding 100 per cent in most cases and reaching 150 per cent and over for the 

individual-line business service. The ratios between grades of service 

(individual-line or two-party) and between classes of customers (residence or 
business) also vary considerably. For residence service, two-party rates range 
from 60 to 96 per cent cf ILS rates. For business service, thé corresponding 

ratio ranges from 58 to 95 per cent. The ratio between the residence service 

rate and the business service rate ranges from 31 to 65 per cent. 

Ln the examples considered, the "surcharge" for extended area service 

is between 0 and 83 per cent of the basic service rate (ile. the local rate 

applicable in an exchange without extended area service) for residence 

subscribers. These percentages range fram 0 to 184 per cent for business 

service. 

b) Summarized basic local rate comparisons 

This subsection is made up of a series of tables and figures 

summarizing monthly basic local service rates across Canada by telephone company 

and by telephone count. Tables 2.6 and 2.7 provide the residence 

individual-line rates in December 1985 and July 1980, respectively. Tables 2.8 

and 2.9 capsulize the sait e information for business custamers. Figure 2.2 

presents residence two-party rates in December 1985 as a percentage of residence 

ILS rates. Figure 2.3 shows December 1985 multi-party business rates as a 

percentage of business ILS rates. 
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TABLE 2.6
Monthly Basic Residence Exchange Service Rates, Individual-Line

(December 1985)

Telephone Ntld. Tel I91. Tel MT&T NB Tel Bell Quo. Tel Man. Tel SaakTel AGT BC Tel
Count

500
1,000
1,500
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
7,500

10,000
12,500
15,000
17,500
20,000
25,000
30,000
35,000
40,000
45,000
50,000
75,000

100,000
150,000
300,000
500,000

1,000,000
1,500,000
2,000,000
2,500,000
3,000,000
3,750,000
4,500,000
5,250,000

Set Rental

Sample
Rate

8.75
8.75
8.75
8.75
8.75
8.75
9.90
9.90
9.90
9.90

10.85
10.85
10.85
10.85
11.90
11.90
11.90
11.90
11.90

(

9.50
9.50
9.50

10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
11.90
11.90
11.90
11.90
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60

13.15[
[

11.00
11.00
11.40
11.40
11.40
11.80
11.80
12.20
12.20
12.20
12.20
12.20
12.20
12.65
12.6 5
12.65
12.65
12.65
12.65
13.10
13.10

I
13.10

9.80
9.80
9.95
9.95

10.25
10.25
10.55
10.55
10.85
10.85
11.10
11.10
11.45
11.45
11.45
11.45
11.45
11.75
11.75
12.0571

I

7.15
7.15
7.15
7.65
7.65
7.95
7.95
7.95
8.65
8.65
8.65
8.95
8.95
8.95
8.95
8.95
9.55
9.55
9.55
9.55

10.30
10.30
10.70
10.70
11.15
12.20
13.15
14.15
15.25
16.30
17.40
18.45

$1.35 $1.45 $1.55 $0.95

7.50

5.70
5.70
5.70
5.70
5.70
7.10
7.10
7.10
7.10
7.10
7.10
7.10
7.10
7.10
7.10
7.10
7.10
7.10
7.10
8.30
8.30
8.30

I

St. John's Charlotte- Halifax Moncton Ottawa Rimouski Winnipeg Regina
town

Note: Rate shown includes rental for a rotary-dial telephone set

Telephone count :-

B y Total Telephone Numbers; Bell Canada(weighted)

** By Total Access Lines; B.C. Tel(weighted)

*** By Total Main Stations; AGT(weighted)

Based on population

Urban rates; rate shown excludes EAS charge of $1.50 to $3.50.
Rimouski augmented rate = $9.50 + $3.30 = $12.80.

#

7.40 4.75
7.60 5.00
7.60 5.25
7.80 5.25
8.00 5.25
8.20 5.95
8.20 5.95
8.40 6.30
8.60 6.30
8.80 6.30
9.00 6.30
9.15 6.30
9.15 6.75
9.30 6.75
9.50
9.70
9.70

10.30

(

7.28
7.56
7.56
7.56
7.75
7.75
7.75
7.99
7.99
8.37
8.37
8.37
8.37
8.37
8.37
8.37
8.37
8.37
8.37
8.71
8.71
8.71
8.71

I
9.28

10.37
11.47
12.61
13.70
14.80
15.94
15.94
15.94

8.20
8.20
8.80
8.80
8.80
8.80
9.35
9.35
9.35
9.35
9.95
9.95
9.95
9.95
9.95

10.50
10.50
10.50
10.50
10.50
11.10
11.70
11.70
12.30
12.85
13.50
14.00
14.00
14.00
14.60
15.55
15.55

$1.19 $1.95

Calgary Victoria



	

Telephone 	Nfld. Tel 	Isi Tel 	MTAT 	NB Tel 	Bell Que. Tel 	Man. Tel 

	

Count 	 • 	 ••• 	 ••• 
AGT 

••• 
SaskTel 

••• 
BC Tel 

•• 

6.50 
6.80 
6.80 
7.40 
7.40 
8.00 
8.00 
8.60 
8.60 
9.20 

7.40 
7.60 
7.60 
7.80 
8.00 
8.20 
8.40 
8.40 
8.60 
8.80 
9.00 
9.15 
9.15 

9.201 

6.90 
6.90 
7.20 
7.20 
7.20 
7.20 
7.20 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
7.80 
8.40 
8.40 
8.40 
8.40 
8.40 
8.90 

5.25 
5.25 
5.65 
5.65 
5.65 
5.65 
6.05 
6.05 
6.05 
6.05 
6.45 
6.45 
6.45 
6.45 
6.45 
6.85 
6.85 
6.85 
6.85 
6.85 
7.25 

9.20 

8.35 
8.35 
8.65 
8.65 
8.65 
8.95 
8.95 
9.25 
9.25 
9.25 
9.25 
9.25 
9.25 
9.60 
9.60 
9.60 
9.60 
9.60 
9.60 
9.95 
9.95 

9.20 

7.20 
7.20 
7.35 
7.35 
7.65 
7.65 
7.90 
7.90 
8.20 
8.20 
8.45 
8.45 
8.75 
8.75 
8.75 
8.75 
8.75 
9.05 
9.05 

1 	9.301 
9.50 
9.70 
9.70 

9. ■=1 
in-51 .7671 

7.65 
8.05 
8.45 
8.85 
9.25 
9.25 
9.25 
9.65 

10.25 
10.25 

7.80 
8.55 
9.20 
9.90 

10.70 
11.45 
12.20 

3.65 
3.85 
4.10 
4.10 
4.10 
4.30 
4.30 
4.60 
4.60 
4.85 
4.85 
4.85 
4.85 
4.85 
5.15 
5.15 
5.15 

5.501 
5.50 

4.95 
4.95 
4.95 
5.30 
5.30 
5.55 
5.55 
5.55 
6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
6.25 
6.25 
6.25 
6.25 
6.25 
6.65 
6.65 
6.65 
6.65 
7.15 
7.15 
7.50 
r871)  

4.30 
4.30 
4.30 
4.30 
4.30 
5.30 
5.30 
5.30 
5.30 
5.30 
5.30 
5.30 
5.30 
5.30 
5.30 
5.30 
5.30 
5.30 
5.30 
6.20 

6.20 

4.85 
5.05 
5.05 
5.05 
5.25 
5.25 
5.25 
5.50 
5.50 
5.80 
5.80 
5.80 
5.80 
5.80 
5.80 
5.80 
5.80 
5.80 
5.80 
6.10 
6.10 
6.10 
6.10 

7.60 
8.60 
9.60 

10.60 

500 
1,000 
1,500 
2,000 
3,000 
4,000 
5,000 
7,500 

10,000 
12,500 
15,000 
17,500 
20,000 
25,000 
30,000 
35,000 
40,000 
45,000 
50,000 
75,000 

100,000 
150,000 
300,000 
500,000 

1,000,000 
1,500,000 
2,000,000 
2,500,000 
3,000,000 
3,750,000 
4,500,000 
5,250,000 

TABLE 2.7 
Monthly Basic Residence Exchange Service Rates, Individual-Line 

(July 1980) 
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'

Sample I 
Rate 

St. John's Charlotte- 	Halifax 	Moncton 	Ottawa Rimouski Winnipeg 	Regina 	Calgary 	Victoria 
town 

Note: Rate shown includes rental for a rotary-dial telephone set 

Telephone count :- 

By Total Telephone Numbers 

By Weighted Main Stations 

By Total Main Stations 

* Urban rates as at 1 July, 1981; rate shown excludes EAS charge of $1.50 to $3.50. 
Rimouski augmented rate = $9.30 + $2.25 = $11.55. 



	

Telephone 	Nfld. Tel 	lal. Tel 	IATAT 

	

Count 	 • 	 • 
Bell Que. Tel 	Man. Tel 

••/# 
NB Tel 

••• AGT 
••• 

SaskTel BC Tel 
•• 

19.00 
19.00 
10.00 
19.00 
19.00 
19.00 
26.40 
26.40 
26.40 
26.40 
31.80 
31.80 
31.80 
31.80 
36.80 
36.80 
36.80 
36.80 
36.80 
41.0  

18.25 
18.25 
18.25 
21.90 
21.90 
21.90 
21.90 
32.20 
32.20 
32.20 
32.20 
38.30 
38.30 
b1-31.1  
38.30 

17.00 
17.00 
21.15 
21.15 
21.15 
24.15 
24.15 
27.55 
27.55 
27.55 
27.55 
27.55 
27.55 
32.50 
32.50 
32.50 
32.50 
32.50 
32.50 
37.50 
37.50 
W.T01 

18.50 
18.50 
20.70 
20.70 
22.05 
22.05 
23.45 
23.45 
25.50 
25.50 
27.45 
27.45 
29.80 
29.80 
29.80 
29.80 
29.80 
32.60 
32.60 
35.45 

14.70 
14.70 
14.70 
16.70 
16.70 
18.80 
18.80 
18.80 
21.35 
21.35 
21.35 
24.35 
24.35 
24.35 
24.35 
24.35 
27.90 
27.00 
27.90 
27.90 
31.45 
31.45 
34.45 

1 

r17411 
37.30 
40.60 
43.75 
47.05 
50.35 
53.65 
56.85 
60.20 

1 

10.95 
10.95 
10.95 
10.95 
10.95 
15.40 
15.40 
15.40 
15.40 
15.40 
15.40 
15.40 
15.40 
15.40 
15.40 
15.40 
15.40 
15.40 
15.40 
20.85 
2f-i".-F51 
20.85 

Set Rental $1.35 	$1.45 $2.35 	$0.95 $1.19 	$2.55 

Table 2.8 
Monthly Basic Business Exchange Service Rates, Individual-Line 

(December 1985) 
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12.13 
14.13 
14.13 
14.13 
16.18 
16.18 
16.18 
18.22 
18.22 
20.27 
20.27 
20.27 
20.27 
20.27 
20.27 
20.27 
20.27 
20.27 
20.27 
22.27 
22.27 
22.27 
22.27 
23.741  
26.78 
29.92 
33.02 
36.06 
39.44 
43.15 
43.15 
43.15 

1 

500 
1,000 
1,500 
2,000 
3,000 
4,000 
5,000 
7,500 

10,000 
12,500 
15,000 
17,500 
20,000 
25,000 
30,000 
35,000 
40,000 
45,000 
50,000 
75,000 

100,000 
150,000 
300,000 
500,000 

1,000,000 
1,500,000 
2,000,000 
2,500,000 
3,000,000 
3,750,000 
4,500,000 
5,250,000 

13.00 
14.05 
14.05 
15.30 
16.50 
18.00 
18.00 
19.50 
21.05 
22.15 
23.25 
24.35 
24.35 
25.20 
26.051  
27.15 
27.15 
30.80 

8.65 
9.30 

10.30 
10.30 
10.30 
11.25 
11.25 
12.60 
12.60 
14.15 
14.15 
14.15 
14.15 
14.15 
16.40 
16.40 
16.40 

W.Trôl 
20.00 

16.10 
16.10 
18.45 
18.45 
18.45 
18.45 
21.00 
21.00 
21.00 
21.00 
23.55 
23.55 
23.55 
23.55 
23.55 
26.20 
26.20 
26.20 
26.20 
26.20 
28.75 
5.T.T3i1 
31.85 
34.95 
38.10 
41.25 
44.40 
44.40 
44.40 
47.60 
50.80 
50.80 

'

Sample I 
Rate 

St. John's Charlotte- 	Halifax Moncton 	Ottawa Rimouski Winnipeg 
town 

Regina 	Calgary 	Victoria 

Note: Rate shown includes rental for a rotary-dial telephone set 

Telephone count :- 

By Total Telephone Numbers; Bell Canada(weighted) 

By Total Access Lines; B.C. Tel(weighted) 

*** 	By Total Main Stations; AGT(weighted) 

Based on population 

# Urban rates; rate shown excludes EAS charge of $2.25 to $12.50. 
Rimouski augmented rate  = $26.05 + $12.00. $38.05. 



	

Telephone 	Nfld. Tel 	Ial. Tel 	MTAT 	NB Tel 	Bell Que. Tel 	Man. Tel 

	

Count 	 • 	 ••• 	 ••• 

	

SaskTel 	AGT 

	

••• 	••• 
BC Tel 

•• 

e7r1)  
26.05 
27.15 
30.80 

6.50 
7.05 
7.95 
7.85 
7.85 
8.70 
8.70 
9.80 
9.80 

11.15 
11.15 
11.15 
11.15 
11.15 
13.05 
13.05 
13.05 

7.85 
7.85 
7.85 
7.85 
7.85 

11.00 
11.00 
11.00 
11.00 
11.00 
11.00 
11.00 
11.00 
11.00 
11.00 
11.00 
11.00 
11.00 
11.00 
14.85 

14.85 
15  

14.25 
14.25 
15.75 
15.75 
15.75 
15.75 
15.75 
19.75 
19.75 
19.75 
19.75 
19.75 
19.75 
19.75 
23.50 
23.50 
23.50 
23.50 
23.50 
25.50 
27.50 

11.05 
12.70 
12.70 
15.30 
15.30 
18.70 
18.70 
22.65 
22.65 
27.00 
27.00 
W.1711:11 
27.00 

12.95 
12.95 
16.20 
16.20 
16.20 
18.55 
18.55 
21.15 
21.15 
21.15 
21.15 
21.15 
21.15 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
28.85 
28.85 

TABLE 2.9 
Monthly Basic Business Exchange Service Rates, Individual-Line 

(July 1980) 
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7.15 
8.90 
8.90 
8.90 

10.65 
10.65 
10.65 
12.40 
12.40 
14.15 
14.15 
14.15 
14.15 
14.15 
14.15 
14.15 
14.15 
14.15 
14.15 
15.90 
15.90 
15.90 
15.90 

500 
1,000 
1,500 
2,000 
3,000 
4,000 
5,000 
7,500 

10,000 
12,500 
15,000 
17,500 
20,000 
25,000 
30,000 
35,000 
40,000 
45,000 
50,000 
75,000 

100,000 
150,000 
300,000 
500,000 

1,000,000 
1,500,000 
2,000,000 
2,500,000 
3,000,000 
3,750,000 
4,500,000 
5,250,000 

12.35 
12.35 
14.40 
14.40 
15.70 
15.70 
17.00 
17.00 
18.95 
18.95 
20.80 
20.80 
23.00 
23.00 
23.00 
23.00 
23.00 
25.65 
25.65 
b7.7:11  

9.45 
9.45 
9.45 

10.85 
10.85 
12.30 
12.30 
12.30 
14.05 
14.05 
14.05 
16.15 
16.15 
16.15 
16.15 
16.15 
18.60 
18.60 
18.60 
18.60 
21.05 
21.05 
23.15 

25.10 
27.35 
29.55 
31.80 
34.10 
36.40 
38.65 

9.60 
9.60 

11.15 
11.15 
11.15 
11.15 
12.75 
12.75 
12.75 
12.75 
14.40 
14.40 
14.40 
14.40 
14.40 
16.05 
16.05 
16.05 
16.05 
16.05 
17.70 

I 	19.701 
19.70 
21.70 
23.70 
25.70 
27.75 
27.75 
27.75 
29.80 
31.90 
31.90 

13.00 
14.05 
14.05 
15.30 
18.50 
18.00 
18.00 
19.50 
21.05 
22.15 
23.25 
24.35 
24.35 

17.15 
19.80 
22.50 
25.15 
27.80 

I Sample I 
Rate 

St. John's Charlotte- 	Halifax 	Moncton 	Ottawa Rimouski  Winnipeg 	Regina 	Calgary 	Victoria 
town 

Note: Rate shown includes rental for a rotary-dial telephone set 

Telephone count :- 

By Total Telephone Numbers 

By Weighted Main Stations 

By Total Main Stations 

# Urban rates as at 1 July, 1981; rate shown excludes EAS charge of $1.60 to $9.30. 
Rimouski augmented rate = $25.20 + $8.45 = $33.65. 

Table 2.9 
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2.4.2 Rates for Long-Distance Services 

While all telephone companies adhere to the same principles and 

practices when setting long-distance rates, the actual rate levels vary greatly 

from company . to company. For each company there is at least one set of 

long-distance rates for intra-campany calling and one for inter-campany calling. 
There are also separate rate schedules for calling to the United States and 

overseas, and several campanies have additional rate schedules for calls to 

adjacent companies. 

a) MTS rates 

Rates for MTS are based on distance and duration. A single per-minute 

charge generally applies to all classes of calls and additional flat charges are 

applied by most telephone companies for call set-up -- for both customer-dialed 

and operator-assisted calls. MTS rates are somewhat distance sensitive but, 

typically, the rate for a 100-mile call is  about  one-half the rate for a 2 000- 

mile call. 

Business day rates for the various companies and the inter-campany 

rates are shown in Figure 2.4. The shaded area represents the average of all of 
the companies' rates plus and minus 10 per cent. The rates for SaskTel, AGT, 

Quebec-Tel, Newfoundland Tel and NBTel lie within the shaded area. The 

trans-Canada rates shown apply to calls originating in Bell, B.C. Tel, SaskTel 

and Manitoba Telephone System territories to other Telecom Canada member 

companies. Different rates apply to trans-Canada calls originating in the 

territories of other telephone companies. Figure 2.4 and Table 2.10 prcvdde 

comparisons of MTS rates  at December 1985. Table 2.11 tabulates rates in July 

1980. 

As can be seen from Figure 2.4, there is a wide variation in MTS rates 

among the companies: Manitoba Telephone System has the lowest rate over most 

mdleage bands. MT&T's rates are the highest over most distances, and they are 

about 100 per cent higher than those in Manitoba. 
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FIGURE 2.4
Message Toll Service Rates

(December 1985)

DISTANCE (MILES)

No e: For a five-minute customer-dialed, business day call

Source: Telephone Company General Tariffs



TABLE 2.10 

Long-Distance, 1-Point Service Rates for Customer-Dialed 
Business Day, Three-Minute Duration Calls (December 1985) 

(in dollars) 

	

Telecom 	Nfld 	Terra 	Island 	 Bell 	Manitoba 	 North 

	

Mileage 	Canada 	Tel 	Nova 	Tel 	MT1T 	NBTel 	Qu é Tel 	Canada 	Tel 	SaskTel 	AGT 	B.C. Tel 	sTel 	Can/US  

	

10 	.60 	.75 	.87 	.44 	.46 	.40 	.52 	.52 	.30 	.63 	.37 	.77 	.42 	.32 

	

15 	.60 	.75 	.87 	.53 	.58 	.49 	.64 	.87 	.36 	.63 	.58 	.83 	.42 	.32 

	

20 	.60 	.87 	1.02 	.65 	.70 	.58 	.76 	.87 	.42 	.72 	.58 	.95 	.42 	.41 

	

25 	.79 	.87 	1.02 	.74 	.85 	.68 	.76 	1.01 	.54 	.78 	.79 	1.07 	.42 	.41 

	

30 	.79 	1.02 	1.20 	.83 	.97 	.76 	.91 	1.01 	.54 	.84 	.79 	1.22 	.51 	.41 

	

35 	.79 	1.02 	1.20 	.92 	1.12 	.82 	.91 	1.19 	.60 	.93 	.79 	1.34 	.51 	.55 

	

40 	1.01 	1.14 	1.32 	1.01 	1.24 	.89 	1.06 	1.19 	.66 	1.02 	1.03 	1.34 	.51 	.55 

	

45 	1.01 	1.14 	1.32 	1.10 	1.39 	.96 	1.06 	1.34 	.66 	1.02 	1.03 	1.34 	.69 	.55 

	

50 	1.01 	1.14 	1.32 	1.19 	1.51 	.96 	1.21 	1.34 	.72 	1.32 	1.03 	1.34 	.69 	.55 

	

75 	1.23 	1.35 	1.59 	1.28 	1.81 	1.21 	1.36 	1.55 	.84 	1.41 	1.21 	1.64 	1.02 	.82 

	

100 	1.41 	1.50 	1.68 	1.28 	2.02 	1.34 	1.51 	1.64 	.96 	1.56 	1.66 	1.70 	1.17 	.94 

	

125 	1.61 	1.68 	1.89 	N/A 	2.11 	1.46 	1.66 	1.79 	1.02 	1.74 	1.66 	1.73 	1.32 	1.10 

	

150 	1.80 	1.89 	2.10 	N/A 	2.23 	1.52 	1.81 	1.85 	1.14 	1.83 	1.66 	1.73 	1.50 	1.25 

	

175 	1.80 	1.89 	2.10 	N/A 	2.35 	1.58 	1.96 	1.91 	1.20 	1.83 	1.84 	1.91 	1.50 	1.25 

	

200 	2.00 	2.07 	2.31 	N/A 	2.47 	1.64 	1.96 	1.91 	1.20 	1.95 	1.84 	1.91 	1.68 	1.38 

	

225 	2.00 	2.07 	2.31 	N/A 	2.47 	1.64 	2.14 	1.94 	1.26 	2.04 	2.08 	2.06 	1.83 	1.53 

	

250 	2.17 	2.25 	2.46 	N/A 	2.47 	1.64 	2.14 	1.94 	1.32 	2.04 	2.08 	2.06 	1.83 	1.53 

	

300 	2.37 	2.25 	2.46 	N/A 	2.47 	N/A 	2.32 	1.97 	1.38 	2.28 	2.08 	2.06 	2.01 	1.65 

	

350 	2.37 	2.25 	2.46 	N/A 	2.47 	N/A 	2.50 	2.01 	1.44 	2.28 	2.26 	2.24 	2.16 	1.85 

	

400 	2.37 	2.25 	2.46 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	2.68 	2.01 	1.44 	2.28 	2.26 	2.24 	2.34 	1.85 

	

450 	2.55 	2.34 	2.58 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	2.68 	2.04 	1.50 	2.28 	2.26 	2.24 	2.34 	2.04 

	

500 	2.55 	2.34 	2.58 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	2.68 	2.04 	1.50 	2.28 	2.26 	2.24 	2.52 	2.04 

	

750 	2.88 	2.34 	2.58 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	2.99 	2.04 	1.50 	2.28 	2.26 	2.24 	2.85 	2.25 

	

1 000 	3.00 	2.34 	2.58 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	2.99 	2.04 	1.50 	2.28 	2.26 	2.24 	3.00 	2.46 

	

1 500 	3.12 	2.34 	2.58 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	2.99 	2.04 	1.50 	2.28 	2.26 	2.24 	3.00 	2.66 

	

1 900 	3.30 	2.34 	2.58 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	2.99 	2.04 	1.50 	2.28 	2.26 	2.24 	3.00 	2.78 

	

2 200 	3.30 	2.34 	2.58 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	2.99 	2.04 	1.50 	2.28 	2.26 	2.24 	3.00 	2.78 

	

3 000 	3.30 	2.34 	2.58 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	2.99 	2.04 	1.50 	2.28 	2.26 	2.24 	3.00 	2.92 

Note:  Telecom Canada and Canada/US rates are those applicable to Bell Canada customers. 



TABLE 2.11 
Long-Distance, TWo-Point Service Rates for CUstamer-Dialed 
Business Day, Three-Minute Duration Calls (July 1980) 

(In dollars) 

1 

Mileage 	Telecom 	 Manitoba 	Bell 	 Island 	 Nfld 

	

Canada 	B.C.  Tel 	AGT 	Sasklel 	Tel 	Canada 	NBTel 	Tel 	NUT 	Tel 	Canada/US  

	

10 	 .54 	 .42 	 .26 	.33 	 .18 	 .33 	.34 	.33 	.33 	.45 	 .36 

	

15 	 .54 	 .51 	 .40 	.33 	 .24 	 .53 	.40 	.39 	.42 	.51 	 .36 

	

20 	 .54 	 .63 	 .40 	.39 	 .30 	 .53 	.46 	.51 	.51 	.57 	 .46 

	

25 	 .71 	 .72 	 .62 	.45 	 .42 	 .64 	.52 	.57 	.63 	.66 	 .46 

	

30 	 .71 	 .87 	 .62 	.45 	 .42 	 .64 	.61 	.69 	.72 	.69 	 .46 

	

35 	 .71 	 .99 	 .62 	.51 	 .48 	 .73 	.67 	.75 	.81 	.75 	 .58 

	

40 	 .91 	1.02 	 .80 	.60 	 .54 	 .73 	.73 	.81 	.90 	.78 	 .58 

	

45 	 .91 	1.05 	 .80 	.69 	 .54 	 .82 	.79 	.93 	1.02 	.81 	 .58 

	

50 	 .91 	1.14 	 .80 	.69 	 .60 	 .82 	.79 	.99 	1.11 	.90 	 .58 

	

75 	 1.11 	1.32 	 .98 	.90 	 .72 	 1.00 	1.00 	1.05 	1.26 	1.05 	 .70 

	

100 	 1.28 	1.41 	1.16 	.99 	 .84 	 1.09 	1.12 	1.05 	1.47 	1.14 	 .82 

	

125 	 1.45 	1.59 	1.34 	1.14 	 .90 	 1.15 	1.24 	N/A 	1.71 	1.29 	 .94 

	

150 	 1.62 	1.68 	1.34 	1.26 	1.02 	 1.21 	1.30 	N/A 	1.77 	1.44 	 1.06 

	

175 	 1.62 	1.74 	1.52 	1.38 	1.08 	 1.30 	1.36 	N/A 	1.86 	1.56 	 1.06 

	

200 	 1.79 	1.80 	1.52 	1.44 	1.08 	 1.30 	1.42 	N/A 	1.98 	1.65 	 1.18 

	

225 	 1.79 	1.92 	1.70 	1.53 	1.14 	 1.39 	1.42 	N/A 	2.01 	1.65 	 1.30 

	

250 	 1.96 	1.92 	1.70 	1.65 	1.20 	 1.39 	1.42 	N/A 	2.04 	1.80 	 1.30 

	

300 	 2.13 	2.01 	1.70 	1.74 	1.26 	 1.48 	N/A 	N/A 	2.04 	1.80 	 1.42 

	

350 	 2.13 	2.16 	1.88 	1.92 	1.32 	 1.54 	N/A 	N/A 	2.04 	1.80 	 1.57 

	

400 	 2.13 	2.16 	1.88 	1.92 	1.32 	 1.54 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	1.80 	 1.57 

	

450 	 2.28 	2.16 	1.88 	1.92 	1.38 	 1.59 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	1.80 	 1.75 

	

500 	 2.28 	2.16 	1.88 	1.92 	1.38 	 1.59 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	1.80 	 1.75 

	

750 	 2.58 	2.16 	1.88 	1.92 	1.38 	 1.66 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	1.80 	 1.93 

	

1 000 	 2.70 	2.16 	1.88 	1.92 	N/A 	 1.66 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	1.80 	 2.11 

	

1 500 	 2.88 	2.16 	1.88 	1.92 	N/A 	 1.66 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	1.80 	 2.26 

	

1 900 	 2.97 	2.16 	1.88 	1.92 	N/A 	 1.66 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	1.80 	 2.38 

	

2 200 	 2.97 	2.16 	1.88 	1.92 	N/A 	 1.66 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	1.80 	 2.38 

	

3 000 	 2.97 	2.16 	1.88 	, 	1.92 	N/A 	 1.66 	N/A 	N/A 	, 	N/A 	, 	1.80 	 2.50 

Note: Telecom Canada and Canada/US rates are those applicable to Bell Canada custamers. 



b) WATS rates 

For the application of TAMS rates, the country is generally divided 
into six zones encompassing one or more NPAs. (Some companies have additional 
zones within an NPA.) Subscribers to WATS lease a number of circuits to 
specific zones according to their traffic volumes. Subscribers may lease 120- 

hour service (160 hours in same jurisdictions) which provides for 120 hours of 
WATS calling at a flat rate and metered rates for calling beyond 120 hours. 

Subscribers may also choose ten-hour or five-hour service Which provides for ten 
and five hours of calling, respectively, at a flat rate with metered rates for 
overtime calling. It is possible to confine these services to a specific WATS 
zone. A subscriber may lease a number of 120-hour circuits to handle the base 
traffic load and 5-hour circuits to handle peak period calling. 

c) Private-line rates 

Rates for individual private lines (inter-city voice grade channels or 
IXVGs) are based on distance only. However, in some jurisdictions there are 

discounts available when many circuits are leased between the same two 
locations. The bulk discounted private-line service is called Telpak 

service. For Trans-Canada service, there are three Télpak arrangements with 

capacities of 12, 24 and 60 circuits. Bell Canada also offers a 120-circuit 

Telpak. A comparison of private-line IXVG rates for the various telephone 

companies is shown in Figure 2.5 As can be seen, there is far less variability 

among the campanies in private-line rates as compared to MTS. 

The rates for 'private lines involve substantial amounts of money: a 

SOU-mile circuit, for example, costs approximately $2 000 per month. An 

organization requires a high volume of calling in order to justify private-line 

services and, as a result, the service is economically justified only for 

medium-size to large organizations. 
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d) long-distance rate relationshipe 

As described above, there are three long-distance services offered by 

the telephone companies, namely: MTS, WATS and private lines. Residential and 

small business stibscribers will generally only be able to use MTS since their 

traffic volumes are not sufficiently high to realize savings using WAIS and 

private lines. Medium and large businesses (as well as governments), however, 

can take advantage of the full range of long-distance services. For these 

subscribers, the three long-distance services are almost oampletely 

substitutable and the choice of service will depend mainly on volume. If the 

subscriber has a low volume of calling to a particular area or city, MTS will be 

the most economical. As the volume increases, WATS will became more economical 

and, finally, where the subscriber has large point-to-point volumes, private 

lines will be most economical. Finally, with the advent of intelligent PBX's, 

large users may combine all three long-distance services and for each call the 

PBX can decide which service will be most econamical. 

Given a specific volume of traffic, the choice of which service a 

customer uses for long-distance communications is critically dependent on the 

rate relationships among the services. Large users, especially, have the 

ability to shift traffic quickly among services. For example, if MTS rates drop 

relative to WATS and private lines, users will shift traffic to MTS from the 

other services. 

The reaction to changes in long-distance rates varies among the 

different user groups. Residence and all business subscribers, because of 

their relatively low volume of traffic, will always use MIS and, therefore, 

their reaction to MTS rate changes will be either to increase or decrease 

traffic volume according to their demand elasticities. Larger business 

subscribers who have access to the full range of services will tend to react to 

rate changes in part by shifting traffic from one service to another. 

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the relationship among the three 

long-distance services in terms of the effective cost per fiveminute call for 

Bell Canada and Manitoba Telephone System. Since the rate structures are 

different for each of the services, an exact cmparison of the rates is not 

possible. Individual subscribers with well-defined calling patterns would, 

however, be able to derive accurate rate oamparisons to enàble them to choose 

the most economical mix of services. 
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In order to make a general comparison of the three services, certain

assumptions must first be made: 44hile the transition distance between intra-

and inter-canpany calling may vary greatly depending on where the originator is

located, the transition distance assumed in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 is 500 miles for

Bell Canada and 200 miles for Manitoba Telephone System. Similar assumptions

have been made with respect to the distance range served by each WATS zone.

Furthermore, the number of calls that can be carried by a group of private lines

or WATS lines depends on the hourly distribution of the call volume and the

desired grade of service. (The examples in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 are based on a

P.05* grade of service and a traffic distribution with 17 per cent of the calls

occurring in the busy hour.)

Under these assumptions, 6 and 12 private or ti,ATS lines can handle

4 200 and 11 500 calls per month, respectively. As can be seen from Figures 2.6

and 2.7, considerable savings may be realized by subscribers with large call

volumes. The effective discounts that can be realized relative to MTS may be in

the area of 50 per cent using WATS and 80 per cent using private lines. These

discounts, however, are only available to the largest users.

* P.05 means that the probability of blocking is 5 per cent. In other words,
for every 100 attempts to make a call, five attempts will be blocked because
all of the circuits are busy.
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APPENDM A - RATE GRCXJPS 



1 - 4 000 
4 001 - 14 000 
14 001 - 25 000  
25 001 - 65 000 
65 001 - 80 000 

1 - 1 600 
1 601 - 6 000 
6 001 - 16 000 

16 001 - 30 000 

1 	3 300 
3 301 - 90 000 

›bre thail 90 000  

APPENDIX Arl 
Comparative Table of Rate Group Scales 

BELL CANADA 	 AGT 	QUÉBÉC-TEL 	 TÉLÉBEC B.C. TEL 

	

1- 	1 000 	 1- 	1 500 	 1- 	500 	 1- 	750 

	

1 001 - 	4 000 	 1 501 - 	3 500 	 501 - 	2 500 	 751 - 	1 500 

	

4 001 - 	12 500 	 1_501  - 	7 500 	 2_511_:.- 5_900 	-L501  .::_2_  500  

	

12 501 - 	30 000 	 7 501 - 	15 000 	 5 001 - 	10 000 	 2 501 - 	3 500 

	

30 001 - 	75 000 	15 001 - 	35 000 	 10 001 - 	65 000 	 3 501 - 	5 500 

	

75 001 - 	145 000 	35 001 - 	75 000 	 51_00 399_3100 	 5 501 - 	7 500 

	

145 001 - 	300 000 	75 001 - 	175 000 	 300 001 - 550 000 	 7 501 - 	10 000 

	

300 001 - 	550 000 	175 001 - 	500 000 	 550 001 - 800 000 	 10 001 - 	12 500 

	

550 001 - 1 000 000 	500 001 - 1 100 000 	 800 001 - 1 300 000 	 12 501 - 	15 000 

	

1 000 001 - 1 900 000 	T-100  001 - 1 700 000 	1 3o0 001 - 1 800 000 	 15 001 - 	20 000 

	

1 900 001 - 3 100 000 	1 700 001 - 2 300 000 	1 800 001 - 2 300 000 	20 001 - 	25 000 

	

3 100 001 - 4 300 000 	2 300 001 - 2 900 000 	2 300_001 - 2 800 000 	25 001 - 	30 000 

	

4 300 001 - 5 500 000 	T0 -o01 - 3 500 000 	To 001 - 3 300 000 	 30 001 - 	40 000 

	

5 500 001 - 6 700 000 	3 500 001 - 4 100 000 	?bra than 3 300 000 	 Mpre than  40 000 

	

6 700 001 - 7 900 000 	4 100 001 - 4 700 000  

	

7 900 001 - 9 100 000 	4 700 001 - 5 300 000 

	

9 100 001 - 10 300 000 	5 300 001 - 5 900 000 
10 300_0(11_- 11 SOO 000 

1- 	750 
751 - 1 500 

1.501_2_1390 
2 501 - 3 500 
3 501 - 5 500 
5 501 - 7 500 
7 501 -10 000 

10 001 -15 000 
15 001 -25 000 
25 001 -35 000 
35 001 -55 000 
55 001 -75 000 

MANITOBA TELEPHONE 
NBTEL 	 SYSTEM 	 MT&T 	 NFLD TEL ISLAND TEL 	SASKTEL 

	

1 - 1 000 	 1- 	400 	1-  1 400 

	

1 001 - 2 400 	 401 - 	750 	1 401 - 3 000 

	

2 401 - 4 700 	701 - 1 350 	3 001 - 6  000 

	

4 701 - 9 500 	1 351 - 3 500 ' 6 001 - 20 -b00 

	

9 501 - 13 500 	3 501 - 5 500 	20 001 - 60 000 

	

13 501  - 17 500 	5 501 - 10 000  More than  60 000 

	

17 501 - 43 000 	10 001 - 25 000 

	

43 001 - 53 000 	25 001 -- 40 000 

	

53 001 - 63 000 	250 001 - 375 000 
63 001 - 73 000 
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APPENDIX A-2
Determination of Rate Groups

(Extracts from Telephone Company Genral Tariffs)

QUÉBEC-TgLÉPHONE

Ra te
Group Access Line Count

1 1 750
2 751 - 1 500
3 1 501 - 2 S00
4 2 501 - 3 500
5 3 501 - 5 500
6 5 501 - 7 500
7 7 501 - 10 000
8 10 001 - 12 50D
9 12 501 - 15 000
10 15 001 - 20 000
11 20 001 - 25 000
12 25 001 - 30 000
13 30 001 - 40 000
14 40 001 and moze

TELÉBEC

Rate

Group Access Line Count

1 1 - 750
2 751 - 1 500
3 1 501 - 2 500
4 2 501 - 3 500
5 3 501 - 5 500
6 5 501 - 7 500
7 7 501 - 10 000
8 10 001 - 15 000
9 15 001 - 25 000

10 25 001 - 35 000
11 35 001 - 55 000
12 55 001 - 75 000

CUQ cspeda1> I vnaetexmirea

BELL CANADA

Weighted number of

Rate telephone numbers for

Group exchange rate grouping

3 1 - 1 500
3 A 1- 1 500
4 1 501 - 3 500
5 3 501 - 7 $00
6 7 501 - 15 000
7 15 001 - 35 000
8 35 001 - 75 000
9 75 001 - 175 000
10 175 001 - 500 000
11 500 001 - 1 100 000
12 1 100 001 - 1 700 000
13 1 700 001 - 2 300 000
14 2 300 001 - 2 900 000
15 2 900 001 - 3 500 000
16 3 500 001 - 4 100 000
17 4 100 001 - 4 700 000
18 4 700 001 - 5 300 000
19 5 300 001 - 5 900 000

Rate
Group

B. C. TEL

Access Line Count

Exchanges without 24
1

1 001
4 001
12 501
30 001
75 001

145 001
300 001
550 001

1 000 001
1 900 001
3 100 001
4 300 001
5 500 001
6 700 001
7 900 001
9 100 001
10 300 001

hour service
- 1,000
- 4 000

12 500
30,000
75,000
145,000
300 000
550 000
000 000
900 000
100 000
300 000
500 000
700 000
900 000
100 000
300 000
500 000

AGT

Rate Total main station count

Grou for exchange rate grouping

0-
501 -

2 501 -
5 001 -
10 001 -
65 001 -

300 001 -
550 001 -
B00 001 -

1 300 001 -
1 B00 001 -
2 300 001 -
2 800 001 -

500
2,500
5,000

10 000
65 000
300 000
550 000
800 000

1 300 000
1 800 000
2 300 000
2 800 000
3 300 000

Over 3.300..D01

MANITOBA TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Rate
Group

Telephone count in an
exchange or EAS area

1-
401 -
751 -

1 351 -
3 501 -
5 501 -
10 001 -
25 001 -
250 001 -

400
750

1 350
3 500
5 500
10 000
25 000
40 000
375 000



1 - 1 400 
1 401 - 3 000 
3 001 - 6 000 
6 001 - 20 000 

20 001 - 60 000 
Over 60 000 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

APPENDIX A-2 (Cbntinued) 

NBTEL 	 MT&T 

Rate 	Telephones in Exchange 	Rate 
Group 	or Local Service Area 	Group 	Total Telephone Numbers  

102 

1 	 0-  1 000 
2 	 1 001 - 2 400 
3 	 2 401 - 4 700 
4 	 4 701 - 9 500 
5 	 9 501 - 13 500 
6 	 13 501  -17500 

 7 	 17 501 - 43 000 
8 	 43 001 - 53 000 
9 	 53 001 - 63 000 
10 	 63 001 - 73 000 

ISLAND TEL 	 NFLD TEL  

Rate 	 Rate 
Group 	Total Telephone Numbers 	Group 	Total Telephone Numbers  

1 
1 	 1 - 1 600 	 2 	 1 - 4 000 

4 001 - 14 000 
2 	 1 601 - 6 000 	 3 
3 	 6 001 - 16 000 	 4 	 14 001 - 25 000 

25 001 - 65 000 4 	 16 001 - 30 000 	 5  
65 001 - 80 000 

SASKTEL 

Rate 
Group 	Total Main Telephones  

1 	 1 - 3 300 
2 	 3 301 - 90 000 
3 	 Over 90 000 



CHAPTER 2 

APPENDIX B - Comparison of Local Service Rates 

Explanatory Notes: 

1 - Rates include a regular rotary-dial telephone. 

2 - 1R: individual residence service 

3 - 2R: two-party residence service 

4 - 1A: individual business service 

5 - 2N: two-party business service 

6 - N/D: service not available 

7 - N/A: the campany has no rates applicable ba this service 
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Exchange: A 

Extended area service with 

2 exchanges: 

Access lines 	Distance (miles)  

520 
X 	 1 120 

_ 1030  
TOTAL 	2 670 

4.6 
8.2 

APPENDIX B-1 -- EXCHANGE A  

EXCHANGE: A (2 670 access lines) 

RATES WITH EXTENDED AREA SERVICE 

	

1 R 	2 R 	1 A 	2 A 	Rate  Croup  

NFLD  Tel. 	 8.75 	6.75 	19.00 	12.45 	1 

Island Tel. 	 10.25 	9.75 	21.90 	20.40 	2 

N.T. X T. 	 11.40 	10.10 	21.15 	19.85 	2 

R.8. Tel. 	 10.25 	9.40 	22.05 	20.90 

Québec-Téliphone 	 10.10 	9.10 	22.00 	18.40 	4 D 

Télébec Ltie 	 11.05 	8.55 	23.85 	18.95 	4 E 

Bell Canada 	 7.65 	5.15 	16.70 	12.70 	4 

Manitoba Tel 	 5.25 	4.90 	10.30 	N.D. 	4 

Sask. Tel. 	 5.70 	N.D. 	10.95 	N.O. 	1 

A.G.T. 	 7.99 	N.D. 	18.22 	N.D. 	4 

B.C. Tel. 	 9.35 	5.70 	21.00 	N.D. 	4 

Basic service parameters 
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EXCHANGE: A (520 access lines) 

RATES WITHOUT EXTENDED AREA SERVICE 

	

I  R 	2 R 	I A 	2 A 	Rate  Croup  

11111  Tel. 	 8.75 	6.75 	19.00 	12.45 	1 

Island Tel. 	 9.50 	9.05 	18.25 	17.20 	1 

N.T. i T. 	 11.00 	9.70 	17.00 	15.70 	1 

NA. Tel. 	 9.80 	8.90 	18.50 	17.40 	1 

Québec-Téléphone 	7.40 	6.50 	13.80 	10.80 	1 

TélébecLtie 	 7.35 	5.85 	14.70 	11.90 	1 

Bell  Canada 	 7.15 	4.85 	14.70 	11.15 	3 

Manitoba Tel 	 4.75 	4.50 	8.65 	N.D. 	.2 

Sask. Tel. 	 5.70 	N.D. 	10.95 	N.D. 	1 

A.G.T. 	 7.56 	N.D. 	14.13 	N.D. 

B.C. Tel. 	 8.20 	4.95 	16.10 	N.D. 	2 

Basic service p 	ters 

Exchange: A 
Extended area service: none 

Access lines  

520  

Distance (miles)  
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Residence service 

Monthly rate without extended aree service 
	 individuel line 

	 Two-party line 

1.11n 1 

ce 
«ro 
oln oblo 

Residence service 

Monthly rate, individuel line 
with extended aree service 
without extended area  service 
rate identical with or withou 
•xtended ares service 

APPENDIX B-1 (Continued) 

RESIDENCE SERVICE MONTHLY RATE (in dollars) 105 
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APPENDIX B-1 CContinueci)

BUSINESS SERVICE MONTHLY RATE (in dollars)
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APPENDIX B-2 -- EXCHANGE B 

EXCHANGE: El (7 080 accese lines) 

RATES WITH EXTENDED AREA SERVICE 

	

I  It 	2 R 	1 A 	2 A 	Rate Group 

11F1D Tel. 	 9.90 	7.90 	26.40 	15.40 	 2 	_ 
Island Tel. 	 11.90 	11.40 	32.20 	30.05 	 3 

N.T. i T. 	 12.20 	10.90 	27.55 	N.D. 	 4 

R.8. Tel. 	 10.55 	9.70 	23.45 	22,30 	 4 

> 	Quibee-T616phone 	11.20 	10.20 	29.65 	25.55 	 6 6  

Télbec Ltlie 	 12.75 	10.00 	29.30 	23.00 	 6 6 

Bell  Canada 	 8.65 	5.50 	21.35 	15.70 	 6 

Manitoba Tel 	 5.95 	5,55 	12.60 	N.D. 	 6 

Sask. Tel. 	 7.10 	N.D. 	15,40 	N.D. 	 2 

A.6.T. 	 8.37 	N.D. 	20.27 	N.O. 	 5 

B.C. Tel. 	 10.50 	6.55 	26.20 	N.D. 	 6 

Basic service parameters 
Access lines 	Distance (miles)  
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Exchange: 13 

Extended area service with 

3 exchanges: 

4 080  
X 	1 750 	 11.5 
Y 	 210 	 12.4 
2 	 540 	 17.5 

TOTAL 	7 080 

EXCHANGE: 8 (4 080 access lines) 

RATES WITHOUT EXTENDED AREA SERVICE 

	

1 It 	t R 	1 A 	2 A 	Rate Group 

WIN Tel. 	 9.90 	7.90 	26.40 	15,40 	2 

Island Tel. 	 10.25 	9.75 	21.90 	20,40 	2 

N.T. I T. 	 11.80 	10.50 	24.15 	N.D. 	3 

N.8. Tel. 	 10.25 	9.40 	22.05 	26.90 	3 

111Weec-T4llelume 	 8.20 	7.20 	18.80 	14.95 	5 

»lase Ufa 	 8.30 	6.50 	18,50 	14.60 	5 

801 Canada 	 7.95 	5.35 	18.80 	14.10 	5 _ 	 
Manitoba Tel 	 5.65 	5.20 	11.25 	N.D. 	' 	.5 

Sask. Tel. 	 7.10 	N.D. 	15,40 	N.D. 	2 	 ___ 

A.C.T. 	 7.75 	N.D. 	16.18 	N.D. 	3 

8.C. Tel. 	 9.35 	5.70 	21.00 	N.D. 	4 

Basic service p 	ter. 

Exchange: 8 
Extended  aria  service: none 

Access lines 	Distance (piles)  

4 080 
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NFLO Tel. 

Island Tel. 

APPENDIX B-2 (Continued) 
RESIDENCE SERVICE MONTHLY RATE (in dollars) 
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BUSINESS SERVICE MONTHLY RATE (in dollars) 
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Exchange: C 
Extended area service with 

5 exchanges: 

Access lines 	Distance (miles)  

14 210 
V 	1 110 

210 
X 	 380 
Y 	 500 
2 	 350 

TOTAL 16 760 

e1,  

4.6 
9.3 

10.8 
11.4 
24.3 

ter. Access lines 	Distance (miles)  Basic service 

APPENDTX B-3 -- EXCHANGE C 

EXCHANGE: C (16 760 access lines) 

RATES WITH EXTENDED AREA SERVICE 

	

I  R 	t R 	1 A 	2 A 	Rate Group 

11FLD Tel. 	 10.85 	8.85 	31.80 	19.05 

Island Tel. 	 12.60 	12.10 	38.30 	36.00 

ALT. 1 T. 	 12.20 	10.90 	27,55 	N.D. 	4 

U.S. Tel. 	 11.10 	10.25 	27,45 	24.90 	6 

Quibec-Tiléphone 	12.25 	11.15 	36.55 	31.60 	10 6 

Télébec Ltée 	 12.20 	9.70 	31.75 	23.60 	9 D 

Sell Canada 	 8.95 	5.60 	24.35 	N.D. 	7 

Manitoba Tel 	 6.30 	5.85 	14.15 	N.D. 	7 

Sask. Tel. 	 7.10 	N.D. 	15.40 	N.D. 

A.6.T. 	 8.37 	N.D. 	20.27 	N.D. 	5 

B.C. Tel. 	 10.50 	6.55 	26.20 	N.D. 	6 

Basic service parameters 

110 

EXCHANGE: C (14 210 access lines) 

RATES WITHOUT EXTENDED AREA SERVICE 

1 R 	2 R 	1 A 	2 A 	Rate Croup 

MF1D Tel. 	 10.85 	8.85 	31.80 	19.05 	3 
	 - 

Island Tel. 	 11.90 	11.40 	32.20 	30.05 	3 
	 r 

10. le T. 	 12.20 	10.90 	27.55 	N.D. 	4 

R.B. Tel. 	 11.10 	10.25 	27.45 	24.90 	6 
	 - 

Qabec-Télép1Wme 	 9.00 	7,90 	24.05 	19.30 
	 - 

TIM= ltie 	 9.05 	7.25 	22.50 	17.15 	8 
	 - 

Dell Gouda 	 8.65 	5.50 	21,35 	15.70 
	 -- 

Manitoba  Tel 	 6.30 	5.85 	14.15 	-6.0; 	1 _ 	
- 

Sask. Tel. 	 7,10 	N.D. 	15.40 	N.D. 	2 

A.6.T. 	 8.37 	N.D. 	20.27 	N.D. 	5 

8.C. Tel. 	 9.95 	6.10 	23.55 	N.D. 	5 

14 210  Exchanges C 
Extended sees service, none 
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APPENDTX B-4 -- EXCHANGE D

EXCHANGE: D (27 570 accees linee)

RATES WITH EXTENDED AREA SERVICE

I R ! R I A 2 A Rate Group

NFI.D Tel. 11.90 9.90 36.80 22.50 4

Island Tel. 12.60 12.10 38.30 36,00 4

N.T. A T. 12.65 11.35 32.50 N. D. 5

N.B. Tel. 11.45 10.55 29.80 27:15 7

QuEbee-IEl6ph" 12.80 11.65 38r85 33.60 12 G

TE1Abee Ltde 13.20 10.55 35.75 26.10 10 E

Bell Canada 8.95 5.60 24.35 N.D. 7

Manitoba Tel 6.75 6.15 16,40 N.D. 8

Sask. Tel. 7.10 N. D. 15.40 N.D. 2

A.G.T. 8.37 N. D. 20.27 N.D. 5

B.C. Tel. 11.10 6,90 28.75 N.D. 7

Basic service parameters

Exchange: D

Extended area service with

5 exchanges:

EXCHANGE: D (21 300 access linee)

Access linea Distance (miles)

21 300
V 1 270 6.0
N 1 460 9.0
X 1 550 10.8
Y 950 16.9
2 1 040 18,6
TOTAL 27 570

RATES WITHOUT EXTENDED AREA SERVICE

I
R

it
R I A 2 A Rate Group

NfLD Tel. 10.85 8.85 31.80 19.05 3

Island Tel. 12.60 12.10 38.30 36.00 4

N.T. i T. 12.65 11.35 32.50 N. D. 5

N.B. Tel. 11.45 10.55 29.80 27.15 7

QuEbee-T6léphone 9.30 8.20 26.00 20.90 11

TélfbeC Me 9.30 7.40 24.25 18,00 9

Bell Canada 8.95 5.60 24.35 N.D. 7

Manitoba Tel 6.30 b.85 14.15 N.D. .7

Sask. Tel. 7.10 N.D. 15.40 N.D. 2

A.G.T. 8.37 N.D. 20.27 N.D. 5

B.C. Tel. 9.95 6.10 23.55 N.D. 5

asic service perameters

Exchange: D

Extended area service: none

Access lines Distance (miles)

21 300 -
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EXCHANGE: E (58 980 access lines) 

RATES WITH EXTENDED AREA SERVICE 

1 R 	2 R 	1 A 	Z A 	Rate  Croup  

MFLD Tel. 	 11.90 	9.90 	36.80 	22.50 	4 

Island Tel. 	 N/A 	 N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 
	 - 

Me. I T. 	 12.65 	11.35 	32.50 	N.D. 	 5 

1.8. Tel. 	 12,05 	11.20 	35,45 	32.90 	9 

gebee-Tiliphone 	 13.80 	12.55 	44.10 	38.05 	14 6 

Tilibec  Le 	 13.45 	10.85 	39.95 	27.50 	12 D 

Bell  Canada 	 9.55 	6.20 	27.90 	N.D. 	 8 

Manitoba Tel 	 N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A  

Sask. Tel. 	 7.10 	N.D. 	15.40 	N.D. 	 2 

A.S.T. 	 8.71 	N.D. 	22.27 	N.D. 	 6 

B.C. Tel. 	 11.10 	6.90 	28,75 	N.D. 	 7 

Basic service parameters 
Access lines 	Distance (miles)  

Exchange: E 
Extended area service with 

6 exchanges: 

51 830 
U 	 1 010 	 5.9 
V 	3 120 	 9.5 
W 	 1 180 	 12.9 
X 	 1 210 	 14,7 
Y 	 300 	 16.9 
Z 	 330 	 17.1 

TOTAL 58 980 

EXCHANGE: E (51 830 access lines) 

RATES WITHOUT EXTENDED AREA SERVICE 

1 R 	2 R 	1 A 	2 A 	Rate  Croup  
- 	 , 	  

MFLD Tel. 	 11.90 	9,90 	36.80 	22.50 	4 
	 --- 

Island Tel. 	 N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 

NT. I. T. 	 12.65 	11.35 	32.50 	N.D. 	 5 

M.8. Tel. 	 11.75 	10,90 	32.60 	30.05 	8 

' 	Ow5bec-TélEphone 	 10.30 	9,05 	31,60 	25.55 	14 

Télébec Ltie 	 9.95 	8.00 	28.20 	19.95 	11 

Bell  Canada 	 9.55 	6.20 	27.90 	N.D. 	 8 

Manitoba  Tel 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 	N/A 

Sask. Tel. 	 7.10 	N.D. 	15.40 	N.D. 	 2 

A.O.T. 	 8.37 	N.D. 	20.27 	N.D. 	 5 

B.C. Tel. 	 10.50 	6.65 	26.20 	N.D. 	 6 

Basic service parameters 

Exchange: E 
Extended  ares  service: none 

Access lines  

51 830  

Distance (miles)  
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APPENDIX B-6 -- EXCHANGE F

EXCHANGE: F (150 600 access lines)

RATES WITH EXTENDED AREA SERVICE

I R = R I A 2 A Rate Group

wu Tel. N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Island Tel. N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

M.T. i T. 13.10 11.80 37.50 W. D. 6

N.B. Tel. N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

QuEbee-T6lEphone 13.40 12.15 40.80 34.75 14 0

TflEbec Lt6e NIA N/A N/A NIA N/A

Bell Canada 10.70 6.70 34.45 W. D. 10

Manitoba Tel N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Sask. Tel 11.95 N.D. 28.35 N.D. •3

A.G.T. 9.80 N.D. 25.31 N. D. 8

B.C. Tel 13.50 8.45 41.25 N.D. 11

Basic service parameters

Exchange: F

Extended area service with

I exchange :

Accees lines Distance (miles)

2 100 -

Z 148 500 12.4
TOTAL 150 600

EXCHANGE: F (2 100 access lines)

RATES WITHOUT EXTENDED AREA SERVICE

I R 2 R I A 2 A Rate Group

WLD Tel. 8.75 6.75 19.00 12.45 1

Island Tel. 10.25 9.75 21.90 20.40 2

N.T. A T. 11.40 10.10 21.15 19.85 2

N. B. Tel. 9.95 9.15 20.70 19.55 2

Québec-Till éphone 7.80 6.85 16.10 12.70 3

T11 bec LtEe 7.85 6.15 16.40 13.25 3

Bell Canada 7.65 5.15 16.70 12.70 4

Manitoba Tel 5.25 4.90 10.30 N. D. 4

Sask. Tel. 5.70 N. D. 10.95 N. D. 1

A.G.T. 7.56 N. D. 14.13 N. D. 2

B.C. Tel. 8.80 5.40 18.45 N. D. 3

Rasic service parameters

Exchange: F

Extended area service: none

Access lines Distance (miles)

2 100 -
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3.1 Introduction

This chapter sumnarizes the results of simulations performed with a

financial model developed and operated by Peat, Marwick and Partners, to evaluate

the impact of a range of scenarios in which long-distance rates are assumed to be

reduced. For each scenario, the impact on the local rates of the major telephone

canpany operating in each province is estimated for a specific change to

long-distance rates.

The model used in the study was originally developed by Peat Marwick

for a federal-provincial study of competition in long-distance telephone services

(known as the "Canpetition Study").l Since then it has been refined and was

subsequently used in a study for the Department of Communications to explore the

effects of changing local and long-distance rate relationships and alternative

methods of revenue settlement among telephone cccnpanies.

A brief description and assessment of the model is provided below.

This is followed by a presentation of the results of the simulations undertaken.

3.2 Financial Model and Its Operation

3.2.1 Model Description

The model estimates the investments, expenses and revenues of the nine

major telephone campanies serving Canada's provinces. The financial data in the

model do not include those of the "independent telephone companies" operating

primarily in Newfoundland, Quebec, Ontario, Alberta and British Columbia. Due to

the confidentiality of more recent data, the model is based on 1978 data. In

that year, the telephone campanies disclosed their disaggregated financial data

in the course of a CRTC inquiry into revenue settlement practices. Using that

starting point, the model was calibrated to produce aggregate ccanpany data

consistent with those contained in the telephone canpanies' annual reports for

1984.

Several data were known in the 1978 to 1984 calibration. The growth in

the number of subscriber access lines and the increase in intra-canpany and

inter-canpany traffic were obtained from Statistics Canada and Telecom Canada

published statistics. Increases in local rates were obtained from Statistics

Canada publications on family expenditures published for 1978 and 1982, and from

Statistics Canada price index figures for the period between 1982 and 1984. The
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rate increases and traffic growth data were  uses  to produce estimates of 

increases in local revenues. Inter-company long-distance revenue increases were 

calculated based on Telecam Canada rate increases and traffic statistics. 

Increases in intra-ccmpany long-distance revenues were calculated using the 

long-distance revenue statistics pLibliShed by Statistics Canada. *  

Fr  expenses other than depreciation and financial and income tax 

expenses, the inflation of non-food  industrial selling prices was used as a first 

estimate of unit expense increase factors over the 1978 to 1984 period. 

Estimated results for 1984 were then modified to reflect eadh telephone company's 

published total expense information. Unit expense increase rates differing fram 

the general inflation rate by a range of -10 to +10 per cent were abtained for 

individual companies. 

Investment calculations for 1984 were estimated using a balance-sheet 

forecasting feature contained in the model. The ratics of growth in real 

investment to growth in traffic were modified for some companies to reflect 

actual Changes in total investments from 1978 to 1984. Depreciation, financial 

and income tax expenses were taken fram the companies' 1984 annual reports. 

3.2.2 Base Projections for 1986 

For most of the scenarice in which the model was  used, a 1986 test year 

was employed to estimate the impact an local rates cf specific long-distance rate 

changes. These Changes were assumed to occur on a flash cut basis for 1986. 

In preparing base case projections for 1986, it was assumed that traf-

fic growth trends observed from  1 978  to 1984 continued through 1986. Nô increase 

in local or inter-campany rates was assumed. The increase in intra-campany rates 

was estimated as a residual so as to balance the telephone companies' income 

statements. It was found that these rate increases would be small  for  most 

companies. 

Financial and income tax expenses for 1986 were estimated by assuming 

that the ratio of expenses to gross investment fell by 0.5 percentage points 

* In these Working Papers, the terms inter-provincial and intra-provincial 
long-distance calling are used interchangeably with the terme inter-campany 
and intra-campany long-distance calling, respectively. Because Bell Canada 
serves two provinces, the latter terms are more precise. 
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between 1984 and 1986. The inflation rate in the non-food industry selling price

index was used to estimate 1984 to 1986 increases in other expense categories.

3.2.3 Base Projections for 1990

In addition to the 1986 test year scenarios, a number of scenarios were

specified for which Peat Marwick was asked to estimate what effect a specific set

of long-distance rate changes would have on local rates by 1990. Similar

procedures to those described above were used to prepare base case projections

for 1990. For long-distance rates, the average annual rate increases experienced

in the 1978 to 1986 period were assumed to continue from 1936 to 1990.

Long-distance traffic growth rates were estimated based on past growth trends and

a prescribed assumption as to demarra elasticity. It) changes were applied to the

ratio of financial and inccime tax to gross investment percentages unless

specified by the scenario. An annual inflation rate of 5 per cent was assumed

between 1986 and 1990. The traffic growth trends of the 1978 to 1986 period were

assumed to continue to 1990 in the local sector. In the base case, local rates

were assumed to increase, on a residual basis, to the extent required to maintain

the canpany's required rate of return.

3.2.4 Modelli.ng Changes to Base Fbrecasts

In modelling the impact on local rates of specified changes to long-

distance rates, it was necessary for Peat Marwick to make certain assumptions as

to how long-distance rate changes could affect traffic volumes and, hence,

telephone ccmpany billed revenues. In this regard, the examination requested

Peat Marwick to prepare projections based on three alternative assumptions:

demand elasticities of -0.4, -0.8 and -1.3, respectively. As changes in traffic

volumes also have an impact on oanpany expenses and investments, it was necessary

for Peat Marwick to model this relationship as well. Finally, it was necessary

for Peat Marwick to model Ynw changes to billed long-distance revenues and

expenses would affect the division of billed long-distance revenues made under

the Telecom Canada Revenue Settlement Plan and other agreements for the sharing

of long-distance revenues. For this purpose, it was assumed that the current

Revenue Settlement Plan vrould remain unchanged.
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3.2.5 Assessing the Model

In assessing the reliability of projections, a number of tests were

made, including a canpariscn of inputs and outputs with other available data and

an analysis of the methodology underlying the Peat Marwick model. During the

course of these tests it became apparent that improvements to the projections

would have been possible if actual disaggregated 1984 telephone ccmpany data had

been provided to Peat Marwick by the examination and if further refingnents to

the model had been made. Nonetheless, it was concluded that the projections

provided by Peat Marwick were sufficiently reliable to serve the imnediate

purposes of the examination. That is to say, the projections appear accurate

within a range of reasonableness, and they provide useful approximations as to

local rate levels and the impact of long-distance rate changes on local rates.

While the extent of accuracy cannot be precisely determined, a reason-

able judgement would be that if long-distance rates for 1986 were to change in

the manners specified, the actual required dollar changes to the average local

rate in any province would be within 25 per cent of the amount projected by Peat

Marwick. In other words, if Peat Mazwick's projection was that local rates would

need to increase from a level of $10 to a level of $14, one could be reasonably

confident that the actual increase required would be in the range of $3 to $5.

For 1990, less confidence may be had in the Peat Marwick projections.

This is due to the greater conipounding effects of any input data errors and to

the inherently greater inaccuracy of more distant projections.

3.3 Presentatiori of Results

The results of the Peat Marwick simulations are sunnarized in this

section to illustrate how various long-distance rate changes would affect local

rates. In presenting these results, a number of simplifying assumptions have

been made which will also be discussed.

3.3.1 Elasticity of Demarid

While Peat Marwick, at the request of the examination, made its

projections using three alternative assumptions as to the elasticity of den-and

for long-distance service, the results are presented, except where noted, only
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for the assumption that demand elasticity would be in the order of -0.8. This is 

done  for the convenience of presentation only, and it does not reflect any 

judgement as to what the demand elasticity actually is. Stibsection 3.4.3 

presents, for one set of scenarios, estimates based on the -0.8 assumption and 

for assumptions that long-distance demand elasticity equals -0.4 or -1.3. This 

is done to give a broader indication of the impact of the elasticity assumption 

on the estimates. 

3.3.2 Base Case Local Rate Levels 

For each telephone company, Peat Marwick's base case projections for 
1986 and 1990 specified total local revenues and nuffiber of access lines by class 

of service. Projected local revenues were not, however, broken down by residence 

and business service or by different classes of business service. While it was 

therefore possïble for the base case scenarios to calculate the average level of 

local rates from these data, this could not be done separately for business and 

residence rates without making additional assumptions. The assumption made in 

this regard was that, for eadh telephone company, the average rate for an 

individual business or Centrex line is three times that for a residence line and 

half that of a private brandh exchange (PBX). Using this assumption, one that is 

reasonably accurate, it was possible to use the Peat Marwick projections to 

estimate average local rates for residence and business services in the 1986 and 

1990 base cases. In employing these estimates, it should be noted that the 

average business rate thereby calculated is a weighted average cf the rates for 

individual business lines, Centrex lines and PBX trunks and will be higher than 

the average individual-line rate but below the average PBX rate. 

3.3.3 Assignment of Revenue Shortfall 

For each scenario considered, Peat Marwick calculated, by telephone 

company, the net revenue Shortfall that would arise because of specified long-

distance rate changes.  To estimate the impact of such  changes on average 

business and residence local rates, it was then necessary to specify, assuming 

that local services would be held responsible for the Shortfall, how the 
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shortfall could be assigned between business and residence local service.* The 

results described in the next section were calculated separately for eadh of the 

alternative assumptions. These assumptions were chosen for the purpose of 

presentation and not because of any intrinsic merit. The two alternative 

assumptions made were: (1) that average residence and average business local 

rates would rise by the same dollar amount,  or (2) that average residence and 

average business local rates would rise by the same percentage amount. 

3.4 	1986 Projections  

3.4.1 Reductions in Inter-Provincial Rates 

Figures 3.1 through 3.8 provide estimates of the percentage increase 

in, and level of, business and residence local rates resulting fram decreases to 

inter-provincial long-distance rates cf up to 50 per cent. Figures 3.1 to 3.4 

are based on the assumption that the dollar increase bo residence and business 

rates would be the same. Figures 3.5 to 3.8 are based on the assumption that the 

percentage increase to residence and business rates would te the saine. The 

Appendix to this chapter gives this information in tabular fprm (see Tables A.1 

through A.4). 

3.4.2 Reductions in Inter-Provincial and Intra-Provincial Rates 

Figures 3.9 through 3.16 provide estimates cf the percentage increase 

in, and level of, business and residence local rates resulting fram decreases to 

inter-provincial long-distance rates of up to 50 per cent together with decreases 

in intra-provincial long-distance rates of up to 20 per cent. Figures 3.9 to 

3.12 are based on the assumption that the monthly dollar increase to residence 

and business local rates would be the same, while Figures 3.13 to 3.16 are based 

on the assumption that the percentage increase to residence and business rates 

would be the same. This information is provided in tabular form in Tables A.5 

through A.8 in the Appendix. 

* In the case cf AGT, for  computational reasons and because AGT provides long-
distance service to customers of ledmonton telephones', it was assumed that 30 
per cent cf any AGT revenue Shortfall, due to long-distance rate reductions 
would be borne by 'edmonton telephones' subscribers. The 30 per cent value 
was based on the approximate number of equivalent subscriber telephones in the 
city of Edmonton relative to the province of Alberta. 
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FIGURE 3.1
1986 Residence Local Rate Changes

Assuming Equal Dollar Local Rate Increase
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FIGURE 3.2 
1986 Residence Local Rates 

Assuming Equal Dollar Local Rate Increase 
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FIGURE 3.3 
1986 Business Local Rate Changes 

Assuming Equal Dollar Local Rate Increase 
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1986 Business Local Rates

Assuming Equal Dollar Local Rate Increase
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FIGURE 3.5 
1986 Residence Local Rate Changes 

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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FIGURE 3.6
1986 Residence Local Rates

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase
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FIGURE 3.7 
1986 Business Local Rate Changes 

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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1986 Business Local Rates 

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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FIGURE 3.9
1986 Residence Local Rate Changes

Assuming Equal Dollar Local Rate Increase
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FIGURE 3.10 
1986 Residence Local Rates 

Assuming Equal Dollar Local Rate Increase 
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FIGURE 3.11 
1986 Business Local Rate Changes 

Assuming Equal Dollar Local Rate Increase 
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Assuming Equal Dollar Local Rate Increase
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FIGURE 3.13 
1986 Residence Local Rate Changes 

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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1986 Residence Local Rates

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase
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Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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FIGURE 3.16 
1986 Business Local Rates 

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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3.4.3 Sensitivity of Results to  the Elasticity Assumption 

As discussed in section 3.3, for the purposes of simplicity of pre-

sentation, the results presented in this and the following sections have been 

given only for the assumption that the elasticity of demand for long-distance 

service is -0.8. The results presented in Tables A.9 and A.10 in the Appendix 

show, for selected scenarice, the sensitivity of monthly local residence rates to 

this assumption. 

Generally speaking, it would appear that the magnitute of any local 

rate impact is, as one would expect, sensitive to the elasticity of long-

distance demand. Given rate impacts that are small in relation to the base 

level of local rates, the estimated level of local rates is somewhat less 

sensitive. 

3.4.4 Reduction to Intra-Provincial Rates of Bell and B.C. Tel Only 

Table 3.1 provides estimates of the impact on Bell, B. C. Tel and the 

other major telephone companies of reducing the intra-provincial  long-distance 

rates of Bell and B.C. Tel only. The reason that other telephone companies 

would benefit fram these reductions is because, under the Telecom Canada Revenue 

Settlement Plan, increases in Bell or B.C. Tel's intra-provincial long-distance 

traffic would result in a reduction in the proportion of their costs assigned for 

recovery fram inter-provincial revenues. 

TABLE 3.1 
Percentage Change in Average Mbnthly Local Rates 

-', 	Bell/B.C. Tel 'rem-Provincial Long-Distance Rate Reduction  

	

10% 	 30% 	 50%  

Bell 	 + 7.44 	 +27.5 	 +56.14 
_ 	 

B.C.  Tel 	+10.16 	 +36.63 	 +73.85 
_ 	  

Other 	 - 0.96 	 -2.94 	 -4.93  
Telephone 	 to 	 to 	 to 
Companies 	- 1.89 	 - 5.01 	 - 8.47 
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3.4.5 Reductian to Intra-Provincial Long-Distance Rates of Bell 

and B.C.  Tel and to all Inter-Provincial Lang-Distance Rates 

The local rate impact under this scenario would not, except for Bell 

and B.C. Tel, differ substantially fram those discussed in section 3.4.1 -- i.e. 

where only inter-provincial rates are changed. Table 3.2 gives estimates of the 

local rate impact on Bell and B.C. Tel. 

TABLE 3.2 
Percentage Increase in Average Monthly Local Rates 

Reduction to Inter-Provincial and Bell/B.C. Tel 
Intra-Provincial Long-Distance Rates  

10% 	 30% 	 50%  

Bell 	 10.78 	 40.51 	 83.72 

B.C. Tel 	16.64 	 61.30 	 125.23 

3.4.6 Increases to Inter-Provincial and Intra-Provincial Long-Distance Rates 

Table 3.3 provides estimates of the reduction to average monthly local 

rates that would result fram increases to long-distance rates of 10 and 20 

per cent. 

TABLE 3.3 
Percentage Reduction in Average Monthly Local Rates 

Increase in Inter-Provincial and 
Intra-Provincial Long-Distance Rates  

_ 	 10% 	 20%  

Newfoundland 	 16.83 	 30.04 
Prince Edward Island 	 9.40 	 16.47 
Nova Scotia 	 10.27 	 18.09 
New Brunswick 	 9.63 	 17.07 
Quebec/Ontario 	 8.17 	 14.32 
Manitoba 	 9.82 	 17.50 
Saskatchewan 	 17.64 	 31.32 
Alberta 	 16.50 	 29.40 
British Columbia 	 12.24 	 21.71 
CANADA 	 10.29 	 18.16 
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3.5 1990 Projections

In addition to developing estimates as to how local rates would be

affected by a flash cut to long-distance rates in 1986, a number of other

scenarios involving more gradual reductions to long-distance rates were posited.

For instance, Peat Marwick's estimates were used to calculate how local rates

would differ by 1990 under these alternative scenarios as canpared to a base case

scenario in which long-distance rates were assumed to rise at a rate equal to

historical trends. The specific scenarios considered were: (a) a freeze on

inter-provincial long-distance rates; (b) a freeze on inter-provincial and

intra-provincial long-distance rates; (c) a freeze on the contribution from

inter-provincial long-distance rates to other services; and (d) a freeze on the

contribution frau inter-provincial and intra-provincial long-distance rates.*

Figures 3.17 to 3.36 show the expected impact, by province, of each

scenario in terms of 1990 local rate levels for residence and business services.

Results are given only for the assumption that equal percentage increases would

be applied to residence and business local rates. (The tables in the Appendix

also provide results under the assuttption that equal dollar increases would be

applied to business and residence rates.)

In calculating 1990 base case rates, the corresponding assumption was

employed to determine the extent to which increases in local rates between the

1986 and the 1990 base case would be divided between business and residence local

service. Tables B.1 through B.8 in the Appendix contain the results for 1990 in

tabular form.

* The level of contribution was calculated based on Peat Marwick's assignment of
costs and revenues. This does not necessarily correspond exactly to other
definitions of contribution levels.
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1990 Residence Local Rates 

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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1990 Residence Local Rates 

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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1990 Residence Local Rates

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase
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FIGURE 3.20 
1990 Residence Local Rates 

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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FIGURE 3.21 
1990 Residence Local Rates 

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase
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FIGURE 3.23 
1990 Residence Local Rates 

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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FIGURE 3.24 
1990 Residence Local Rates 

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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FIGURE 3.25
1990 Residence Local Rates

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase
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FIGURE 3.26 
1990 Residence Local Rates 

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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FIGURE 3.27 
1990 Business Local Rates 

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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1990 Business Local Rates 

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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FIGURE 3.29 
1990 Business Local Rates 

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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FIGURE 3.31 
1990 Business Local Rates 

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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FIGURE 3.32 
1990 Business Local Rates 

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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FIGURE 3.33
1990 Business Local Rates

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase
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1990 Business Local Rates 

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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FIGURE 3.35 
1990 Business Local Rates 

Assuming Equal Percentage Local Rate Increase 
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3.6 	Impact of Long-Distance Rate Reductions an the 

Independent TélePhone Cbmpanies 

The estimates presented in previous sections of this dhapter pertained 

solely to the nine telephone company members of Telecom Canada. They are the 

largest telephone companies operating in eadh of the provinces. 

In 1984, however, there were over 100 telephone systems (with 

approximately 1.3 million telephones) that were  rot  members  of Telecom Canada. 

The majority of these are located in the provinces of Ontario and Québec, 

although the largest is edmonton telephones Whidh had 475 000 telephones in that 

year. 

In Ontario, there are currently 30 independent telephone campanies with 

same 280 000 access lines. Tbgether they account for 4 per cent of the telephone 

access lines in the province. In Quebec, there are 16 independent companies with 

approximately 380 000 access lines. These account for 9 per cent of the access 

lines in that province. 

It is  rot  possible to estimate the direct impact of reductions in 

long-distance telephone rates on the local rates of the independent telephone 

companies with the degree of accuracy attainàble for members of Telecom Canada. 

Nevertheless, it is important that the independent companies and their 

subscribers be considered in this examination. Any pricing decisions that could 

be made with respect to Telecam Canada members could also have a significant 

impact an the independent telephone companies. 

Three factors would determine the overall impact of long-distance rate 

reductions on the local rates of the independent telePhone companies: 

• the extent of the rate reductions and whether they were 

confined to Telcam Canada members or extended to the 

independent companies; 

• the proportion of independent company revenues accounted 

for by long-distance revenues; and 

• the terms of independent company revenue settlements with 

Telecom Canada members and the related likelihood of 

renegotiation of such settlements. 
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A 1984 study by D.A. Fbrd2 for the province of Ontario provides

benchmark estimates of the impact of lower long-distance rates on independent

coipanies in that province. It also establishes a couple of salient facts that

facilitate ccmparison of the detailed estimates for Telecan Canada members and the

independent canpanies:

1. The average percentage of long-distance revenues for ten

Ontario ccmpanies surveyed was 60 per cent, ccmpared with

58 per cent for all Teleccm Canada mslnbers.

2. The range of dependency on long"distance revenues was much

greater than for Telecoan Canada manbers, being between 31

and 79 per cent among the ten independent cunpanies surveyed.

This study of independent arnpanies went on to estimate the increase in

local monthly rates necessary to canpensate for 10, 30 and 50 per cent reductions

in long-distance revenues. For a sample of ten oanpanies it found, for example,

that a 10 per cent reduction in long-distance revenues would require increases in

fixed monthly rates of between 6.6 and 27.4 per cent. Further estimates are

contained in Table 3.4.

TABLE 3.4
1983 Morithly Local Rate Changes

1983 Base 10%

Long-Distance Revenue Reductions of

30% 50% 10% 30% 50%
Monthly

Local Rate % Increase New Local Rate

Canpany A $15.42 13.7 41.2 68.7 $17.54 $21.78 $26.01
Ccmpany B $11.38 18.7 56.2 93.7 $13.52 $17.78 $22.05
Ccmpany C $ 6.90 26.9 80.7 134.6 $ 8.76 $12.47 $16.18
Ccrnpany D $ 6.96 25.6 76.8 128.1 $ 8.74 $12.31 $15.88
Ccanpany E $ 8.98 21.6 64.7 107.8 $10.92 $14.79 $18.67
Ccmpany F $ 8.43 27.4 82.2 137.0 $10.75 $15.37 $19.99
Ccrnpany d $21.33 7.3 21.8 36.3 $22.88 $25.98 $29.07
Company H $ 9.90 23.0 69.0 114.9 $12.17 $16.72 $21.27
Corrpany 1 $11.66 6.6 19.9 33.2 $12.43 $13.98 $15.53
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It should be noted that these estimates were calculated based on the 

simplifying assumption that no traffic stimulation would be generated by long-

distance rate reductions. They therefore provide only a very general indication 

of expected impacts. 

The Peat Màrwick estimates already discussed incorporate estimates of 

traffic stimulation and associated expense and investment requirements. They 

would thus tend to be more accurate than the D.A. Ford study for predicting the 

impact of long-distance rate reductions. In fact, the similarity between the 

independent telephone companies and Telecom Canada members with respect to 

long-distance revenue dependency suggests that the Peat Marwidk estimates would 

be reasonably indicative of the impacts on the independent companies as well -- 

at least in Ontario. Wide  variations  among the independent companies' 

long-distance dependency, however, suggests that these impacts would be quite 

unevenly distributed. In addition, the extent of the impact of rate reductions 

would depend on the conditions incorporated in specific revenue settlement 

agreements. 

In Ontario, for instance, independent company subscribers generally pay 

the same long-distance rates as those paid by Bell Canada sùbscribers. 

Consequently, a reduction in long-distance rates would have a direct Impact an 

the traffic agreement revenues to be settled and an sùbscriber bills. There is 

also a possibility that commissions paid on traffic might be brought up for 

renegotiation should Bell Canada experience sustained long-distance revenue 

losses. 

In Quebec, the effect of long-distance rate reductions likely would be 

somewhat different, because in that province regulatory practice has established 

that independent telephone companies may  charge rates different fram those of 

Bell Canada, with the maximum revenue related to higher rate levels going to the 

independent company. Consequently, lower long-distance rates for Bell Canada 

subscribers might result in a smaller reduction in revenues for the independent 

companies in Quebec than would be the case in Ontario. 

3.7 	Possible  Chances to Rate Structures 

The previous sections have discussed estimates as to haw the level of 

local rates could be affected by changes to the level of long-distance rates. 

While it was necessary to make same assumptions regarding possible divisions of 
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any local rate increases between residence and business services, the discussion 

was couched in terms of "average" rate levels and did  rot  consider extensively 

the possible  implications cf changing the structure of local rates. Nbr were 

possible Changes to the structure of long-distance rates examined. 

In considering the impact cf rate changes an particular sUbscriber 

groups,  changes  to the rate structure can have effects of a magnitude comparable 

to that associated %Tith  changes in rate levels. Furthermore, if changes  to rate 

structures are made at the same time as changes in rate levels, the two sets of 

Changes may have offsetting or, alternatively, compounding effects. 

For instance, to the extent that increased average local rate levels 

were accompanied by reduced differentials between business and residence rates 

and a reduction in rate differences among rate groups, residence customers in 

rural areas would experience above-average local rate impacts. Similarly, to the 

extent that any reduction in average long-distance rates were accompanied by a 

restructuring of these rates sudh that the reductions were greater for long-haul 

than for short-haul traffic, this would imply above average reductions for those 

primarily making long-haul calls, and bel ow average reductions for those 

primarily making  short-haul calls. Finally, the implementation of local measured 

service would lead to lowvolume local users experiencing below average local 

rate increases and high7-volume local users experiencing above average rate 

increases.* 

* Chapter 10 contains a more detailed discussion of alternative local rate 
structures. 
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Table A.1 
1986 Monthly Residence Local Rate Changes -- Assuming Equal Dollar 

Local Rate increase to Business & Residence Subscribers 

1986 	 Inter-provincial Long-Distance Rate Reductions Of 
Base 	10% 	30% 	50% 	10% 	30% 	50% 	10% 	30% 	50%  

Monthly 	 % Increase 	 $ Increase 	 New Local Rate 
Rate  

Newfoundland 	 $10.93 	14.00 	53.89 	109.24 	$1.53 	$5.89 	$11.94 	$12.46 	$16.82 	$22.87 

P.E.I. 	 $9.88 	10.73 	44.23 	91.60 	$1.06 	$4.37 	$9.05 	$10.94 	$14.25 	$18.93 

Nova Scotia 	 $10.43 	9.20 	36.43 	76.32 	$0.96 	$3.80 	$7.96 	$11.39 	$14.23 	$18.39 

New Brunswick 	 $10.28 	10.51 	39.20 	80.74 	$1.08 	$4.03 	$8.30 	$11.36 	$14.31 	$18.58 

Que./Ont. 	 $10.96 	5.02 	19.71 	42.43 	$0.55 	$2.16 	$4.65 	$11.51 	$13.12 	$15.61 

Manitoba 	 $7.25 	12.83 	47.59 	98.21 	$0.93 	$3.45 	$7.12 	$8.18 	$10.70 	$14.37 

Saskatchewan 	 $6.53 	16.23 	61.87 	129.71 	$1.06 	$4.04 	$8.47 	$7.59 	$10.57 	$15.00 

Alberta 	 $8.46 	14.07 	54.26 	113.95 	$1.19 	$4.59 	$9.64 	$9.65 	$13.05 	$18.10 

British Columbia 	$10.63 	9.97 	37.72 	79.68 	$1.06 	$4.01 	$8.47 	$11.69 	$14.64 	$19.10 

Canada 	 $10.07 	7.55 	29.20 	61.77 	$0.76 	$2.94 	$6.22 	$10.83 	$13.01 	$16.29 



Table A.2 
1986 Monthly Business Local Rate Changes -- Assuming Equal Dollar 

Local Rate Increase to Business & Residence Subscribers 

1986 	 Inter-provincial Long-Distance Rate Reductions Of 
Base 	10% 	30% 	50% 	10% 	30% 	50% 	10% 	30% 	50%  

Monthly 	 % Increase 	 $ Increase 	 New Local Rate 
Rate  

Newfoundland 	 $35.74 	4.28 	16.48 	33.41 	$1.53 	$5.89 	$11.94 	$37.27 	$41.63 	$47.68 

P.E.I. 	 $38.65 	2.74 	11.31 	23.42 	$1.06 	$4.37 	$9.05 	$39.71 	$43.02 	$47.70 

Nova Scotia 	 $42.45 	2.26 	8.95 	18.75 	$0.96 	$3.80 	$7.96 	$43.41 	$46.25 	$50.41 

New Brunswick 	 $31.41 	3.44 	12.83 	26.42 	$1.08 	$4.03 	$8.30 	$32.49 	$35.44 	$39.71 

Que./Ont. 	 $36.97 	1.49 	5.84 	12.58 	$0.55 	$2.16 	$4.65 	$37.52 	$39.13 	$41.62 

Manitoba 	 $27.20 	3.42 	12.68 	26.18 	$0.93 	$3.45 	$7.12 	$28.13 	$30.65 	$34.32 

Saskatchewan 	 $21.24 	4.99 	19.02 	39.88 	$1.06 	$4.04 	$8.47 	$22.30 	$25.28 	$29.71 

Alberta 	 $30.15 	3.95 	15.22 	31.97 	$1.19 	$4.59 	$9.64 	$31.34 	$34.74 	$39.79 

British Columbia 	$36.64 	2.89 	10.94 	23.12 	$1.06 	$4.01 	$8.47 	$37.70 	$40.65 	$45.11 

Canada 	 $34.52 	2.20 	8.52 	18.02 	$0.76 	$2.94 	$6.22 	$35.28 	$37.46 	$40.74 



Table A.3
1986 Monthly Residence Local Rate Changes -- Assuming Equal Percentage

Local Rate Increase to Business & Residence Subscribers

1986
Base 10%

Inter-provi
30% 50%

ncial Long-Distance
10% 30%

Rate Re
50%

ductions Of
10% 30% 50%

Monthly % Increase $ Increase New Local Rate

Rate

Newfoundland $10.93 9.94 37.69 76.65 $1.09 $4.12 $8.38 $12.02 $15.05 $19.31

P.E.1. $9.88 7.42 28.78 59.82 $0.73 $2.84 $5.91 $10.61 $12.72 $15.79

Nova Scotia $10.43 5.77 22.75 47.55 $0.60 $2.37 $4.96 $11.03 $12.80 $15.39

New Brunswick $10.28 6.71 25.28 52.17 $0.69 $2.60 $5.36 $10.97 $12.88 $15.64

Que./Ont. $10.96 3.37 13.31 28.65 $0.37 $1.46 $3.14 $11.33 $12.42 $14.10

Manitoba $7.25 7.62 28.42 58.68 $0.55 $2.06 $4.25 $7.80 $9.31 $11.50

Saskatchewan $6.53 10.24 39.06 81.77 $0.67 $2.55 $5.34 $7.20 $9.08 $11.87

Alberta $8.46 8.16 31.54 66.21 $0.69 $2.67 $5.60 $9.15 $11.13 $14.06

British Columbia $10.63 6.73 25.53 53.85 $0.72 $2.71 $5.72 $11.35 $13.34 $16.35

Canada $10.07 5.02 19.46 41.23 $0.51 $1.96 $4.15 $10.58 $12.03 $14.22



Table A.4 
1986 Monthly Business Local Rate Changes -- Assuming Equal Percentage 

Local Rate Increase to Business & Residence Subscribers 

1986 	 Inter-provincial Long-Distance Rate Reductions Of 
Base 	10% 	30% 	50% 	10% 	30% 	50% 	10% 	30% 	50%  

Monthly 	 % Increase 	 $ Increase 	 New Local Rate 
Rate  

Newfoundland 	 $35.74 	9.94 	37.69 	76.65 	$3.55 	$13.47 	$27.39 	$39.29 	$49.21 	$63.13 

P.E.I. 	 $38.65 	7.42 	28.78 	59.82 	$2.87 	$11.12 	$23.12 	$41.52 	$49.77 	$61.77 

Nova Scotia 	 $42.45 	5.77 	22.75 	47.55 	$2.45 	$9.66 	$20.18 	$44.90 	$52.11 	$62.63 

New Brunswick 	 $31.41 	6.71 	25.28 	52.17 	$2.11 	$7.94 	$16.39 	$33.52 	$39.35 	$47.80 

Que./Ont. 	 $36.97 	3.37 	13.31 	28.65 	$1.25 	$4.92 	$10.59 	$38.22 	$41.89 	$47.56 

Manitoba 	 $27.20 	7.62 	28.42 	58.68 	$2.07 	$7.73 	$15.96 	$29.27 	$34.93 	$43.16 

Saskatchewan 	 $21.24 	10.24 	39.06 	81.77 	$2.17 	$8.30 	$17.37 	$23.41 	$29.54 	$38.61 

Alberta 	 $30.15 	8.16 	31.54 	66.21 	$2.46 	$9.51 	$19.96 	$32.61 	$39.66 	$50.11 

British Columbia 	$36.64 	6.73 	25.53 	53.85 	$2.47 	$9.35 	$19.73 	$39.11 	$45.99 	$56.37 

Canada 	 $34.52 	5.02 	19.46 	41.23 	$1.73 	$6.72 	$14.23 	$36.25 	$41.24 	$48.75 



Table A.5 
Monthly Residence Local Rate Changes -- Assuming Equal Dollar 

Local Rate Increase to Business & Residence Subscribers 

Inter[intra] - provincial 	Long-Distance Rate Reductions Of 
1986 	10% 	20% 	30% 	40% 	50% 	10% 	20% 	30% 	40% 	50% 	10% 	20% 	30% 	40% 	50% 
Base 	[10] 	[15] 	[15] 	[201 	[20] 	[10] 	[15] 	[15] 	1201 	[20] 	[10] 	[15] 	r151 	[20] 	[20]  

	

Monthly 	 % Increase 	 $ Increase 	 New Local Rate 
Rate  

Newfoundland 	$10.93 	28.00 	53.89 	75.11 	109.24 	139.25 	$3.06 	$5.89 	$8.21 	$11.94 	$15.22 	$13.99 	$16.82 	$19.14 	$22.87 	$26.15 

P.E.I. 	 $9.88 	16.80 	35.12 	53.44 	77.83 	103.74 	$1.66 	$3.47 	$5.28 	$7.69 	$10.25 	$11.54 	$13.35 	$15.16 	$17.57 	$20.13 

Nove Scotia 	$10.43 	19.37 	37.30 	52.35 	76.89 	98.47 	$2.02 	$3.89 	$5.46 	$8.02 	$10.27 	$12.45 	$14.32 	$15.89 	$18.45 	$20.70 

New Brunswick 	$10.28 	18.68 	36.38 	52.24 	76.75 	99.61 	$1.92 	$3.74 	$5.37 	$7.89 	$10.24 	$12.20 	$14.02 	$15.65 	$18.17 	$20.52 

Que./Ont. 	 $10.96 	15.51 	28.19 	36.41 	53.47 	65.97 	$1.70 	$3.09 	$3.99 	$5.86 	$7.23 	$12.66 	$14.05 	$14.95 	$16.82 	$18.19 

Manitoba 	 $7.25 	21.10 	41.66 	60.83 	89.52 	117.38 	$1.53 	$3.02 	$4.41 	$6.49 	$8.51 	$8.78 	$10.27 	$11.66 	$13.74 	$15.76 

Saskatchewan 	$6.53 	35.38 	66.92 	92.19 	135.22 	172.13 	$2.31 	$4.37 	$6.02 	$8.83 	$11.24 	$8.84 	$10.90 	$12.55 	$15.36 	$17.77 

Alberta 	 $8.46 	34.99 	64.89 	87.00 	126.95 	159.34 	$2.96 	$5.49 	$7.36 	$10.74 	$13.48 	$11.42 	$13.95 	$15.82 	$19.20 	$21.94 

British Columbia 	$10.63 	23.80 	44.12 	59.55 	87.39 	110.35 	$2.53 	$4.69 	$6.33 	$9.29 	$11.73 	$13.16 	$15.32 	$16.96 	$19.92 	$22.36 

Canada 	 $10.07 	19.66 	36.25 	48.26 	70.80 	88.68 	$1.98 	$3.65 	$4.86 	$7.13 	$8.93 	$12.05 	$13.72 	$14.93 	$17.20 	$19.00 



Table A.6 
Monthly Business Local Rate Changes -- Assuming Equal Dollar 

Local Rate Increase to Business & Residence Subscribers 

Interfintral-provincial 	Long-Distance Rate Reductions Of 
1986 	10% 	20% 	30% 	40% 	50% 	10% 	20% 	30% 	40% 	50% 	10% 	20% 	30% 	40% 	50% 
Base 	 110L1151[15LL201_ 	jel.. 11JI_JIi5J12fflagiJ.:1 	jinLiti 	 E20] 	[20] 

	

Monthly 	 % Increase 	 $ Increase 	 New Local Rate $ 
Rate  

Newfoundland 	$35.74 	8.56 	16.48 	22.97 	33.41 	42.59 	$3.06 	$5.89 	$8.21 	$11.94 	$15.22 	$38.80 	$41.63 	$43.95 	$47.68 	$50.96 

P.E.I. 	 $38.65 	4.29 	8.98 	13.66 	19.90 	26.52 	$1.66 	$3.47 	$5.28 	$7.69 	$10.25 	$40.31 	$42.12 	$43.93 	$46.34 	$48.90 

Nova Scotla 	$42.45 	4.76 	9.16 	12.86 	18.89 	24.19 	$2.02 	$3.89 	$5.46 	$8.02 	$1027 	$44.47 	$46.34 	$47.91 	$50.47 	$52.72 

New Brunswick 	$31.41 	6.11 	11.91 	17.10 	25.12 	32.60 	$1.92 	$3.74 	$5.37 	$7.89 	$1024 	$33.33 	$35.15 	$36.78 	$39.30 	$41.65 

Que./Ont. 	 $36.97 	4.60 	8.36 	10.79 	15.85 	19.56 	$1.70 	$3.09 	$3.99 	$5.86 	$7.23 	$38.67 	$40.06 	$40.96 	$42.83 	$44.20 

Manitoba 	 $27.20 	5.63 	11.10 	16.21 	23.86 	31.29 	$1.53 	$3.02 	$4.41 	$6.49 	$8.51 	$28.73 	$30.22 	$31.61 	$33.69 	$35.71 

Saskatchewan 	$21.24 	10.88 	20.57 	28.34 	41.57 	52.92 	$2.31 	$4.37 	$6.02 	$8.83 	$11.24 	$23.55 	$25.61 	$27.26 	$30.07 	$32.48 

Alberta 	 $30.15 	9.82 	18.21 	24.41 	35.62 	44.71 	$2.96 	$5.49 	$7.36 	$10.74 	$13.48 	$33.11 	$35.64 	$37.51 	$40.89 	$43.63 

British Columbia 	$36.64 	6.91 	12.80 	17.28 	25.35 	32.01 	$2.53 	$4.69 	$6.33 	$9.29 	$11.73 	$39.17 	$41.33 	$42.97 	$45.93 	$48.37 

Canada 	 $34.52 	5.74 	10.57 	14.08 	20.65 	25.87 	$1.98 	$3.65 	$4.86 	$7.13 	$8.93 	$36.50 	$38.17 	$39.38 	$41.65 	$43.45 



Table A.7 
Monthly Residence Local Rate Changes -- Assuming Equal Percentage 

Local Rate Increase to Business & Residence Subscribers 

Inter[intraFprovincial Long-Distance Rate Reductions Of 
1986 	1 0% 	20% 	30% 	40% 	50% 	10% 	20% 	30% 	40% 	50% 	10% 	20% 	30% 	40% 	50% 
Base 	[10] 	[15] 	[15] 	[20] 	[20] 	[10] 	[15] 	[15] 	[20] 	[20] 	[10] 	[15] 	[15] 	[20] 	[20]  

	

Monthly 	 % Increase 	 $ Increase 	 New Local Rate 
Rate  

Newfoundland 	$10.93 	19.48 	37.54 	52.66 	76.49 	97.53 	$2.13 	$4.10 	$5.76 	$8.36 	$10.66 	$13.06 	$15.03 	$16.69 	$19.29 	$21.59 

P.E.I. 	 $9.88 	11.23 	23.04 	34.87 	51.54 	68.54 	$1.11 	$2.28 	$3.45 	$5.09 	$6.77 	$10.99 	$12.16 	$13.33 	$14.97 	$16.65 

Nova Scotia 	 $10.43 	12.06 	23.29 	32.66 	47.92 	61.45 	$1.26 	$2.43 	$3.41 	$5.00 	$6.41 	$11.69 	$12.86 	$13.84 	$15.43 	$16.84 

New Brunswick 	$10.28 	12.07 	23.56 	33.81 	49.58 	64.26 	$1.24 	$2.42 	$3.48 	$5.10 	$6.61 	$11.52 	$12.70 	$13.76 	$15.38 	$16.89 

Que./Ont. 	 $10.96 	10.49 	19.04 	24.60 	36.09 	44.53 	$1.15 	$2.09 	$2.70 	$3.96 	$4.88 	$12.11 	$13.05 	$13.66 	$14.92 	$15.84 

Manitoba 	 $7.25 	12.61 	24.89 	36.41 	53.50 	70.11 	$0.91 	$1.80 	$2.64 	$3.88 	$5.08 	$8.16 	$9.05 	$9.89 	$11.13 	$12.33 

Saskatchewan 	$6.53 	22.38 	42.24 	58.15 	85.19 	108.46 	$1.46 	$2.76 	$3.80 	$5.56 	$7.08 	$7.99 	$9.29 	$10.33 	$12.09 	$13.61 

Alberta 	 $8.46 	20.34 	37.72 	50.58 	73.83 	92.63 	$1.72 	$3.19 	$4.28 	$6.25 	$7.84 	$10.18 	$11.65 	$12.74 	$14.71 	$16.30 

British Columbia 	$10.63 	16.04 	29.81 	40.26 	59.05 	74.59 	$1.71 	$3.17 	$4.28 	$6.28 	$7.93 	$12.34 	$13.80 	$14.91 	$16.91 	$18.56 

Canada 	 $10.07 	13.08 	24.19 	32.21 	47.21 	59.13 	$1.32 	$2.44 	$3.24 	$4.75 	$5.95 	$11.39 	$12.51 	$13.31 	$14.82 	$16.02 



Table A.8 
Monthly Business Local Rate Changes - Assuming Equal Percentage 

Local Rate Increase to Business & Residence Subscribers 

Inter[intra]-provincial Long-Distance Rate Reductions Of 
1986 	1 0% 	20% 	30% 	40% 	50% 	10% 	20% 	30% 	40% 	50% 	10% 	20% 	30% 	40% 	50% 
Base 	[10] 	[15] 	[15] 	[20] 	[20] 	[10] 	[15] 	[15] 	[20] 	[201 	[10] 	[15] 	[15] 	1201 	[20]  

Monthly 	 % Increase 	 $ Increase 	 New Local Rate 
Rate  

Newfoundland 	$35.74 	19.48 	37.54 	52.66 	76.49 	97.53 	$6.96 	$13.42 	$18.82 	$27.34 	$34.86 	$42.70 	$49.16 	$54.56 	$63.08 	$70.60 

P.E.I. 	 $38.65 	11.23 	23.04 	34.87 	51.54 	68.54 	$4.34 	$8.90 	$13.48 	$19.92 	$26.49 	$42.99 	$47.55 	$52.13 	$58.57 	$65.14 

Nova Scotia 	 $42.45 	12.06 	23.29 	32.66 	47.92 	61.45 	$5.12 	$9.89 	$13.86 	$20.34 	$26.09 	$47.57 	$52.34 	$56.31 	$62.79 	$68.54 

New Brunswick 	$31.41 	12.07 	23.56 	33.81 	49.58 	64.26 	$3.79 	$7.40 	$10.62 	$15.57 	$20.18 	$35.20 	$38.81 	$42.03 	$46.98 	$51.59 

Que./Ont. 	 $36.97 	10.49 	19.04 	24.60 	36.09 	44.53 	$3.88 	$7.04 	$9.09 	$13.34 	$16.46 	$40.85 	$44.01 	$46.06 	$50.31 	$53.43 

Manitoba 	 $27.20 	12.61 	24.89 	36.41 	53.50 	70.11 	$3.43 	$6.77 	$9.90 	$14.55 	$19.07 	$30 63 	$33.97 	$37.10 	$41.75 	$46.27 

Saskatchewan 	$2124 	22.38 	42.24 	58.15 	85.19 	108.46 	$4.75 	$8.97 	$12.35 	$18.09 	$23.04 	$25 -99 	$3021 	$33.59 	$39.33 	$44.28 

Alberta 	 $30.15 	20.34 	37.72 	50.58 	73.83 	92.63 	$6.13 	$11.37 	$15.25 	$22.26 	$27.93 	$36.28 	$41.52 	$45.40 	$52.41 	$58.08 

British Columbia 	$36.64 	16.04 	29.81 	40.26 	59.05 	74.59 	$5.88 	$10.92 	$14.75 	$21.64 	$27.33 	$42.52 	$47.56 	$51.39 	$5828 	$63.97 

Canada 	 $34.52 	13.08 	24.19 	32.21 	47.21 	59.13 	$4.52 	$8.35 	$11.12 	$16.30 	$20.41 	$39.04 	$42.87 	$45.64 	$50.82 	$54.93 



Table A.9 
1986 Monthly Residence Local Rate Levels -- Assuming Equal Percentage 

Local Rate increase to Business & Residence Subscribers 
(Price Elasticities of -0.4, -0.8 and -1.3) 

1986 	 Inter-provincial Long-Distance Rate Reductions Of 
Base 	30% 	50% 	10% 	30% 	50% 	30% 	50%  

Monthly 	Elasticity -0.4 	 Elasticity 	-0.8 	 Elasticity -1.3 
Rate  

Newfoundland 	 $10.93 	$16.29 	$20.65 	$12.02 	$15.05 	$19.31 	$13.29 	$17.22 

P.E.I. 	 $9.88 	$13.53 	$16.55 	$10.61 	$12.72 	$15.79 	$11.58 	$14.58 

Nova Scotia 	 $10.43 	$13.61 	$16.25 	$11.03 	$12.80 	$15.39 	$11.65 	$14.01 

New Brunswick 	 $10.28 	$13.73 	$16.55 	$10.97 	$12.88 	$15.64 	$11.66 	$14.19 

Que./Ont. 	 $10.96 	$13.04 	$14.80 	$11.33 	$12.42 	$14.10 	$11.51 	$12.96 

Manitoba 	 $7.25 	$10.06 	$12.35 	$7.80 	$9.31 	$11.50 	$8.24 	$10.17 

Saskatchewan 	 $6.53 	$10.01 	$12.89 	$7.20 	$9.08 	$11.87 	$7.74 	$10.24 

Alberta 	 $5.46 	$12.14 	$15.18 	$9.15 	$11.13 	$14.06 	$9.68 	$12.28 

British Columbia 	$10.63 	$14.40 	$17.52 	$11.35 	$13.34 	$16.35 	$11.81 	$14.48 

Canada 	 $10.07 	$12.80 	$15.08 	$10.58 	$12.03 	$14.22 	$10.91 	$12.84 



Table A.10 
1986 Monthly Residence Local Rate Increases -- Assuming Equal Percentage 

Local Rate increase to Business & Residence Subscribers 
(Price Elasticities of -0.4, -0.8 and -1.3) 

1986 	 Inter-provincial Long-Distance Rate Reductions Of 
Base 	30% 	50% 	10% 	30% 	50% 	30% 	50%  

Monthly 	Elasticity -0.4 	 Elasticity 	-0.8 	 Elasticity -1.3 
Rate 	 (% Increase) 	 (% Increase) 	 (% Increase)  

Newfoundland 	 $10.93 	49.04 	88.93 	9.97 	37.69 	76.67 	21.59 	57.55 

P.E.I. 	 $9.88 	36.94 	67.51 	7.38 	28.74 	59.82 	17.21 	47.57 

Nova Scotia 	 $10.43 	30.49 	55.80 	5.75 	22.72 	47.56 	11.69 	34.32 

New Brunswick 	 $10.28 	33.56 	60.99 	6.71 	25.29 	52.14 	13.42 	38.04 

Que./Ont. 	 $10.96 	18.98 	35.04 	3.37 	13.32 	28.65 	5.02 	18.25 

Manitoba 	 $7.25 	38.76 	70.34 	7.59 	28.41 	58.62 	13.66 	40.28 

Saskatchewan 	 $6.53 	53.29 	97.40 	10.26 	39.05 	81.77 	18.53 	56.81 

Alberta 	 $8.46 	43.50 	79.43 	8.16 	31.56 	66.19 	14.42 	45.15 

British Columbia 	$10.63 	35.47 	64.82 	6.77 	25.49 	53.80 	11.10 	36.22 

Canada 	 $10.07 	27.11 	49.75 	5.06 	19.46 	41.21 	8.34 	27.51 



Table B.1
1990 Monthly Residence Local Rate Changes -- Assuming Equal Dollar

Local Rate Increase to Business & Residence Subscribers

Newfoundland

P.E.I.

Nova Scotia

New Brunswick

Que.IOnt.

Manitoba

Saskatchewan

Alberta

British Columbia

Canada

Base
Monthly

Rate
19861 1990

$10.93

$9.88

$10.43

$10.28

$10.96

$7.25

$6.53

$8.46

$10.63

$10.07

$13.39

$15.18

$16.37

$14.32

$13.96

$11.59

$9.11

$16.86

$16.99

$14.09

CONTRIBUTIONS FREEZE
Inter-provincial only Inter- & intra-provincial
% $ 1990 New

Incr. Incr. Local Rate

57.80 $7.74 $21.13 51.83 $6.94 $20.33

37.29 $5.66 $20.84 25.96 $3.94 $19.12

30.05 $4.92 $21.29 16.80 $2.75 $19.12

33.87 $4.85 $19.17 34.22 $4.90 $19.22

23.42 $3.27 $17.23 51.29 $7.16 $21.12

37.01 $4.29 $15.88 27.26 $3.16 $14.75

56.09 $5.11 $14.22 78.59 $7.16 $16.27

34.88 $5.88 $22.74 28.35 $4.78 $21.64

33.43 $5.68 $22.67 32.96 $5.60 $22.59

29.52 $4.16 $18.25 44.43 $6.26 $20.35

^, $ 1990 New
Incr. Incr. Local Rate



Table B.2 
1990 Monthly Business Local Rate Changes -- Assuming Equal Dollar 

Local Rate Increase to Business & Residence Subscribers 

Base 
Monthly 

Rate 
19861 	1990 

CONTRIBUTIONS F 
Inter-provincial only  

1990 New 
Incr. 	Incr. 	Local Rate 

REEZE 
Inter- & , ntra-provincial  

1990 New 
Incr. 	Incr. 	Local Rate 

Newfoundland 

P.E.I. 

Nova Scotia 

New Brunswick 

Que./Ont. 

Manitoba 

Saskatchewan 

Alberta 

British Columbia 

Canada 

$35.74 

$38.65 

$42.45 

$31.41 

$36.97 

$27.20 

$21.24 

$30.15 

$36.64 

$34.52 

$38.20 

$43.95 

$48.39 

$35.45 

$39.97 

$31.54 

$23.82 

$38.55 

$43.00 

$38.54 

	

20.26 	$7.74 	$45.94 

	

12.88 	$5.66 	$49.61 

	

10.17 	$4.92 	$53.31 

	

13.68 	$4.85 	$40.30 

	

8.18 	$3.27 	$43.24 

	

13.60 	$4.29 	$35.83 

	

21.45 	$5.11 	$28.93 

	

15.25 	$5.88 	$44.43 

	

13.21 	$5.68 	$48.68 

	

10.79 	$4.16 	$42.70 

	

18.17 	$6.94 	$45.14 

	

8.96 	$3.94 	$47.89 

	

5.68 	$2.75 	$51.14 

	

13.82 	$4.90 	$40.35 

	

17.91 	$7.16 	$47.13 

	

10.02 	$3.16 	$34.70 

	

30.06 	$7.16 	$30.98 

	

12.40 	$4.78 	$43.33 

	

13.02 	$5.60 	$48.60 

	

16.24 	$6.26 	$44.80 



Table B.3 
1990 Monthly Residence Local Rate Changes -- Assuming Equal Percentage 

Local Rate Increase to Business & Residence Subscribers 

Base 	 CONTRIBUTIONS FREEZE 
Monthly 	 Inter-provincial only 	 Inter- & intra-provincial  

Rate 	 % 	$ 	1990 New 	% 	$ 	1990 New 

	

1986 	1990 	Incr. 	Incr. 	Local Rate 	Incr. 	Incr. 	Local Rate  

Newfoundland 	$10.93 	$12.65 	43.05 	$5.45 	$18.10 	38.42 	$4.86 	$17.51 

P.E.I. 	 $9.88 	$13.34 	27.87 	$3.72 	$17.06 	19.44 	$2.59 	$15.93 

Nova Scotia 	 $10.43 	$14.14 	21.65 	$3.06 	$17.20 	12.07 	$1.71 	$15.85 

New Brunswick 	$10.28 	$12.89 	24.22 	$3.12 	$16.01 	24.47 	$3.15 	$16.04 

Que./Ont. 	 $10.96 	$13.00 	17.02 	$2.21 	$15.21 	37.23 	$4.84 	$17.84 

Manitoba 	 $7.25 	$9.85 	26.11 	$2.57 	$12.42 	19.21 	$1.89 	$11.74 

Saskatchewan 	$6.53 	$8.16 	39.53 	$3.23 	$11.39 	55.41 	$4.52 	$12.68 

Alberta 	 $8.46 	$13.32 	25.64 	$3.42 	$16.74 	20.86 	$2.78 	$16.10 

British Columbia 	$10.63 	$15.20 	25.33 	$3.85 	$19.05 	24.93 	$3.79 	$18.99 

Canada 	 $10.07 	$12.71 	21.95 	$2.79 	$15.50 	33.04 	$4.20 	$16.91 



Table B.4 
1990 Monthly Business Local Rate Changes -- Assuming Equal Percentage 

Local Rate Increase to Business & Residence Subscribers 

Base 	 CONTRIBUTIONS FREEZE 
Monthly 	 Inter-provincial only 	 Inter- & intra-provincial  

Rate 	 °A 	$ 	1990 New 	% 	$ 	1990 New 

	

1986 	1990, 	Incr. 	Incr. 	Local Rate 	Incr. 	Incr. 	Local Rate  

Newfoundland 	$35.74 	$41.35 	43. 05 	$17.80 	$59.15 	38.42 	$15.89 	$57.24 

P.E.I. 	 $38.65 	$52.17 	27.87 	$14.54 	$66.71 	19.44 	$10.14 	$62.31 

Nova Scotia 	 $42.45 	$57.53 	21.65 	$12.46 	$69.99 	12.07 	$6.94 	$64.47 

New Brunswick 	$31.41 	$39.39 	24.22 	$9.54 	$48.93 	24.47 	$9.64 	$49.03 

Que./Ont. 	 $36.97 	$43.83 	17.02 	$7.46 	$51.29 	37.23 	$16.32 	$60.15 

Manitoba 	 $27.20 	$36.94 	26.11 	$9.65 	$46.59 	19.21 	$7.10 	$44.04 

Saskatchewan 	$21.24 	$26.53 	39.53 	$10.49 	$37.02 	55.41 	$14.70 	$41.23 

Alberta 	 $30.15 	$47.47 	25.64 	$12.17 	$59.64 	20.86 	$9.90 	$57.37 

British Columbia 	$36.64 	$52.39 	25.33 	$13.27 	$65.66 	24.93 	$13.06 	$65.45 

Canada 	 $34.52 	$43.57 	21.95 	$9.56 	$53.13 	33.04 	$14.40 	$57.97 



Table B.5 
1990 Monthly Residence Local Rate Changes -- Assuming Equal Dollar 

Local Rate Increase to Business & Residence Subscribers 

Base 	 FREEZE on LONG-DISTANCE RATES 
Monthly 	 Inter-provincial only 	 Inter- & intra-provincial  

Rate 	 `Yo 	 $ 	1990 New 	% 	$ 	1990 New 

	

1986 	1990 	Incr. 	Incr. 	Local Rate 	Incr. 	Incr. 	Local Rate  

Newfoundland 	$10.93 	$13.39 	7.92 	$1.06 	$14.45 	19.12 	$2.56 	$15.95 

P.E.I. 	 $9.88 	$15.18 	4.87 	$0.74 	$15.92 	4.08 	$0.62 	$15.80 

Nova Scotia 	 $10.43 	$16.37 	4.03 	$0.66 	$17.03 	4.15 	$0.68 	$17.05 

New Brunswick 	$10.28 	$14.32 	4.61 	$0.66 	$14.98 	8.24 	$1.18 	$15.50 

Que./Ont. 	 $10.96 	$13.96 	3.01 	$0.42 	$14.38 	24.79 	$3.46 	$17.42 

Manitoba 	 $7.25 	$11.59 	4.83 	$0.56 	$12.15 	10.61 	$1.23 	$12.82 

Saskatchewan 	$6.53 	$9.11 	7.35 	$0.67 	 $9.78 	36.77 	$3.35 	$12.46 

Alberta 	 $8.46 	$16.86 	4.57 	$0.77 	$17.63 	5.40 	$0.91 	$17.77 

British Columbia 	$10.63 	$16.99 	4.36 	$0.74 	$17.73 	5.77 	$0.98 	$17.97 

Canada 	 $10.07 	$14.09 	3.83 	$0.54 	$14.63 	18.31 	$2.58 	$16.67 



Table B.6 
1990 Monthly Business Local Rate Changes -- Assuming Equal Dollar 

Local Rate Increase to Business & Residence Subscribers 

Base 	 FREEZE on LONG-DISTANCE RATES 
Monthly 	 Inter-provincial only 	 Inter- & intra-provincial  

Rate 	 % 	$ 	1990 New 	% 	$ 	1990 New 

	

1986 	1990 	Incr. 	Incr. 	Local Rate 	Incr. 	Incr. 	Local Rate  

Newfoundland 	$35.74 	$38.20 	2.77 	$1.06 	$39.26 	6.70 	$2.56 	$40.76 

P.E.I. 	 $38.65 	$43.95 	1.68 	$0.74 	$44.69 	1.41 	$0.62 	$44.57 

Nova Scotia 	 $42.45 	$48.39 	1.36 	$0.66 	$49.05 	1.41 	$0.68 	$49.07 

New Brunswick 	$31.41 	$35.45 	1.86 	$0.66 	$36.11 	3.33 	$1.18 	$36.63 

Que./Ont. 	 $36.97 	$39.97 	1.05 	$0.42 	$40.39 	8.66 	$3.46 	$43.43 

Manitoba 	 $27.20 	$31.54 	1.78 	$0.56 	$32.10 	3.90 	$1.23 	$32.77 

Saskatchewan 	$21.24 	$23.82 	2.81 	$0.67 	$24.49 	14.06 	$3.35 	$27.17 

Alberta 	 $30.15 	$38.55 	2.00 	$0.77 	$39.32 	2.36 	$0.91 	$39.46 

British Columbia 	$36.64 	$43.00 	1.72 	$0.74 	$43.74 	2.28 	$0.98 	$43.98 

Canada 	 $34.52 	$38.54 	1.40 	$0.54 	$39.08 	6.69 	$2.58 	$41.12 



Table B.7 
1990 Monthly Residence Local Rate Changes -- Assuming Equal Percentage 

Local Rate Increase to Business & Residence Subscribers 

Base 	 FREEZE on LONG-DISTANCE RATES 
Monthly 	 Inter-provincial only 	 Inter- & intra-provincial  

Rate 	 % 	$ 	1990 New 	% 	$ 	1990 New 

	

1986 	1990 	Incr. 	Incr. 	Local Rate 	Incr. 	Incr. 	Local Rate  

Newfoundland 	$10.93 	$12.65 	5.82 	$0.74 	$13.39 	14.28 	$1.81 	$14.46 

P.E.I. 	 $9.88 	$13.34 	3.70 	$0.49 	$13.83 	3.16 	$0.42 	$13.76 

Nova Scotia 	 $10.43 	$14.14 	2.86 	$0.40 	$14.54 	2.94 	$0.42 	$14.56 

New Brunswick 	$10.28 	$12.89 	3.23 	$0.42 	$13.31 	5.85 	$0.75 	$13.64 

Que./Ont. 	 $10.96 	$13.00 	2.19 	$0.28 	$13.28 	18.00 	$2.34 	$15.34 

Manitoba 	 $7.25 	$9.85 	3.46 	$0.34 	$10.19 	7.55 	$0.74 	$10.59 

Saskatchewan 	$6.53 	$8.16 	5.21 	$0.43 	 $8.59 	26.00 	$2.12 	$10.28 

Alberta 	 $8.46 	$13.32 	3.37 	$0.45 	$13.77 	3.95 	$0.53 	$13.85 

British Columbia 	$10.63 	$15.20 	3.28 	$0.50 	$15.70 	4.34 	$0.66 	$15.86 

Canada 	 $10.07 	$12.71 	2.86 	$0.36 	$13.07 	13.61 	$1.73 	$14.44 



Table B.8 
1990 Monthly Business Local Rate Changes -- Assuming Equal Percentage 

Local Rate Increase to Business & Residence Subscribers 

Base 	 FREEZE on LONG-DISTANCE RATES 
Monthly 	 Inter-provincial only 	 Inter- & intra-provincial  

Rate 	 % 	$ 	1990 New 	% 	$ 	1990 New 

	

1986 	1990 	Incr. 	Incr. 	Local Rate 	Incr. 	Incr. 	Local Rate  

Newfoundland 	$35.74 	$41.35 	5.82 	$2.41 	$43.76 	14.28 	$5.90 	$47.25 

P.E.I. 	 $38.65 	$52.17 	3.70 	$1.93 	$54.10 	3.16 	$1.65 	$53.82 

Nova Scotia 	 $42.45 	$57.53 	2.86 	$1.65 	$59.18 	2.94 	$1.69 	$59.22 

New Brunswick 	$31.41 	$39.39 	3.23 	$1.27 	$40.66 	5.85 	$2.30 	$41.69 

Que./Ont. 	 $36.97 	$43.83 	2.19 	$0.96 	$44.79 	18.00 	$7.89 	$51.72 

Manitoba 	 $27.20 	$36.94 	3.46 	$1.28 	$38.22 	7.55 	$2.79 	$39.73 

Saskatchewan 	$21.24 	$26.53 	5.21 	$1.38 	$27.91 	26.00 	$6.90 	$33.43 

Alberta 	 $30.15 	$47.47 	3.37 	$1.60 	$49.07 	3.95 	$1.88 	$49.35 

British Columbia 	$36.64 	$52.39 	3.28 	$1.72 	$54.11 	4.34 	$2.27 	$54.66 

Canada 	 $34.52 	$43.57 	2.86 	$1.25 	$44.82 	13.61 	$5.93 	$49.50 
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4.1 Introduction  

It is widely recognized that current telephone pricing principles and 

practices have contributed to the high level cf availability of telephone 

service throughout  Canada. For the vast majority of Cànadians, access to affor-

dable telephone service is considered to be an integral part cf life. Canadians 

have come to accept telephone service as an essential means to communicate 

efficiently for business, personal and emergency purposes. 

Given the fundamental importance of telephone service to Canadians, 

there are two central questions related to current and alternative telephone 

rate levels that will be examined in this paper. First, notwithstanding the 

current high levels of availability, is telephone service throughout the country 

sufficiently accessible and affordable? Second, if telecommunications rate 

levels are changed in the future -- particularly to raise local rates -- what 

will be the effect on the availability cf affordable telephone service? 

This paper examines these two issues primarily fram the perspective of 

Possible changes to local rates. Section 4.2 presents the policy bases for the 

universal availability of affordable telephone service (i.e. "universal 

telephone service"), describes various definitions of universality that have 

been suggested in Canada and examines conceptual issues surrounding the concept 

of universal service. Section 4.3 provides evidence regarding telephone service 

availability across regions and by income and age groups, and examines 

measurements of the concept cf affordability. Section 4.4 examines evidence on 

the demand for telephone service and provides an estimate of consumer response 
to alternative local rate structures. Section 4.5 considers cther factors in 

local service provision that could affect universal telephone service. The 

final section of the.  chapter examines the impact of current and alternative 

long-distance rates on universality. It focusses primarily on telephone service 

in the remote and northern areas of the country where access to affordable 

long-distance service may be more important than local service. 

4.2 	Universal Availability of Basic Telephone Service  

4.2.1 General Background 

In Canada; there are no laws requiring the provision of universal 

telephone service. In fact, the term "universal service" has never been 
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precisely defined and is thus subject to various interpretations. However, that

universal service is an important policy goal seems undisputed. For example,

the federal Minister of Communications declared in a 1985 statement that:

First and foremost, we must develop a policy which preserves
universal access to the telecommunications system at
affordable prices.l

Similarly, the Ontario Minister of Transportation and Communications has

stated that one of the goals of the Government of Ontario in approaching

teleconununications policy is "universal access at affordable rates."2 That

priority should be given to "maintaining universal access to affordable

telephone service for all Canadian consumers" was also agreed to by federal,

provincial and territorial ministers of Communications at the close of a two-day

conference in February 1986.3

In 1979, provincial and federal Communications ministers accepted a

Federal-Provincial Working Group Report which defined basic telecommunication

services to be "those which Government deemed to be essential, and which should

be universally available."4 In a 1980 Telecommunication Inquiry, Alberta

Goverranent Tblephones (AGT) stated that:

The mandate [of the company is]... the obligation to ensure
that basic telecommunication services are available
throughout all the province, including not only urban areas
but also the wide spread (sic) rural and remote regions which
are more costly to serve.5

4.2.2 Definitions of Universality

Some of the more contentious issues in defining universality of

telephone service relate to determining the minimum level of subscribership,

quality of service and the maximum level of rates deemed affordable to

consumers. Four definitions of the concept of universal service, as it applies

to residential local telephone service, will be discussed in this section.

1. Every household is able to have telephone access on its premises

at a price it can afford to pay.*

* Household is defined as a person or group of persons occupying one dwelling
unit. The number of households will therefore be equal to the number of
occupied dwellings. Second dwellings are not included in this definition.



According to this conception of universal service, all individuals have a right 
to telephone service and none should be precluded, because of price, fram having 
on-premises telephone access. By this definition, to achieve universality it 

would be necessary: (a) to provide service to different households at varying 
rates, (b) to charge all households the same rates but administer a program of 

offsetting stibsidies, or (c) to provide telephone service at a sufficiently low 

rate so as to be affordable to 100 per cent cf householders. Variations on this 

definition can also be considered where access is defined as single-party 

service or where two-or-more party service is also considered acceptable. In 

the latter case, universality could be achieved by means of a reduced price 

policy for multi-party service only. 

In this regard, it Should be noted that in 1979 federal and provincial 

ministers of Communications accepted a report recommending "access to two-way 

public-switched telephone service for both local and long-distance calling, with 
,u6 as a minimum acceptable level of no more than four subscribers per line 

service. 

The CRTC, in past decisions, has also allowed for alternative service 

quality in defining universality of telephone service. In Telecom Decision  

CRTC 81-15,  it stated that: 

The Commission believes that basic telephone service should be 
universally accessible and that service offerings should be 
available which mitigate the burden caused to those on limited 
or  fixed incames... the Commission determined that two-party 
service, with rates set approximately 35% below individual line 
rates [then in effect], provides an appropriate universally available 
'budget' service.. .7 

Further variations on this definition could be considered by defining 

telephone access as providing for only same limited quantity of free local 

calling. While not . currently used in Canada, such limitations are an inherent 

feature of a number of "budget service" options available in the United States. 

2. Every household is able to  have telephone access  on its premises at  

prices affordable for the vast majority of users. 

As with the first definition, telephone access may be defined in a 

number of ways with regard to the quality of service provided. This definition 
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differs from the previous one in that it allows for same exceptions to the 

general requirement that telephone service be affordable to all. Such 

exceptions could result from either the prohibitive costs of providing access in 

same areas or individual econamic limitations in some households. Bell Canada, 

in accordance with this approach, has defined universality in terms of the 

widespread availability of basic local telephone services. 8  

3. Every household is able to have telephone access, convenient to its  

premises, at prices affordable for the vast majority of users. 

The attainment of this concept cf universal service requires telephone 

companies to provide basic service either at or nearby the premises of every 

household. Accordingly, service may  Le  reasonably available even though a 

household does  rot have an-premise connection to the network. Availability may 

instead be satisfied through use cf a nearby coin telephone, through convenient 

access to a neighbour's telephone or to a canmonly-shared telephone, such as in 

the hallway of a roaming-house. 

4. A11 households have telephone access in their residence. 

That means a telephone in every hame. This concept of universal 

service could only be achieved if people Who do not want local telephone service 

were required to subscribe to it (though perhaps at reduced rates if subsidized 

by the general subscriber base or otherwise). 

4.3. Telephone Availability and Affordability  

4.3.1 Measurement of Availability and Affordability 

The percentage of households with local telephone service; often 

called the penetration rate or level, is the most widely used measure of 

telephone service availability. A penetration level of 100 per cent would 

indicate that every household has telephone service. While the penetration 

level indicates the percentage of households that elect to subscribe to 

telephone service, it does not indicate the extent to which telephone costs 

affect family budgets for other expenditures. 
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Amore useful measure of telephone affordability is therefore the 

percentage of disposable  inca  me that households spend on telephone service. An 

increasing trend in this masure would show that telephone service has became 

less affordable, so that households may have to curtail other expenditures in 

order to maintain telephone service. A declining trend, on the other hand, 

would show that it has become more affordable. 

Telephone affordability can be further indicated by oamparing the 

increase in telephone rates with the price levels of other consumption goods and 

services. A faster increase in telephone rates relative to the prices of other 

consumer goods and services would indicate that it has beCome less affordable; a 

slower rate of increase would indicate that it has became more affordable. 

4.3.2 Telephone Service Penetration Levels 

a) Penetration by geographic area 

Table 4.1 presents telephone penetration levels for Canada as a whole 

and for the individual provinces: 

TABLE 4.1 
Telephone Penetration Levels, 1970, 1975, 1980 and 1985 

(Percentage households with telephone service) 

Year 	 1970 	1975 	1980 	1985  

CANADA 	 94.5 	96.4 	97.6 	98.2 
Newfoundland 	 78.5 	90.4 	94.4 	94.4 
Prince Edward Island 	 84.0 	90.0 	94.1 	95.2 
Nova Scotia 	 86.9 	92.8 	96.1 	96.7 
New Brunswick 	 89.9 	95.3 	94.4 	94.9 
Quebec 	 94.3 	96.6 	98.0 	98.6 
Ontario 	 96.7 	97.5 	98.0 	99.0 
Manitoba 	 95.0 	97.1 	97.4 	97.2 
Saskatchewan 	 90.8 	95.2 	97.4 	97.5 
Alberta 	 94.1 	96.3 	97.9 	98.0 
British Columbia 	 95.9 	95.5 	97.8 	97.7 

Source: Statistics Canada Catalogue 64-202. 



This table establishes that telephone service penetration levels are high both 

across Canada and for each of the provinces. Clearly the vast majority of the 

population in each province appears to find local telephone service both 

accessible and affordable. 

In camparison, the telephone penetration level in the United States 

was considerably lower -- 91.8 per cent in 1985, up fram 91.5 per cent in 

1980. 9  In a report assessing the effects of its decisions on universal 

telephone service, the United States Federal Communications Commission (FCC), 

claiming that the United States has achieved universal service, stated in 1984 

that: 

Most participants [to the Access Charge proceeding] apparently 
agree that 'universal service' has existed on a nationwide 
basis for several years...a 'universal service objective' means 
avoiding actions that would cause a significant number of local 
exchange service subscribers to cancel that service.  lu  

Canada, on a nation-wide basis, has done much better than the United 

States in its pursuit of the goal of universal telephone service. Penetration 

levels for a number of other countries are given in Appendix A4  though it should 

be noted that these figures are not as reliable as those calculated for Canada 

or the US and they should be regarded as approximations only. 

Within each province, however, there are reg ions  where telephone 

service penetration levels fall well below the Canadian average. For example, 

only 79.3 per cent of households located in the northern areas of British 

Columbia, the Yukon and parts of the Northwest Territories had telephone service 

in 1981. 11  Similarly, only 53 per cent of the households in the 63 

cammunities situated in the area north of an imaginary line extending across 

Saskatchewan through Meadow Lake, and north cf Prince Albert to Cumberland House 

had telephone service at that time. 12  

Table 4.2 shows telephone penetration by urban/rural split and by 

geographic region. In general, penetration levels are lower in the Atlantic 

provinces than in other parts of the country. 
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TABLE 4.2
Telephone Penetration Rates by Urban/Rural Split,

Canada and Regions, 1983
(Percentage households with telephone service)

British Ontario Atlantic
CANADA Columbia Prairies Quebec Provinces

Urban 98.0 97.5 98.1 98.2 96.0
Rural 96.1 95.6 96.9 97.3 92.1

Source: Response to information request Bell (CRTC) 19Feb86-11FP,
Federal/Provincial Examination of Teleccmmunications Pricing and
Universality.

b) Penetration levels and incane

Telephone penetration levels are not uniform across households when

subdivided into incane categories. In general, penetration levels rise with

inccme level. This is illustrated in Table 4.3 which shows telephone

penetration by inccane categories and by geographic area. An additional point of

interest is that the penetration level for households in the Atlantic provinces

with annual incomes less than $6 000 is significantly lower than either the

national average or any other region of Canada.

TABLE 4.3
Telephone Penetration Rates by Incane Group,

Canada and Regions, 1983
(Percentage households with telephone service)

British Ontario Atlantic
CANADA Columbia Prairies Quebec Provinces

Annual Inoane
Less than $ 6 000 89.0 85.2 90.0 91.2 79.1
$6 000 - $15 000 94.7 94.6 95.6 95.3 90.0
More than $15 000 99.1 98.8 99.0 99.3 97.8

Source: Response to information request Bell(CRTC)19Feb86-11FP,
Federal/Provincial Examination of Teleccnununications Pricing and
Universality.
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c) Telephcne service penetration by age group 

Telephone penetration levels also vary by age group, as is illustrated 

in Table 4.4. The data presented in this table indicate that households headed 

by persons 15 to 25 years of age have penetration rates below national and 

regional averages. 

TABLE 4.4 
Iblephone Penetration Rates by Age Group, 

Canada and Regions, 1983 
(Percentage households with telephone service) 

British 	 Ontario 	Atlantic 
CANADA 	Columbia 	Prairies 	Quebec 	Provinces  - 	 . 

Age 

	

15 - 25 	94.3 	 95.2 	95.0 	94.8 	87.2 

	

25 - 50 	97.9 	 97.0 	98.3 	98.4 	95.0 

	

Over 50 	98.1 	 98.1 	98.3 	98.3 	95.4 

Source: Response to information request Bell(CRTC)19Feb86-11FP, 
Federal/Provincial Examination of Telecommunications Pricing and 
Universality. 

4.3.3 Telephone Service Affordability 

a) Affordability and household income 

Affordability of telephone service may be Lndicated by the percentage 

of household income spent on local telephone service. Table 4.5 shows the 

percentage cf disposable income that the average household spends on local 

service in several  major  cities across Canada. 

In those cities in Table 4.5 -- with the exception of Saint John, 

Regina, Calgary and Vancouver -- telephone service is, using this measure, more 

affordable today than it was ten years ago,* although it generally consumes a 

larger portion of the average household's disposable income than it did in 1980. 

This latter effect may in part be due to the slow growth of personal income since 

the 1982-83 recession. 

* Using an alternative measure of affordability such as the ratio of the local 
service rate to the average industrial wage would yield marginally different 
results. In Regina, for example, the ratio decreased by 0.02 per cent 
between 1975 and 1984. 
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TABLE 4.5 
Percentage Disposable Household Income Spent on Local Telephone 

Service, by City -- 1975, 1980 and 1984 

, 

1975 	 1980 	 1984  

St. John's - Nfld. 	 0.57 	 0.51 	 0.53 
Charlottetown - P.E.I. 	 0.65 	 0.50 	 0.54 
Halifax - N.S. 	 0.62 	 0.53 	 0.55 
Saint John - N.B. 	 0.46 	 0.49 	 0.52 
Montreal - Que. 	 0.50 	 0.44 	 0.49 
Ottawa - Ont. 	 0.44 	 0.33 	 0.35 
Winnipeg - Man. 	 0.29 	 0.32 	 0.28 
Regina - Sask. 	 0.28 	 0.30 	 0.32 
Calgary - Alta. 	 0.30 	 0.28 	 0.34 
Vancouver - B.C. 	 0.47 	 0.41 	 0.53 

Source: Telephone company General Tariffs  and Statistics Canada 
Catalogues 13-531 and 64-202.  

In general, local service appears quite affordable for most households 

in Canada.  It consumes approximately 0.5 per cent (cc less) of disposable 

incomes in major urban areas. In same suburban areas with extended area service 

(BAS),  this percentage could be slightly higher, while in rural areas -- where 

both local rates and incomes are generally lower -- the percentage might be lower 

or higher. 

b) Affordability and the cost of living 

The impact of local service rates on household budget may be indicated 

by comparing the growth of local service rates with changes in the cost of goods 

and services. Table 4.6 shows local rate changes for the same cities discussed 

in the previous section relative to the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and other 

commonly available measures of the cost of living. 
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TABLE 4.6
Comparison of Local Rate Changes with Changes in CPI
and Costs of Iiousing, Transportation, Bakery and

Cereal Products, lbbacco and Alcohol

g
Price Change
1975 - 1980

$
Price Change
1980 - 1984

$
Price Change
1975 - 1984

Local Telephone - St. John's 30.0 40.0 82.0

CPI 64.0 42.0 133.0

Housing 76.0 50.0 164.0

Transportation 57.0 49.0 134.0

Bakery and Cereal Products 55.0 37.0 112.0

Tobacco and Alcohol 49.0 74.0 159.0

Local Telephone - Charlottetown 20.0 36.0 63.0

CPI 57.0 39.0 118.0

Housing 59.0 44.0 129.0

Transportation 59.0 50.0 138.0

Bakery and Cereal Products N/A 47.0 N/A

Tobacco and Alcohol N/A 65.0 N/A

Local T+eleprrone - Halifax 34.0 32.0 76.0
CPI 62.0 39.0 125.0

Housing 71.0 45.0 148.0

Transportation 60.0 48.0 137.0

Bakery and Cereal Products 62.0 39.0 125.0

Tobacco and Alcohol 57.0 55.0 143.0

Local Telephone - Saint John 55.0 33.0 106.0

CPI 61.0 41.0 127.0

Housing 68.0 52.0 155.0

Transportation 55.0 47.0 127.0

Bakery and Cereal Products 58.0 45.0 129.0

Tobacco and Alcohol 50.0 64.0 146.0

Local Telephone - Montreal 32.0 40.0 85.0

CPI 59.0 41.0 124.0

Housing 61.0 47.0 137.0

Transportation 64.0 58.0 159.0

Bakery and Cereal Products 62.0 41.0 128.0

Tobacco and Alcohol 61.0 57.0 152.0

Local Telephone - Ottawa 20.0 40.0 68.0
CPI 59.0 40.0 122.0

Housing 61.0 46.0 135.0

Transportation 61.0 50.0 142.0

Bakery and Cereal Products 65.0 35.0 123.0

Tobacco and Alcohol 55.0 58.0 145.0

N/A: Data not available.
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Table 4.6 (Cbntinued) 

% 	 % 	 % 
Price Change 	Price Change 	Price Change 
1975 - 1980 	1980 - 1984 	1975 - 1984  

Local Telephone - Winnipeg 	 58.0 	 22.0 	 92.0 
CPI 	 63.0 	 35.0 	 120.0 
Housing 	 73.0 	 42.0 	 146.0 
Transportation 	 65.0 	 43.0 	 136.0 
Bakery and Cereal Products 	 73.0 	 39.0 	 140.0 
Tobacco and Alcohol 	 55.0 	 60.0 	 148.0 

Local Telephone - Regina 	 49.0 	 34.0 	 99.0 
CPI 	 64.0 	 38.0 	 126.0 
Housing 	 71.0 	 44.0 	 146.0 
Transportation 	 68.0 	 43.0 	 140.0 
Bakery and Cereal Products 	 62.0 	 45.0 	 135.0 
Tobacco and Alcohol 	 65.0 	 56.0 	 157.0 

Local Telephone - Calgary 	 55.0 	 48.0 	 129.0 
CPI 	 61.0 	 38.0 	 122.0 
Housing 	 79.0 	 39.0 	 149.0 
Transportation 	 57.0 	 50.0 	 135.0 
Bakery and Cereal Products 	 56.0 	 45.0 	 126.0 
Tobacco and Alcohol 	 44.0 	 68.0 	 142.0 

Local Telephone - Vancouver 	 39.0 	 51.0 	 110.0 
CPI 	 58.0 	 41.0 	 123.0 
Housing 	 61.0 	 41.0 	 127.0 
Transportation 	 68.0 	 55.0 	 160.0 
Bakery and Cereal Products 	 70.0 	 44.0 	 144.0 
Tobacco and Alcohol 	 61.0 	 54.0 	 148.0 

Sources: Telephone Company General Tariffs and Statistics Canada, Catalogue 
62-010. 

The data show that  for the period 1975 to 1984, the real cost of 

subscribing to telephone service has declined appreciably.  In  addition, telephone 

rates have shown Wuch maller increases in comparison with price increases in 

other goods and services, such as housing and transportation. 

4.3.4 Characteristics of Non-Subscribers 

Tables 4.7 and 4.8 present data concerning non-subscribers to 

telephone service by incame and geographic area. In 1983, the Statistics Canada 

low income cut-off was $16 641 for a family of three persons living in a large 

city. Table 4.7 indicates that more than two-thirds of Cànadian households 

without telephone service had an annual income below the low imam cut-off 

level. 



This indicates a very strong correlation between income level and the decision 

not to subscribe to telephone service. 

TABLE 4.7 
Percentage Distribution of Households without Telephones by Income 

Gtoup, for Canada and Regions, 1983 

	

British 	 Ontario 	Atlantic 
- 	 CANADA 	Columbia 	Prairies 	Quebec 	Provinces  

Annual Income 

Less than $8 000 	37.7 	37.9 	37.5 	37.5 	36.8 
$ 8 000 - $11 999 	21.6 	24.1 	18.8 	22.1 	23.7 
$12 000 - $15 999 	12.7 	6.9 	12.5 	14.4 	13.2 
$16 000 and over 	28.0 	31.0 	. 	31.2 	26.0 	26.3 

Source: "Hbusehold Facilities by Income and Other Characteristics," 
Statistics Canada, Household SurveYs Division. Unpublished data. 

Table 4.8 provides the actual number of-households without telephone 

service by income group and geographic area compared with the total number of 

households with telephone service. A point of interest is the large number of 

low-incame households without telephone service in the Atlantic provinces. They 

are considerably more than those in either British Columbia or the Prairies, 

where the total number of households is much greater. 

While most people in Canada have telephone service, Tables 4.7 and 4.8, 

together with the age-related data presented earlier, indicate that there are 

important exceptions -- particularly for young Canadians and even more SD for 

low-incame Canadians. For the former group, the decision not to subscribe to 

telephone service may be a function of lifestyle. College students, for example, 

move frequently and may in same circumstances engage in shared telephone 

arrangements. For low-incame Canadians, on the other hand, a decision not to 

subscribe may more likely be due to econamic considerations. 
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TABLE 4.8 
Distribution of Households without Telephones by Income Croup 
versus Total  Number of Households with Telephones, 1983 

(In thousands) 

British 	 Ontario 	Atlantic 
CANADA*  	Columbia 	Prairies 	Quebec 	Provinces  

Annual Income 
Under $8 000 	 77 	11 	12 	39 	 14 
$ 8 000 - $11 999 	44 	 7 	 6 	23 	 9 
$12 000 - $15 999 	26 	 2 	 4 	15 	 5 
$16 000 and over 	57 	 9 	10 	27 	 10 

Total  Without 
Telephone 	 204 	 29 	32 	104 	 38  

Total  With 
_Telephone 	 8 454 	1 026 	1 496 	5 266 	665 

* Some numbers may not add up due to rounding. 

Source: "Household Facilities by Income and Other Characteristics", 
Statistics Canada, Household Surveys Division. Unpublished data. 

4.4 	Impact on Subscribership of Current and Alternative  

Local Telephone Rates  

4.4.1 Factors Cbntributing to CUrrent SUbscribership Levels 

The continuous growth of telephone subscribership and its current high 

levels can be attributed to a number of factors. First, Canadians can use the 

telephone to communicate with each other over long distances at a fraction of 

the cost of travelling or the time of mail delivery. With transportation costs 

and the value or  opportunity costs of time increasing faster than telephone 

rates, more people choose to use the telephone. 

Second, as the Canadian telephone network continues to expand, more 

individuals may find the network attractive and deem it worthwhile to become a 

subscriber. This is due to the fact that the value to any individual of being on 

the telephone network depends on the availability cf others either to call or to 

be called by. This effect is called a consumption "externality". 

Third, the continued growth of real personal incomes together with the 

falling real price of telephone services and equipment has made local telephone 

service increasingly affordable. Fourth, demographic changes in Canada -- with 
an increasing proportion of the population over 50 years of age, a decreasing 
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population under 25 years of age and an increase in the number of single-head 

households -- may have contributed to an increased demand for telephone service. 

Fifth, telephone service has increasingly been extended to remote areas. 

4.4.2 Impact of Price on Eemand for Local Service 

a) Consumer responses to price changes 

Although the price of local telephone service is only one of the many 

factors that could affect consumers' decisions to subscribe, there is some 

concern that higher prices may significantly reduce the level of 

subscribership. The most commonly used measure of the effect of price changes 

on the demand for a commodity or service is price elasticity of demand. The 

price elasticity of demand is defined as the percentage change in quantity 

demanded resulting from a 1 per cent change in price. For example, if the price 

elasticity of demand for local telephone service is -0.03, a 100-per cent 

increase in price would reduce telephone subscribership by approximately 3 per 

cent. 

The price elasticity of demand for telephone service has been exten-

sively investigated in Canada and the United States. These studies vary widely 

in tenus of quality, type of data used, model specification and statistical 

estimation procedure. Despite these differences, they all indicate that demand 

for local service is relatively insensitive to price changes, confirming the 

fact that telephone service is considered a necessity by most individuals. 

Table 4.9 summarizes the findings of a number of major studies on 

price elasticity of residential demand for access to the telephone network in 

the United States. Table 4.10 presents the findings of major Canadian studies 

on the price elasticity of residential demand for local telephone service. An 

examination of the trend of estimates in the Canadian and US studies suggests 

that the price elasticity of demand for local telephone service has been falling 

over time. This observation is  nt  surprising considering the fact that 

telephone penetration has been steadily rising in both Canada and the United 

States while real telephone rates have been falling. For example, in the United 

States telephone penetration rose from 80 per cent in the early 1960s to over 90 

per cent in the early 1980s; research also suggests that price elasticity 

decreased significantly over the same period. 
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TABLE 4.9
Estimates of Price Elasticity of Residential Demand for Access to the

Telephone Netwnrk in the United States

Study Data Price Elasticity

Alleman, J.H. (1977)13 1970 Census -0.17

New York Telephone Co. 1960s - 1970s
(1976)14 New York State -0.10

Perl, L.J. (1978)15 1970 Census -0.08

National Econcmic 1980 Census in
Researçh Associates Contel's exchanges -0 04
(1984)16

.

Taylor L. and D. Kridel
(1985)17

1980 Census in
Kansas and -0.023
Oklahoma -0.034

Egan, B.L. (1983)18 1972-1981 -0.04

Harvey, A.C. (1984)19 1980 -0.014
New York State

Table 4.10
Estimates of Price Elasticity of Residential Demand for Local

Telephone Service in Canada

Stud

Waverman, L. (1974) 20

Rash, I.M. (1971)21

Bell Canada (1981)22

Bell Canada (1984)23

Data

1960s - 1970s
Ontario and Quebec

1960s
Ontario and Quebec

1973 - 1980
Ontario and Quebec

1974 - 1983
Ontario and Quebec

Price Elasticity

-0.12

-0.11

-0.444

-0.032
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There are many theoretical reasons to support the empirical evidence 

that price elasticity of demand for local service has been falling rapidly in 

recent years. During the past two decades, the factors favourable to telephone 

demand have grown to sudh an extent that consumer perceptions of the value of 

local telephone service may far exceed the price of the service. This is in part 

confirmed by the Decima Research survey 24  which found that Canadians think 

their telephone system is operating well. That survey also found that only 3 

per cent of the population thinks that local service rates are expensive. 

Furthermore, recent studies by National Econamic Research 

1ssociates25  in the United States have successfully employed a model 

specification in which elasticity varies as a function of rate levels and which 

can explain the historical decline in price elasticity exhibited in the 

above-noted studies. Peat, Màrwick and Partners 26  have employed this demand 

estimation model in a Canadian context where it has yielded elasticity estimates 

that are significantly lower than any other Canadian estimates so far 

developed. 

In addition to the modelling approaches described above, another seem-

ingly attractive approach to estimating the number of drop-offs at alternative 

local rates is to project these numbers based on consumer responses to survey 

questions.** Unfortunately, survey answers to hypothetical questions cf this 

nature usually differ fram the course of action taken under actual situations. 

For instance, a 1983 survey conducted by the staff of the Public Service 

Commission of Indiana28  reported that close bo 50 per cent of interviewed 

subscribers said they would discontinue service if rates increased. In reality, 

* The Peat Marwick demand estimation model discussed in this chapter should not 
be confused with the Peat Marwick model used elsewhere in this report to 
determine the impact on local rates of long-distance rate changes. 

** In the industry, telephone subscribers who cease to subscribe to telephone 
service are termed  drop-off s.  B.C. Tel in the summer of 1985 commissioned a 
survey of residence custamers who were scheduled to have their service 
disconnected. 27  This report indicates that 95 per cent of the sample gave 
moving as the reason for disconnection; 2 per cent mentioned cost; 2 per cent 
mentioned dissatisfaction with the service and 1 per cent said that service 
was no longer required. Although 2 per cent of the total sample reported that 
their disconnect was due to the cost of the service, the report indicated no 
significant difference between the frequency of responses giving cost as the 
reason for disconnecting before and after a rate increase. However, given 
that the sample size was quite small, it is not certain whether these results 
can be generalized to reflect the reasons for service disconnection elsewhere 
in Canada. 



the latest record indicates that while flat rates in Indiana rose 23 per cent 

fram late 1983 to early 1985, during the same period telephone penetration 

actually increased by 1.5 per cent. 

b) Staff model of consumer responses to price changes 

Although existing studies and survey results provide valuable insights 

respecting consumer attitudes and responses, it is generally more reliable to 

examine data on telephone demand and to relate them to actual price changes. 

Given that existing studies fail to take into consideration the dynamics of price 

elasticity at different telephone rate and penetration levels, staff assigned to 

this examination have developed a statistical model relating telephone 

penetration at different locations across Canada to factors that determine 

telephone demand. Details of the model are contained in Appendix B. Econometric 

techniques were used to estimate the underlying relationship among telephone 

penetration and demand-influencing factors such as price, income and demographic 

measures. The estimates of local service price elasticities obtained fram the 

model are presented in Table 4.11. 

TABLE 4.11 
Estimates of Price Elasticities Based on the Staff Model 

Price Elasticity of Demand 
for Local Service at CUrrent 

Penetration Levels  , 	  

Newfoundland 	 -0.054  
- P.E.I. 	 0.046  

Nova Scotia 	 -0.032  
New Brunswick 	 -0.049  

- Quebec 	 0.013  
Ontario 	 -0.010  
Manitoba 	 -0.027  
Saskatchewan 	 -0.024  
Alberta 	 -0.019  
British Columbia 	 -0.022  
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The estimates presented in the table suggest that in Ontario a 100-per 

cent increase in local rates would reduce total subscribership by approximately 

1 per cent. By contrast, in Newfoundland the proportionate effect is estimated 

to be much greater: a reduction of 5.4 per cent in subscribership would be 

predicted. Values for other provinces range between these two extremes. 

While the above elasticity estimates suggest that changes in local 

service rates are unlikely to stop the growth of telephone subscribership in the 

aggregate, there is a subgroup of telephone users, however small in number, for 

wham telephone service is only marginally valuable or affordable. These include 

infrequent users and some very low-income households. Rate increases would have 

the largest impact on the affordability of telephone service for these 

subscribers. In addition, increases in security deposit, installation Charge or 

interest penalties on late payments could also reduce affordability of service to 

these individuals. These latter items are explored more fully in the following 

section. 

In the CRTC Interexchange Competition proceeding, Bell Canada, using 

its own econametric model, estimated that 160 000 residential telephone 
subscribers in its service territory would drop off the network if local rates 

increased by 100 per cent. Bell arrived at this estimate of drop-offs by 

applying its assumed price elasticity of -0.032 to the telephone subscribership 

in its territory. More recently, it has estimated this elasticity at -0.048, or 
50 per cent larger. 29  

Staff results suggest that Bell Canada has overstated consumer 

reaction to price increases. There are a number of possible reasons for this. 

Most importantly, Bell's price elasticity estimate was produced using a model 

based on a data range that included the early 1970s -- a period when telephone 

rates were higher in real terms and penetration levels lower than today. 

Therefore, the Bell Canada estimates, while valid for the individual-line market 

for same historical periods, may not be valid for today's telephone market. 

i Peat, Marwick and Partners, 30  in ts study of the impact of 

competition in long-distance services, developed a telephone demand function 

based on data estimated with a residential telephone demand model that can be 

used to estimate the number of households that would drop off the system at 

alternative local rates. Using the Peat Marwick results, the number of residence 

subscribers who would be likely to drop service in each province and at 

alternative local rates is presented in Table 4.12. 



TABLE 4.12 
Estimates of the NUmber of Drop-offs Based on Peat Marwick 

Formula for 1985 Household Base 

Increase in Local Rates 

	

10% 		 25% 	 50% 	 100%  

Newfoundland 	 253 	632 	1 264 	2 527 
P.E.I. 	 63 	155 	310 	 625 
Nova Scotia 	 450 	1 110 	2 220 	4 470 
New Brunswick 	 447 	1 081 	2 162 	4 347 
Quebec 	 1 996 	4 989 	9 979 	19 958 
Ontario 	 2 026 	5 130 	10 130 	20 261 
Manitoba 	 159 	388 	776 	1 590 
Saskatchewan 	 252 	620 	1 273 	2 519 
Alberta 	 416 	1 048 	2 080 	4 160 
British Columbia 	 932 	2 331 	4 663 	9 324 

Note: P.E.I. estimate based on the elasticity estimates for Nova Sootia. 

One limitation that should be noted concerning the Pat  Marwick 

estimates is that they are based on an econometric model originally developed 

for selected residential telephone markets in the United States. It is not 

known whether the behaviour of US consumers is the same as that of Canadian 

consumers, given differences in socio-economic mdx between the two countries. 

Based on Canadian data, the staff model has been used to provide 

estimates of telephone penetration under alternative local rates. These are 

provided in Table 4.13. The results fram the staff iludel suggest that there are 

wide variations across regions in the effects cf price changes on telephone 

penetration. In general, it appears that in regions where penetration is high, 

demand is less sensitive to price changes. In regions where penetration is low, 

demand is more price-sensitive. These results are consistent with the belief 

that in areas where penetration is high, factors favourable to telephone demand 

are also at high levels, so that a Change in price will have the least effect on 

the consumer's desire to subscribe to telephone service. 
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TABLE 4.13 
Percentage Estimates of Teephone Penetration Levels under 

Alternative Local Rates Based on the Staff M,del 

Current 	Increase in Local Rates  
Penetration 

Level 	10% 	25% 	50% 	100%  

Newfoundland 	 94.4 	93.9 	93.2 	91.9 	89.6 
P.E.I. 	 95.2 	94.8 	94.1 	93.1 	91.1 
Nova Scotia 	 96.7 	96.4 	95.9 	95.2 	93.8 
New Brunswick 	 94.9 	94.4 	93.8 	92.7 	90.5 
Quebec 	 98.6 	98.5 	98.3 	97.9 	97.3 
Ontario 	 99.0 	98.9 	98.8 	98.5 	98.1 
Manitoba 	 97.2 	96.9 	96.6 	95.9 	94.7 
Saskatchewan 	 97.5 	97.3 	96.9 	96.4 	95.2 
Alberta 	 98.0 	97.8 	97.5 	97.1 	96.2 
British Columbia 	97.7 	97.5 	97.2 	96.6 	95.6 

Table 4.14 translates the penetration level estimates from Table 4.13 

into estimates of the expected number of drop-offs resulting fram increased local 

rates. Despite its improvement in methodology over many other existing 

residential telephone dàmand models, there are a number of reasons to believe that 

the staff model may also overestimate the number of drop-offs at the alternative 

local rate levels. 

TABLE 4.14 
Estimates of the Number of Drop-0ffs under Alternative 

Local Rates Based on the Staff Mbdel 

Increase in Local Rates  

	

10% 	 25% 	 50% 	 100%  

Newfoundland 	 800 	1 900 	4 000 	 7 700 
P.E.I. 	 200 	 500 	 900 	 1 700 
Nova Scotia 	 900 	2 400 	4 500 	 8 700 
New Brunswick 	 1 200 	2 600 	5 200 	10 300 
Quebec 	 2 400 	7 100 	16 600 	30 900 
Ontario 	 2 900 	6 200 	16 000 	29 000 
Manitoba 	 1 100 	2 300 	5 000 	 9 700 
Saskatchewan 	 800 	2 200 	4 000 	 8 400 
Alberta 	 1 700 	4 200 	7 500 	15 000 
British Columbia 	 2 300 	5 600 	12 200 	23 300 
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First, the staff model, because of availability of data on household 

income and demography, estimated penetration/price relationships based on 1978 

and 1982 data. It therefore suffers fram the same problems associated with Bell 

Canada's estimates, although to a smaller extent. Second, the staff model has 

not been able to capture the effects of certain "omitted" variables on consumer 

decisions to subscribe to service. In particular, the model does nct account for 

the availability of two-or-more party service, nor does it allow for reduced 

long-distance rates arising as a consequence of increased local rates. 

While the estimates of the number of potential drôp-offs that would 

result fram local rate increases may thus be overstated, the extent is not 

known. In the light of evidence that the price elasticity of demand for local 

service has been decreasing rapidly in recent years, a fact that suggests the 

value of telephone service to subscribers has increased considerably, it seems 

likely that, while they could result in same financial hardship for some 

subscribers, price Changes would have little effect on telephone penetration 

levels. Although this suggestion has not been confirmed in Canada, the findings 

of a recent study in the United States appear to support this view. 31  This 

latter study found that in those states where local telephone rates increased 

between January 1984 and March 1985, no statistical relationship was detected 

between local rate increases and changes in penetration levels. That study, 

however, admitted that other factors, such as income, might have acted 

simultaneously on telephone penetration to offset the effects of price increases. 

Similarly in Canada, if (as seems likely) the factors favourable to telephone 

demand continue to prevail, such as rising prices for alternative means of 

communication, falling real prices for long-distance telephone rates, rising 

personal incames, the growth of the telephone network and an aging population, to 

the extent that these factors are acting on telephone demand in the opposite 

direction fram higher prices they could conceivably overcome apy effects of 

local-service price changes. 
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4.5 Other Factors Affecting Universality

4.5.1 Deposits and Installation Charges

In addition to the monthly rate for local telephone service, it is

likely that the level of security deposits and installation charges may, for

sane individuals, constitute a barrier to subscribing to telephone service.

Intuitively, given high existing penetration rates, it may be these rate

features rather than the monthly local rate level that most affect the decision

to subscribe.

While the average consumer changes residences infrequently, scme (and

especially those under the age of 25) move more often and thus may be quite

sensitive to installation charges. Moreover, sane consumers, in particular

those with low incccnes, may not be able to afford the security deposits demanded

by the telephone canpanies.

Although no research has been done on the effects of installation

charges and security deposits on subscribership levels in Canada, a recent study

in the United States provides some indication as to how these charges could

affect telephone penetration.32 while the US study found that a 50 per cent

increase in installation charges reduced telephone penetration by 0.07 per cent,

deposit requirements had an even more dramatic effect on access demand. That

study estimated that raising deposit requirements from US$50 to $100 in QONTEL's

service territory would reduce telephone penetration by 1.3 percentage points.

Although it indicated the negative impacts on telephone demand of higher

installation charges and security deposits, it is not known whether lower

installation charges and security deposits would stimulate telephone demand by

the same magnitude.

In Canada, most telephone canpanies require service subscribers to pay

installation charges in a lump sum. However, the British Columbia Telephone

Company does offer an instalment-payment plan to those subscribers wishing to

allocate installation costs over a two- or three-month period. Use of this

option, however, has been negligible.

In the United States, subscribers in the Bell Atlantic region can

choose to pay off non-recurring charges in monthly instalments over a period of

three to six months. And in California, installation charges are not required

of subscribers who qualify for lifeline assistance.



4.5.2 Deposit Requirements 

In general, most telephone companies in Canada require telephone 
service applicants or subscribers whose credit is not satisfactorily established 

with them to make a deposit or advance payment equal to an amount that the 

company considers sufficient to cover service charges, including anticipated 

long-distance usage for a number of months. 

Telephone campanies generally do not use a blanket rule in assessing 

deposits required of their custamers. Each customer is assessed individually, 

and the maximum size of the deposit varies with the company concerned. 
Table 4.15 provides an indication of deposit requirements of some of the major 

telephone companies in Canada. 

4.5.3 Non-Payment of Services 

Telephone service may be denied to same consumers for non-payment of 
prior services, for example, those relating to long-distance calling. TWo 

companies, British  Columbia  Telephone Company and Saskatchewan 

Telecommunications, submitted data on residence accounts terminated for 
non-payment. For B.C. Tel, 21 000 residence accounts were terminated for 

non-payment in 1985 and 24 400 in 1984, representing about 1.6 and 1.9 per cent 

of the company's total accounts for the two years. For SaskTel, the number of 
permanent disconnects for non-payment was 3 529 for 1983 and 5 400 for 1984, 

representing 0.8 and 1.2 per cent of the company's total accounts for the two 
years. 

It is likely that a certain number of non-payments of accounts will 

exist regardless of price increases for local services. Non-payment for same 

subscribers results from personal financial circumstances or other personal 

situations. For example, as indicated above, there were 5 400 disconnects for 

non-payment in 1984 in the territory of Saskiel, yet there were no rate 

increases during that year. While this is only one example, it does suggest 

that other factors are operating. 

Finally, to the extent that many disconnects relate to charges 
associated with long-distance calls, offering a service that allows for local 
calling only, with access to the long-distance network being prevented, might 
reduce terminations due to credit problems. Such a service offering does, in 
fact, currently exist in same territories. 
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TABLE 4.15 
Deposit  or  Advance  Panent  Required by Telephone Company 

Company 	 Deposit Amount  

Maritime Telegraph and 	 Varies. 	Not more than two months local 
Telephone Company Limited 	charges plus anticipated long-distance 

charges. 

New Brunswick Telephone 	Not more than the oost of estimated 
Company, Limited 	 long-distance and local service for six 

months. 

Bell Canada 	 Not more than three months charges for all 
services including anticipated Charges for 
long-distance calls and equipment. 

Manitoba Telephone System 	$50 for new customers who have not estab- 
lished a satisfactory credit standing with 
the company. 

Saskatchewan 
Telecammunications 	 Varies. 

Alberta Government 	 New Service: 	Monthly rental plus estimated 
Telephones 	 monthly long-distance usage x 2. 

Existing Service: 	Monthly rental plus 
three-month average of long-distance 
billing x 2. 

British Columbia Telephone 	Not more than three months charges for all 
Company 	 services including anticipated charges for 

long-distance calls and equipment. 

Note: Prior to 1986, Bell's and B.C. Tel's three-month period was six 
months. 

4.5.4 The CROP Study 

In an effort to understand better the reasons why certain individuals 

do not subscribe to telephone service, CROP Inc. was commissioned by the exami-

nation to undertake a market survey of non-subscribers. A total of 71 inter- 

views were held with individuals who do not presently have a telephone. Tables 

4.16 and 4.17 summarize the reasons given by those surveyed for not subscribing. 

Table 4.16 presents the responses of individuals who have not previously had 

telephone service. Table 4.17 provides a breakdown of the reasons given by 

individuals who have had telephone service at one time or another. 
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TABLE 4.16 
Reasons for Non-Subscribership 

(Individuals with no previous telephone service) 

Halifax 	Kent Cnty 	Montreal 	Kingston 	Leaming- 	Winnipeg 	Lethbridge 	Kelowna 

- 	 TOTAL 	N.S. 	N.B. 	P.Q. 	Ont. 	ton Ont. 	Man. 	Alta. 	B.C.  

Interview 
Sample Size 	20 	1 	5 	 7 	 0 	 1 	 0 	 1 	 5  

% Indicating: 

....7  lib° expensive 	45.0 	0 	60.0 	71.0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	20.0  

- No need 	20.0 	0 	0 	 14.0 	0 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 60.0  

- Doesn't like 
Telephone 	15.0 	0 	20.0 	0 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 20.0  

- Other 	 20.0 	100.0 	20.0 	14.0 	0 	100.0 	0 	100.0 	0  

- Don't Know/ 
No Answer 	0 	0 	0 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 

Source: CROP Inc., "Etude auprès des non-abonnés du service telephonique," Report commissioned by the 
Federal/Provincial Examination of Telecommunications Pricing and Universality, August 1986. 



TABLE 4.17 
Reasons for Nbn-Subscribership 

(Individuals who previously had telephone service) 

Halifax 	Kent Cnty 	Montreal 	Kingston 	Leaming- 	Winnipeg 	Lethbridge 	Kelowna 

	

 	TOTAL 	N.S. 	N.B. 	P.Q. 	Ont. 	ton Ont. 	Man. 	Alta. 	B.C.  

Interview 
Sample Size 	51 	7 	 10  	6 	12  

° Indicating: 

- Too expensive 	29.0 	29.0 	33.0 	67.0 	20.0 	33.0 	17.0 	33.0 	50.0 

- No need 	4.0 	14.0 	0 	 0 	0 	0 	 0 	0 	25.0  

- Doesn't like 
telephone 	14.0 	14.0 	0 	0 	50.0 	0 	0 	 17.0  

- Problems 
with bill 	16.0 	14.0 	33.0 	0 	10.0 	17.0 	33.0  

- Other 	 33.0 	14.0 	33.0 	33.0 	20.0 	33.0 	50.0 	50.0 	25.0  

- Don't Know/ 
No Answer 	4.0 	14.0 	0 	 0 	 0 	17.0 	0 	 0 	 0 

Source: CROP Inc., August 1986. 
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While approximately one-third of those former subscribers interviewed

cited cost* as the reason for non-subscription, this was equally true for

non-subscribers with annual incanes below $5 000, above $20 000 and between

these amounts. This finding suggests that while cost can be a factor in the

decision not to subscribe to telephone service, it is unlikely to be the only

one considered. Other reasons for non-subscribership given by those surveyed

included the desire for privacy and a simple dislike of telephones. However,

considering the small size of the sanple and the fact that it was not randcanly

selected from the population of non-subscribers and is non-representative in a

number of ways, caution should be used in assessing these results. At the same

time, a careful look at the detailed survey results could provide some important

insights into non-subscriber behaviour.

4.6 Effect of Long-Distance Rates on Universal Availability of service

4.6.1 introduction

Subscribers in certain regions of the country, particularly rural,

remote and northern comnunities, rely heavily on long-distance services. For

these subscribers, the level of long-distance rates rather than the level of

local rates may be the most important determinant of whether or not to subscribe

to telephone service. This section will explore briefly the effect of

long-distance rates on universal availability of service.

4.6.2 Impact of Current Long-Distance Rates on Universal

Availability of Service

There are two types of data available that have a bearing on this

issue: the level of subscribership and average monthly expenditures on

long-distance services in urban as ccanpared to rural areas.

Figure 4.1 indicates the penetration level of telephone service in

urban and rural areas, broken down by geographic region. It shows that

* The CROP survey.results do not distinguish between local and long-distance
rates in this regard.
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penetration is higher in urban than in rural areas for all regions of Canada. On 

a national basis there is, on average, a difference of 1.8 per cent in the level 

of subscribership between urban and rural areas. More dramatically, however, the 

penetration level for households in the northern part of British Columbia, the 

Yukon and parts of the Northwest Territories is below 80 per cent (based on 1981 

data) -- more than 15 per cent below the national average. As noted earlier in 

this chapter, the penetration level in certain areas of Northern Saskatchewan was 

53 per cent in 1981. It may be assumed that this pattern of low subscribership 

levels exists in other remote areas as well. 

FIGURE 4.1 
Penetration Level By Region and Urban/Pural Split 

Source:  Response to information request Bell(CRTC)  
19Feb86-11FP,  Federal/Provincial Examination 
of Telecommunications Pricing and Universality 
(Attachment, p.4). 

With regard to expenditures on long-distance services, the most recent 

data available are from Bell Canada responses to CRTC interrogatories in the 

proceeding leading up to Telecom Decision CRTC 85-l6. 	data are 

presented in Table 4.18, and they indicate average monthly long-distance revenues 

per line for each of the three regions in the Remote North and for the company as 

a whole. 



TABLE 4.18 
Average Monthly long-Distance Revenue 
Per Network Access Service, 1978-1984 

, 

_  Region 	1978 	1979 	1980 	1981 	1982 	1983 	1984  

Remote 
Northern 	$36.79 	$48.36 	$54.81 	$57.44 	$71.71 	$76.47 	$89.45 
Ontario 

Northern 	$33.20 	$38.10 	$43.31 	$48.07 	$57.77 	$66.34 	$74.02 
Quebec 

Northwest 	$43.13 	$51.84 	$54.78 	$58.65 	$67.35 	$71.96 	$76.43 
Terri tories  

Average 	$13.83 	$15.63 	$17.16 	$19.95 	$19.79 	$21.20 	$24.25 
Company 
Revenue 

- 

Bell Canada defines the Remote North as that part of its operating 

territory where rail and road lines do not exist. It is divided into three 

regions: 

1.Remote Northern Ontario:  the area north of the 51st parallel; 

2. Northern Quebec:  the area along the eastern shore of Hudson's Bay, 

the southern shore cf the Hudson Strait and the shores of 

Ungava Bay; and 

3. Northwest Territories: all areas of the Northwest Territories 

served by the company, including Baffin Island, the District of 

Keewatin and Belcher Islands. 

Before examining the data, it should be kept in mind that the 

long-distance rates in these  rente  areas are lower than those charged in the 

rest of Bell's territory. The CRTC adopted special lower rates for intra-Bell 

long-distance calls in the North in 1978, as an interim m asure  in recognition 

of the special circumstances of remote northern area subscribers. In the CRTC's 

view, these circumstances included the isolation of remote communities from each 
other, the absence of reliable alternatives to telecammunications -- such as 
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road and rail links and dependable air services -- the wide area over which 

their community of interest extends, and the small size of most of these 

communities. The CRTC was also concerned with the financial burden placed on 

subscribers in remote northern areas due to the relatively low value received 

for local rates and their heavy dependence on long-distance services. 

The data in Table 4.18 indicate that long-distance expenditures in 

Bell's remote regions are approximately three times those of the average Bell 

subscriber. This result is particularly significant given the lower rate for 

intra-Bell long-distance calls in the North. These isolated subscribers are 

indeed heavily dependent on long-distance services. 

Figure 4.1 and Table 4.18, when considered together, suggest that one 

of the reasons for lower levels of penetration in rural and remote areas may be 

the level of long-distance  expenditures in non-urban areas. However, a note of 

caution is in order. There may be factors other than price that account for the 

difference in penetration levels between urban and rural areas. These could 

include low service quality, lengthy installation waits and the fact that, in 

sa-ne  remote areas, service is simply not available on an economic basis. 

4.6.3 Impact of Possible Alternative Long-Distance Rates on  

Universal Availability of Service  

To the extent that the level c« long-distance expenditures in certain 

areas, the Remote North or elsewhere, may be seen as having a negative impact on 

universal availability of service in these regions, a number of options are 

available. First, such subscribers would benefit from any general lowering of 

long-distance rates, even if accampanied by higher local rates. Another option 

is the adoption of lower long-distance rates for subscribers only in such 

regions, as a means cf bringing their total monthly telephone charges more in 

line with those of other subscribers. As noted, the CRTC initially implemented 

lower long-distance rates in the North as an interim measure pending the 

campletion by Bell of studies assessing other mechanisms for responding to the 

special circumstances of these subscribers. In Telecom Decision CRTC 85-16,  the 

CRTC reviewed a number of options for  providing long-distance rate relief and 

decided, among other things, to continue the lower long-distance rates to all 

remote northern subscribers. 
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Two other categories of alternatives were addressed in that decision:

1. Extended area service (EAS)-type interexchange calling plans

involving expanded toll-free calling areas.

2. Optional calling plans (OCPs) and Econo-Pak service (also called

message time allowance plan).

An EAS-type interexchange calling plan would provide long-distance

rate relief in ternis of flat-rate long-distance calling. The CRTC identified a

number of factors which it considered argued against the adoption of EAS-type

plans for remote northern subscribers:

• the significant net revenue impact on Bell

• the low interdependence among the exchanges within each region and

• the overall increase in monthly bills that would be experienced by

some subscribers under scane of the plans.

Such plans may nevertheless be a viable alternative where there is greater

interdependence among exchanges within a region.

The options of Econo-Pak and OCPs both involve discounted

long-distance calling. Econo-Pak, which is now available throughout Bell's

territories, provides blocks of long-distance calling at a flat rate. That is,

for a flat fee the subscriber is entitled to a certain amount of long-distance

calling to any exchange within the province. In Telecan Decision CRTC 85-16,

the Commission decided that Econo-Pak should be offered throughout the three

remote northern regions on the grounds that some subscribers in almost every

exchange would benefit without negatively affecting those subscribers who do not

opt for the service. The CRTC also directed Bell to develop a proposal to

inform subscribers in the three regions of the Econo-Pak plan and to instruct

them how to calculate whether or not they would benefit fran the service.

Optional calling plans also involve discounts to the regular

long-distance rate. In the case of Bell's OCP, discounts are available only for

calling between two exchanges located within 40 miles of each other and which

have a carununity of interest of at least 50 per cent. B.C. Tel, NBTel and

SaskTel also offer optional calling plans.
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The criteria for such plans can be modified as appropriate to parti-

cular regions. Note, however, that since OCPs offer discounts on traffic to 

particular exchanges, they may not be helpful where subscriber calling patterns 

are not largely confined to a small geographic region. In the case of Bell's 

remote northern subscribers, the CRTC chose rate relief in the form of Econo-Pak 

rather than OCPS because the calling interests of these subscribers were not 

limited to exchanges within the Remote North but extended as well to exchanges 

to the south. 

4.7 Conclusion  

The goal of universal availability of telephone service at affordable 

prices is widely accepted in Canada and, for the most part, would appear to have 

been substantially achieved. While there are variations by geographic area, 

income level and other demographic factors, the percentage of households in 

Canada having telephone service is extremely high both in absolute terms and in 

comparison to the United States and other industrialized nations. At the same 

time, the percentage of household income spent on basic local service is 

relatively low for most families. 

A number of empirical estimates of the relationship between the level 

of local rates and telephone service penetration were reviewed and specific 

estimates have been presented in this Chapter. In general, it would appear that 

increases in local rates, even of a magnitude cf as much as 100 per cent, would 

be unlikely to result in any significant reduction to telephone service 

penetration levels. Furthermore, in some rural and remote cammunities, the 

level of long-distance rates may have a greater impact than local rates on the 

perceived affordability of telephone service. 
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CHAPTER 4 

APPENDIX A 
leephone Penetration Levels in Countries 

Outside North America, 1982 

Country
* 	

Percentage of Households 
with Telephone Service 

Australia 	 86.0 

Brazil 	 23.0 

Columbia 	 16.0 

Czechoslovakia 	 22.0 

Ethiopia 	 1.0 

Greece 	 62.0 

Italy 	 63.0 

Japan 	 82.0 

Netherlands 	 93.0 

Poland 	 12.0 

Saudi Arabia 	 28.0 

Singapore 	 78.0 

Spain 	 52.0 

Sweden 	 100.0 

United Kingdam 	 87.0 

Source: AT&T, The Wbrld's Iblephones, 1983; and United 
Nations, Compendium of Housing Statistics, 1983. 

* In the chapter, it is noted that current penetration 
levels in Canada and the United States are approximately 
98 per cent and 92 per cent, respectively. 
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CHAPTER 4 

APPENDIX B 
Staff Mbdel of Local Telephone Demand 

This Appendix presents the model which staff assigned to this 
exanination developed to assess the relationship between telephone penetration 
and telephone demand-influencing factors. 

I. Specification and Estimation Results  

As noted in Chapter 3, there are many factors that could influence the 
demand for local services. Among these are local telephone service rates, 
personal incomes, the size of the local network, local population ndx, prices 
for alternative means of communication and long-distance service rates. 

Although a local telephone demand model can be specified in a nuffiber 
of ways, a logit model is particularly appropriate to formulate consumers' 
decisions to subscribe to local service.* In a logit specification, telephone 
penetration (Pen) can be expressed as a function of demand-influencing 
factors: 

Pen = ez / 1 + e z , 	 (1) 

where: z is a vector of demand-influencing variables multiplied by 
their respective coefficients. 

After transformation, a logit model can be written as: 

ln 	 = b ln X + u, ( 1 -PerlIzen)  

where: Pen is observed telephone penetration; 

b ln X, identified as z in equation (1), is a vector cf demand-
influencing variables, X, multiplied by their respective 
coefficients, b; and u is a stochastic disturbance term. 

(Pen / 1 - Pen) can be interpreted as the odds in favour cf having a 
telephone. 

The demand-influencing variables included in the model for this study 
are: local service rate (single-party), average household income, proportion of 
the population aged 65 or over and local total telephone count. The last 
variable is used to represent the size of the local telephone network. Its 
presence is intended to capture the effect of any consumption externality. 

* In the telecommunications sector, L. J. Perl (1978), for instance, has used 
logit models to estimate telephone demands with cross-sectional data. Perl's 
estimates were introduced at the AT&T antitrust trial, reproduced by the FCC 
as part of an appendix in its access charge order and cited by many witnesses 
in Congressional hearings. More generally, the logit specification is widely 
used to model binary choice situations such as that of deciding whether or 
not to buy a particular good or follow a particular course of action. 
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R 2 	= 0.50 	 F-Statistic = 6.28 

t -Statistic Coefficient 
Estimate 

Variable 

-0.58 

-3.09 

1.04 

0.89 

2.79 

-5.722 

-0.960 

1.077 

0.498 

0.215 

Constant Term 

Local Rate 

Average Income 

Proportion of Population 
aged 65 or over 

Total Telephone Count 

Ideally, the prices for alternative means of communication and 
long-distance service rates, among others, should be included as 
demand-influencing variables in the model. However, the difficulties in 
assigning appropriate representative measures cf such variables at the aggregate 
level preclude the use of such variables at this stage. 

Data on both penetration rates and demand-influencing variables at the 
exchange level for the years 1978 and 1982 were obtained from Statistics 
Canada. The absence of data on income and demographic variables precluded the 
use of more recent data for the model. (See Statistics Canada, "Family 
Expenditures in Canada," Catalogue 62-550  (1978, 1982); "Telephone Statistics," 
Catalogue 56-203  (1978, 1982); and Telephone Company General Tariffs.)* 

The least-squares regression technique was used in the estimation of 
the coefficients in the model. The following table provides the regression 
results: 

As shown above, all the coefficient estimates have the correct signs. 
Specifically, increases in average household incomes, the proportion of the 
population aged 65 or over and total telephone count would increase telephone 
penetration while increases in rates would depress telephane demand. 

A problem often encountered in cross-section studies is that of 
heteroscedasticity. The presence of heteroscedasticity means that least-squares 
estimates, while unbiased, are not efficient. Applying Goldfeld and Quandt's 
F-test to the data used for this model indicates that the assumption of 
hamoscedasticity cannot be rejected.** The R2  statistic is also high for a 
cross-sectional model and suggests that a good data fit has been obtained. 

* Data used for the model include the following cities: St. John's, 
Charlottetown, Halifax, Saint John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Tbronto, 
Thunder Bay, Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon, Calgary, Edmonton and Vancouver. 

** Using the Goldfeld and Quandt approach, an F-statistic of 2.65 (whidh is not 
significant at the 1% level) was obtained. 
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II. The Impact of Local Rate Changes

The following section derives the equation used in the estimation of
telephone penetration under alternative local-service rates.

In the mxdel represented by equation (2), one of the variables in
vector X is local service rate (Rate). Thus, vector X can be partitioned into
X1 and Rate where X1 contains all the demand- inf luenc ing factors in X except
Rate. Thus the equation can be written as:

ln

where:

Pen 1
1-Fèn ^l

Pen

1-Pzn

= b in X1 + r in Rate •(3)

= Xlb Rater •

Let o indicate current values and n indicate revised values:

1 Pen^n 0 = Xlb Rater

Let price increase by a factor of m. Thus, Raten = (1 + m) Rate0.

1Pen^n
= Xlb Rater = Xlb L [1 + ml (Rate0) 1 r

n J

Xlb (1 + m)r Rate,

Peno
1-Pzno

Pen can be simulated at alternative rates using the above equiation.
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III. Derivation of Price Elasticity Formula  

The following section derives the formula for the local rate 
elasticity inferred by the logit model. 

The lit  model represented by equation (1) can be written as: 

, Pen = eb ln X / 1 + eb ln X 

Where z = b ln X. 

ln Pen = ln ( eb ln X ) - ln ( 1 + eb ln X ). 

As the local rate is one of the variables in the vector X 
differentiation of the above equation with respect to the local rate, (R) 
leads to: 

D Pen 
R  

Pen 

eb ln X (b1 / R ) 

1 + eb ln X 

= b1  / R - 

= bl  / R - Pen ( bi / R ) 

â Pen 	= 	b 1 / R - Ebn ( 	/ R ) 	Pen.  
R 

Local Rate Elasticity = â Pen  
R  X 	Pen 

Substituting equation (4) into the local-rate elasticity formula 
provides: 

Local Rate Elasticity = bi ( 1 - Pen ) 

= Price coefficient X ( 1 - Penetration ). 

(4) 
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5.1 Introduction

The subject of bypass both in Canada and the United States has been

the focus of increasing debate due to concerns that large users may take

advantage of new technologies or ainpetitive services to avoid traditional local

or long-distance services. Proponents of the concept of bypass as a threat,

particularly the telephone canpanies, contend that certain telephone ocntpany

services (e.g. message toll service (MI'S) and wide-area télephone service (WNTS))

are priced well above cost in order to contribute to reduced rates for local

service. As a result, they argue that incentives exist for high-volume users to

reduce their costs by electing to utilize lower priced services and facilities to

carry their messages. Since a very small numbPx of users account for a

disproportionately high percentage of long-distance revenues, their avoidance of

telephone crnpany services could cause significant erosion of revenues and

stranded investrnent in facilities. It is feared that large scale bypass might

also cause significant upward pressure on rates generally, resulting in even more

incentive to bypass, and this could ultimately threaten the preservation of

affordable telephone service.

While the above argument tends to support the position of parties who

seek a reduction in long-distance rates or advocate a moveme,nt toward cost-based

pricing, the major premises of this argument are not universally accepted. Many

parties contend that the degree to which long-distance contributes to local costs

is not proven. Others argue that bypass is synonymous with cnnpetition and by

casting it in a negative light, regulators and policy-makers may be less disposed

to support the introduction of a range of innovative services. Still others

contend that the incidence of bypass is overstated and to the extent that it does

occur, it is a result of the telephone campanies thenselves providing discounted

services to large users.

Based on a review of the literature and the experience to date in

Canada and the United States, certain tentative conclusions are drawn regarding

the nature of bypass, its incidence in Canada and the possibilities for increased

bypass activity in the future. These conclusions are presented at the end of

this chapter. First, however, the chapter defines different types of bypass and

examines the incentives for bypass activity. It then explores the opportunities

that exist for bypass and reviews available evidence as to the extent of bypass.
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5.2 	Definition of Uneconomic Bypass  

5.2.1 The œncept of Bypass 

Defined in terms of the objectives of this examination, bypass can be 

said to involve the selection by customers of alternatives to some or all cf the 

local and long-distance services provided by the telephone companies.  For the 

purposes of this exercise, this definition can be further refined to focus on 

voice and data messages that could have used facilities available to the general 

public. 

5.2.2 Types cd Bypass 

(a)Facility bypass occurs Where a customer elects to provide his or her own 

facilities (e.g. private microwave) in lieu of local or long-distance 

services that could be provided by the telephone companies. Facility 

bypass is the most likely form of bypass to create a potential for 

permanently stranded investment since customers are locked into their own 

investment even where telephone company prices  change. 

(b)Carrier bypass occurs Where a customer elects to use services provided by 

a carrier (or reseller) other than the telephone company.  Carrier  bypass 

could involve the use of services such as those of Cantel, Telesat or CNCP 

Telecommunications or the diversion of Canada-Canada traffic over US 

networks. Carrier bypass may have less potential to result in permanent 

stranded investment since customer costs are not related to any 

significant fixed investment. Thus, Where telePhone company rates change, 

customers can choose to migrate badk to telephone company services. 

(c)Service bypass involves the substitution by customers of telephone company 

services where rates include low levels cf contribution (e.g. private 

line), for telephone company services where rates include higher levels of 

contribution (e.g. MTS). This type of bypass involves customer avoidance 

of contribution payments rather than the total avoidance of telephone 

company services. The lower levels of contribution built into private 

line rates (or even 1(i2iTS relative to MTS) may help deter other forms of 

bypass. 



5.2.3 Uhecommic Bypass  

Uneconamic bypass is said to occur when telephone company services or 

facilities cost less to provide than similar byFess services or facilities, but 
bypass service can be priced lower because telephone rates are set in excess of 

associated costs. In trying to assess the causes or incidence cf uneconamic 

bypass, a number of problems arise. These include: 

1. The costs of a particular service or technology are likely to vary cmer 

time relative to other services and technologies. 

2. There is no agreement on how to measure telephone company costs. 

3. ft is difficult to ensure that all the costs of a bypass system are 

accurately measured. 

4. Nb private system is likely to provide all the equivalent features cf a 

telephone service. 

5. USers  may bypass for reasons other than price -- such as quality, 

availability, reliability, user control or security. 

In addition to same of the difficulties set out above respecting the 

measurement of uneconomic bypass, certain other considerations should be noted. 

For example, in assessing the opportunities for uneconomic bypass it must be 

recognized that a user has an incentive to avoid using high-priced telePhone 

Company long-distance services by attempting to utilize lower priced 

alternatives. Within the range of services provided by telephone canpanies, a 

user with sufficient MTS traffic may migrate to WATS or private line service 

because sndh services are more economical. Tb the extent that certain discounted 

services may cost less to provide than higher priced services, such bypass can be 

considered economic. It may, however, result in lost contribution. By the same 

token, the diversion of Canada-Canada traffic through the United States may be 

attractive even Where Canadian long-distance service is priced at cost. Sudh a 

diversion of traffic may be economic and yet could result in significant stranded 

investment and lost contribution. Therefore, to the extent that this study is 
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concerned with the impact on subscribers of lost contribution or revenue erosion, 

it should be understood that attempts to differentiate between economic versus 

uneconomic bypass may nct always be entirely useful. 

In the United States, telephone companies have ceased to argue as to 

whether a service is economic  or uneconcmic and are now seeking medhanisms to 

compete in the marketplace. Rather than constrain the ability to bypass through 

regulatory or legislative prohibitions, US telephone companies advocate a 

reduction in the present regulatory constraints that fipster bypass and limit 

telephone company responses to competition. Foremost among their proposed 

solutions are the allocation of local access costs to end users, adequate 

capital-recovery formulas and flexible pricing. The first of these would reduce 

interexdhange rates and thus the incentive to bypass. The second would 

facilitate plant replacement in the wake of ne w technologies. The third would 

allow competitive responses to bypass threats to be more precisely targetted. 

5.3 	Incentives  Fr  Bypass  

5.3.1 Introduction 

As noted above, bypass may be motivated  for a variety of reasons other 

than price. However, to the extent that this examination is focussed on rates, 

price must be considered an important factor. While uneconomic bypass may be 

difficult to isolate, customers do have considerable incentive to bypass services 

where the prices for those services are considered higher than those of available 

alternatives. 

In assessing the incentive for bypass, a nuffiber of factors should be 

considered. First, studies in the United States demonstrate that where other 

factors are equal, customers require a certain level of discount  prior to 

electing to bypass. In New York State, for instance, the Bethesda Research 

Institute (1984) found that: 

if New York Tel and a bypass provider offer equivalent nonprice  
features, then the telephone company would probably receive the 
user's business if its price is 5 percent higher. However, when 
the telephone company's "price" is 10 percent higher, the bypass 
provider would capture the business . 1  

The institute also found that if the telephone company provided superior 

technical quality, it would retain its business even with a 10 per cent 



difference. Rirthermore, it found that New Jersey Bell could retain its 

customers with even higher price differences. 2  (New Jersey Bell was 

perceived by customers to provide a higher grade cf service than New York  Tel.) 

In the D. A. Fbrd study (1986), it was estimated that insofar as 

international bypass was concerned, 

Canadian business users will not  change  their telecommunications 
purchasing decisions unless an incentive greater than 10% is 
available ... to overcame the lower quality of service and 
inconvenience resulting fram having to make two calls in order to 
complete one. 2  

The D.A. Fbrd study also noted that with regard to companies interviewed that 

were presently engaged in international bypass, "In virtually every case, the 

reason given for accessing U.S. competitive services was to reduce company 

expenditures."4  

A second point to consider is the type of interexchange service 

utilized by large customers. It is likely that customers seeking to reduce their 

long-distance costs will attempt to avail themselves of discounted telephone 

company services prior to considering facility or carrier bypass. Given that 

there is general agreement that private line rates embody significantly lower 

contributions than MTS/WATS rates, service bypass must also decrease the 

contribution available for the support of local access. Whether any incentive 

for carrier bypass or facilities bypass remains must depend on the cost of these 

alternatives as compared to telephone company rates. 

Tb the extent that there are incentives for carrier or facilities 

bypass, these could be increased by requiring telephone companies to increase the 

contribution derived fram private line rates. A lowering cf MTS/WATS or private 

line rates would, by contrast, reduce such incentives. 

5.3.2 Ccet of Non-Carrier Provided Alternatives 

In assessing monetary incentives for bypass, one must compare telephone 

company Frices with the costs of alternative systems of equal value. It is 

difficult, however, to obtain  goal  estimates of the cost cf alternative systems. 

Among the reasons cited for this are: (a) the subjective value placed on various 

services and systems by the user; (b) a lack of standardized costing criteria 
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with respect to various systems and services; (c) advantages and disadvantages

with regard to the characteristics of particular technologies (e.g. security,

maintenance, right of way); and (d) changes in cost relationships over time.

With these caveats in mind, cost ocmparisons derived fran a US study on

microwave, fibre cptics and satellite are presented below.5 In the study,

the following conclusions were reached:

• At a distance of 50 km, regardless of capacity, tical fibre and

microwave are significantly less expensive than satellites. Microwave

is the least expensive medium in low-capacity applications.

• At adistance of 500 km, microwave is the least expensive at low

capacity, but satellites beccme less expensive relative to fibre optics

at low capacity due to distance insensitivity for satellites and high

installation and repeater costs for fibre. Optical fibre becanes Mre

econanical as capacity increases significantly.

• At 5 000 km, satellites became the most economical for all but the

highest capacity applications.

• In general, satellite circuits appear best for relatively long, lightly

loaded links; optical-fibre systems are best suited for shorter or

heavier routes; and microwave appears to fall in between the two.

While the above sets out scme general observations on the relative

costs of these systems, several other factors must be assessed in determining

their value to a particular custcmer:

• Satellites are an excellent medium for point-to-multipoint

applications. Most such applications would be for data as opposed to

voice services.

• Fbr small users, satellites should provide benefits since they can

lease capacity (or services) frcan Telesat Canada and avail themselves

of lower-priced earth station facilities due to cccnpetition in this



market. One cf Télesat's marketing strategies, which may provide same 

users with a competitive alternative to telephone company 

long-distance service, will be focussed on VSAT* low-cost earth 

stations for corporate users with low-density multipoint communication 
requirements. 

• Microwave and fibre optics are better suited to large users with 

demands for high capacity. 

• Ftgardless of the capacity, a typical node for a microwave system 

would require expenses for land, a tower, a site building or  equipment 

shelter, radio antenna(s), cables, installation and backup. Costs per 

channel vary with the number of channels and distance -- the greater 
the number of channels, the lower the cost; the greater the distance, 

the greater the cost. 

• In the same vein, the costs of fibre optics vary widely due to their 

dependence on installation expenses sudh as right of way (conduit 

rental), digging of trenches and nuffiber of repeaters. 

A final factor in comparing the benefits cf various technologies is 

the role of the telePhone companies. The telephone companies presently provide 

interexchange services utilizing many of the same technologies usai  for bypass 

(e.g. satellite, microwave and fibre optics). Their ability to compete 

effectively with bypass systems depends to a large extent on their flexibility 
in pricing services at a canpetitive level. TO ascertain whether further 

pricing flexibility (e.g. customer, technology or route-specific pricing) is 

required, it is necessary to determine first whether, regardless of price 

incentives to bypass, the opportunities for actual bypass exist. 

5.3.3 Canada/US Bate  Comparisons 

Using an exdhange rate of 1.40, the D.A. Fbrd study (1986) has produced 

a table (see Table 5.1 below) demonstrating US/Canada rate ratios for a variety 

* Very small aperature  terminal.  
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of similar telecommunication services offered in both countries. The figures 

have been derived for predaminantly large business customers and are based on a 

number of assumptions, such as distance, composite mix of services, usage, etc.* 

Among the general conclusions reached were the following: 

With respect to differences in telecommunications costs, 
certain telecommunications rates, particularly long 
distance rates, are much lower in the United States than 
they are in Canada. For example, even taking into 
account the current exchange rate of approximately 1.40, 
we calculated the following average differentials for 
domestic services: 

• Message toll rates are 37% lower. 
• Private line voice rates are 49% lower. 
• Private line data rates are 52% lower. 

However, it should also be noted that the rates for access 
to the local network are often higher than they are in 
Canada. 6  

While there would seem to be an incentive for bypass due to the 

difference in US/Canada rates, the D.A. Ford study found that a number of factors 

minimized this incentive. These include: 

1. Current exchange rates act as a deterrent to cross-border resale and 

most private line access. 

2. Rate restructuring of Canada-US rates involving significant increases 

to short-haul MTS rates can or will curtail cross-border reseller 

revenues. (This has occurred in British Columbia.)  

3. Most population centres are too far fram the Canada-US border for 

significant terrestrial access. 

4. Most  corporate users surveyed will not, as a matter of policy, 

contravene Canadian telecommunication regulations and policies. 

* The methodology behind these results can be found at pages 42-49 of the D.A. 
Ford report. 
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CANADA - CANADA 
CANADA - US 
CANADA - OVERSEAS 

TELPAK 
CANADA - CANADA 
CANADA - US 
CANADA - OVERSEAS 

PRIVATE LINES - DATA 

0.512 
0.959 
0.959 

1.056 
1.232 
1.232 

0.512 
1.410 

TABLE 5.1 
US/Canada Rate Patios 

LARGE BUSINESS 
(Ekchange Rate 1.40) 

RATIO US/CAN 

MESSAGE TOLL 	 CANADA - CANADA 	 0.630 
CANADA - US 	 1.166 
CANADA - OVERSEAS 	 0.862 

WATS 	 INTRA-PROVINCIAL 	 0.553 
INTER-PROVINCIAL 	 0.553 

"800" SERVICE 	 CANADA - CANADA 	 0.676 
CANADA - US 	 1.257 

PRIVATE LINES - VOICE 

CANADA - CANADA 	 0.476 
CANADA - US 	 0.938 
CANADA - OVERSEAS 	 0.938 

PBX TRUNKS 	 0.650 - 1.970 
TELEX OR TWX 	 CANADA - CANADA 	 0.531 

CANADA - US 	 1.165 
CANADA - OVERSEAS 	 0.966 

PACEET SWITCHED 	CANADA - CANADA 	 1.053 
CANADA - US 	 1.053 
CANADA - OVERSEAS 	 1.053 

SATELLITE TRANSPONDERS 	 0.900 
SPECIAL ASSEMBLIES & NON-TARIFFED SERVICES 	 1.000 

SMALL BUSINESS 
RATIO US/CAN 
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MESSAGE TDLL 

WATS 

PRIVATE LINES - VOICE 

CANADA - CANADA 	 0.660 
CANADA - US 	 1.166 
CANADA - OVERSEAS 	 0.862 
INTRA-PROVINCIAL 	 0.553 
INTER-PROVINCIAL 	 0.553 

CANADA - CANADA 
SINGLE LINE BUSINESS RATE (COMPOSITE) 

MM. 

Source: D.A. Fbrd (1986), Exhibit 16: US  -  Canada Rate Ratios. 



5.3.4 Local Rates 

There is little incentive to bypass basic local services because, 

regardless of any price incentive to bypass, users require local access lines to 

originate or complete most local calls. Under present rate structures the 

incentive to bypass is more likely to be associated with specialized services 

sudh as cellular radio or specialized facilities (e.g. customized local 

channels). Users may desire their own local dhannel services for a number of 

reasons, including specialized technology, better service or lack of camparable 

telephone company facilities. Bell Canada has said that in certain locations 

local dhannel services could be vulnerable because the company averages its rates 

for local channels, thereby creating an opportunity for bypass in a particular 

location by using a lower-cost technology. 

5.4 	Opportunities Mar Bypass  

5.4.1 Introduction 

For bypass to have a significant impact on the revenues and, 

ultimately, on the rates charged by the telephone companies, users must have not 

only the incentive but also the opportunity to bypass. This section focusses on 

the opportunities for bypass that exist within Canada and internationally using 

customer-owned facilities (e.g. private microwave) or competitive systems. It 

also discusses current rules and regulations that restrict present opportunities 

for bypass. 

5.4.2 Bypass within Canada 

While the major concerns about bypass in the United States and Canada 

are similiar -- e.g. contribution erosion and impact an universal service -- 

there are important differences with respect to the manner in Which bypass is 

accompliehed. In the United States, all interexdhange carriers make 

contributions to the local exchange telephone companies through  charges  levied on 

them based on the number of switdhed local-access lines used either to originate 

or terminate interexchange traffic. In general, the level of contribution 

received by local telephone companies is directly related to the number of 

switdhed access lines used for the origination or termination of long-distance 
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traffic. Under this arrangement, users and interexchange carriers can avoid

contribution payments wherever facilities other than switched local- access lines

are used to originate or terminate interexchange traffic. Such bypass can be

accanplished by the use of private facilities (e.g. local microwave) or private

lines (supplied by the telephone canparLi.es) used to connect custaners directly to

an interexchange carrier or reseller switch. This is referred to as "local

bypass" in the United States, and it is considered by the local exchange

telephone ccrnpanies to constitute a serious threat to their revenues.

In Canada, on the other hand, the telephone ccxnpanies provide both

local and long-distance services and any contributions to local service are built

into the price of long-distance services, with MTS/WATS providing the highest

levels of contribution. In the absence of alternative NII'S/WATS offerings, a

custaner attempting to avoid paying high levels of contribution has limited

bypass options. Within Canada, if their traffic levels are high enough,

custaners can avail themselves of discounted telephone canpany long-distance

services priced to recover lower levels of contribution or, where possible,

similar canpetitive carrier services (such as those provided by CNCP).* However,

for MPS/tiVATS traffic, unlike in the United States, there are no ocinpetitive

service providers. Where custaners wish to operate their own bypass facilitiés

within Canada, they must invest in a long-distance network rather than a local

facility in order to avoid contribution payments. Having made such an

investment, Canadian custaners still cannot legally interconnect these facilities

(as opposed to the US facility bypasser who need only invest in short-haul

facilities and can achieve interconnection through the facilities of an

interexchange carrier).

Private micYowrave

Private microwave traditionally has been and continues to be one of

the most prevalent technologies used for inter-city bypass in Canada and the

United States. As pointed out in section 5.5, microwave systems are e:nployed by

a variety of large users, including governments, utilities, railroads and cable

television operators, to meet many of their internal comunication requirements.

* In Bell and B.C. Tel territory, CCP is required to provide contribution for
its access to the local exchange.
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It should be noted that these systems are not only  uses  for traditional voice and 

data traffic, but also for specialized communications (e.g. energy system control 

and monitoring, and television programming). Mbreover, private microwave systems 

may be operated by users in remote locations Where telephone company facilities 

are not readily available. 

At present, private microwave has had a limited impact on telephone 

company rates in Canada for a number of reasons. First of ail, existing systems 

have often been in place long enough to be accounted for in telePhone company 

investment decisions. Secondly, Department of Cammunications (Dœ)  licensing 

policy limits the number cf licensed systems to prevent uneconomic duplication 

cf telephone company facilities. Thirdly, as a general licensing policy, 

private microwave gystems cannot sell capacity to the general public. Finally, 

private microwave systems are generally restricted fram interconnecting to the 

public switdhed network. 

During the CRTC Interexchange Competition proceeding, both Bell Canada 

and B.C. Tel agreed with the proposition that for private inter-city microwave 

to increase as a bypass threat there would have to be: (a) an increase in the 

number of systems licensed, (b) removal cf restrictions on the sale of excess 

capacity or (c) the interconnection of present systems. 7  Microwave 

licensing policy is presently being reassessed by the DOC. In addition, the 

Nielsen Task FOrce has suggested that consideration be given to the development 

of alternative spectrum-management policies aimed at facilitating greater network 

campetition. 8  

Due to the uncertainty over future microwave licensing policy, it is 

difficult to assess the potential impact cf microwave networks on telephone 

company rates. The extent of any impact an rates in a more liberalized 

environment would, however, vary according to a number of factors, including the 

ability to interconnect and resell capacity, the gpeed with which growth in 

long-distance  traffic would offset any stranded investment, the level of 

compensation for interconnection and the number cd users with sufficient traffic 

volume to justify the cost of owning and operating an inter-city network. 

With respect to local service, the opportunity for bypass (e.g. using 

18 or 23 GHz systems) is limited by the DOC microwave licensing policy presently 

under review and by restrictions on interconnection. In federally-regulated 

telephone company territory, users who can acquire facilities may construct anc 

operate private local networks. Such facilities would be used to connect 
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multiple locations within a given exchange in lieu of telephone company local-

channel service. Even in this situation, however, the telephone companies would 

remain the sole providers of local access trunks. 

Cellular radio 

While cellular radio is primarily a local bypass phenomenon, a cellular 

operator could, as MT&T points out, 9  offer its  an interexchange network, thus 

permitting its customers to bypass -- particularly an high density routes. At 

this time, it is unlikely that cellular providers pose a significant threat given 

the hi  gh level of terminal and air-time costs and the relatively small number of 

subscribers. Bell expressed this opinion during the CRTC Interexchange 

Competition proceeding. 10  In the long run, cellular radio would increase as 

a bypass threat if it provided fixed-station-to-fixed-station inter-city service 

or connected other-service providers through its switch into the public-switched 

telephone network. However, this would require a change in current regulatory 

policies Which prohibit this type of system interconnection. Presently, cellular 

radio is not considered an economic substitute for basic local service, but 

instead is regarded as a substitute for conventional mobile-telephone service. 

In the long run, however, it is conceivable that cellular radio service could 

provide a viable alternative to local loop distribution. 

Fibre optics 

With its high capacity and declining costs, fibre optic cable has 

become a very attractive inter-city transmission medium for telephone companies. 

Development of fibre optic networks in Canada, outside of those being establiShed 

by telephone companies, has SD far been limited to that of CN, CNCP and certain 

power utility companies.* The development of fibre optic networks in Canada is 

* The CN/CNCP fibre-optic network will link Mbntreal, Ottawa and Toronto in the 
East and Edmonton and Vancouver in the West. The cost of 1 210 miles of 
cable along CN's right of way will be approximately $100 million. It will be 
used for CN's internal requirements (voice, data, dispatdh and train 
identification) and CNCP's ampetitive network services. CNCP is also 
considering plans for expansion of its network in the Windsor-Quebec 
corridor, and possibly between Edmonton (or Calgary) and Toronto  (see 
Telephony 17 February 1986, p.42-51). 
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restricted by a number cf factors. First, fibre optic cable requires rights of 

way. Second, without interconnection the saleability of capacity on such 

systems is very limited. While railways, utilities and pipelines may possess 

rights of way, there is no indication that many of these parties presently 

possess sufficient internal capacity demands to justify the expense involved in 

developing such networks. 

In the local exdhange, fibre optic cable is expected to be used 

primarily within buildings in local area networks for business computer 

communications. While it has a potential to stibstitute for local dhannel 

services, this application is limited by restrictions on interconnection to other 

than féderally-regulated telephone companies and by the high costs involved in 

acquiring suitable rights of way within local exdhanges. 

Cable Television Networks 

While cable television (CATV) systems possess extensive broadband 

intra-city distribution networks and some inter-city microwave facilities, there 

is little indication that operators of these systems intend to enter either the 

basic voice or data telecommunication markets. On 29 October 1985, Midhael 

Hindsmith, President cf the Canadian Cable Television Association, stated at a 
CRTC Public Hearing an non-programming services, that none of his members wished 
to be in the telephone oampany business. 11  

Thus, While CATV companies have expressed interest in specialized data 
and enhanced non-programming services, most systems do not have the requisite 
interactive facilities to offer bidirectional services. Even in the United 

States, where cable systems could be used to offload inter-city traffic, the 

impact of CATV systems has been minimal. 

Given present technical capacity and restrictions on the interconnec-

tion of interexchange traffic, it is unlikely that CATV systems will have any 

impact on basic local or long-distance revenues in the next few years. Tb the 

extent that cable systems begin to provide bidirectional non-programming 
services, these can be viewed as alternatives to telephone company enhanced 

services. However, the market for non-programming services at this time is 

virtually non-existent. 



Satellites 

The «bypass potential of satellite technology for Canada-Canada traffic 

is difficult to predict due to recent changes to the structure cf this market. 
The three most significant Changes are: (1) liberalization of the Department cf 
Communication (DOC) earth-station ownership policy permitting users to own and 

operate their awn transmit and receive earth stations; (2) the revised Telecom 

Canada/Telesat Connecting Agreement whidh allows Telesat to provide services 

directly to end users (in certain jurisdictions); and (3) Telecom Decision CRTC  

85-19 permitting the resale of Telesat services to provide non-MTS/WATS 

interexchange services. 

In assessing the impact of these Changes an telephone campany rates, a 

number cf factors must be considered and some specific issues resolved. For 

instance: 

1. Talesat's reported marketing strategy12  would seem to indicate 

that the company wishes to focus on markets not economically provided 

by terrestrial carriers (multipoint transaction networks and remote 

monitoring and control) rather than on direct competition with 

established private line services. This could change, however. 

2. Resale of satellite services to provide non-MTS/WATS interexdhange 

services may be limited by: (a) current DOC policy limiting the use cf 

microwave and satellite facilities by third parties; (h) restrictions 

on interconnection to telephone canpanies under provincial 

jurisdiction; and (c) the tertre and conditions of interconnection 

(including compensation) to the networks of federally-regulated 

telephone companies. 

3. Fbr users with private networks connected to their own earth stations, 

it is yet unclear whether DOC and/or regulatory policy will permit the 

interconnection of such systems. 

ŒP,  B.C.  Rail and resale 

In the territories cf the federally-regulated telephone campanies, 

varying degrees of interconnected private-line voice and data service competition 
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have been permitted. TO this point, the activities of CNCP in this market have 

had no serious impact on Bell or B.C. Tel rates.* The CRTC doAs rot  consider 

private line resale a serious threat to telephone company revenues given the 

prohibition on resale to provide NTS/WATS equivalent service and the opportunity 

provided to federally-regulated telephone companies to adjust their private line 

rates in anticipation of resale. In permitting B.C. Rail to provide 

interconnected private line service in British Columbia, the CRTC also found that 

there would be no adverse economic impact on B.C. Tel.** 

5.4.3 International Bypass 

There are a variety of traffic configurations Whereby a customer could 

obtain bypass alternatives for Canada-Canada, Canada-US and Canada-overseas 

traffic. Among these situations are the following: 

1. A Canadian customer dials long-distance to a reseller's switch (located 

in the United States, usually close to the Canadian-US border), 

receives a second dial tone and dials to extend the call to another 

Canadian, US or overseas destination. 

2. A reseller in the United States buys foreign exchange (FX) service to 

Canada, terminating an a switch with a local Canadian telephone number. 

A Canadian customer then dials a local number and the call is extended 

to the US reseller's switdh for carriage to points in Canada, the US or 

overseas. 

3. Alternatively, a Canadian customer can buy a tie line or US FX service 

to readh either a US reseller's or a US telephone company's switdh, 

thereby gaining access to points in Canada, the US or overseas. 

* Fbr the year ending 30 August 1985, CNCP revenues fram interconnected 
interexdhange services were approximately $12.5 and $1.5 million, 
respectively, for Bell and B. C.  Tel territory. 

**  B. C. Rail is required to make  contributions  towards the cost of B.C. Ters 
local exdhange facilities. 
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4. Bypass of Canadian interexchange facilities may also be achieved

through the use of private line facilities in the United States. A

Canadian custcmer can gain access to these private line facilities

through the use of a Canadian telephone canpany's facilities or through

the provision of his or her own facilities (e.g. microwave). Through

such a configuration, custaners can bypass Canada-Canada and Canada-US

MTS and private line services.

5. Bypass of Canada-Canada, Canada-US or Canada-overseas services can also

be achieved through the use of a US satellite with earth stations

located either in Canada or in the United States close to the Canada-US

border, where access is achieved through the use of Canadian telephone

canpany facilities or facilities provided by the customer.

British Columbia Telephone has noted a nurober of restrictions presently

in place that are intended to preclude the implementation of much international

bypass. These include: (a) Telecom Canada agreements with US carriers (MCI,

SBS, GTE-Sprint and AT&T) regarding international traffic and prohibiting the

carriage of Canadian darestic traffic; (b) Telesat Canada/Us Dansat

unbrella-sharing agreements governing the provision of satellite cross-border

services (in B.C. Tel's view, these agreements may not be binding with respect to

resellers); and (c) agreements with Teleglobe Canada that limit Canadian

originating or terminating traffic with countries other than the US to Teleglobe

gateways.

The D.A. Fbrd study referred to earlier sets out a number of technical

configurations similar to those just outlined that would permit custcmers to

engage in international bypass of Canada-Canada, Canada-US and Canada-overseas

traffic. The study also discusses some factors that reduce the chances of bypass

occurring on an extensive basis. ( See section 5.3.3.)

5.5 Incidence of Uneaonomic Bypass

505.1 Introductian

This section considers examples of bypass listed by the telephone

canpanies in response to requests for information made during this examination as

well as during the CRTC Interexchange Cunpetition proceeding. Subsection 5.5.3
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includes the findings of the D.A.  Ford  study with respect to bypass through the 

United States. 

5.5.2 Bypass within Canada 

Alberta Government Telephones 

AGI' notes several (unidentified) forms of non-interconnected systems 

employed by large organizations for voice and data transmission. These include 

point-to-point radio, satellite and hard %ire systems.  AGI'  predicts that 

cellular providers may build significant intra- and inter-city networks for 

mobile calls, and that these providers may widen their service base beyond voice. 

AGT gives two examples of local microwave systems in its operating territory. 

AGI'  also notes that, given %ide bandwidth capacity, mry systems could provide 
significant bypass networks in the future. 

Bell Canada 

While Bell focusses on facility bypass, it notes that customer bypass 

using services of non-regulated competitors, resellers of Canadian telephone 

campany facilities and regulated competitors (CNCP) results in the erosion of the 

campany's revenues. Bell cites microwave, domestic satellite, fibre optics and 

cellular radio as the most commonly available technologies that could be used for 

bypass. Since the company does not have access to records for all bypass 

facilities and services, however, it cannot accurately identify the full extent 

of bypass. Included in the examples of whidh it is aware are: (a) Ontario 

HYdro, Hydro Québec and Alcan (private microwave carrying data and limited 

voice); (h) Rogers Cable Systems, CUC Ltd. and Ottawa Cablevision (private 

microwave for program transmission); and (c) Consumers Gas, Time Communications, 

the Ontario Dept. of Transportation and Communications, and the Ontario and 

Quebec provincial police (examples of point-to-point UHF and VHF-radio dispatch 

systems). During the CRTC Interexdhange COmpetition proceeding, Bell noted that 

the DOC's liberalized earth-station policy and potential liberalization of 

microwave licensing policy could cause further revenue erosion. 

In that proceeding, Bell noted six examples of local bypass in its 

operating territory: (1) Moblaster-Chedkoke Hospital (private microwave system); 
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(2) Videatron (high-speed data dhannel); (3) Rogers Cable (traffic light control 

system, Brampton, and private stodkbraker channel, Tbronto); (4) Ciba-Geigy 

(private data via underground cable); (5) Toronto Wellesley Hospital (multipair 

cables connecting buildings); and (6) Sudbury Hydro (multipair cables connecting 

buildings). Bell suggests that Telecom Decision CRTC 85-19  will allow an 

increase in private voice and data and public data systems. In addition, Telecom 

Decision CRTC 84-18  regarding enhanced services will permit an increase in local 

systems interconnection. 

British  Columbia Telephone 

With regard to existing bypass networks, B.C. Tel Identified the 

following: (a) the B.C. Hydro microwave network used for control of dam sites, 

power generation and transmission; ( p) railroad trackside and train control 

systems providing coverage in underserved locations; and (c) aev inter-city 
microwave for inter-city transmission. Regarding more conventional forms of 

bypass, B.C. Tel mentions: (1) the Long Distance Access Corporation whidh 

proposes to offer long-distance service in British Columbia in conjunction with 

Skyswitch, a reseller cd satellite transponder capacity; (2) B.C. Rail, an 

interconnected private-line and data service competitor; and (3) Cantal, whidh is 

authorized to provide inter-city service for cellular telephones and Whidh, 

according to B.C.  Tel,  has stated its intention to became an MTS provider. 

B.C. Tel also notes that technological advances like multiplexing and customer 

control of private brandh exchanges (PBXs) may increase the incidence of bypass. 

Manitoba Telephone System 

Of the existing or potential bypass systems of which it is aware, 

Manitoba Telephone System notes: (a) private microwave facilities; (b) CNCP 

facilities in select locations (microwave and wire); (c) the capability  of 

 Telesat to serve Manitoba locations; and (d) local microwave and private line 

facilities in Winnipeg. 

Maritime TelegraOh and Telephone 

MT&T is aware of several instances Where custamen-owned networks 

peovide for ccmnunication needs. These include: the NS Power Corporation for 
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rte surveillance, monitoring'and control cf generating plants; the NS Dept. of 

Lands and Forests' use of VHF repeaters in trunked nicrowave facilities providing 

provincewide coverage; and applications  by CNR and CNCP. MT&T considers that 

future bypass could occur using cellular radio, cable TV services, and in 

relation to on-going improvements in technology. 

New Brunswick Telephone 

NBTel is aware cf several custamers Who have constructed private 

microwave systems for data and voice communications. Despite the relatively low 

incidence cf long-distance bypass, NBTel is concerned about the impact on the 

Revenue Settlement Plan due to bypass in other jurisdictions. 

Newfoundland Telephone 

Newfoundland Telephone was not aware of any bypass of either its local 

or  long-distance network, but it expressed concern regarding potential bypass by 

satellite. 

Northwes'Pel 

NorthwesTél noted the following bypass systems: (1) B.C. Rail 

microwave between Dawson Creek and Fort Nelson; (2) satellite earth stations 

utilized by B.C. Tel and SED Systems Inc.; and (3) satellite distribution of 

television and radio programming. NorthwesTel also noted potential bypass as a 

result cf the DOC's liberalized earth-station policy. The company noted that 

restrictions an the interconnection of custamer-owned earth stations reduces the 

incentive to develop such systems. With no competitive entry, NarthwesTel 

estimated the revenue impacts by 1995 of custamer-owned or shared earth stations 

and private radio, including microwave, to be $4.1 million and $1 million, 

respectively. 

Québec-Téléphcne 

Québec-Tél identified services offered by CNCP, Hydro  Québec 's 

microwave network and custamer-awned earth stations as the most prevalent forms 

of existing  or  potential bypass. 



Saskatchewan Telecarrmunications 

SaskTel identified the primary form of existing bypass to be that of 

services sudh as Datapac and Dataroute by customers using competitive carriers 

(e.g. CNCP). In addition, SaskTel indicated a limited number of applications 

where businesses employ private microwave for voice, data or video traffic, and 

two businesses using satellite-based systems to accommodate their specific 

carmunication requirements. SaskTel noted less than ten applications of local 

bypass for alarm, control, telemetry and voice/data services. 

Télébec Ltée 

Télébec noted several examples of actual or potential bypass: (1) the 

Hydro Québec network as an example cf microwave bypass; (2) CNCPis extensive 

network; (3) the potential for cable systems to divert inter-city traffic and 

peovide local services; (4) the potential for satellite systems; and 

(5) potential competition from cellular radio and conventional mobile radio 

systems. 

Terra  Nova  Teleccumunications 

With regard to existing bypass systems, Terra Nova Tel noted: 

(a) microwave systems of the RCMP, Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro, Newfoundland 

Light and Power and the provincial Department of Fbrestry; and (b) some 

television services distrïbuted via satellite. In addition, it noted other 

potential systems, including radio camion carrier systems, customer-owned radio 

systems and custcmer-owned earth stations. Terra  Nova Tel also noted that the 

DOC's lïberalized earth-station policy may lead to increased use of satellite 

facilities to bypass. During the CRTC Interexchange Competition proceeding, the 

Company  predicted the impact of customer-owned or shared earth stations to be 

less than $1 million by 1995, assuming no ccmpetitive entry. 
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5.5.3 International Bypass 

Bell Canada 

Examples of international bypass of which Bell was aware included: 

(a) customers leasing Bell tie lines to connect to the long-distance network of 

NC CORP, Buffalo; (1:) market trials in 1985 by American International 

Telecommunications for cross-border resale; and (c) Textran Technologies 

providing message service bypass. 

British Columbia Telephone 

In its responses, B.C. Tel noted that bypass of Canada-Canada, 

Canada-US (e.g. Camnet and Longnet) and Canada-overseas facilities is currently 

occurring via cross-border resale. Moreover, cross-border resellers Who 

attempted to obtain CNCP FX access to the United States with Vancouver or 

Victoria free-calling area telephone numbers, are expected to reapply  for service 

following approval of private-line sharing and resale tariffs. 

D.A.  Ford  

The D.A.  Ford  study (1986) estimated the annual revenue impact of 

international bypass to be $1.5 million lost to Canadian telephone ccmpanies as a 

result of cross-border resale and $3.1 million lost to discount telex providers 

(e.g. $1.5 million from Teleglcbe and $1.6 million fram CNCP). The study noted 

that no estimates were possible to account for revenue losses attributed to users 

off-ending traffic into local exchanges in the United States and using private 

lines  or  private networks or due to the use of "dummy nodes" to avoid private 

line costs associated with border-crossing policies establiShed by Canadian and 

US telecommunication companies. 

5.6 	Conclusion 

Bypass involves the selection by customers cf alternatives to some  or 

all of the local or  long-distance services provided by the telephone companies 

over facilities used by the general public to send ordinary voice/data telephone 
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calls. Bypass of sane or all long-distance services to reduce costs is

considered a major, but not the exclusive, reason for selecting alternative

services or facilities. Bypass can be acccmplished utilizing a variety of

technologies and may involve the use of custixner-owmed facilities (facility

bypass) canpetitive services (carrier bypass) or alternative telephone company

services (service bypass).

Uneconomic bypass is said to occur where services and facilities that

have a higher cost than those of the telephone canpany are elected by a custcmer

because the rates changed by the telephone canpany are held artificially high.

Uneconomic bypass is extremely difficult to identify due to problems in isolating

and canparing the costs of different technologies and systems over time.

Moreover, users may decide to bypass for reasons other than price, such as

service quality, availability and control. To the extent that the use of

discounted telephone ccrnpany services (e.g. private lines) can be considered a

form of bypass, these alternative services constitute the greatest amount of

bypass activity at the present time.

Due to a number of factors, the opportunities for and incidence of

either carrier or facility bypass, especially in canparisen with the US

experience, are limited. These factors include:

• current inter-/intra-city m.i.crowave licensing and, until recently,

earth-station ownership policies of the DOC;

• the absence of MTS/wATS canpetitien and associated netwnrk access

charges and, in many jurisdictions, other forms of interexchange

canpetition;

• regulat.ions relating to the interconnection of private interexchange

networks;

• the availability of discounted telephone eompany services as an

alternative for custaners who might otherwise engage in facility or

carrier bypass;

• current Canada-US exchange rates, cost of access to cross-border

resellers and Canadian telecannunicaticn policies governing



international bypass (The D.A. Dora study estimated the current 

annual revenue impact of international bypass to be $4.6 million.); 

• lack of viable alternatives for basic local telephone services; and 

• regulatory restrictions, except in federally-regulated territories, on 

the interconnection of private local networks. 

While the above reasons provide a rationale for the limited extent of 

bypass to this point, they also indicate how fragile the barriers to bypass may 

be. Note the fallowing examples: 

1. A reduction in exchange rate differentials towards par could create 

large positive financial incentives to utilize cross-border resale. 

2. Increased liberalization of microwave licensing could contribute to an 

erosion of interexchange service and local channel revenues. 

3. While a restructuring of rates may reduce incentives  for  long-distance 

bypass, it may actually increase incentives for bypass of some local 

services, particularly local dhannel services. 

4. The interconnection cf satellite earth stations, if and where 

permitted, may contribute to an erosion of telephone company 

private-line revenues. 

5. Custamer control of PBXs, coupled with a greater awareness of 
opportunities to bypass, could increase the incidence cd customer 
interconnection of prohibited networks through a PBX into the public-

switched telephone network. 
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6.1 Introduction  

This paper examines the effects of current and alternative local and 
long-distance rates on fostering effective use of the public telecammunications 

network. For this purpose, the term "effective use" may be taken to involve two 

components. First, where the resulting cost savings exceed any loss of value to 
customers from shifting such traffic, traffic should be shifted from peak to 

off-peak periods. Second, levels of off-peak calling should be encouraged where 

its value exceeds cost, and peak calling should be discouraged where costs 

exceed value. Achieving a traffic pattern that was completely flat across all 

daily time periods would, of course, be impractical and could involve benefit 

reductions in excess of any cost savings. It would not, for instance, generally 
be practical to attempt to utilize fully local network capacity during the 

night-time hours. However, a rate design that encourages a more even 

distribution of calling than at present could result in more effective use of 

the public telephone network. Effective use can also be defined to involve the 
effective utilization of network capabilities to provide new services to the 

public and new revenues for the industry. 

In examining these issues, this chapter first describes existing local 
and long-distance traffic patterns. It then briefly reviews evidence as to the 

feasibility of using rate designs to alter telephone traffic patterns. Finally, 

it notes certain other means of promoting effective utilization of network 

capabilities. 

6.2 Local and Long-Distance Traffic Characteristics  

6.2.1 Data Gathering and Description 

In response to requests made in the course of this examination, a 

number of telephone companies provided information regarding the variation of 

traffic volumes over time for Class 5 and Class 4 switches.* Information was 

* Class 5 switches generally carry local traffic but will also switch calls for 
customers dialing long-distance. The amount of switched long-distance 
traffic was not provided in all cases, but is small relative to local 
traffic. Class 4 switches usually carry long-distance traffic from a Class 5 
office but can also carry some local traffic. The volume of local traffic is 
dependent on the particular office used. 
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provided, as available, for urban, suburban and rural locations* during the 

companies' busy month for 1984 and 1985, for typical business and non-business 

days. 

The mixture of business and residential traffic volumes was not 

generally provided. (An examination of the individual exchanges would provide 

some information on the mix.) One company indicated that the variations in 

traffic volume over time for Class 5 offices were prObably influenced more by 

the mix of residential and business subscribers than by the type of switch. 

6.2.2 Data Analysis 

a) Local traffic  patterns  (Class 5 switches) 

Appendix A summarizes local traffic data (from Class 5 switches) 

submitted by the telephone companies. In describing these traffic patterns, the 

term "peaks" is used to refer to the highest traffic volume for a one-hour 

period relative to adjacent hours. "Shoulders" refers to the one or more hour 

periods surrounding the peaks. 

Bell Canada and Saskatchewan Telecommunications provided traffic 

volume information for their busy periods for 1984 and 1985. New Brunswick 

Telephone provided 1985 busy season results. Manitoba Telephone System and 

Télébec provided a study for one point in time.** British Columbia Telephone's 

study was based on a "typical" hour-of-day distribution of local usage taken 

fram a May 1983 report. Newfoundland Tel provided information on a daily basis 

for the busy month. Manitoba Telephone System was the only company that 

provided non-business day traffic statistics (Saturday and Sunday). Other 

companies either did not have studies available  or  provided information on a 

confidential basis only. An example of urban, suburban and rural local traffic 

patterns is presented in Figure 6.1. 

In general, the largest daily peaks occurred in the 10:00 - 11:00 a.m. 

or 11:00 a.m. - noon period for urban centres. A high shoulder in the 

immediately preceding and/or following one-hour period was common. Another peak 

* The classifications urban, suburban and rural varied in interpretation and 
were not defined by the companies. In all cases, however, the geographic 
areas used were listed. 

** In cases Where single-period studies were used, the results may  rot  be 
typical of actual busy periods. 
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of almost equal magnitude occurred in the 3:00 - 4:00 p.m. period. Mmmediately 

preceding or following it, high shoulders again were common. In same areas, a 

third peak was  observai in the 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. period. There was little 

variation in comparing 1984 to 1985 data. In the case of SaskTel, the largest 

peak occurred in the 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. period followed by the 5:00 - 6:00 p.m. 

and noon - 1:00 p.m. periods. 

Suburban centres generally had the largest peak in the 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. 

period, with sharply sloped shoulders in the immediately preceding and/or 

following one-hour periods. SaskTel and Manitoba Telephone System hadtheir 

highest peaks in the 5:00 - 6:00 p.m. period (although SaskTel  haï  their highest 

peak in the 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. period in 1985), followed by the 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. 

period. Second or third peaks occurred in the morning: in the 10:00 

11:00 a.m. or the 11:00 am. - noon period. The shoulders for these periods 

were flatter than those in the evening periods. 

Rural centres had the largest peak at various periods throughout the 

day. The results were inconsistent across Canada. Bell Canada results for four 

rural exchanges showed their highest peaks in the late afternoon or early 

evening (4:00 - 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 - 8:00 p.m.). Manitoba Telephone System 

results showed an 11:00 a.m. - noon peak followed by an 8:00 - 9:00 p.m. peak. 

NBTel  haï  many peaks, the highest of whidh was in the 10:00 - 11:00 a.m. period. 

SaskTel had peaks at 9:00 - 10:00 a.m. and then at 6:00 - 7:00 p.m. The 

shoulders for each of the companies varied. Some were sharply sloped While 

others were virtually flat. 

The Manitoba  Telephone System non-business day traffic volume data 

provided were for a Saturday and Sunday in March 1986. Urban office traffic 

volume was relatively low on Saturdays, with a snail peak in the noon - 

1:00 p.m. period. Sunday traffic volume was very low. Suburban traffic volume 

for a Saturday was comparable to business day traffic volumes. A àharp peak 

occurred in the noon - 1:00 p.m. period and again in the 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. 

period. Sunday traffic volume was lighter than Saturday, with a peak in the 

1:00 - 2:00 p.m. period and a minor peak in the 8:00 - 9:00 p.m. period. 

Rural traffic volume for a Saturday was higher than traffic volume for 

a business day during some of the period sampled. A peak occurred in the noon - 

1:00 p.m. period followed by a similar peak in the 8:00 - 9:00 p.m. period. 

Traffic volume for Sunday was much lower than for Saturday, with a sharp 9:00 - 

10:00 p.m. peak and a smaller 11:00 a.m. - noon peak. 



b) Long-distance traffic patterns (Class 4 switches) 

Appendix B presents long-distance traffic patterns for Class 4 

switches based on data submitted by the telephone campanies. 

Bell Canada, and B.C. Tel provided traffic volume studies for their 
busy periods in 1984 and 1985. NBTel and AGI  provided 1985 busy season results. 

Manitoba Telephone System, Télébec and NorthwesTel provided a study for one 

point in time. Newfoundland Tel provided information on a daily basis only for 

their busy month. Manitoba Telephone System, B.C. Tel and Télébec provided 

information on non-business day traffic. Other companies either did not have 

studies available or provided them on a confidential basis only. 

An example of urban long-distance traffic is presented in Figure 6.2. 
In general, the largest daily peaks occurred in the 10:00 - 11:00 a.m. or 

11:00 a.m. - noon period for urban centres. B.C. Tel had their highest peak in 

the 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. period, while NorthwesTel had their highest peak in the 

8:00 - 9:00 p.m. period. The àhoulders after the morning peak were quite steep 

but sloped gradually prior to the peak period. The next largest peak occurred 

in the afternoon, in either the 2:00 - 3:00 p.m. or 3:00 - 4:00 p.m. periods, 

except for B.C. Tel and NorthwesTel, where the second peaks were in the 10:00- 

11:00 a.m. period (9:00 - 10:00 aam. in 1985 for B.C. Tel). The afternoon 

shoulders were similar to those in the morning, but they were less steeply 

sloped in the periods following the peak period. The third peak occurred in the 

evening period at either 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. or 9:00 - 10:00 p.m. B.C. Tel and 

NorthwesTel had peaks in the 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. period (2:00 - 3:00 p.m. for the 

urban/rural switch) and the 3:00 - 4:00 p.m. period, respectively. The 

shoulders surrounding the evening peaks were of medium slope. There was no flat 

shoulder preceding the peak as was seen with the morning and afternoon peaks. 

The suburban switch in the Bell Canada study showed a traffic peak in 

the 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. period. The shoulders immediately preceding and following 

the peak were almost identical to the peak. The next peak of nearly equal 

magnitude was the morning period from 10:00 - 11:00 am. The shoulders 

surrounding this period were of equal magnitude, creating a long morning peak 

Period fram 9:00 a.m. to noon. An afternoon peak , occurred in the 3:00 - 

4:00 p.m. period. The shoulders were gradually sloping. The rural centre 

appeared to have little in the way of traffic volume variation. The AGT switch 
for which data were provided carried traffic for all three types of 
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classification (urban, suburban and rural), but it is hypothesized that the 
switch might be a "typical" suburban one because of the size cf the community 
involved. The largest daily peak occurred in the 9:00 - 10:00 a.m. period, and 
the shoulder following the peak was gradual. The next peak occurred in the 8:00 
- 9:00 p.m. period, with shoulders on either side almost identical in size. The 

third peak was in the afternoon, at 2:00 - 3:00 p.m. The shoulders there were 

also fairly flat. It would appear that in the case of AGT, an attempt to 

redistribute traffic from the peak periods would result in new peaks in the 

shoulder periods. 

Manitoba Telephone System, B.C. Tel and Télébec provided information 

on non-business day traffic. Saturday traffic volume was highest between 

11:00 am. and noon for Manitoba Telephone System, with an evening peak in the 

9:00 - 10:00 p.m. period. Sunday traffic was highest in the 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 

period, with an evening peak in the 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. period. Shoulders 

surrounding thepeaks for weekend traffic were very gradually sloped. B.C. Tel 

had their highest weekend traffic volume in the 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. period, 

followed by the 10:00 - 11:00 p.m. period. Télébec had their highest weekend 

traffic volume in the 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. period, followed by the 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. 

period. 

6.3 	Pricing to Achieve Effective Use  

6.3.1 General Discussion 

In general, in urban areas the network appears to be operating at or 

near capacity during the hours of 10:00 a.m. to noon and 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

on business days. In suburban areas, same companies have experienced two or 

three hours of heavy traffic fram 7:00 p.m., while others have found peak loads 

as early as 6:00 p.m. 

As the network has been designed to carry all traffic during the busy 

hours of an average business day, there is considerable unused capacity outside 

the busy periods. Tb achieve effective use of the network, rates can be 

designed to level the peaks and redistribute the timing of traffic volume so 

that less capacity is required to serve the peak loads and the network is better 

utilized during "off-peak" hours. Such capacity levelling could lead to a 

reduction in construction  costs, plant investment and the rate base. 

Consequently, telephone subscribers could benefit from lower rates than would 
otherwise be the case. 
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The current picture of uneconcanic use of the network is partly

reflected in a network analysis study by Bell Canada conducted in 1982.1 Bell

found that while the network is heavily congested in busy morning periods,

between midnight and 9:00 a.m. it is possible to handle 100 per cent more

long-distance traffic than is currently provided. The study also found that

additional long-distance traffic (up to 50 per cent more) could be accommodated

Monday through Friday between the hours of noon - 2:00 p.m. and 5:00 - 6:00

p.m., but that evening hours frcan 6:00 p.m. - midnight are heavily blocked

during week nights as a result of the existing price discounts.

The present flat-rate pricing scheme for local service does not

influence either the timing or the volume of local traffic. However, current

discounts for long-distance calls made in the evening, late night, early irorning

and weekends may be redesigned to change the existing time-of-day long-distance

calling patterns so that increased traffic can be acccanmodated at present

network capacity levels. A measured-rate alternative might be able to reduce

the pressure of high volumes of local traffic on the network during the

mid-morning hours.

Both discount pricing and measured-rate pricing to achieve more

effective use of the network will be discussed in more detail in the following

sections.

6.3.2 Discount Pricing

Perhaps the most important use of discount pricing is to shift long-

distance calls fran a peak to an off-peak time. Discounts may also serve to

stimulate new calls or to increase calling minutes during the off-peak period.

Moving prices closer to costs via discount programs would result in capital

resources being used more efficiently in off-peak periods. At the same time, the

reduction of long-distance traffic in peak periods would reduce traffic-sensitive

costs such as the level of inter-city trunks and Class 4 switch capacity. This

would result in a smaller rate base and lower rate levels than would otherwise be

the case.

The potential success of a time-of-day discount pricing scheme depends

on the type of customers the network serves. Discounts usually appeal to those

users who are most likely to respond to lower prices by increasing and/or

shifting their calling patterns. Business calling, by its nature, would tend to
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be mudh less flexible in this respect than residential calling. However, 

although the demand  for  residential calling may be relatively more flexible 

between hours, a considerable number of residential calls made during peak hours 

are to businesses and thus may not be easily shifted. Nonetheless, it would 

appear that a program to shift calling patterns cf residential customers would 

have a greater  chance of success. 

An article by Myron L. Laffibert2  presents some empirical load study 

results Whidh suggest that the wdde area telephone service (WATS) peak and 

off-peak rate structure implemented by AT&T in 1981 has not been effective in 

levelling either the WATS traffic peak load or the overall traffic load on the 
inter-state network in the United States. Two reasons for the unsuccessful 

application of peak and off-peak rates are suggested. First, the relatively low 

aggregate,pride elasticities for WATS provided a hint that the services would not 

respond to a peak and off-peak rate structure. Secondly, since WATS is primarily 

a business day  service,  it is not surprising that there was no significant shift 

of WATS traffic outside of the 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. period via a lower price 

incentive. The article concluded that for successful peak and off-peak rate 

applications, there must be same discrete cross elasticity between rate periods. 

Notwithstanding the failure cf the above discount WATS program to 

change the time-of-day network load distribution, message toll service (MIS)  peak 

and off-peak discounts have been quite successful in inducing off-peak  MIS usage 

in the United States. In fact, in 1982 the evening peak usage for MIS  exceeded 

daytime MTS peaks. Research suggests that this is in large measure attributable 

to residential calling in response to off-peak discounts. There are few studies 

in Canada that assess  changes in the overall time-of-day network load 

distribution as a result of either discount rate or discount period  changes. 

In response to CRTC interrogatory BELL/BCTel(CRTC)04Feb80-219,  Bell 

Canada and British Columbia  Telephone submitted a study examining the revenue and 

traffic impacts of dhanging the start-time of discount periods of the Telecom 

Canada long-distance schedule. TWo of the options examined were: (a) maintain-

ing rate levels then in effect but dhanging the start-time of evening discounts 

from 6:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. and (b) dhanging the start-time of late-night 

discounts from midnight to 11:00 p.m. TO estimate consumer response to dhanging 

the evening discount start-time to 5:00 p.m., the study, using 1976 as the test 

year, analysed long-distance traffic volume distribution in five-minute intervals 
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between 4:00 and 7:00 p.m. It concluded that there would be minimal shifting of 

traffic from the 4:00 - 5:00 p.m. period into the 5:00 - 6:00 p.m, period because 

business calling began to decline rapidly after 4:00 p.m. and residential calling 

from 4:00 - 6:00 p.m. was very low. 

Assessments of the traffic impact of changing the start-time of the 

deep discount period fram midnight to 11:00 p.m. were more positive. The study 

also examined message distributions between 10:00 p.m, and 1:00 a.m. by 

five-minute intervals. It estimated that there would be a shift of 12 per cent 

of messages fram the 10:00 - 11:00 p.m. period into the 11:00 p.m. - midnight 

period. This translates into a cross elasticity of demand of 0.31. Using 

econometric modelling results, the study further estimated that, under an 

optimistic view, there would be a 27 per cent stimulation of messages in the 

11:00 p.m. - midnight period due to the lower rate that would now apply. 

In a 1982 Bell study on Intra Off-Peak Discount Plans, the campany 

examined the impact of changes to the start- and end-times of same discount 

periods (i.e. 5:00 p.m. instead of 6:00 p.m., 10:00 p.m. instead of 11:00 p.m. 

and 9:00 a.m. instead of 8:00 a.m.) on long-distance traffic within its 

territory. It reported as follows: 

Assumptions on the shift in demand were derived fram a 
graphical analysis of the distribution of calls by five 
minute intervals. The graphical analysis indicated that 
there was increased calling at the beginning of the 
existing discount periods at 6PM and 11PM, and towards 
the end of the overnight discount period between 7AM and 
8AM. This calling would probably shift into the more 
convenient shoulder period, if that were discounted.... 
For the shifting from higher- priced periods it was 
assumed that the extension of discount periods to 8AM - 
9AM and 5PM - 6PM would not attract traffic from the 
remainder of the full-rate period, because of the 
inappropriateness of the time for most people 
(travelling to or from work). For the lOPM - 11PM 
period, however, it was assumed messages in the 10PM - 
11PM would increase by 20% due to shift fram the 6PM 
-10PM period. 3  

If Bell's assumption is correct with regard to the 20 per cent shifting of 

messages, this would imply a cross elasticity of demand of 0.4. 
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6.3.3 local Measured Service versus Effective Use 

Local measured service (LMS), as a form of usage-sensitive pricing, 

might be able to increase the effective use of the network by encouraging 

off-peak usage and directing traffic fram peak to off-peak periods. 

Based on a study by R.E. Park et al., 4  this section describes the 

results of a measured-pricing experiment conducted by General Telephone and 

Electronics (GTE) in 1977. In that experiment, GTE implemented non-time-of-day 

non-optional measured service tariffs for residential individual lines in three 

cities in central Illinois. Multi-party customers were allowed to stay on a 

flat rate throughout the experiment. Based on usage data collected for the 
experiment, the study applied an econametric model to examine the effects of 

access and usage price changes on telephone use. The following price effects 

were found: 

Esthnated Price Effects 

.. 	  

Per Cent Change due to 
Resulting from a 14 	 Repression 

Increase in 	
- 	  

Calls 	 Minutes  

Per-Call Charge 	 -3.0 	 -3.4 

Per-Minute Charge 	 -5.5 	 -10.9 

Note: Repression is that part of the decrease in individual-line 
telephone use that is not offset by the increase in 
multi-party use. 

The estimated price effects are not themselves elasticities. In the 

study, elasticity is given as the price effect multiplied by the corresponding 

price. The measured rates in the three cities included in the experiment were 

2.54 per call plus 14 per minute of usage. The estimated price elasticity of 

repression is as follows: 



Repression Elasticity 
Charge 

	

Calls 	 Minutes  

Per-Call Charge 	 -0.075 	 -0.085 

Per-Minute Charge 	 -0.055 	 -0.109 

The study concluded that usage prices have a small but definite effect an local 

telephone use, with price elasticities ranging up to about 0.1 in absolute 

value. 

Other research suggests that residential users are more responsive to 

usage charges than business users. For instance, a study by the New York 

Telephone Cbmpany5  on the effects of measured rates on demand for usage found 

a price elasticity of -0.18 for the business market and -0.35 for the 

residential market. The stibject of LMS is further discussed in Chapter 10. A 

survey of the literature concerning LMS, including analysis of its traffic 

impact, is contained in a recent paper prepared by staff at the Ontario 

Ministry of Transportation and Cammunications. 6  

6.4 Effective Utilization of Network Capabilities  

An additional dimension to "effective use" involves the utilization 

of network switdhing and transmission capabilities to provide new services to 

the public and new revenues for the industry. Sudh utilization cf network 

capabilities could capitalize on the physical presence of telephone equipment 

in most residential and business locations, existing capacity that often lies 

idle, the computer intelligence that either has been or could be built into the 

network, etc. TO illustrate, use of the network in this way could involve, 

where markets exist, the provision of mater  reading and alarm systems, the 

development of long-distance and local service features involving new and 

imaginative uses of network intelligence, or the development of new services 

based on the integrated movement and management cf information. This aspect of 

effective use is included to emphasize the very considerable potential 

available to the telecammunications industry to enhance Canadian telecommunica-

tions and heighten the strategic importance of the industry to Canadians. 
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6.5 	Conclusion 

This dhapter has reviewed data concerning the current traffic 

distribution of local and long-distance calling. Tbgether with the findings of 

a number of studies as to the extent to which traffic will shift between time 

periods cc could otherwise be affected by rate design, the data suggest that 

some increase in effective use of the network may be possible. The dhapter has 

not, however, explored specific possibilities in this regard, nor has it 

attempted to quantify any savings that could be realized as a result. 

Effective use may also be fostered by utilization of network capabilities to 

provide new services to the public and new revenues for the industry. 
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CHAPTER 6 

APPENDIX A 
CLASS 5  (LOCAL)  SWITCHES 

Summary of Typical Peak-Volume Local Traffic Patterns *  

Fesr AM 	 SECCND WAX 	 THIRD PEN(  

	

Wae11  aturb4.2  Itral3 	teen4  atudD.5  REal6 	Uttail atudos•8  Rza19  

BEginnirg 10 PM 	5F!1 	7 FM 	41M 	5M 	10M 	6 EM 	7M 	— 
Etur 	to 	11) 	in 	In 	to 	to 	to 
Paricd: 	nccn 	7:30 FM 	11 FM 	8R4 	9FM 	11 A.M 	8M 

L._ 
* Includes data for those companies, as indicated in the text, that provided 

information on a non-confidential basis. 

The notes below indicate instances where company traffic patterns deviated 
from the norm shown in this table. 

Notes:  

1. SaskTel showed its first peak in the 12:00 - 1:00 p.m. period. 
Télébec showed its first peak in the 4:30 - 5:30 p.m. period. 

2. Bell Canada showed its first peak in the 10:00 - 11:00 a.m. period. 

3. Bell Canada showed its first peak in the 4:00 - 5:00 p.m. period. 

4. Bell Canada showed its second peak in the 3:00 - 4:00 p.m. period. 
Télébec showed its second peak in the 11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. period. 

5. Bell Canada showed its second peak in the 4:00 - 5:00 p.m. period. 
MT&T showed its second peak in the 3:30 - 4:30 p.m. period. 

6. MT&T showed its second peak in the 9:00 - 10:00 p.m. period. 
NBTel showed its second peak in the 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. period. 

7. Manitoba Telephone Systems and Têlébec showed their third peakS in the 
2:00 - 4:00 p.m. period. SaskTel showed its third peak in the 12:00 
1:00 p.m. period. 

8. Bell Canada was the only telephone company showing a significant third 
peak for suburban areas. 

9. Telephone companies did not show significant third peaks for rural areas. 
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CHAPTER 6

APPENDIX B
CLASS 4 (LONG-DISTANCE) SWITCHES

Susnnary of Typical Peak-Volume Long-Distance Traffic Patterns*

FIIST PFAR SDxAD PEW TiM PFAR

jMiml ,?51.iutb.3 iiaal4 LldmS aturb. Rua14 Utan6 Sltffi. Rra14

8aginriirg 10 AM 9 AM - 9 AM 4 FM - 1 RN 7 R'1 -
H31X to to to t3D to bD
Peripd: norn 11 AM - 11 FM 5 FNI - 4 HK 8 AM -

* Includes data for those ccxnpanies, as indicated in the text, that provided

information on a non-confidential basis.

The notes below indicate instances where canpany traffic patterns deviated

frcm the norm shown in this table.

Notes:

1. B.C. Tel showed its first peak in the 7:00 - 8:UU p.m. period. NorthwesTel
showed its first peak in the 8:00 - 9:00 p.m. period.

2. Bell Canada was the only telephone canpany to provide information for urban,

suburban and rural exchanges. AGT provided information for a suburban

exchange.

3. AGT showed its first peak in the 9:00 - 10:00 a.m. period, while Bell Canada
showed its first peak in the 10:00 - 11:00 a.m. period.

4. Bell Canada results show a fairly flat traffic pattern for rural exchanges.

5. Bell Canada, NBTel and NorthwesTel showed their second Peak in the 2:00 - 4:00

p.m. period. Manitoba Telephone System showed its second peak in the 5:00 -

6:00 p.m. period.

6. Bell Canada and NBTel showed their third peaks in the 9:00 - 10:00 p.m.

period. MT&T showed its third peak in the 3:00 - 4:00 p.m. period.
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7.1 Introduction 

In order for non-telecommunication businesses to make cost-effective 

use of telecarmunications, firms must make efficient use cf these services as a 

Part cf their overall operations. This requires that the telephone companies 

provide an efficient mix of services, at efficient prices and using the most 

cost-effective technologies available. Distortions involving the pricing cf 

telecommunication services send misleading signals to users and result in either 

the overuse or the underuse of services. 

Prices affect cost-effective usage of telecommunication services 

directly through their impact on the decisions cf business regarding the use of 

such services and related tedhnology. At any set cf prices, businesses will 

adapt their utilization of teleommunication services to take the best advantage 

of them. Thus, a key variable is the sensitivity of telecommunications demand 

to price -- that is, the elasticity of demand. The extent to whidh price 

distortions result in economic losses depends on the sensitivity of demand to 

changes in prices: when demand is sensitive to price  changes,  small distortions 

in prices may result in large fluctuations in demand; conversely, price  changes 

affecting services for whidh demand is insensitive to price -- sudh as for local 

telephone service -- will have little impact on demand. 

There is an additional, indirect, impact of telecommunication prices 

on business usage -- through their impact on the prices of all goods and 

services. Since telecommunications is Fart of the total cost cf doing business, 

their costs flow through into the price cf the goods and services that firms 

using them sell. Thus, high telecommunication costs will drive up the prices 

for goods and services, particularly where telecommunications represent a 

relatively large portion of overall production costs. Depending on the 

elasticity cf demand for these products, there will be a larger or smaller 

impact on their demand. 
Higher prices for telecommunications can also provide an incentive to 

invest in research and development in ne  w technology and services. However, it 

is difficult either to prove or disprove that price alone has played a major 

role in determining the rate cf technological progress in this area. It Should 

be borne in mànd that other characteristics of the marketplace affect the 

allocation of resources in ways that may accentuate or compensate for 

distortions in the pricing system. 
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Rate-base-rate- of-return regulation of telephone campanies and 

depreciation rates prescribed as appropriate to monopoly provision of services 

have affected the introduction of ne  w technology and ne w services as well as 

their pricing. During the 1980s, changes in regulatory policy respecting 

competition and price setting have altered both the incentives for carriers and 

the service offerings available. 

Industry structure has had a further impact because major users may 

find it more economic to construct their own systems, in competition with the 

telephone companies. This gives them bargaining power to attempt to obtain rate 

structure concessions that would not be available to less influential groups. 

The price cf service is therefore properly seen as but one factor, 

albeit a major one, within the telecommunications policy and technological 

environment. Tb a large extent, price may be regarded as mediating or 

translating technological, policy, regulatory and industry structure into 

resource allocation. In the discussion that follows, the approach taken is to 

consider separately the cost-effective use of telephone company services by 

business, and the related topic of -technological and service innovation in the 

industry. 

7.2 	Cost-Effective Business Communications 

7.2.1 Major Characteristics of Business Uses of Telecommunication Services 

Canadian businesses are large users of telecommunications. They 

account for pproximately 50 per cent of total revenues earned by 

telecommunication companies. Canadian firms spend a large portion of their 

telecommunications-related expenditures on various kinds of long-distance 

services. In addition, for same businesses expenditures an local services are 

also significant.  For  example, banks, trust companies and other organizations 

with widespread brandh networks depend heavily on local telephone service, and 

much of their telecommunication expenditures are in this area. Travel and real 

estate agencies similarly generate a high volume of local traffic. Firms 

involved in information-intensive activities -- such as telemarketers and market 
survey companies -- also generate h4h volumes of local and long-distance traffic 

per access line. 

Overall, a relatively small number of users generate the majority of 

business use of teleccmmunication services. For instance, with respect to local 



services, Bell Canada data supplied to the examination indicate that 

approximately 50 per cent of private brandh exdhange (PBX) traffic is generated 

by only 12 Fer cent of business stibscribers with PBXS. Key and individual-line 

business service is sameWhat less concentrated among heavy users, with 22 per 

cent cf users of key systems generating 50 Fer cent cf the total traffic cf sudh 

users. Individual-line business usage is similarly distributed. 

With respect to long-distance services, a small percentage of users 

generate the majority of business telecommunication revenues. A, breakdown, 

derived fram information provided during the course of the examination by two of 

the telephone companies, is provided below for same categories cf long-distance 

traffic: 1  

Quebéc-Tél  -- 13.6 per cent of all business customers account for 45.88 

Fer cent of total message toll service (MTS) revenues (1985) and 57.73 

per cent cd total interexchange revenues (1984). 

NorthwestTel  -- 5 per cent of business network access lines generate 

44.8 per cent cf business MTS revenues. 

The following information regarding the concentration of business use 

of MWS and WATS services is available from the CRTC Interexchange Cbmpetition 

proceeding: 

Bell Canada2  -- 5 per cent of customer accounts generate 58 per cent 

of business MTS revenues, and 5 Fer cent of customer accounts generate 

41 per cent of total wide area telephone service (ems) revenues. 

B.C. Tel3  -- 5 per cent of custamers generate 72 per cent of business 

MS revenues, and 1 per cent of customers generate 100 per cent of WATS 

revenues. 

It Should be noted that there is considerable variation among the telephone 

companies in the degree of concentration of traffic. 

Canadian businesses have reached a high level of dependence on 

telecommunication services for the efficient conduct of their activities. On a 
local basis, same businesses are highly dependent on customers ra 1 ing them for 
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services, products and information. Firms operating regionally, nationally or 

internationally also depend heavily on the ready availability of high quality, 

reasonably priced telecomnunication services to ensure efficient operation and 

marketplace campetitiveness.  For  many firms generating the majority of usage (as 

indicated above), telecommunications are critical to their success. 

The following camment in Business  Week underscores the importance of 

telecommunications for business: "Information is becoming a strategic resource 

for multinational companies, and moving it around is a part of the equation." 4 

 This quotation points to information as the underlying commodity cd business 

success. Efficient telecommunications enhance the value of this vital resource. 

7.2.2 The Importance of Telecommunication ( osts for Business  

a) Telecœuunications as abusiness cost 

Available evidence indicates that telecommunication costs for Canadian 

firms constitute, on average, a relatively small portion of the total cost of 

doing business. There are, however, wide variations across industries and among 

individual firms in the proportion of total costs attributable to 

telecammunications. This conclusion is derived fram the following sources: 

1. Statistics Canada Input-Output Tables dealing 

with "Ekpenditures by Canadian Industries on Telephone & 

Telegraph Services." 

2. Responses by telephone companies to information requests 

made as part of this examination. 

3. A 1986 study by D.A.  Ford and Associates entitled, 

"The Impact of International Campetition an the 

Canadian Telecommunications Industry and Its 

Users.u 5  

4. A survey of Canadian business users cammissioned as 

a part of the examination. 
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The information available fram these Canadian sources and fram the United States 

is discussed below. 

Input-Output Tables compiled by Statistics Canada for 1981 show the 

expenditures of Canadian industries on telephone and telegraph services, * 

 ranked by absolute amount and by percentage cf total business expenditures (see 

the Appendix to this dhapter). These tables indicate that, on average, Canadian 

firms' expenditures on telephone and telegraph services were 0.7 Fer cent of their 

total expenditures in 1981. 

FUrthermore, the percentage of their total expenditures devoted to 

telecammunications bas been rising -- from 0.54 per cent in 1961, to 0.6 per 

Cent in 1971, to the 1981 level. This appears to result fram an increase in 

usage by all businesses of telecommunication services related to the decline in 

their relative price and to the faster growth of those industries that make 

greater use of telecommunications. Table 7.1 extracts fram these tables the ten 

industry sectors with the highest absolute teleommunication expenditures and 

those with the highest percentages cf telebannunication expenditures relative to 

their total business expenditures. 

TABLE 7.1 
Telephone and TelegraPh EXpenditures for Tpp Ten Industry Sectors, 1981 

Expenditures 
( $ millions)  

Industries Banked 
by Expenditures 
Dempted to 
Teleccmmunications 

Industries Ranked 
by Percentage of 
Expenditures devoted 
to Telecommunications 

% Tbtal 
EXpenditures 
devoted to 
Teleccummications 

Other Fin. Ins. & Real Es. 
Wholesale Trade 
Retail Trade 
Health Services 
Banks & Credit Unions 
Misc. Services to 

Business 
Rwy Tranport 
Truck Transport 
Accommodation & 

Food Services 
Communications 

Industries 

TOTAL  

555 	Radio & TV Broadcasting 
461 	Health Services 
335 	Banks & Credit Unions 
209 	Rwy. Transport 
201 	Misc. Services to Business 

191 	Advertising Services 
148 	Wholesale Trade 
132 	Other Fin. Ins. & Real Est. 

123 	Construction - Other 

106 	Insurance 	 1.7 

2 461 

* Statistics  Canada  Input-Output Tables refer to "telephone and telegraph" rather 
than telecommunications expenditures. 
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In the first category, the top  ten industries spent $2.46 billion on 
telephone and telegraph services in 1981. This represents about 62 per cent of 

the approximately $4 billion spent by the 189 industry sectors included in the 

Statistics Canada Input-Output Tables. With respect to the second category, the 

percentage of expenditures devoted to telecammunications ranged from 1.7 to 5.2 

per cent for the ten industry sectors with the largest percentage of expenditures 

on telecommunications. The percentage expenditures for same subsectors of these 

industries were higher than those identified for the industries as a whole. 

Same of the industries that rank high in total telecommunication 

expenditures but not on MTS expenditures spend heavily on local telephone 

services. Banks, for instance, have extensive local branch systems and, as a 

consequence, have significant expenditures for local services. While lower 

long-distance rates would benefit banks and related types of business, 

substantial increases in local rates, if implemented as part of rate 

restructuring, could wipe out such gains for same businesses. 

Additional information on the importance of telecammunication 

expenditures to business is provided in the D.A. Ford study (1986). This 

information was based on a survey of approximately 40 large businesses across 

Canada whose total annual telecommunication expenditures amounts to $400 million. 

Information on the telecammunication costs of small and medium-size businesses 

was obtained fram a survey of another 40 or so companies located in the Ottawa 
area and representing a broad cross-section of types of business. The mdx of 

telecammunication services used by these firms is shown in Table 7.2. This table 
indicates that public and private long-distance voice services account  for  33 per 

cent of total telecammunication expenditures for large businesses,  ./hile local 

voice services account for about 29 per cent of their expenditures. Together, 

data, satellite and special-asseMbly or non-tarif  fed services account for just 

over 38 per cent of their telecammunication expenditures. 

In addition bo providing an indication of the overall importance of the 

various major categories of business expenditures, the table allows assessment of 

same of the specific subcategories cf service. For example, 1.4 per cent and 0.6 

per cent of expenditures for MTS are Canada-US and Canada-overseas, respectively. 

In addition, 4.7 per cent and 14.5 per cent of the telecammunication expenditures 

of the firms surveyed are on Canada-Canada  private-line voice and data services, 

respectively. 
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mix of services

service

MP5 Canada-Canada
Canada-US
Canada-Overseas

WATS Intra-provincial
inter -provincial

'800' Canada-Canada

service Canada-US

Total iang Distance

Private Lines - Voice
Canada-Canada
Canada-US
Canada-Overseas

Telpak

TABLE 7. 2
for C7anpani.es Suxveyed in D.A. Fbrd Study, 1986

Canada-Canada
Canada-US
Canada--0verseas

Total Private Line Voioe

Private Lines - Data
Canada-Canada
Canada-US
Canada--0verseas

Total Private Line Data

Local Service OJsts - Voice
Terminal Equipnent
- Telephone Oo. Lease
- Third Party Lease
- Cust. OAned and Maintained
Central Office Access Lines

local Service 0:)sts - Data
Terminal Equiprient
- Telephone Cb. Lease
- Third Party Lease
- Ciist. oAned and Maintained
Central office Access Lines
Intraexchange HIS Data Lines

Total Local Service Qosts

Switched Data
Telex or ZWX
Canada-Canada
Canada-US
Canada-Overseas

Packet saitched
Canada-Canada
Canada-U6
Canada-0verseas

Total Switahed Data

Annual aqenaitures
($ thousanàs)

8on11 Total Sanple
Business Sample Per Cent

7.4 44 510.5 11.2
0.9 5 512.6 1.4
0.4 2 550.3 0.6
2.2 12 962.2 3.3

9 576.0 2.4
16 888.1 4.2

302.7 0.1
10.9 92 302.3 23.2

2.0 18 701.2 4.7
2 999.5 0.8

15.6 .0

11 263.1 2.8
6 007.1 1.5

0.0 0.0
2.0 38 986.6 9.8

57 816.2 14.5
3 109.0 0.8
3 309.0 0.8

0.0 64 234.2 16.1

2.6 76 479.9 19.2
3 965.0 1.0
5 888.0 1.5

3.8 28 398.0 7.1

10 550.6 2.7
3 011.2 0.8
4 004.0 1.0

165.2 .0
429.9 0.1

6.4 321891.8 33.4

3 345.5 0.8
494.1 0.1

1 113.2 0.3

3 651.0 0.9
0.0 0.0

171.0 0.0

0.0 8 774.9 2.2

Satellite services 12 000.0 3.0
Special Assemblies & Non-Tariffed Services 48 757.0 12.3

Zbtal 7bleoan Oosts 19.3 397 946.8 100.0

Source: D.A. Fbrd (1986), Exhibit 13: Mix of Services for
Catgmnies Surveyed.
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The small business sample of the D.A.  Ford  study yields a useful 

comparison with the larger firms that dominate the sample. Table 7.3 slime that 

in the small firm sample,  Canada-Canada MTS accounted for 38.3 per cent cf their 

telecanmunicaticn costs, compared with the 11.2 per cent within the overall 

sample. Local service costs, on the other band, accounted for 33.2 per cent cf 

small business telecarmunicaticn costs -- almost the same as for the total sample 

(33.4 per cent). The small businesses in the sample used no data, satellite, 

special-assembly  or  non-tariff services, while these services accounted for 

38.2 per cent of the total sample expenditures on telecommunications. 

TABLE 7.3 
Mix of Telecommunication Services for Small Business Sample 

Service 	 Small Business 	% of Total  
($ thousands) 	Telecommunication Costs 

MTS 	Canada-Canada 	 7.4 	 38.3 
Canada-US 	 0.9 	 4.7 
Canada-Overseas 	 0.4 	 2.1 

WATS 	Intra-provincial 	 2.2 	 11.4 
Inter-provincial 

'800' 	Canada-Canada 
Canada-US 

Total  Long-Distance 	 10.9 	 56.5 

Private Line - Voice 
Canada-Canada 	 2.0 	 10.4 

Total  Private Line Vbice 	 2.0 	 10.4 
Total  Private Line Data 	 0.0 	 0.0 

Local Service Voice 
Telephone Cbmpany Lease 	 2.6 	 13.5 
Co. Access Lines 	 3.8 	 19.7 

Local Service Data 	 0.0 	 0.0 
Total  Local Service 	 6.4 	 33.2 

Total  Telecommunication Costs 19.3 	 100.0 

Source: Table 7.2. 

A further line of inquiry in the D.A.  Ford  survey was the magnitude of 

telecommunication expenditures in respect of total business costs. The report 

states: "For the companies interviewed, total telecanmunications costs 

represented a relatively small share cf total purchased inputs, ranging from a 

low of 0.7 per cent to a high of 11.9 per cent." 6  
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Market data fram a survey of Canadian businesses commissioned by the 

examination indicate some of the dharacteristics of small business use of 

telecommunications. These data indicate that for firms with under 50 employees, 

MTS accounted for 40 to 46 per cent of their total telecommunication 

expenditures. WATS accounted for 3 to 11.6 per cent of expenditures, and 

private-line service for 0 to 2.2 per cent. Individual business lines accounted 

for 24 to 30 per cent of telecommunication expenditures, PBX trunks for 1.0 to 

6.2 per cent, and Centrex for 0.3 to 1.9 per cent. 

These results compare fairly closely writh the D.A. Fbrd study findings. 

The survey also found that long-distance expenses accounted for approximately 50 

per cent cf telecommunication expenditures, with smaller firms spending 

proportionately more on MTS and larger  finis  spending more on WATS and private 

lines. Local service expenses accounted for 29 to 36 per cent of total 

telecommunication expenses. 

In the survey, telecommunication expenditures as a proportion of total 

expenditures for small  finis  appear to be close to the industry-average informa-

tion available from the Statistics Canada Input-Output Tables. Approximately 68 

per cent of firms reported that telecommunications account for 1 per cent or less 

of total expenditures. TWenty per cent of the firms reported teleoammunication 

expenditures amounting to between 2 and 5 per cent cf total expenditures, While 

12 per cent reported that they exceeded 6 per cent of total expenditures. 

It is also possible, due to the breakdowns within the examination 

survey sample, to Identify differences among provinces, firms of different sizes 

and across industries. (This is not possible using the input-output data fram 

Statistics Canada.) The differences among provinces in the percentage àhare of 

business expenditures devoted to telecommunications are fairly large at the 

extremes. The proportion of firms in the Atlantic provinces with 2 per cent or 

more of total expenditures going to telecommunication services is stibstantially 

less than average at 24.4 per cent, while it is quite high in Quebec at 38.5 per 

cent. 

There also appears to be a tendency for smaller firms to spend 

Proportionately more on telecommunications than the larger  finis in the sample. 

Approximately 24 per cent of the firms with 50 to 99 employees devoted more than 

2 per cent of their total expenditures to telecommunications. On the other hand, 

the smallest firms -- with 1 to 4 employees -- had the largest proportion 

devoting 2 per cent or more of expenditures to telecommunications (32 per cent). 
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The percentage of firms in the survey reporting that spending on 

telecommunication services accounted for 2 per cent or more of total expenditures 

also varied considerably fram industry to industry. The industries included in 

the examination sample Showed that the highest percentage of firms devoting more 

than 2 per cent of their expenditures to telecammunication services were in 

wholesale businesses (44 per cent) and manufacturing (34.8 per cent). Agricul-

ture and food industries was the lowest industry sector (14 per cent), while 

mining was also relatively low at 20 per cent. Construction, transportation, 

cammunications and public utilities, retail, finance, and service sectors were 

close to the sample average. 

Additional comparisons between spending on telecommunications by 

Canadian versus US businesses are possible using 1984 survey data developed by 

the International Communications Association (ICA). 7  It is necessary to be 

cauticus in interpreting these data, however, because the definition of 

industries may differ fram those used by other sources. 

The ICA data suggest that for same industries, telecammunications 

spending by Canadian businesses constitute a higher proportion of total 

expenditures than for US firms. For example, the 100 largest US banks report 

devoting 0.68 per cent of their total expenditures to telecommunications, while 

Canadian banks and credit unions, according to Statistics Canada, allocate as 

much as 2.8 per cent of their total expenditures to telecommunications. US 

insurance ccmpanies, retail trade, aircraft and Farts manufacturers, and printing 

and publishing also report telecommunication expenditures that are stibstantially 

lower as a proportion of total expenditures than the same Canadian industries. 

However, Canadian air carriers reported devcting 1.2 per cent of their 

total expenditures to telecammunicaticns, while major US air carriers have 

reported that telecommunications accounted for 2.0 per cent of total spending. 

Similarly, Canadian motor vehicle manufacturers report telecammunications 

spending at 0.2 per cent of total spending, while the percentage for US motor 

vehicle manufacturers was reported at 0.3 per cent. 

It is unlikely, in view of the size of the differences between the 

Canadian and US industries indicated, that they are determined solely as a result 

of differences in the price of telecommunication services in the two countries. 

Rather, it is  probable  that they reflect differences in industry structure as 

well as in industry definitions. 



b) Impact of telecammunication costs on international ccmpetitiveness 

Concerns have been expressed by Canadian business representatives that 

high Canadian long-distance telephone rates, in comparison to those in the United 

States, have had a negative impact on the international competitiveness of 

Canadian firms. These concerns have been expressed on a number of occasions, 

among them in a recent submission by the business group, Canadians for 

Competitive Telecommunications. 8  In that paper, comparisons between Canadian 

and US telecommunication rates were made which suggest that Canadian rates are 

• significantly higher. 

Although international oampetitiveness involves a variety of factors -- 

from market openness to product quality -- prices and costs also play an 

iEmportant role. Several studies have analysed different aspects of the 

anticipated influence of telecommunication prices on international 

competitiveness. For example, estimates of the impact of telecommunication costs 

on the competitiveness of Cànadian businesses and Canada as a place to do 

business are contained in the D.A. Ford study. Among other things, that study 

examines the likely effects on Canadian business of adopting US telecommunication 

rates. An observation which can be made from data presented in the Ford study is 

that such adoption of US rates in Canada would result in telecammunications price 

reductions averaging approximately 13 per cent for most industries. Most 

sectors, they conclude, would benefit. However, because of differences in levels 

of usage of telecommunications, small firms would benefit samewhat less than 

large ones. Nevertheless, US rates would result in a savings to small firms of 

aPproximately 9 per cent. 

One part of the D.A. Ford study is a macroeconomic analysis of the 

impact on the economy as a whole of adopting US telecommunication rates for 

business. The conclusions of this analysis must be regarded with caution, 

however, since offsetting measures to compensate telephone companies for the loss 

of revenues due to reduced rates were not considered. Still, the analysis does 

forecast that the impact of lower long-distance rates would not be large in 

Proportion to the size of the economy -- there would be a snall positive effect 

on exports, while imports would be affected little. The sectors that would 

benefit most would be manufacturing, followed by transportation and storage, 

cammunication, and primary construction. 
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Weighted 
Averagef 	Telecom 
Ratio of 	EXpenditure 
US/Can 	Savings 
Ratio 	($ millions) 

Wholesale Trade 	 0.746 	 117.094 
Other Fin. Ins. & Real Estate 	 0.91 	 49.95 
Banks & Credit Unions 	 0.792 	 41.808 
Misc. Services to Business 	 0.881 	 22.729 
Truck Transport 	 0.87 	 17.16 
Air Transport 	 0.816 	 10.304 
Retail Trade 	 0.972 	 9.38 
Radio & TV Broadcasting 	 0.928 	 6.264 
Gas Distribution 	 0.716 	 3.976 
Iron & Steel Industry 	 0.804 	 3.136 
Motor Vehicle Mfrs. 	 0.886 	 2.964 
Agricultural Implement 	 0.689 	 2.177 
Petroleum & Gas Wells 	 0.921 	 1.738 
Forestry 	 0.773 	 1.589 
Fish Products Industries 	 0.805 	 1.17 
Iron Mines 	 0.712 	 1.152 
Misc. Mfg. Industries 	 0.77 	 1.15 
Major Appliances Elect. & 	 0.85 	 1.05 
Flour & Breakfast Cereal 	 0.752 	 0.744 
Cément mfrs 	 0.914 	 .0.258 
Aircraft & Parts Mfrs 	 1.016 	 -0.416 
Electric Power 	 1.124 	 -0.992 
Insurance 	 1.077 	 -6.237 
Accommodation & Food Serv. 	 1.094 	 -11.562 

TOTAL 	 276.586  

An indication of the telecommunications expenditure impact for 24 

Canadian industries is provided in Table 7.4. This table  combines  information 

from the Ford study and Statistics Canada. It shows that wholesale trade, 

financial industries and miscellaneous services to business would receive the 

largest telecommunications price savings if US rates were implemented. 

TABLE 7.4 
Impact of US Telecommunication Prices by Industry on 1981 

Telecommunication Expenditures 

Sources: Statistics  Canada Input-Output Tables, 1981; and 
D.A. Bord & Associates, 1986. 
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The findings of the Ford study are generally consistent with the 
effects of lower long-distance rates predicted by two other recent studies -- one 
Canadian, by Informetrica Limited, 9  and the other conducted in the United 
States by Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates. 10  The Informetrica 

study was done at the request of Bell Canada, using the campany's  proposai for 

rate rebalancing. According to this study, the rebalancing of telephone rates 

would result in a 10 per cent increase in the cost of telephone service to 

consumers generally, while the cost to business would fall by approximately 22 

per cent. The effect on the output of the econamy as a whole is projected as a 

$2 billion annual increase in Gross National Product after five years. Exports 

would rise by $83 million over the same period while imports would rise by $296 
million,  resulting in a slight fall in net exports. 

The Informetrica study is of limited use, however, in providing a good 

indication of the impact ce changed rates on international campetitiveness 

because the exchange rate was constrained in the analysis. Thus, the decline in 
net exports suggested by the study indicates the stimulation effect of rate 

changes, not a deterioration in campetitiveness. 

The Wharton study concluded as follows: 

The decline in the prices of U.S.-produced gcodS and 
services (resulting fram lower long distance rates) 
generates an increase in net real exports cf goods and 
services by making U.S. exports cheaper relative to those 
produced by international campetitors, and by making goads 
and services relatively more expensive than oanparable 
domestically produced items. 11  

The predicted effects on international competitiveness are relatively small in 

terms of the size cf the US econamy. A 10 per cent reduction in long-distance 

rates, without any offsetting increase to local rates, would result in a 1 per 

cent increase in real US exports and a 0.3 per cent reduction in real US imports 

over several years. Furthermore, like the D.A. Ford study, the Wharton study 

did  rot  take into account any rate increases necessary to compensate for 

long-distance rate reductions. 

In a study done for the Econamic Council of Canada,  Postner and 

Wesa12 analysed Canadian productivity performance using input-output tables 

to show the linkages between the productivity cf individual industries and 

overall performance. Their study emphasized that much productivity improvement 
in the economy occurs as a result of the flow of productivity gains from one 
industry to another. The benefits fram lower prices and higher productivity in 
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telecommunications therefore spreads to all industries. Postner and 1,bsa 

concluded that because telecommunications has had a very good productivity 

performance, and because it is a significant input into the costs of other 

industries, it has a key role to play in stimulating Canada's productivity growth 

and, by implication, its international competitiveness: 

There are three Canadian industries that have a potential 
in the future for playing a role in raising 
productivity.... One of these industries -- namely, 
Communications -- is already stimulating balanced 
productivity growth. All indications are that 
Communications is a rapidly growing intermediate service 
industry, having significant technological advances and 
contributing corresponding productivity gr91/th to all 
important camponents of final consumption. 1' 

Regarding the decision as where to locate the firm, only a minority of 

the firms in the survey commissioned by the examination felt that tele-

communication costs were either samewhat or very important to location within 

Canada (18.4 per cent), or in a particular province (24.4 per cent). Larger 

firms generally attached more importance than small firms to telecommunication 

costs as a factor relating to the decision to locate in Canada.  Of firms with 50 

to 99 employees, 31 per cent considered it important. 

There were also considerable differences among the provinces in the 

importance given to telecommunication costs as a factor influencing location in 

Canada. Quebec firms were considerably above the sample average with 30.4 per 

cent of firms in that province considering it important. British Columbia was 

considerably below the average at 7.8 per cent. As a group, the three Prairie 
provinces (Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba) were also sameWhat below the 

average at 12.9 per cent. Other provinces did not appear to deviate 

significantly fram the sample mean. 

The three industries that gave the most importance to telecam-

munication costs as a factor influencing location in Canada were manufacturing 

(29 per cent considered it important), agriculture (28 per cent) and wholesale • 

(24 per cent). Retail firms (13.7 per cent) and service firms (16.8 per cent) 

gave the least importance to telecommunications as a factor influencing location 

in Canada. Mining, construction, finance, transportation, communication and 

public utilities were close to the average in the importance attached to 

telecommunications as a location factor. 
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The Ford study also addressed this question to its sample, one canposed

mainly of large firms. That study found that teleca ►muni_cati.on costs are rarely

a primary consideration affecting location, even for company facilities within

Canada.
An addi.ti.onal aspect relating to the significance of telecomnuni.cations

for international carlpeti.ti.veness is the perception by business of its importance

in relation to canpeti.ti.veness. Telecanrrnani_cati.on costs were considered to be

important to international canpeti.ti.veness by only a small minority of the sample

of firms surveyed for the examination (8.3 per cent). As with teleccnmuni_cati.on

costs as a location factor, there were considerable differences anmong the

provinces. The percentages ranged from a low of 4.3 per cent for British

Columbia and 6.2 per cent for the Prairie provinces to as high as 13.3 per cent

for the Atlantic provinces. Again, the larger firms within the sample attached

more importance to telecommunication costs as a factor influencing international

canpeti.ti.veness. In the smallest firms (1 to 4 employees), 7 per cent considered

telecommunication costs important, while 23 per cent of those fi.rm with 50 to 99

employees did.
The industries that gave the most importance to telecalmuni.cati.ons as

a factor influencing international caipeti.tiveness were: wholesale businesses

(16.8 per cent), mining (16.5 per cent), manufacturing (15.2 per cent) and

finance (14.9 per cent). Those for which the percentages identifying

telecommunication rates as important were low included construction (1.6 per

cent) and transportation, caamuni.cati.on and public utlilities (5.2 per cent).

Sensitivity of business to teleoormmmi.cati.ons price changes

Available evidence suggests that business demand for local services is

quite insensitive to price, although not totally so. Lester Taylor, who has

testified on a number of occasions before regulatory cannissi.ons as an expert

witness regarding telecannun>_cati.ons demand, has reviewed several studies on this

subject.14 These studies present evidence respecting the demand for basic

telephone services, business main stations and terminal equipment, and for

additional message units (where business service is provi.ded in measured units).

Two of these are based on Canadian data -- those of Dobell et a1.15 and

Waverman.16 The price elasticities of demand in Taylor's sample range from
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-0.03 to -0.18, including both Short-run and long-run elasticities, whidh are 

normally larger in absolute terms. 

However, there are a number of relationships which it would be 

important  to establish before any definitive conclusions could be drawn. There 

are, for instance, no examples in the studies reviewed by Taylor cf the demand 

for PBX trunks, Centrex or key systems. rt is more than likely that there would 
be strong cross elasticities between competing services -- such as between PBX 

trunks and Centrex services. Furthermore, of the studies considered by Taylor, 

only one examines the elasticity of demand for message units cf local service. 
That study, by New York TélePhone, 17  produced an estimated Short-run price 
elasticity of -0.18 for business demand for "additional message units." 

Beauvais18  and Cohen -9  found estimates of the price elasticity 
of demand for usage by residence custamers during the daily peak period to lie 
around -0.11, increasing to approximately -0.18 during the Shoulder period. It 
seems reasonable that residence customers should be more sensitive to price than 
businesses, making it likely that the business elasticity estimates would be 
somewhat lower in absolute value. 

Conflicting evidence exists regarding the response of business to price  
changes in long-distance services. Again, Taylor has reviewed a number of 
studies, same of which use Canadian data. Waverman, 2°  for example, estimated 
an elasticity of demand for business MTS of -1.2 in 1974. Feldman21  
estimated price elasticities of demand for WATS ranging from -1.15 to -2.34, and 
cross price elasticities with regular MTS. The current view of most telephone 
companies in Canada is that MTS demand is inelastic with respect to price. That 

is, as the long-distance price is reduced, the offsetting increase in demand doeS 

not generate sufficient revenue to compensate for the reduced price. Still, 
there is disagreement among telecommunication companies as to the extent of 

elasticity of demand for long-distance services. During the CRTC Interexdhange 
estimates of the price elasticity cf demand for Competition proceeding, 

long-distance service (considering business and residence together) ranged froM 
-0.4 (Bell) to -1.3 (CNCP). In this regard, however, telephone company estimate 

of elasticity appear to have been reduced substantially over the past decade. 
Finally, Bell has provided evidence that price elasticity is higher 

the discount rate market than in the full rate market, and is higher for long-
haul calls than for Short-haul calls.22 
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7.3 Technologi.cal and Service Innovation
7.3.1 Inpact of Existing Rate Structures

Under existing rate structures, the telephone canpanies have been

highly innovative in introducing services and facilities that enbody new

technologi.es .However, as noted earlier, econcmi.c distortions in pricing can be

expected to cause corresponding distortions in service provision. According to
this view, underpricing services causes, on one hand, demands for

overprovi.sioni.ng and, on the other, econanic disincentives to invest in new
facilities. In a contrasting mznner, overpricing services reduces demand but

provides econcani.c incentives for the telephone ccmparLies to introduce new
technologies and services.

The situation respecting incentives for investment in various aspects

of the network is more ccmplex than has been ,impli.ed above. The telephone

compani.es indicate that rates are not always a major factor in the deployment of
new technologies. Decisions on technological and service innovations have often

been driven by other factors, such as telecammuni_cati.on policies, custcaner
demands and canpetlti.ve pressures.

Ib the extent that demand may be reduced by higher prices, sane new
facilities and services may not be econani.cally feasible. Hawever, the extent to
whi.ch this has occurred is not known. In addition, there must be some

consi.derati.on of the effect on the incentive for telephone ccYnpanies to invest in

new technology or take the risks of offering new services. If telephone

carpani.es have the expectation that h>_gher profits for sam services will be used

merely to reduce prices for other services, the incentive to invest in the former
services will be correspondingly reduced.

7.3.2 Impact of Rates on Services and Products
a) Changing technologxcal environnent

Manley Irwin, the author of numerous books and articles on develognents
in telecannuni_cati.ons technology, has argued that technological innovation in

business camrnuni.cati.ons is no longer under the control and direction of the

telephone ccmpani_es.23 He takes the view that as a result of significant
technological change, the teleconmuni.cati.ons industry is now only one participant
-among many in a research and develolanent arena that includes computer equi_pnent

manufacturers, ccmputer service providers and major users.
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The nuniber of suppliers of telecommunication services and products has 

expanded dramatically in recent years. Similarly, those involved in manu-

facturing are no longer restricted to a few corporations. Furthermore, the 

demand for telecommunications is no longer either homogeneous or unified; rather, 

it is diversified, heterogeneous and segmented (e.g. data, voice, graphics, 

facsimile, teleconferencing and electronic mail). Finally, the boundaries 

between software and hardware have eroded. 

The other side of this picture is that the telecommunication carriers 

continue to be a major presence in the marketplace. Their resources and 

stability, as well as the recognition that they have with business users, give 

them the possibility of influencing the introduction and determining the success 

of new innovations in tedhnology. Non-telecanmunication firms that have tried to 

compete with the major carriers have found that they must significantly 

underprice them. As a result, regulators in both the United States and Canada 

have been pressured to impose, or retain, structural separation and other 

constraints in competitive markets. The implication of this is that the level of 

long-distance rates is  na  w only one of several factors influencing the diffusion 

of new technologies and services in the telecornmunications marketplace, and to an 

increasing degree it is necessary to examine tedhnological developments in the 
non-telecammunications business environment in order to understand better their 
impact on the telecommunications market. 

ID) Impact an products and services outside the exclusive 

control of the telephone companies 

As already indicated, there is an increasing variety of telecamuni-

cation products, services and technologies that involve technologies outside the 

exclusive control of the industry. It is useful to consider specifically a 

number of these, as well as the impact of existing rate structures an them. TheY 

include: 

• Electronic mail 

• Videodonferencing 

• Vbice mail 

• Automatic teller  machine  networks 

• Point-of-sale terminal networks 



• Telemarketing/Teleordering 

• Financial services and 

• Office automation. 

These products, services and technologies all involve increasing the 

use of the telecommunications network. All of them are in the early stages of 

growth -- which implies that their eventual impact is still uncertain, that 

market penetration rates are considerably less than potential, and that annual 

growth rates may often be very high. 

The technologies involved in these products and services, hoWever, are 

likely to become the core technologies around which future business usage of 

telecommunication services will evolve. Consequently, their diffusion can 

potentially play a critical role in the growth of productivity of Canadian 

businesses generally. It is therefore important that there be an increased 

awareness of the effects that telecommunication rates may have on either 

promoting or retarding the diffusion of information technologies. 

Electronic mail 

At present, most electronic mail is internal -- intra-office and 

intra-campany. Public systems have been slow to take off. However, electronic 

mail can do many things. For example, in the United States realtors use portable 

terminals to access computerized mortgage companies in order to arrange mortgages 

as part of a sale. In Canada, a stationery organization also uses electronic 

mail to link it with office-supply retail outlets to help cut costs, streamline 

operations and assist member companies in improving customer service. 

The two major electronic mail services in Canada -- Telecdm Canada's 

Envoy 100 and CNCP's EOS 	had'between than  approximately 90 000 subscribers as 

of March 1986. Envoy 100 has reported a growth of between 5 and 6 per cent per 

month and has plans to link up with US electronic mail services. Overall growth 

in electronic mail revenues has been running at approximately 20 per cent 

annually. 

There are, however, a number of constraints on the growth cd electronic 

mail. Among them, there is the cost of terminals, the cost of usage and the lack 

of interconnection among numerous incompatible systems. At this stage, the price 

of long-distance services appears to be only a minor factor, as businesses sort 
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out their preferences fram among competing alternatives in the workplace, sudh as 

voice mail and facsimile. 

Vide000nferencing 

Videoconferencing is a service cf the future with a past full cf 

disappointments. AT&T has quietly closed videoconferencing facilities in six of 

eleven cities in the United States. The lack of success in that country has been 
related to ladk of cost effectiveness and the failure to reduce corporate travel. 

Teleglobe Canada provides a facility for videoconferencing in Toronto 

whidh costs $1 200 Fer hour for a Toronto to London, England hookup, all 

inclusive. Telecom Canada also provides videoconferencing facilities:  Tho-way 

full motion videoconferencing between  Toronto and Vancouver costs $1 500 per 

hour. The cost for a Toronto to London, Ontario hookup runs at $111 per tour for 

studio time and $76 per hour for the teleounnunications link. Freeze-frame video 
is dheaper -- at $45 per hour for a Toronto  to Mbntreal connection. 

There are examples of major corporate commitments in the area of 
videoconferencing. The Royal Bank, for  a-ie, has made a major commitment, 
installing facilities at both Toronto and Montreal. Bell Canada and Texas 
Instruments have both used videoconferencing to launch high profile, large scale 

meetings in many locations. It would be fair to say that one of the greatest 

single impediments to the growth of videoconferencing in this country prObably is 

the cost of long-distance telecommunications. 

Voice Mail 

While data transmission is becoming more important, 80 to 90 per cent 
of office ccamunications are still by voice. Accordingly, it can be argued that 

the key to ehhanced office productivity lies in value-added features that support 

voice communications, sudh as voice mail, voice annotation, text-to-voice and 

voice-to-text systems. 

The potential for voice mail or voice messaging is created in part by 

the desire to avoid telephone tag. The average manager or professional generates 
approximately fifteen telePhone calls per day. About 75 per cent cf these are 

not completed an the first try, while only about 50 per cent actually require 
interaction. The value of voice mail, then, is in improving productivity by 
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reducing the number of telephone calls and making communication more efficient. 

Since the benefits ce  'vice mail are based an efficient use of telephone time, it 

is unlikely that the demand for this feature would be increased by lower 

long-distance rates -- quite the opposite. Vbice mail might actually be seen as 
a way to economize overall an telephone charges, althot4h this would be a minor 

goal. 

Automatic teller madhine networks 

Automatic teller machines (ATMs) in just a few years have made a 

dramatic impact on the banking business. In Canada, the concentrated structure 

of the banking industry has resulted in the development of proprietary networks. 

In the United States, where the tanking industry is fragmented and regionalized, 

providing adequate service has required the development of national networks 

camposed of many banks. Currently in the US, of a total 60 000 ATMs, 36 000 are 
in regional shared networks, with another 12 000 committed to join. 

One such network is the New York City  Cash  EXchange (NYCE). Its 

network is run by a computer outside Milwaukee that runs ten sudh systems. The 

NYCE pays 104 per transaction to the computer controller of the network,  A. O.  

Smith. To the extent that the cost of telecommunication services is a 

significant proportion ce the 10* transaction charge, the cost cf 

telecommunication links would be a major factor affecting the growth and 

cost-effectiveness of ATM networks. 

Point-of-sale terminal networks 

More and more retail operations are imgementing point-of-sale (Pas) 

 systems in order to achieve more effective management of their businesses, to 

transmit critical operating data to head office computers and to improve  cash  

management. A study by MR and Associates24  has predicted that POS networks 
will grow very rapidly in the next ten years. They will be especially important 

to department stores, dhain stores, specialty shops, supermarkets and convenience 

stores. Retailers are finding that the data from POS terminals quickly becomes 

central to the effective management of their entire operation. 

Telecommunications is a major cost component and thus a major part of 

the decision as to how to configure a POS network. The three main options are: 
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direct distance dialing, leased lines and a packet-switched network. The major 

factors determining which to choose include cost and performance requirements. 

For a typical configuration that would cost $100 000 per month with leased lines, 

packet switching would cost about 50 per cent less. Increasingly, because of its 

lower cost, packet switching is the preferred alternative. It is estimated that 
there are presently more than 20 000 POS devices using Telecom Canada's Datapac 

3201 packet-switching service. 

Iblemarket ing/Ibleordering 

There is evidence that telemarketing (marketing through use of the 
telephone) is growing rapidly, especially in the United States. Telephone 

companies also market telemarketing aggressively in Canada. Expenditures on 
telemarketing calls and equipment totalled $13.6 billion in 1983, with resulting 

sales of $75 billion. The fastest growing segment of the business is 
business-to-business telemarketing, which is increasing at a rate of 20 per cent 

annually. 

The reason for the rapid growth of telemarketing is related to the 

costs per sale. Bell of Pennsylvania estimates that its cost for marketing 
telephone equipment is $240 per prises call, against $16 per telephone 

call. 25 The cost in premises calls per sale was estimated at $1 088, as 

against $160 for telemarketing calls per sale. Obviously, telemarketing is cost 

effective for high priced  items. The cost of telemarketing, however, may be too 

high for low priced items. 

A related aspect of telemarketing is teleordering. For instance, it 

has been asserted by the Canadians for Competitive Telecommunications group that 

low US long-distance rates make it economic to accept telephone orders for US 

publishers. 26  Canadian publishers, the group claims, cannot match these 

services and, as a result, they are at a significant competitive disadvantage. 

Financial services 

In a world where American Express can authorize expenditures through a 

global computer system in less than ten seconds, the role of telecommunications 

in providing financial services has came of age. The wiring of Wall Street has 

altered the stock market forever. 27  New technology has accelerated the pace 
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of trading in stocks, facilitated decentralization of trading and increased stock 

price volatility. A firm no longer need be located on Wall Street to make a 

market in stocks, if It bas access to telecommunication links. An individual 

with a personal computer can also give direct buy or sell orders to his or her 

broker. Key  technologies  allow one-button access to multiple potential traders, 

and a nation-wide computer network links 500 US brokerages, pension funds and 

banks. A, camputer system has enabled the over-the,-counter market to grow fram 

2.2 billion Shares traded in 1971 to 16 billion traded in 1983. This system also 

makes it possible to rapidly tabulate and list transactions for the 570 most 

active stocks.  As a result, the efficiency and speed with Which dealers and 

brokers perform their functions has been greatly enhanced. 

Office automation 

Office automation and related information handling technologies 

constitute a technological driving force that is changing the role of 

telecommunications in business. The main direction of this force is towards 

increased utilization of telecommunications to make business perform in ways that 

are more efficient and productive. 

Office automation has generated diverse reactions -- ranging from 

initial enthusiasm to confusion, disappointment and scepticism. Overall, the 

impact on office productivity 9D far has been mixed. Nevertheless, same major 

corporations, including IBM and Bell Canada, claim success and positive benefits 

from office automation. The applications generating the most benefits are in 

networked systems that facilitate inter- and intra-office communication -- 

including electronic mail, voice mail and the uploading and downloading cf data. 

However, because so many of the products associated with office automation have 

relatively short product liveà, and because office automation has not coalesced 

around a single set of standard operations and products, it is difficult to 

forecast the path it will take. 

The main requirement for office automation to make a positive 

contribution to productivity is for compatibility among systems, equipment and 

software SD that "islands of automation" can became part of larger networks. An 

open systems environment in Whidh camputers, word processors and terminals can 

interconnect and interwork everyWhere, is still a considerable way off. 

Nevertheless, there does appear to be an important opportunity to increase 
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productivity in the office. One reason is that major users, sudh as General 
Motors and Boeing as well as major equipment vendors, such as IBM and Northern 
Telecam, have recognized the strategic importance of promoting open networking 

and they have made major canmitments to it. 
Telecammunication prices are rot  currently a major factor affecting 

either the adoption of office automation or its success. User acceptance, the 
resolution cf equipment inccmpatibilities and effective programs to manage office 
automation are hurdles that stand in the way of major productivity benefits from 
office automation. 

7.4 	Cbnclusions  

The main conclusion to be drawn 	um the preceding analysis is that for 
the majority of Cànadian businesses, telecommunications represent a relatively 
small portion cf the total costs of doing business. It may be surmised &am this 
that telecommunications rate changes  would have only a small impact an the 
general cost structure and performance cf Canadian business both in domestic and 
international terms, even for large price Changes. There is, of course, wide 
variation among firms in the perceived importance of telecommunication costs, and 
for some industry sectors and stibsectors those costs may be considered 
particularly significant. 

Insufficient information is available to indicate, except in a very 
general way, the dharacteristics of businesses that view telecommunication costs 
as being particularly important. For  example,  information-intensive  Canadian 
businesses are among those to be 9D dharacterized. In addition, concern for 
telecammunication costs can be especially acute for businesses Whose main 

competition cames fram US finis that have significantly lower telecommunication 

costs, especially lower long-distance costs. 

While telecommunication costs are not always a critical factor, the 

availability cf high quality, teChnologically advanced teleammunication products 

and services is essential to all businesses. In this respect, the efficient and 
cost-effective delivery of all forms of business communications is a critical 

role played by the telecommunications industry in supporting Canadian business. 

Little evidence is currently available to establish the direct role of 
telecommunications pricing in technological and service innovation. Other 
factors sudh as customer demand, competitive pressures, technological development 
and regulatory requirements have played a significant and possibly greater role. 
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Telephone & 
Telegraph 
F.xpenditure 

Total 
Expenditure 

Industry 

($ millions) 

% Total Elpendi-
tures devoted to 
Telephone and 

raph 

TABLE A.1 
Expenditures by Canadian Industries on Telephone and 

Telegraph Services, Ranked by Anount (1981) 

Other Fin. Ins. & Real Es 	===. 

	

.J,..h., 	 27307 	 2.033 
Wholesale Trade 	 461 	22701 	 2.067 
Retail Trade 	 .L., .., 	28560 	 1.173 
Health Services 	 209 	7082 	 2.951 
Banks ex Credit Unions 	 201 	7078 	 2.84 
Misc. Services to Busines 	191 	8083 	 2.363 
Rwy Transport 	 148 	5554 	 2.665 
Truck Transport 	 132 	7906 	 1.67 
Accommodation & Food Serv 	123 	13832 	 0.889 
Communication Industries 	106 	7930 	 1.337 
Radio & TV Broadcasting 	 87 	1676 	 5.191 
Prof. Services to Busines 	 87 	7227 	 1.204 
Insurance 	 81 	4691 	 1.727 
Agriculture 	 70 	18204 	 0.385 
Printing & Publishing 	 58 	6189 	 0.937 
Air Transport 	 56 	4857 	 1.153 
Industrial Chem ,  Mfrs. 	 42 	,J,J 	 0.787 
Water Transport 	 40 	2770 	 1.444 
Misc Machinery & Equip 	 -,,,, 

	

..›,i 	5966 	 0.587 
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIP 	 27 	3052 	 0.885 
Aircraft & Parts Mfrs 	 26 	2819 	 0.922 
Motor Vehicle Mfrs 	 26 	11600 	 0.224 
Services Incidental  ta  Tr 	26 	1951 	 1.333 
Pulp em Paper 	 24 	11824 	 0.203 
Other Recreat Services 	 24 	2437 	 0.985 
Petroleum & GaS Wells 	 .':,., 	18190 	 0.121 
Petroleum Refineries 	 -,-.) 

	

c_e_ 	20650 	 0.107 
Res. Construction 	 21 	13184 	 0.159 
Non-res. Construction 	 21 	12697 	 0.165 
Mirs of Elect Indust Equi 	 19 	1926 	 0.987 
Advertising Services 	 18 	 794 	 2.267 
Iron em Steel Industry 	 16 	6979 	 0.229 
Metal Stamp. Press em Co. 	 16 	7520 	 0.455 
Other Chem. Industries 	 16 	2027 	 0.791 
Slaughtering & Meat Proc 	 15 	7579 	 0.198 
Clothing Industries 	 15 	4157 	 0.361 
Services Incidental to M 	 14 	3733 	 0.375 
Plastic Fabricators 	 14 	2507 	 0.558 
Road & Hwy Constructign 	 14 	3247 	 0.431 
Pipeline Transport 	 14 	2091 	 0.67 
Gas Distribution 	 14 	1100 	 1.273 
Other Personal Services 	 14 	1454 	 0.963 
Misc. Food Industries 	 13 	-,,,.., 

	

„:4:-.Jc. 	 0.4 
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Smelting & Refining 	 13 	6231 	 0.209 
Scientific & Prof. Equip. 	13 	1496 	 0.869 
Sawmills 	 12 	5088 	 0.236 
Repair Construction 	 12 	9668 	 0.124 
Office & Store Machinery 	 11 	1400 	 0.786 
Dairy Factories 	 10 	4820 	 0.207 
Other Rubber Indust 	 10 	2136 	 0.468 
Sashing, Door & Planing 	 10 	1775 	 0.563 
Paper Box & Bag Mfr 	 10 	2313 	 0.472 
Misc Metal Fabricating 	 10 	1608 	 0.622 
Shipbldg & Repair 	 10 	1101 	 0.908 
Plast. & Synth. Mfrs. 	 10 	 956 	 1.046 
Gas & Oil Facility Constr 	 10 	7954 	 0.126 
Misc Electr Products Mfrs 	9 	1214 	 0-741 
Pharm. & Medic. Mfrs. 	 9 	1401 	 0.642 
Feed Mgrs. 	 8 	2563 	 0.312 
Other Paper Converters 	 8 	1557 	 0.514 
Motor Veh Pts & Access 	 8 	4446 	 Ô.18 
Electric Power 	 8 	10181 	 0.079 
Forestry 	 7 	4584 	 0.153 
Oramental & Arch Metal 	 7 	1191 	 0.588 
Agricultural Implement I 	 7 	1409 	 0.497 
Major Appliances Elect. & 	 7 	 901 	 0.777 
Dams & Irrigation Project 	 7 	4716 	 0.148 
Other Engineering Constr. 	 7 	4645 	 0.151 
Construction - other 	 7 	 358 	 1.955 
Storage 	 7 	 828 	 0.845 
Fish Products Industries 	 6 	1764 	 0.74 
Fruit & Vegetable Process 	6 	1758 	 0.741 
Fabricated Struct Metal 	 6 	1444 	 0.416 
Hardware Tool & Cutlery 	 6 	1045 	 0 •574 
Mfrs of Electr Wire & Cab 	 6 	1339 	 0.448 
Paint & Varnish Mfrs. 	 6 	 817 	 0.774 
Taxicab Operations 	 6 	 732 	 0.82 
Post Office 	 6 	1514 	 0.396 
Base Metal & Other 	 ,J 	 3655 	 0.137 
Soft Drink Mfg. 	 5 	1326 	 0.377 
Breweries 	 5 	1449 	 0.745 
Synthetic Textile Mill 	 = 

	

 1323 	 0.378 
Household Furniture Indu 	 5 	1447 	 • 0.346 
Aluminum Rolling & Extru 	 5 	 727 	 0.688 
Wire & Wire Products Mfg 	 5 	1542 	 0.324 
Toilet Prep. Mfrs. 	 . 

	

 613 	 0.816 
Misc. Mfg. Industries 	 5 	 689 	 0.726 
Iron Mines - 	 4 	1873 	 0.214 
Bakeries 	 4 	1401 	 0.286 

• Distilleries 	 4 	 690 	 0.58 
Carpet Mat & Aùg 	 4 	 659 	 0.607 
Misc Textile 	 4 	1388 	 0.288 
Office Furniture 	 4 	 510 	 0.784 
Boiler & Plate Works 	 4 	 829 	 0.483 
Machiné Shops 	 4 	 700 	 0.571 
Truck Body & Trailer-Mfrs 	4 	1002 	 0.399 
Radio & Telev Receivers 	 4 	 461 	 0.868 
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Concrete Products 
Glass & Gl. Products 
Urban Transit Systems 
Education & Related Servi 
Motion Picture Theatres 
Laundries & Cleaners 
Misc. Repair & Maintenanc 
Coal Mines 
Flour & Breakfast Cereal 
Confectionery Mfrs. 
Tobacco Products Mfrs. 
Shoe Factories 
Other Knitting Mills 
Other Furniture 
Steel Pipe & Tube Mills 
Heating Equipment Mfrs 
Misc Transp. Equip 
Cement Mfrs 
Ready Mix Concrete 
Other Non-Metallic Produc 
Soap & Cleanin. Mfrs. 
Sporting Goods & Toy Indu 
Other Non-Metal Mines 
Poultry Processors 
Sugar Refineries 
Vegetable Oil Mills 
Small Leather Goods Mfr 
Cotton Yarn & Cloth Mill 
Veneer & Plywood Mills 
Misc Wood Industries 
Engraving & Stereotyping 
Iron Foundries 
Copper & Alloy Rolling 
Metal Casting & Extruding 
Comm Refrig & Air Cond. 
RR Rolling Stock 
Small Electrical Applianc 
Clay Products 
Jewelry & Silverware Mfrs 
Linoleum & Coated Fabric 
Signs & Displays Industri 
Bus Transport -Interurban 
Photography 
Fishing, Hunting & Trappi 
Uranium Mines 
Asbestos Mines 
Salt Mines 
Quarries & Sand Pits 
Biscuit Mfgrs. 
Wineries 
Rubber Footwear Mfrs 
Leather- Tanneries 
Wool, Yarn & Cloth Mill 
Canvas Products 

4 	 656 	 0.61 
4 	 817 	 0.49 
4 	 737 	 0.543 
4 	 894 	 0.447 
4 	 81: 	 0.492 
4 	 920 	 0.43 
4 	1290 	 0.31 
3 	 912 	 0.329 
- _. 	1155 	 0.26 
; 	 916 	 0.728 
, 	1077 	 0.279 
3 	 722 	 0.416 
3 	 785 	 0.:82 
7 	 794 	 0.:78 
,  I  

	

389 	 0.771 
3 	 279 	 0.792 
3 	 711 	 0.422 
: 	1120 	 0.268 
, 745 	 0.407 
7 	 983 	 0.:05 
, 	 781 	 0.384 
2 	1279 	 0.156 
2 	1124 	 0.178 
4_ " 	 851 	 0. 235 
, 862 	 0.23" .-.. 
2 	 268 	 0.746 
, 4. 	 789 	 0.257 
, 4: 	 847 	 0.236 
, 4_ 	 574 	 0.348 
, 	 :84 	 0.521 4_ 
4. , 	 537 	 0.372 
, 596 	 0.336 4. 
, 4.: 	 560 	 0.357 
2 	 -,..,,, 

	

.)4...,_ 	 0.621 
4.. , 	1127 	 0.177 
4_ -, 	 424 	 0.472 
, 212 	 0.943 4: 
2 	 691 	 0.289 
2 	 249 	 0.803 
2 	 336 	 0.595 
, 4: 	 260 	 0.769 

4. -, 	 439 	 0.456 
1 	 915 	 0.109 

1 	 832 	 0.12 
1 	598 	 0.167 
1 	132 	 0.758 
1 	336 	 0.298 
1 	450 	 0.222 
1 	152 	 0.658 
1 	 83 	 1.205 
1 	208 	 0.481 
1 	237 	 0.422 
1 	104 	 0.962 
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AVERAGE WEIGHI'ED BY 
INDUSTRY SIM: 

Hosiery Mills 
Wooden Box Factories 
Asphalt ex Related Prod 
Battery  Mirs  
Lime Mfrs 
Refractories Mfrs 
Abrasives Mfrs. 
Other Petrol. & Coal Prod 
Mixed Fertilizers Mfrs. 
Broom, Brush & Mop Indüst 
Rwy., Tel & Tel Constr. 
Water ee Other Utilities 
Hospitals 
Gold Mines 
Gypsum Mines 
Leaf Tobacco Process 
Leather Glove Factories 
Fibre Preparing Mills 
Thread Mills 
Cordage & Twine 
Narrow Fabric Mills 
Pressed & Punched Felt 
Textile Dying ee Finishing 
Cotton & Jute Bags 
Coffin & Casket Industry 
Electric Lamp & Shade 
Stone Products 
Hwy. & Bridge Maintenance 
Owner Occupied Dwellings 
Govt. Royalties on Nat. R 
Operating Supplies 
Office Supplies 
Cafeteria Requ 
Transport Margins 
Lab Supplies 
Travel & Entertainment 
AdVertising & Promotion 
Machinery Repair  Service  

1 	 215 
1 	 207 
1 	 272 
1 	 304 
1 	 133 
1 	 118 

194 
1 	 139 
J. 	 236 
1 	 93 
1 	1415 
1 	 408 
1 	 210 
O 720 

50 
O 367 
O 40 
O 13 
O 64 
O 31 
O 83 

49 
O 136 
O 62 
O 34 
O 71 
O 68 
O 162 
O 21077 
0 
O 9074 
O 3237 
O 1258 
O 10935 
O 1049 
O 6194 
O 5189 
O 3723 

0.465 
0.483 
0.368 
0.329 
0.752 
0.847 
0.515 
0.719 
0.424 
1.075 
0.071 
0.245 
0.476 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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Telephone & 
Telegraph 
Eàpenditure 

Total 
Eàpenditurei 

($  millions) 

% Total Eàpendi-
tures devoted to 
mélephone and 
Telegraph 

Industry 

TABLE A.2 
Eàpenditures by Canadian Industries on Telephone and 

Telegraph Services, Banked by Percentage (1981) 
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Radio & TV Broadcasting 
Health Services 
Banks & Credit Unions 
Rwy Transport 
Misc. Services to Busines 
Advertising Services 
Wholesale Trade 
Other Fin. Ins. ee Real Es 
Construction - other 
Insurance 
Truck Transport 
Water Transport 
Communication Industries 
Services Incidental to Tr 
Gas Distribution 
Rubber Footwear Mfrs 
Prof. Services to Busines 
Retail Trade 
Air Transport 
Broom, Brush & Mop Indust 
Plast. & Synth. Mirs.  
Mirs of Elect Indust Equi 
Other Recreat Services 
Other Personal Services 
Canvas Products 
Clay Products 
Printing & Publishing 
Aircraft & Parts Mirs  
Shipbldg & Repair 
Accommodation & Food Serv 
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIP 
Scientific ex Prof. Equip. 
Radio ee Telev Receivers 
Refractories Mirs  
Storage 
Taxicab Operations 
Toilet Prep..Mfrs. 
Linoleum & boated Fabric 
Misc Transp. Equip 
Other Chem. Industries 
Industrial Chem.  Mirs.  
Office & Store Machinery 
Office Furniture 

	

87 	1676 	 5.191 

	

209 	7082 	 2.951 

	

201 	7078 	 2.84 

	

148 	5554 	 2.665 

	

191 	8087 	 2.767 

	

18 	 794 	 2.267 

	

461 	22701 	 2.067 
,e-, 

	

,J,J.J 	27707 	 2.033 

	

7 	 358 	 1.955 

	

81 	4691 	 1.727 

	

172 	7906 	 1.67 

	

40 	2770 	 1.444 

	

106 	7930 	 1.377 

	

26 	1951 	 1.333 

	

14 	1100 	 1.277 

	

1 	 87 	 1.205 

	

87 	7227 	 1.204 

	

775 	28560 	 1.17: 

	

56 	4857 	 1.157 

	

1 	 97 	 1.075 

	

10 	 956 	 1.046 

	

19 	1926 	 0.987 

	

24 	2437 	 0.985 

	

14 	1454 	 0.967 

	

1 	 104 	 0.962 

	

e_ 	 212 	 0.94: 

	

58 	6189 	 0.977 

	

26 	2819 	 0.922 

	

10 	1101 	 0.908 

	

12: 	17872 	 0.889 
,- 

	

4. , 	3052 	 0.885 

	

17 	1496 	 0.869 

	

4 	 461 	 0.868 

	

1 	 110 	 0.847 

	

7 	 828 	 0.845 

	

6 	 772 	 0.82 

	

-, 	 617 	 0.816 
, 

	

c. 	 249 	 0.807 

	

7 	 779 	 0.792 

	

16 	2027 	 0.791 

	

42 	...--= 

	

.J......,J 	 0.787 

	

11 	1400 	 0.786 

	

4 	 510 	 0.784 
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Major Appliances Elect. & 	 7 	 901 	 0.777 
Heating Equipment Mfrs 	 7 	 389 	 0.771 
Bus Transport-Interurban 	2 	 260 	 0.769 
Salt Mines 	 1 	 132 	 0.758 
Lime Mfrs 	 1 	 133 	 0.752 
Small Leather Goods Mfr 	 - 	 268 	 0.746 
Mis: Electr Products Mfrs 	9 	1214 	 0.741 
Paint & Varnish  Mirs. 	 6 	,B17 	 0.734 
Misc. Mfg. Industries 	 5 	 689 	 0.726 
Other Petrol. & Coal Prod 	 1 	 139 	 0.719 
Aluminum Rolling & Extru 	 5 	 727 	 0.688 
Pipeline Transport 	 14 	2091 	 0.67 
Wineries 	 1 	 152 	 0.658 
Pharm. & Medic. Mfrs. 	 9 	1401 	 0.642 
Misc Metal Fabricating 	 10 	1608 	 0.622 
Comm Refrig & Air Cond. 	 c 

	

 322 	 0.621 
Concrete Products 	 4 	 656 	 0.61 
Carpet Mat & Rug 	 4 	 à59 	 0.607 
Signs & Displays Industri 	 , 

	

 336 	 0.595 
Oramental & Arch Metal 	 7 	1191 	 0.588 
Misc Machinery & Equip 	 75 	5966 	 0.587 
Distilleries 	 4 	 690 	 0.58 
Hardware Tool & Cutlery 	 6 	1045 	 0.574 
Machine Shops 	 4 	 700 	 0.571 
Sashing, Door & Planing 	 10 	1775 	 0.563 
Plastic Fabricators 	 14 	2507 	 0.358 
Urban Transit Systems 	 4 	 737 	 0.543 
Engraving & StEreotyping 	 2 	 384 	 0.521 
Abrasives Mfrs. 	 1 	 194 	 0.515 
Other Paper Converters 	 8 	1557 	 0.514 
Agricultural Implement I 	 7 	1409 	 0.497 
Motion Picture Theatres 	 4 	 813 	 0.492 
Glass & Gl. Products 	 4 	 817 	 0.49 
Wooden Box Factories 	 1 	 207 	 0.483 
Boiler & Plate Works 	 4 	 829 	 0.483 
Leather Tanneries 	 :1 	 208 	 0.481 
Hospitals 	 1 	 210 	 0.476 
Small Electrical Applianc 	 'I+ c... 	 424 	 0.472 
Other Rubber Indust 	 10 	2136 	 0.468 
Hosiery Mills 	 1 	 215 	 0.465 
Photography 	 ,-) ..2 	 439 	 0.456 
Metal Stamp. Press & Co. 	 16 	3520 	 0.455 
Mirs  of Electr Wire ee Cab 	 6 	1339 	 0.448 
Education & Related Servi 	 4 	 894 	 0.447 
Paper Box & Bag  Mir 	 10 	2313 	 0.432 
Road & Hwy Construction 	 14 	3247 	 0.431 
Laundries ge Cleaners 	 4 	 930 	 0.43 
Mixed Fertilizers  Mirs. 	 1 	 236 	 0.424 
Cement  Mirs 	 à 	 711 	 0.422 
Wool, Yarn ee Cloth Mill 	 1 	 237 	 0.422 
Fabricated Struct Metal 	 6 	1444 	 -0.416 
Shoe Faqtories 	 7 , 	 722 	 0.416 
Other Non-Metallic Produc 	 3 	 745 	 0.403 
Misc. Food Industries 	 13 	3252 	 0.4 



Truck Body & Trailer Mfrs 
Post Office 
Agriculture 
Sporting Goods & Toy Indu 
Other Knitting Mills 
Synthetic Textile Mill 
Other Furniture 
Soft Drink Mfg. 
Services Incidental to M 
Iron Foundries 
Asphalt & Related Prod 
Clothing Industries 
Metal Casting & Extruding 
Misc Wood Industries 
Household Furniture Indu 
Breweries 
Fruit & Vegetable Process 
Fish Products Industries 
Copper 	Alloy Rolling 
Coal Mines 
Battery Mfrs 
Confectionery Mfrs. 
Wire & Wire Products Mfg 
Feed Mfgrs. 
Misc. Repair & Maintenanc 
Soap 	Cleanin. Mfrs. 
Quarries & Sand Pits 
Jewelry & Silverware  Mirs 

 Misc Textile 
Bakeries 
Tobacco Products Mfrs. 
Ready Mix Concrete 
Flour & Breakfast Cereal 
Cotton Yarn & Cloth Mill 
Water & Other Utilities 
Veneer & Plywood Mills 
Sawmills 
Sugar Refineries 
Vegetable Oil Mills 
Iron & Steel Industry 
Steel Pipe & Tube Mills 
Motor Vehicle Mfrs 
Biscuit Mfgrs. 
Iron Mines 
Smelting & Refining 
Dairy Factories 
Pulp & Paper 
Slaughtering•& Meat  Froc 
Motor Veh Pts & cces 
Poultry Processors 
RR Rolling Stock 
Asbestos Mines 
Non-res. Construction 
Res. Construction 

	

4 	1002 	 0.399 

	

6 	1514 	 0..396 

	

70 	18204 	 0.385 

	

3 	 781 	 0.384 
- 

	

,.. 	 785 	 0.382 
e 

	

 1723 	 0.378 - 

	

, 	 794 	 0.378 

	

= 	1726 	 0.377 ,J 

	

14 	3733 	 0.775 
.---.7 

	

. 	 ,J,.., , 	 0.772 

	

1 	 272 	 0.368 

	

15 	4157 	 0.761 

	

e 	 560 	 0.357 

	

2 	 574 	 0.348 
' 1447 	 0.346 ,J 

	

' 	1449 	 0.345 ,J 

	

6 	1758 	 0.741 

	

6 	1764 	 0.34 

	

2 	 596 	 0.2:36 - 

	

, 	 912 	 0.729 

	

1 	 304 	 0.729 

	

7 	 916 	 0 -328 

	

5 	1542 	 0.724 

	

8 	2567 	 0.312 

	

4 	1290 	 0.71 
- 98: 	 0.705 

	

1 	 776 	 0.298 
- 691 	 0.289 

	

4 	1788 	 0.288 

	

4 	1401 	 0.286 

	

3 	1077 	 0.279 

	

7 	1120 	 0.260 
- 1155 	 0.26 
, 789 	 0.257 

	

1 	 408 	 0.215 

	

2 	 847 	 0.2-_,6 

	

12 	5088 	 0.236 

	

,._ , 	 951 	 0.275 

	

2 	 862 	 0. 272 

	

16 	6979 	 0.229 

	

7 	1:77 	 0.224 

	

.0 	11600 	 0.224 

	

1 	 450 	 0.222 

	

4 	187: 	 0.211 

	

1: 	62:1 	 0.209 

	

10 	4820 	 0.207 

	

24 	11824 	 0.20: 

	

15 	7579 	 0.198 

	

8 	4446 	 0.18 

	

2 	1124 	 0.178 

	

2 	1127 	 0.177 

	

1 	 598 	 0.167 

	

21 	12697 	 0.165 

	

21 	1:184 	 0.159 
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Other Non-Metal Mines
Forestry
Other Engineering Constr.
Dams & Irrigation Project
Base Metal & Other
Gas & Oil Facility Constr
Repair Construction
Petroleum & Gas Wells
Uranium Mines
Fishing, Hunting & Trappi
Petroleum Refineries
Electric Power,
Rwy., Tel & Tel Constr.
Gold Mines
Gypsum Mines
Leaf Tobacco Process
Leather Glove Factories
Fibre Preparing Mi l ls
Thread Mills
Cordage & Twine
Nar•row Fabric Mills
F'r•essed & Punched Fel•l.
Textile Dying & Finishing
Cotton & Jute Bage_.
Coffin & CasE::et Industry
Electric Lamp & Shade
Stone Products
Hwy. & Bridge Maintenance
Owner Occupied Dwellings
Govt. Royalties on Nat. R
Operating Supplies
Office Supplies
Cafeteria Ftequ
Transport Margins
Lab Supplies
Travel & Entertainment
Advertising & Promotion
Machinery Repair Service

SCM

^GE ^TID BY
INDUSTRY SIZE:

2 1279
7 4584
7 4645
7 4716
J 3655

10 7954
1G 9668
22 18190

1 832
1 915

22 20650
8 10181
1 1415
0 720
0 50
0 367
0 40
0 13
C^ 64
C> 31
0 87,
C) 49
0 136
0 62
0 34
0 71

68
0 162
Cf 21077
0 5257,

i ► 9074
0 3237
0 1 258
0 10935
0 1049
0 6194
0 5189
C> 3723

3987 563151
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8.1 	Introduction 

This dhapter considers the impact of changes in the level of long-

distance and local rates on (1) macroeconomic indicators sudh as Gross National 

Product (GNP) and tax revenues, and (2) consumer surplus. As background to this 

discussion, the chapter first revie%s the cagoing debate as to the appropriate 

costing and Fricing of telecommunication services. Both sides of the debate are 

presented and its relationship to measuring the impact of changes in 

long-distance and local rates is considered. 

8.2 The Costing and Pricing of Telecœnunication Services  

The question of how best to calculate the costs of providing 

telecommunication services is one that bas been the subject of lengthy and 

extensive discussion. This results fram a number of factors, including the fact 

that several different services are often provided using the same capital and 

labour inputs, and various definitions of "costs" exist. Furthermore, costing 

information may be sought for a variety of purposes and the information relevant 

to one purpose may differ fram that considered relevant to another. Insofar as, 

for the Furposes of this analysis at least, costing information is primarily 

relevant to an assessment of the pricing of telecommunication services, the types 

of costing information required will depend  on at  criteria are to be used in 

that assessment. 

In the view of mainstream economists, the normative function of prices 

is to send signals to producers as to how mudh of a product to produce and to 

allocate output among consumers based on the value attached by them to different 

goods. According to this viewpoint, setting the price cf a good equal to its 

marginal cost ensures that additional units of a good are produced if and only 

when the value of that unit is at least as great as the value of the inputs used 

in its production. Where prices are established in excess of marginal cost 

consumption is discouraged, even where the value attadhed to additional 

production exceeds its cost. Conversely, where prices are set below marginal 

cost, excessive consumption is encouraged. In this way the net value of 

society's output is maximized as a result of marginal-cost pricing. 
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Opponents cf this view dispute it on several grounds. First, they 

argue that prices should be established to allocate goods and services based on 

criteria other than just economic efficiency. They contend, for instance, that 

the notion of economic efficiency is overly  narra, and that prices for same 

services should be lowered to ensure their availability to lowincome or other 
individuals or to promote their utilization. Countering this view, same 

economists argue that the price system Should not be used to promote sudh 

non-econamic goals, but that the governmental tax and expenditure system is more 

appropriate to promote these other ends. 

Secondly, critics argue that for same goods, use by one group of 
individuals creates value for others (called "externalities") and in these 
circumstances economically efficient pricing requires that the price of sudh 
goods be set below marginal cost. While traditional economists often accept this 

proposition as theoretically correct, they tend to doubt the widespread existence 

cf externalities of any significant magnitude. 

Thirdly, opponents of the traditional view argue that in industries 

without constant unit costs, marginal-cost pricing will lead to excessive profits 

or losses and, in the case of regulated utilities, pricing on the basis of 

forward-looking costs for all services would be unlikely to yield revenues equal 
to the revenue requirement calculated by the regulator (generally on an 

embedded-cost basis). Economists usually allow for this difficulty but maintain 

-- employing a theory known as "Ramsey pricing" -- that where marginal-cost 

pricing cannot be employed, economic efficiency will be promoted if deviations 

fram marginal-cost pricing are least for those goods and services for which 

consumer demand is most price elastic. Finally, critics of marginal-cost pricing 

maintain that the concept is  rot  operational and Should be ignored on the basis 

cf the practical difficulties inherent in calculating sudh costs. 

With regard to the costing and pricing of telecommunication services, 

certain of these issues have been more fully recognized and debated than others. 

One widely held view is that of Alfred Kahn, 1  an internationally recognized 

economist in the area of regulatory theory. He argues that inefficiencies in 

existing telecommunications pricing policies fall into three categories, namely: 

1. Rates are averaged with respect to sudh factors as geography. 



2. The long-distance network is underutilized, while the local network is 

overutilized. 

3. Flat-rate local service results in excessive local calling as measured 

by the number of calls placed, the value cf whidh is less than the 

costs Imposed by those calls on society. *  

Dealing with eadh of the above in turn, the first suggests that rate 

averaging will result in rates in specific locations or for specific users that 

differ fram underlying costs and thus lessen economic efficiency. The second 

suggests that long-distance service is overpriced While local service is 

underpriced, and that this inhibits the use of long-distance service and may even 

result in excessive use of local service. The third suggests that within the 

local rate structure, the failure to charge for local usage may lead to excessive 

local calling. Kahn suggests that an efficient telecommunications pricing system 

would charge eadh user a two-part tariff: The first part would be a fixed Charge 

to recover the non-traffic sensitive costs associated with connecting the cus-

tamer to the existing system. Such a charge would vary among customers depending 

upon, for instance, their location. The second part would vary with network 

usage and would reflect such factors as duration cf the call and time cf day. 

A countervailing view is held by Ben Johnson. 3  He argues that 

because non-traffic sensitive costs are used to provide long-distance and local 

service, they should be recovered fram both of these services. Secondly, be 

maintains that a "policy of recovering costs fram those who cause them is 

meaningful only in the context of marginal costs,"4  and that most non-traffic 

sensitive costs cannot be avoided by alternative courses of action and thus 

should be considered fixed. He further argues that a Ramsey price approach, 

whereby long-distance rates are set at or near marginal costs while local rates 

are set 941) as to recover any residual revenue requirement (on the basis that the 

demand for local service is relatively more inelastic than long-distance), is a 

patently one-sided approach. He also contends that marginal costs, in both the 

short and long run, are far less than the conventional wisdcm would indicate. 

* With regard to Kahn's  positon on measured-rate local pricing, a recent Rand 
Corporation research report concluded that measured-rate pricing of local 
telephone calls is likely to be somewhat less efficient than traditional 
flat-rate pricing. 
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Finally, he suggests that the connection of individuals to the network confers an 

externality on others and thus justifies, even on economic efficiency grounds, 

the provision of local service at prices below marginal costs. 

A, variety of approaches have been recommended by those who do not 

support Kahn's view and prefer instead the traditional approaCh of recovering 

se  access costs front long-distance services. These include the Idaho Public 

Utilities Cammission's 5  finding in case No.U-1500-153 that 50 per cent of 

access costs should be recovered from local services, with 25 per cent being 

recovered from each of inter- and intra-state long-distance services.* TAihile the 

implications of such an approach being adopted in Canada cannot at this time be 

estimated with precision, the modified five-way split cost evidence of Bell 

Canada and British Columbia Telephone would indicate that, in their case, less 

than one-third of access costs are currently being recovered through local 

service rates. Some questions remain, however, as to the accuracy of such 

estimates. 

In view of the magnitude and controversial nature of these issues, no 

attempt has been made to resolve them in this examination. Still, in assessing 

the consumer surplus and macroeconamic impact estimates contained in this 

chapter, certain points raised in the debate may be noted. In particular, it 

should be realized that neither the consumer surplus nor the macroeconomic impact 

calculations speak to non-econamic issues such as those discussed in Chapter 4. 

Furthermore, these studies are based on gpecific assumptions as to marginal costs 

concerning which it has been noted that considerable disagreement exists. In the 

absence of fuller knowledge as to the reasonableness of such assumptions, the 

specific estimates produced by these studies must be viewed with caution. 

8.3 	Macroeconomic Impacts of Changes to long-Distance and Local Rates  

This section presents the results of a number of studies that have been 

undertaken to assess the macroeconomic impact of specified telecommunications 

price changes. The models utilized in these studies trace through the effects of 

such price changes by examining their impact on business and consumer demands for 

telecommunications and other services, including those for which telecammunica- 

* In the case of inter state service, the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC) recovers a portion of such costs assigned to long-distance service 
through an end-user charge that is conceptually equivalent to a flat monthly 
local rate surcharge. 
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tions is a cost imput and whose prices wnuld be affected by changing

telecarnrnanication costs.

Altered demand in response to price changes has an impact on other

econcmic variables as well, such as employment levels and interest rates. The

models used in the studies considered here incorporate detailed specifications of

the relationships among these econamic variables. The accuracy of estimates

obtained from such models will, of course, depend on the accuracy with which

these relationships are specified and the size of the initial price changes

considered.

Macroeconcmic calculations of the effect of changes in tele-

ccamunications rate structures differ according to whether a requirement is

imposed that the changes be self-financing. The Marton study6 and the

D.A. Ford study7 are examples of studies that do not impose such a requirenent.

In the other studies presented in this section, however, the initial set of price

changes involve long-distance rate reductions which are offset by local or other

rate increases, themselves having a macroeconanic impact and which are necessary

to ensure no change in telephone ecmpany profitability. A brief overview of some
of these studies is provided below.

Wharton study (1984)

This study provides an evaluation of the macroeeoncmic implications in

the United States of reduced long-distance rates arising fran deregulation. The
findings of the study were that, assuming a 10 per cent reduction in

long-distance prices, real US Gross National Product (GNP) over the 1984 to 1993

period Would increase by $71 billion;* employment would increase by 400 000;

the price index would fall by 1..3 per cent by 1993; the cumulative increase in

net real merchandise exports would be $6.7 billion; real personal disposable

inccme would increase by as much as $43.8 billion; real consumer spending on

telecamnunications vould increase by $4.2 billion; real fixed business investment

Would increase by $11.1 billion; and the US federal debt wnuld fall by

$10.3 billion. For larger and smaller long-distance price cuts, the general

conclusion reached was that changes in econcrnic indicators would move more than

Proportionately with increases in the size of the price cut.

* All dollar amounts in the Marton study are expressed in 1972 US dollars.



Informetrica study (1984) 

A 1984 study by Informetrica assessed the macroeconomic effects on the 

Canadian economy of Bell 's  proposed rate rebalancing plan. 8  That plan would 

entail raising local rates by in excess of 100 per cent, and decreasing 
long-distance rates by more than 50 per cent over a five-year period from 1984 to 

1989. The study assumed that comparable rate changes  would transpire throughout 

all provinces aver the saine  time period. It estimated that such a rate 

rebalancing plan would result in a $2 billion annual increase in real GNP by 1989 

(1983 dollars). It also estimated that the average price of telecommunications 

would be 11 per cent lower by 1989 -- 10.3 per cent higher for residence and 

22 per cent lower or business service. The reduction in average price reflects 

the increased use of long-distance relative to local service that was expected to 

result. In addition, the study determined that the unemployment rate would 

decrease by 0.07 per cent; the consumer price index would fall by 0.2 per cent 

(with the effect of lower business costs outweighing higher residential 

telecommunication costs); and the government deficit would fall by $900 million 

because of lower interest rates, lower inflation and an increased tax base. 

Both the Wharton study and the Informetrica study were commissioned by 

telephone companies and relied upon assumptions provided by them as to marginal 

costs and demand elasticities. The direction of the results obtained flows from 

the assumptions that: (a) the elasticity of demand for long-distance service 

exceeds that for local service, (h) long-distance rates exceed marginal costs 

and, to a lesser extent, (c) local rates are less than the marginal cost of 

adding sdoscribers to the network. 

D.A. Fbrd  study using Infornetrica nodels (1986) 

An alternative study was undertaken by Informetrica on behalf of 

Fbrd and Associates and is discussed in Chapter 7. In that study, it was 

found that dhanging Canadian local and long-distance telecommunication rates peid  

by businesses to US levels would imply a reduction in average telecommunication 

rates and lead to increases of from 0.09 to 0.22 penr cent in annual gross 

national expenditures, decreases of approximately 0.1 per cent in the 

unemployment rate and decreases of from 0.2 to 0.4 per cent in the inflation 

rate. The provinces were expected to share in such gains, though not all to the 
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same extent. In interpreting the results, however, it should be noted that these 

estimates do not take into account negative effects on the econamy of the rate 

increases that would be necessary to offset the effect on telephone campany 

revenues of lower rates to business customers. The overall economic impact of a 

set of self-financing rate changes thus cannot be inferred fram the study. 

8.4 	Impact of Long-Distance and Local Rate Changes on Consumer Surplus  

Consumer surplus is defined by econamists as the difference between the 

price that consumers would be willing to pay for a service and the amount they 

actually do pay for that service. The resulting change in the amount of total 

consumer surplus is a masure  of the change in value to society resulting from a 

change in prices such as those for long-distance and local telephone services. 

Reductions in long-distance rates result in increased consumer surplus, while 

increases in local rates result in decreased consumer surplus. For a given set 

of rate changes, provided the increase in consumer surplus exceeds the decrease 

in consumer surplus, a net economic benefit accrues to society as a whole. 

Were long-distance rates to decline, the consumer surplus fram long-

distance service would increase, for two reasons: First, users would pay less 
for their existing volume of long-distance calling. Second, they would likely 

make additional long-distance calls, the perceived value of which would be less 

than the former rate but above the new rate. Increases in local rates to offset 

the impact on revenues of long-distance rate decreases would result in decreases 

to consumer surplus, fully or partially offsetting increases resulting from lower 

long-distance rates. The net effect would depend, of course, on the relative 

elasticity of demand for the two services. 

Peat, Marwick and Partners9  estimated the net benefits that would be 

derived by telephone subscribers as a result of changes in telephone service 

rates. The concept "consumer surplus" was used as a measure of those net 

benefits. While it was assumed that local rate increases would be applied 

uniformly to both residence and business rates, the mcdel for estimating changes 

in consumer surplus was run separately for the residential and the business 

sectors. The model assumed that the changes in rates had been applied gradually 

from 1980 to 1982. *  

* The findings in the Peat Marwick study all relate to 1982. 
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Assumptions regarding the business sector included the following: 

(1) any accrued benefits would be passed on to consumers in the form of lower 

prices; and (2) no business stibscribers would completely drop off the system 

because of higher rates. Same would, however, reduce local usage by having fewer 

main lines. In view of the existence of flat-rate local pricing, the model 

assumed no change in local usage for residential consumers who did not drop 

telephone service. For bath  sectors, it estimated the increase in call minutes 

that would result from lower long-distance rates. 

The three scenarios examined by Peat Marwick involved across-the-board 

long-distance rate reductions of 10, 20 and 40 per cent, together with associated 

local rate increases. The main finding of the study was that the increase in 

consumer surplus caused by the reduction in average long-distance rates would, 

for each province and for Canada as a whole, be greater than the decline in 

consumer surplus caused by an accompanying increase in local rates. The 

explanation for this phenomenon was assumed to lie in the difference between the 

elasticity of demand for long-distance services, as compare with that for local 

services. In other words, the sensitivity of the demand for local service to 

changes in the price of local service was assumed to be lower than the 

sensitivity of the demand for long-distance service to changes in the price of 

that service. 

The study also concluded that the more radical the long-distance rate 

reductions, the higher the resultant gains in consumer surplus would be. The net 

gain in consumer surplus corresponding to a 40 per cent across-the-board 

long-distance rate reduction would be $0.69 billion across Canada for the year 

1982. The gains corresponding to 20 per cent and 10 per cent reductions would be 

$0.42 billion and $0.22 billion, respectively. 

The authors of the study argued that the general conclusions reached 

for 1982 would not change much in relative terms by 1990.  in  other words, 

although the study produced results for only one year, the authors felt that the 

information concerning the relative benefits derived from alternative scenarios 

for 1982 could be extrapolated to the future. 

For both the 40 per cent and the 20 per cent long-distance rate 

reduction scenarios, Peat Marwick found that consumer surplus gains would be 

highest for Ontario, followed by Quebec, British Columbia, Alberta, 

Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Nova Scotia, Nedfoundland and New Brunswick. The result 

was the same for the 10 per cent long-distance rate reduction scenario, with the 



exception that gains were greater for Nova Scotia than for Manitoba. The 

smallest impact was found to occur in New Brunswick, though this impact remained 

positive. 

While the model for estimating changes in consumer surplus was run 

separately for the residential and business sectors, and while the study 

presented the raw data representing the results of these two runs, it fell short 

of drawing explicit conclusions from the individual residential and business 

results. The study does, however, state that: 

Businesses are typically heayy users of long distance 
telephone services, accounting for bdice as much toll 
traffic per main line as residential subscribers in 
several provinces. 

Obviously a rebalancing of rates... will benefit the 
above-average users of toll services more than the 
below-average users. Businesses and in partiçgar 
large businesses, are in the former category. lu  

At the same time, data included in the study suggest that while the average 

business stands to gain more consumer surplus from a lowering of long-distance 

with an associated increase in local rates than the average residential 

subscriber, the aggregate residential sector stands to gain more than the 

aggregate business sector. This is presumably due to differences in the relative 

numbers cf subscribers in each sector. 

The study's overall conclusions were that a lowering of long-distance 

rates, with consequent local rate increases, would result not only in a 

significant net increase in the volume of services provided by the telephone 

companies. It would also increase consumer surplus for society as a whole. The 

specific quantitative conclusions arrived at reflect the authors' assumptions as 

to demand elasticities and their estimates of the marginal costs of service 

provision. 

Similar results were arrived at in the United States by the National 

Telecommunication and Information Administration (NTIA) in their comments in FCC 

CC Docket  80_286». 1  They concluded that an annual gain of $1.6 billion (in 
1981 US dollars) would be generated by shifting the recovery of all access to 

local rates. 
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Melvyn FUss and Leonard Waverman12 also investigated the welfare

aspects of Bell Canada's rate structure together with several alternative

-structures, for the years 1952-1978, using data drawn from the canpany's

financial accounts. They found that long-distance rates generally exceed their

marginal costs, while local service rates fall short of their marginal costs.

In fact, the Bell data suggested that the actual pricing structure is far from

either of the pricing schemes generally reputed to be "efficient" -- namely,

marginal-cost pricing for firms subject to constant return-to-scale and Ramsey

pricing, where returns to scale are not constant.

While equity considerations can dictate departures from efficient

pricing schanes, Fuss and Waverman maintained that the structure of Bell

Canada's prices was so inefficient that equity would have to imply social

welfare weights that were strongly daninated by local service users in order to

rationalize it. They also estimated the effects of alternative rate structures

on prices, outputs and marginal costs. The rate structures examined reflected

marginal-cost pricing and Ramsey pricing in accordance with the authors' cost and

demand estimates. Preliminary simulations indicated that marginal-cost pricing

would result in decreases of between 50 and 70 per cent in long-distance prices.

Even rmre extrane price and output changes were considered under Ramsey pricing.

Fuss and Waverman found that here the relative price variance between

long-distance and local services would have to change by about 800 per cent

(i.e. local increasing, long-distance decreasing).

The study then proceeded to examine what the required increase in

local service rates would be if long-distance rates, other than for private

lines, were reduced by 20 per cent and if Bell were allowed to earn the same

level of profits as before the rate change. It was estimated that a 15 per cent

increase in local rates would be required under these circunstances. Long-

distance output was found to increase by 35 per cent, whereas local service

output was found to decrease by 3 per cent. The fact that such a large increase

in long-distance output required only a small decrease in local service output

was taken as confirmation that total welfare would be improved by adjusting local

and long-distance rates closer to their marginal costs.
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8.5 	Conclusions  

This chapter has reviewed a number of issues related to the costing 

and pricing of telecommunication services and the overall economic impact of 

alternative rate structures. With respect to costing, it is apparent that there 

are a number of competing views as to the appropriateness of alternative costing 

methodologies. These disputes centre around the extent to which non-traffic 

sensitive costs should be recovered through rates for long-distance and local 

services. Also in dispute is the extent to Which non-economic factors should be 

considered in the costing process, and the operationality of certain economic 

concepts of costs. NO attempt has been made in the context of the current 

exercise to resolve these differences. 

The remainder of the chapter reviewed studies that estimate the 

macroeconomic impact, or the impact on consumer surplus, of alternative rating 

structures. While the specific results of the studies available to the 

examination should be considered with caution, these studies forecast that a 

lowering cf long-distance rates, together in some cases with offsetting local 

rate increases, would bring overall economic benefits. 
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9.0 Introduction

In Chapter 3, estimates are presented as to how local telephone rates

could increase as a result of decreases to long-distance rates. In this chapter,

those estimates, together with telephone company billing data, are used to

estimate how customer bills would likely be affected under various scenarios

involving changes to both local and long-distance rates. Estimates are first

given as to how, under such scenarios, average customer bills would be affected

and, secondly, respecting the anticipated distribution of billing increases and

decreases. In comparing these results with those of Chapter 3 it should be noted

that for certain expenditures different data sources were used and, consequently,

minor differences may exist in some of the output data.

9.1 Analysis of Average Ci.istaner Bills

Tables 9.1 and 9.2 provide estimates, for residential and business

customers, respectively, as to how average monthly customer bills would be

affected under the various scenarios considered in Chapter 3. However, for the

purpose of simplicity of presentation, results are given only for the following

assumptions: (a) that long-distance demand elasticity is -0.8, and (b) that the

impact of long-distance rate reductions is made up by equal percentage increases

to business and residence local rates.* Where possible, the results are provided

separately for rural and urban customers.

In the case of business customers, data were not available for all of

the provinces. It also should be noted that in some instances business bills are

stated on a "per custcmer" basis as opposed to a "per line" basis. Generally

speaking, single-line business customers would be small businesses, while larger

businesses would be private branch exchange (PBX) customers.

In interpreting the figures presented in this chapter, it is important

to keep in mind the fact that average bills were calculated on a strict reprice

basis, that is, based on applying rates under alternative scenarios to current
demand levels. If, for example, an average residential subscriber currently

spends $12 on local service and $18 on long-distance calling and if, under a new

scenario, local rates were to increase by 10 per cent, with long-distance rates

* Appendix A shows results for additional elasticity and rating scenarios.



TABLE 9.1 
EFFECT OF LONG-DISTANCE RATE CHANGES ON AVERAGE MONTHLY RESIDENCE BILL (19851 

(IN DOLLARS) 

	

RATE CHANGE SCENARIO** 	NFLD 	 P.E.I. 	NOVA SCOTIA 	NEW BRUNSWICK 	ONT/QUE. (BELL) 	MANITOBA 	SASK. 	ALBERTA 	B.C.  
URBAN 	RURAL 	UFtBAN 	RURAL 	URBAN 	RURAL 	URBAN 	RURAL 	 URBAN 	RURAL  

STATUS QUO 	 36.94 	30.93 	28.07 	33.15 	31.71 	32.81 	30.62 	28.87 	27.48 	22.24 	35.27 	39.22 	42.79 	33.89 

REDUCE INTER-CCMPANY 
RATES BY 	 10% 	37.06 	30.31 	27.90 	32.46 	31.60 	32.22 	30.72 	28.42 	26.83 	21.98 	35.68 	38.33 	42.85 	33.52 

30% 	38.42 	29.83 	28.27 	32.14 	31.98 	31.58 	31.59 	27.85 	25.73 	21.91 	35.09 	37.25 	43.72 	33.39 
50% 	41.35 	30.52 	29.66 	32.78 	33.23 	31.89 	33.55 	27.79 	24.94 	22.64 	35.50 	37.29 	45.83 	34.31 

FtEDUCE INTER/ INTRA- 

	

COMPANY RATES BY 20%/15% 	38.15 	30.08 	27.45 	32.09 	30.82 	31.44 	30.84 	27.43 	24.97 	21.79 	34.30 	37.76 	41.82 	33.24 

	

50%/20% 	42.28 	30.78 	29.06 	32.73 	32.15 	31.51 	33.42 	27.00 	23.29 	22.62 	34.29 	37.41 	44.09 	34.31 

• For NFLD Tel, Island Tel, MT&T and B.C.Tel, bill estimates are for 1986. 
" Local rate increases for these scenarios are as described inChapter 3. 



TABLE 9.2 
EFFECT OF LONG-DISTANCE RATE CHANGES ON AVERAGE MONTHLY BUSINESS BILL (19851 

(IN DOLLARS) 

RATE CHANGE SCENARIO "* 	 P.E. I. 	 NOVA SCOTIA 	NEW BRUNSWICK 	ONT/QUE. (BELL) 	ALBERTA  
SINGLE UNE 	PBX 	SINGLE UNE 	PBX 	SINGLE UNE 	PBX 	SINGLE UNE 	PBX 	SINGLE UNE 	PBX  

STA7US QUO 	 68.18 	145.00 	64.07 	182.00 	96.73 	836.00 	149.00 	4956.00 	66.55 	713.00 

REDUCE 14TERCONPANY 
RA7ES BY 	 10% 	68.46 	147.00 	64.57 	181.00 	95.81 	815.00 	146.00 	4868.00 	66.93 	693.00 

30% 	71.17 	157.00 	66.89 	184.00 	95.68 	785.00 	144.00 	4713.00 	69.32 	661.00 
50% 	77.04 	174.00 	72.11 	192.00 	98.60 	774.00 	145.00 	4599.00 	74.39 	641.00 

REDUCE INTERINTRA- 
COMPANY RATES BY 20%/15% 	69.32 	151.00 	65.27 	179.00 	94.10 	781.00 	142.00 	4483.00 	68.39 	651.00 

50%/20% 	77.08 	174.00 	71.88 	189.00 	97.09 	753.00 	142.00 	4097.00 	75.17 	609.00 

For Island Tel and MT&T. estimates are for 1986. Additionally, in interpreting the data in this table, it should be noted that for some companies 
data are presented on a per-line basis, while for others they are presented on a per-customer basis. 

" Local rate increases for these scenarios are as described inehapter 3. 
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falling by 10 per cent, the reprice bill would show local expenditures of $13.20 

and long-distance expenditures of $16.20. In other words, the reprice bill would 

'not include additional expenditures occasioned by increased demand due to dhanged 

rates. It would, however, be reasonable to expect that, While the converse need 

not be true, if the reprice bill were lower than the current bill the customer 

would prefer the reprice rates. 

The results of this analysis Show that  for  residence customers, under 

most scenarios average bills would not be altered dramatically in the majority of 

provinces -- with sotie showing small decreases and others Showing small 

increases. Sudh increases are largest in the case of Newfoundland and for some 

rural stibscrïbers, although savings would accrue bo rural stibscribers in Ontario 

and Quebec. 

For business stibscribers, single-line customers would experience 

relatively small increases in same provinces and small decreases in others. For 

PBX customers, there would be bill increases in Nova Scotia and PEI, with bill 

decreases in Alberta, Néw Brunswick, Ontario and Québec. (These results are 

reproduced in graphic form in Figures 9.1 to 9.5.) 
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FIGURE 9.2 
EFFECT OF LONG-DISTANCE (TOLL) 
RATE CHANGES ON AVERAGE SUBSCRIBER 
BILL (NOVA SCOTIA 1986) 
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FIGURE 9.3 
EFFECT OF LONG-DISTANCE (TOLL) 
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FIGURE 9.4 
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9.2 Distribution of CUstamer Bills 

• 	The results presented above provide information as to how average 

custamer bills would likely be altered under various rate change scenarios. 

Estimates were also made, by province, for each rate change scenario and applying 

the same assumptions as those mentioned in section 9.1, as to the distribution of 

residential monthly bill increases and decreases. These estimates, which are 

presented in detail in Appendix B, were made using telephone campany data with 

regard to existing bill distributions, relying occasionally on same statistical 

interpolations fram the data. In general, the estimates show that, even where a 

set of rate Changes would lead to average bill decreases, a small majority of 

customers would experience small bill increases. A slight minority of customers, 

correspondingly, would experience someWhat larger decreases. Mnportantly, 

however, the results differ significantly among provinces. 
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TABLE A.1 
EFFECT OF LONG-DISTANCE (TOLL) RATE CHANGES ON AVERAGE MONTHLY SUBSCRIBER BILL - P.E.I. 1986 

(IN DOLLARS) 

RESIDENTIAL URBAN 	 RESIDENTIAL RURAL 	 BUSINE,SS SINGLE LINE 	 BUSINESS PBX 

LOCAL 	MU. 	TOTAL 	LOCAL 	TOLL 	TOTAL 	LOCAL 	TOU_ 	 TOTAL 	LOCAL 	TOLL 	TOTAL  

STATUS CUD 	 11.96 	18.87 	30.93 	10.71 	17.36 	28.07 	32.73 	35.45 	68.18 	78 	67 	145 

P.E...-.8 (NOTE 1) 
REDUCE INTER-TOLL BY 1 	12.85 	17.46 	30.31 	11.50 	16.40 	27.90 	35.15 	33.31 	68.46 	84 	63 	147 

30 	15.40 	14.43 	29.83 	13.79 	14.48 	28.27 	42.15 	29.02 	71.17 	101 	56 	157 
19.11 	11.41 	30.52 	17.11 	12.55 	29.66 	52.30 	24.74 	77.04 	125 	49 	174 

REDUCEINTER-TOLL BY 
P.E,-1.3 	 14.01 	14.43 	28.44 	12.55 	14.48 	27.03 	38.35 	29.02 	67.37 	92 	56 	148 
P.E..-.4 	 16.38 	14.43 	30.81 	14.67 	14.48 	29.15 	44.82 	29.02 	73.84 	107 	56 	163 

P.E.,-.8 
REDUCE INTRA-TOLL FOR 
BaL AND B.C.TEL BY 	10% 	11.80 	18.87 	30.67 	10.57 	17.36 	27.93 	32.30 	35.45 	67.75 	77 	67 	144 

30 	11.48 	18.87 	30.35 	10.28 	17.36 	27.64 	31.42 	35.45 	66.87 	75 	67 	142 
50 	11.24 	18.87 	30.11 	10.07 	17.36 	27.43 	30.77 	35.45 	66.22 	73 	67 	141 

REDUCE INTF(A-TCILL FOR 
BELL AND B.C.TEL BY 30% 
P.E-1.3 	 11.25 	18.87 	30.12 	10.08 	17.36 	27.44 	30.80 	35.45 	66.25 	74 	67 	141 
P.E-.4 	 11.74 	18.87 	30.61 	10.51 	17.36 	27.87 	32.13 	35.45 	67.58 	77 	67 	144 

P.E-.8 
FEDOOE INTER-TOLL FOR ALL 
AND INTRA-TOLL FOR 
BELL AND B.C.TEL BY 	10% 	12.73 	17.46 	30.19 	11.41 	16.40 	27.81 	34.86 	33.31 	68.17 	83 	63 	147 

30 	15.13 	14.43 	29.56 	13.55 	14.48 	28.03 	41.40 	29.02 	70.42 	99 	58 	155 
50 	18.85 	11.41 	30.26 	16.88 	12.55 	29.43 	51.58 	24.74 	76.32 	125 	49 	174 

REDUCE INTER-70U_ BY 1 
RF_DUCE INTRA-TOLL BY 1 	13.30 	17.07 	30.37 	11.91 	15.62 	27.53 	36.40 	31.91 	68.31 	87 	60 	147 

REDUCE NTER-TOLL BY 
REDUCE NTRA-TOLL BY 15% 	14.71 	15.37 	30.08 	13.17 	14.28 	27.45 	40.26 	29.06 	69.32 	96 	55 	151 

REDUCE INTEFI-TOLL BY 
REDUCE INTRA-TCLL BY  1 	16.13 	13.86 	29.99 	14.45 	13.31 	27.76 	44.15 	26.92 	71.07 	105 	52 	157 

REDUCE NTER-TOLL BY 
REDUCE INTRA-TOLL BY 	18.12 	12.15 	30.27 	16.23 	11.97 	28.20 	49.59 	24.08 	73.67 	118 	48 	166 

REDUCE NTF_R-TOLL BY 
REDUCE INTRA-TOLL F3Y 	r 	20.15 	10.64 	30.78 	18.05 	11.01 	29.06 	55.15 	21.93 	77.08 	132 	43 	174 

P.E--.8 
NCREASE INTER-A:VD INTRA 
TOLL BY 	 10 	10.84 	20.87 	31.71 	9.82 	19.10 	28.92 	29.65 	38.99 	68.33 	71 	74 	145 

20 	9.99 	22.76 	32.75 	8.94 	20.83 	29.77 	27.33 	42.54 	69.87 	65 	81 	146 

NOTE 1. RE PRICE ELASTICRY 
NOTE2. LOCAL FATE NCREASES FOR THESE SCENARIOS ARE AS DESCRBED IN 0-APTER 3. 



TABLE A.2
EFFECT OF LONG-DISTANCE (TOLL) RATE CHANGES ON AVERAGE MONTHLY SUBSCRIBER BILL - NOVA SCOTIA 1986

(IN DOLLARS)

9C^lAFëO
RESIDENTIALURBAN RESIDENTIAL RURAL BUSNESSSINGLE LNE BUSINESS PBX

LOCAL 7C)Il TOTAL LOCAL TZ7LL TOTAL LOCAL iDLL TOTAL LOCAL TOLL TOTAL
SrATUSCkJD 12.22 20.93 33.15 11.09 20.62 31.71 29.84 34.23 64.07 71 111 182

P.E-8 (NOTE 1)
REDUCENTER-TOLLBY 10% 12.93 19.53 32.46 11.73 19.87 31.60 31.57 33.00 64.57 75 106 18130% 15.00 17.14 32.14 13.62 18.36 31.98 36.36 30.53 66.89 87 97 18450 18.04 14.74 32.78 16.37 16.86 33.23 44.04 28.07 72.11 105 87 192

REDUCE NTEA-TOLL BY
P.E-1.3 13.65 17.14 30.79 12.38 18.36 30.74 33.33 30.53 63.86 79 97 186P•E-4 15.95 17.14 33.09 14.47 18.36 32.83 38.94 30.53 69.47 93 97 190
P.E-8
REDUCE Nf W47t7LL FOR
BELL ANDB.C.TELBY 10% 12.09 20.93 33.02 10.97 10.62 21.59 29.51 34.23 63.74 70 111 18130% 11.97 20.93 32.80 10.77 10.62 21.39 28.97 34.23 63.20 69 111 180

50% 11.68 20.93 32.55 10.54 10.62 21.16 28.37 34.23 62.60 67 111 178

REDUCFNfRM1C)LLFOR
BELL AND B.C.TEL BY 30%
P.E-1.3 12.02 20.93 32.95 10.91 10.62 21.53 29.36 34.23 63.59 70 111 181P.E-4 11.63 20.93 32.56 10.56 10.62 21.18 28.41 34.23 62.64 68 111 179

P.E-8
REDUCEN7Si-1101.1
AND NTRA-7OL1 FOR
BELL AND B.C.TEL BY 10% 12.83 19.53 32.36 11.64 19.87 31.51 31.33 33.00 64.33 75 106 18130% 14.77 17.14 31.91 13.41 18.36 31.77 36.08 30.53 66.61 86 97 18350% 17.82 14.74 32.56 16.17 16.86 33.03 43.51 28.07 71.58 104 87 191
P.E-8
REDUCE NTEA-TOLL BY 10%
REDUCE NTRA-1OLL BY 1 13.70 18.66 32.36 12.43 18.56 30.99 33.45 30.81 64.26 80 100 180

REDUCE INTER-TOLL BY 20%
REDUCE NTRA TL7LL BY 15% 15.07 17.02 32.09 13.67 17.15 30.82 36.79 28.48 65.27 88 92 180

REDUCE NTER-TOLL BY 30%
REDUCE INTRA-TOLL BY 1 16.22 15.82 32.04 14.72 16.40 31.12 39.60 27.95 67.55 94 87 181

REDUCE INTER-7t7U_ BY 40%
REDUCE INTR-TOLL. BY 20% 18.07 14.19 32.26 15.40 14.99 31 39 44 13 24 92 69 05 105. . . . 79 186

REDUCE NTEA-TOLL BY 50%
REDUCEINTR47OU-BY 19.74 12.99 32.73 17.91 14.24 32.15 48.19 23.69 71.88 115' 74 189

P.E--.8
NCREASE NTER-AND INTRA-
TOLLBY 10% 10.96 18.66 29.62 9.95 22.68 32.63 26.77 37.65 64.42 64 122 186

20% 10.01 20.73 30.74 9.08 24.74 33.82 24.44 41 08 65 52 58 133NOTF 1. PF_ _ PRICF a acnrm . . 191

NOTE 2- LOC.AL. RATE NCREASES FOR THESE SCENARIOS ARE AS DESCRIBED IN CHV►PTER 3.



TABLE A.3 
EFFECT OF LONG-DISTANCE (TOLL) RATE CHANGES ON AVERAGE MONTHLY SUBSCRIBER BILL - NEW BRUNSWICK 1985 

(IN DOLLARS) 

RESIDEIMAL URBAN 	 RESIDENTIAL RURAL 	 BUSINESS SINGLE LINE 	 BUSINESS PBX 
SCFNAFID  

LOCAL 	•1DU_ 	*TOTAL 	LOCAL 	101.1 	TOTAL 	LOCAL 	TOEL 	 TOTAL 	LOCAL 	IOU_ 	TOTAL  

STA-TUSOUD 	 10.93 	21.88 	32.81 	13.48 	17.14 	30.62 	34.99 	61.74 	96.73 	228 	608 	836 

P.E»-.8 (NOTE 1) 
REDUCE NTER-TOIJ_ BY 10% 	11.66 	20.56 	32.22 	14.38 	16.34 	30.72 	37.33 	58.48 	95.81 	243 	572 	815 

30 	13.66 	17.92 	31.58 	18.04 	14.70 	31.59 	43.74 	51.94 	95.68 	285 	500 	785 
50 	16.61 	15.28 	31.89 	20.49 	13.06 	33.55 	53.18 	45.42 	98.60 	347 	427 	774 

REDUCE  NIER-TOLL BY 30% 
P.E-1.3 	 12.39 	17.92 	30.31 	15.29 	14.70 	29.99 	39.68 	51.94 	91.62 	259 	500 	759 
P.E...-.4 	 14.60 	17.92 	32.52 	18.00 	14.70 	32.70 	46.73 	51.94 	98.67 	304 	500 	804 

P.E.--.8 
REDUCE NTR4-11a1 FOR 
BELL AND B.C.TEL BY 10% 	10.82 	21.88 	32.70 	13.35 	17.14 	30.49 	34.64 	61.74 	96.38 	227 	608 	835 

I. 	 10.62 	21.88 	32.50 	13.08 	17.14 	30.22 	33.94 	61.74 	95.68 	221 	608 	829 
10.36 	21.88 	32.24 	12.78 	17.14 	29.22 	33.17 	61.74 	94.91 	216 	608 	824 

FEDUCE NTRA-TOLL FOR 
BaL AND B.C.TEL BY 30% 
P.E...-1.3 	 10.37 	21.88 	32.25 	12.79 	17.14 	29.93 	33.21 	61.74 	94.95 	216 	608 	824 
P.E-.4 	 10.77 	21.88 	32.65 	13.29 	17.14 	30.43 	34.50 	61.74 	96.24 	225 	608 	833 

P.E.-.8 
RECUCEINITER-11OLL FORALL 
AND INTRA-TOLL FOR 
8L AM) B.C.1EL BY 	10% 	11.57 	20.56 	32.13 	14.27 	16.34 	30.61 	37.04 	58.48 	95.52 	241 	572 	813 

30 	13.47 	17.92 	31.39 	16.61 	14.70 	31.31 	43.11 	51.95 	95.06 	282 	499 	781 
16.40 	15.28 	31.68 	20.25 	13.06 	33.31 	52.55 	45.42 	97.97 	342 	427 	769 

P.E=-.8 
RBDUCE INTER-TOLL BY 10% 
REDUCE INTRA-70U_ BY 1 	12.24 	19.69 	31.93 	14.83 	15.44 	30.27 	39.19 	55.57 	94.76 	255 	547 	802 

REDUCE NTERTIOLL BY 20% 
RF_DUCE INTAA-TOLL BY 15% 	13.51 	17.93 	21.44 	16.66 	14.18 	30.84 	43.25 	50.85 	94.10 	282 	499 	781 

FtEDUCE INTER-TOLL BY  30% 
REDUCE INMA-TOLL BY 1 	14.65 	16.62 	31.27 	18.04 	13.36 	31.40 	46.82 	47.58 	94.47 	305 	464 	769 

REDUCE INTER-TOLL BY 40% 
REDUCE IN1RA-TOU. EtY 	I. 	16.35 	14.87 	31.22 	20.17 	12.09 	32.26 	52.35 	42.86 	95.21 	341 	414 	755 

REDUCE INTF_R-11OLL BY W% 
RE_DUCE INTRA-TOLL F3Y 	r. 	17.96 	13.55 	31.51 	22.15 	11.27 	33.42 	57.49 	39.60 	97.09 	375 	378 	753 

P.E.-.8 
NCREASE NTF_R-AND INTRA- 
TOLL BY 	 10 	9.88 	24.07 	33.95 	12.19 	18.88 	31.07 	31.63 	67.91 	99.54 	206 	669 	875 

20 	9.06 	26.26 	35.32 	11.17 	20.59 	31.76 	29.01 	74.09 	103.10 	189 	730 	919 
NOTE 1. P.E PFUCE ELASTIOEY 
NOTE 2. LOCAL RATE NCREASES FOR THESE SCENARIOS ARE AS DESCRIBED IN CHAFFER 3. 



TABLE A.4 
EFFECT OF LONG-DISTANCE (TOLL) RATE CHANGES ON AVERAGE MONTHLY SUBSCRIBER BILL - ONT./QUE. (BELL CANADA) 1985 

(IN DOLLARS) 

RESIDENTLAL 	URBAN 	 RESIDENTIAL RURAL 	 BUSINESSSINGLE LINE 	 BUSINESS PBX 
SCENARID  

LOCAL 	TOLL 	TOTAL 	LC:CAL 	TOLL 	TOTAL 	LOCAL 	TOLL 	 TOTAL 	LOCAL 	TOLL 	TOTAL  

STATUS CUD 	 9.61 	19.26 	28.87 	5.98 	21.50 	27.48 	54.00 	94.94 	148.94 	733 	4223 	4956 

P.E-.8 (NOTE 1) 

	

REDUCE INTERTCLL BY 10% 	9.93 	18.49 	28.42 	6.18 	20.65 	26.83 	55.82 	90.27 	146.09 	758 	4110 	4868 

	

30% 	10.89 	16.96 	27.85 	6.78 	18.95 	25.73 	61.18 	82.92 	144.10 	830 	3883 	4713 

	

50% 	12.36 	15.43 	27.79 	7.69 	17.25 	24.94 	69.47 	75.57 	145.04 	943 	3656 	4599 

REDUCE INTER-IOLL BY 30% 
P.E --1.3 	 10.09 	16.96 	27.06 	6.28 	18.95 	25.23 	56.69 	82.92 	139.61 	770 	3883 	4653 

11.44 	16.96 	28.40 	7.12 	18.95 	26.07 	64.26 	82.92 	147.18 	872 	3883 	4755 

P. E -.8 
REDUCE INTRA-TOLL FOR 
BELL AND B.C.TEL BY 	10% 	10.32 	18.10 	28.42 	6.42 	20.20 	26.26 	58.02 	88.20 	146.24 	788 	3914 	4702 

	

30% 	12.25 	15.78 	28.03 	7.62 	17.60 	25.22 	68.85 	76.78 	145.63 	935 	3297 	4232 

	

50% 	15.01 	' 13.46 	28.47 	9.34 	15.00 	24.34 	84.32 	65.35 	149.67 	1145 	2679 	3824 

REDUCE I4TRA-701.1 FOR 
BELL AND B.C.TEL BY 	30% 
P.E.-1.3 	 11.53 	15.78 	27.31 	7.17 	17.60 	24.» 	64.75 	76.78 	141.53 	879 	3297 	4176 
P.E.-.4 	 13.09 	15.78 	28.87 	7.93 	17.60 	25.53 	71.60 	76.78 	148.38 	972 	3297 	4269 

REDUCENTER-TCLL FOR ALL 
AND INTRA-TOLL FOR 
BELL AND B.C.TEL BY 	10% 	10.65 	17.33 	27.98 	6.62 	19.35 	25.97 	59.82 	84.55 	144.37 	812 	3801 	4613 

	

30% 	13.50 	13.48 	26.98 	8.40 	15.05 	23.45 	75.77 	65.76 	141.53 	1028 	2956 	3984 

	

50% 	17.66 	9.63 	27.29 	10.99 	10.75 	21.74 	9921 	46.97 	146.18 	1347 	2112 	3459 

P.E.-.8 
REDUCE INTER-1011 BY 10% 

	

REDUCE INTRA-7OLL BY 10% 	10.62 	17.33 	27.95 	6.61 	19.35 	25.96 	59.66 	84.55 	144.21 	810 	3801 	4611 

REDUCE NTF_RIOLL BY 20% 

	

REDUCE INFRA-ICU- BY 15% 	11.44 	15.99 	27.43 	7.12 	17.85 	24.97 	64.26 	78.01 	142.27 	872 	3611 	4483 

REDUCE NTER-10U_ BY 30% 

	

FiEDUCE MBA-TOLL BY 15% 	11.97 	15.22 	27.19 	7.45 	17.00 	24.45 	67.28 	74.34 	141.62 	913 	3419 	4332 

REDUCE INTERTOLL BY 40% 

	

REDUCE INTRA-TOLL BY 20% 	13.08 	13.88 	26.96 	8.14 	15.50 	23.64 	73.49 	67.80 	141.29 	998 	3151 	4149 

REDUCE NTER-TOLL BY 50% 

	

REDUCE INTRA-TOLL BY20% 	13.89 	13.11 	27.00 	8.64 	14.65 	23.29 	78.04 	64.13 	142.17 	1059 	3038 	4097 

INCREASE NTERAND INTRA- 
TOLL BY 	 10% 	8.82 	21.19 	30.01 	5.49 	23.65 	29.14 	49.59 	103.33 	152.92 	673 	4645 	5318 

	

20% 	8.23 	23.11 	31.34 	5.12 	25.80 	30.92 	46.27 	112.73 	159.00 	628 	5068 	5696 
1. P.E PRICE 

NaTE2. LOCAL RATE INCREASES FOR THESE SCENARIOS ARE AS DESCRBED IN CHAPTER 3. 



TABLE A.5 
EFFECT OF LONG-DISTANCE (TOLL) RATE CHANGES ON AVERAGE MONTHLY SUBSCRIBER BILL • ALBERTA (AGT) 1985 

(IN DOLLARS) 

RESIDENTIAL URBAN 	 RESIDENTIAL RURAL 	 BUSINESS SINGLE  UNE 	 BUSINESS PBX 
SCBMARIO  

LOCAL 	TOLL 	TOTAL 	LOCAL 	TOU_ 	TOTAL 	LOCAL 	TOLL 	 TOTAL 	LOCAL 	ICU 	TOTAL  

STATUS WO 	 9.94 	29.28 	39.22 	11.09 	31.70 	42.79 	23.79 	42.76 	66.55 	113 	600 	713 

P.E.--.8 (NOTE 1) 
REDUCE INTF_R-TOLL BY 1 	10.76 	27.58 	38.33 	12.00 	30.85 	42.85 	25.74 	41.19 	66.93 	122 	571 	693 

30% 	13.07 	24.18 	37.25 	14.58 	29.14 	43.72 	31.28 	38.04 	69.32 	149 	512 	661 
50% 	16.50 	20.79 	37.29 	18.41 	27.42 	45.83 	39.49 	34.90 	74.39 	188 	453 	641 

REDUCE INTER-TOLL BY  30% 
P.E--1.3 	 11.33 	24.18 	35.51 	12.64 	29.14 	41.78 	27.12 	38.04 	65.16 	129 	512 	641 
P.E-.4 	 14.21 	24.18 	38.39 	15.86 	29.14 	45.00 	34.02 	38.04 	72.06 	162 	512 	674 

REDUCE INFRA-TOLL FOR 
BEU- AND B.C.TE_ BY 10% 	9.74 	29.28 	39.02 	10.87 	31.70 	42.57 	23.31 	42.76 	66.07 	111 	600 	711 

30% 	9.5k 	29.28 	38.82 	10.65 	31.70 	42.35 	22.84 	42.76 	65.60 	108 	600 	708 
50% 	9.24 	29.28 	38.52 	10.31 	31.70 	42.01 	22.12 	42.76 	64.88 	105 	600 	705 

FEDUCENTAA-TOLL RDR 
sal_ AND ac.-re_ ar 30% 
P.E.-1.3 	 9.24 	29.28 	38.62 	10.31 	31.70 	42.01 	22.12 	42.76 	64.88 	105 	600 	705 
P.E.-.4 	 9.74 	29.28 	39.02 	10.87 	31.70 	42.57 	23.31 	42.76 	66.07 	111 	600 	711 

P.E,-.8 
FEDUCENTER-TOU_FORALL 
AND INTRA-TOLL FOR 
BELL AND ac.-rE_ BY 10% 	10.63 	27.58 	38.22 	11.87 	30.85 	42.72 	25.45 	41.19 	66.65 	121 	571 	692 

3 	12.92 	24.18 	37.10 	14.42 	29.14 	43.56 	30.93 	38.04 	68.97 	147 	512 	659 
50% 	15.90 	20.79 	36.69 	17.74 	27.42 	45.16 	38.06 	34.90 	72.96 	181 	453 	634 

REDUCE INTF_R-TOLL BY 10% 
REDUCE INTRA-TOLL BY 1 	11.93 	26.36 	38.29 	13.31 	28.53 	41.84 	28.55 	38.48 	67.03 	136 	540 	676 

REDUCE NTER-TOLL BY  20% 
REDUCE NTRA-TŒL BY 15% 	13.72 	24.04 	37.76 	15.30 	26.52 	41.82 	32.83 	35.56 	68.39 	156 	495 	651 

REDUCE NTER-TOLL BY 
REDUCE INTRA-TOLL BY 1 	14.91 	22.34 	37.25 	16.64 	25.67 	42.31 	35.69 	33.99 	69.68 	170 	466 	656 

REDUCE INTF_R-T01.1 BY 40% 
REDUCE INTRA-TOU_ BY 	i 	17.30 	20.02 	37.32 	19.30 	23.65 	42.95 	41.39 	31.06 	72.45 	197 	421 	618 

REDUCE NTER-TOLL BY 57% 
REDUCE INTRA-TOLL BY 	I. 	19.08 	18.33 	37.41 	21.29 	22.80 	44.09 	45.68 	29.49 	75.17 	217 	392 	609 

P.E.-.8 
INCFEASE NTER-AND INTRA 
TOLL BY 	 10% 	8.25 	32.11 	40.36 	9.20 	34.87 	44.07 	19.75 	47.04 	68.79 	94 	660 	754 

20% 	7.06 	35.14 	42.20 	7.87 	38.04 	45.91 	16.89 	51.31 	68.20 	80 	720 	800 
NOTE 1. P.E PRICE ELASTORY 
NOTEZ LOCAL RATE NCREASF_S FOR THESE SCENARIOS ARE AS DESCRIBED IN CHAPTER 3. 



TABLE A.6 
EFFECT OF LONG-DISTANCE (TOLL) RATE CHANGES ON AVERAGE MONTHLY RESIDENTIAL SUBSCRIBER BILL ( nes.) 

(IN DOLLARS) 

NEWFOUNDLAND 	 MANITCBA 	 SASKATCHEWAN 	 BRITISH COLUMBIA 
SCENARO  

LOCAL 	TOU_ 	TOTAL 	LCCAL 	Tat 	TOTAL 	LOCAL 	70U_ 	 TOTAL 	LOCAL 	TOLL 	TOTAL  

STATUSQUO 	 14.09 	22.85 	36.94 	8.36 	13.88 	22.24 	7.22 	28.05 	35.27 	11.15 	22.74 	33.89 

P.E.-.8 (NOTE 1) 

	

REDUCE INTF_R-TOLL BY 10% 	15.49 	21.57 	37.06 	9.00 	12.98 	21.98 	7.96 	27.72 	35.68 	11.90 	21.62 	33.52 

	

30% 	19.40 	19.02 	38.42 	10.74 	11.17 	21.91 	10.04 	25.05 	35.09 	14.00 	19.39 	33.39 

	

50% 	24.89 	16.46 	41.35 	13.27 	9.37 	22.64 	13.12 	22.38 	35.50 	17.15 	17.16 	34.31 

REDUCE INTER-TU.1_8Y 30% 
P.E-1.3 	 17.13 	19.02 	36.15 	9.50 	11.17 	20.67 	8.55 	25.05 	33.60 	12.28 	19.39 	31.67 
P.E-.4 	 21.01 	19.02 	40.03 	11.60 	11.17 	22.77 	11.07 	25.05 	36.12 	15.11 	19.39 	34.50 

P. E-.8 
REDUCE INTRA-TOLL FOR 
BELL AND B.C.TE_ BY 	10% 	13.91 	22.85 	36.76 	8.26 	13.88 	22.14 	7.15 	28.05 	35.20 	12.28 	21.58 	33.86 

	

30% 	13.39 	22.85 	36.24 	8.03 	13.88 	21.91 	6.98 	28.05 	35.03 	15.23 	19.27 	34.50 

	

50% 	12.89 	22.85 	35.74 	7.77 	13.88 	21.65 	6.80 	28.05 	34.85 	19.38 	16.96 	36.34 

FEDUCE ND:IA-TOLL FOR 
BELL AND B.C.TEL BY 30% 
P.E-1.3 	 12.93 	22.85 	35.78 	7.78 	13.88 	21.66 	6.81 	28.05 	34.86 	14.56 	19.27 	33.83 

13.72 	22.85 	36.57 	8.20 	13.88 	22.08 	7.11 	28.05 	35.16 	15.69 	19.27 	34.96 

P.E-.8 
REDUCE INTER-1C1 FORALL 
AND NTRA-TOLL FOR 
Bat_ AND B.C.TEL BY 	10% 	15.31 	21.57 	36.88 	8.90 	12.98 	21.88 	7.89 	27.72 	35.61 	13.01 	20.47 	33.48 

	

30% 	18.97 	19.02 	37.99 	10.48 	11.17 	21.65 	9.87 	25.05 	34.92 	17.98 	15.92 	33.90 
• 

	

50% 	24.47 	16.46 	40.93 	12.98 	9.37 	22.35 	12.96 	22.38 	35.34 	25.11 	11.37 	36.48 

REDUCE INTER-TOLL BY 10% 

	

RF_DUCE INTRA-TOLL BY 10% 	16.84 	20.57 	37.41 	9.41 	12.49 	21.90 	8.84 	25.25 	34.09 	12.93 	20.47 	33.40 

RET* OE  INTER-TOLL BY 20% 

	

REDUCE NTRA-TCLL BY 15% 	19.37 	18.78 	38.15 	10.44 	11.35 	21.79 	10.27 	24.03 	34.30 	14.47 	18.77 	33.24 

REDUCE NTER-TOLL BY 30% 

	

RF_DUCE INTRA--RDLL BY 15% 	21.52 	17.51 	39.03 	11.40 	10.44 	21.84 	11.42 	22.69 	34.11 	15.63 	17.66 	33.30 

REDUCE INTF_R--RDLL BY 40% 

	

REDUCE INTRA-TOLL BY 20% 	24.87 	15.72 	40.59 	12.83 	9.30 	22.13 	13.37 	20.57 	33.94 	17.73 	15.65 	33.38 

REDUCE INTER-TOLL BY 50% 

	

REDUCE INTRA-TOLL BY 20% 	27.83 	14.45 	42.28 	14.22 	8.40 	22.62 	15.05 	19.24 	34.29 	19.47 	14.84 	34.31 

P.E. -.8 
NCREASE INTER-AND INTRA- 
TOLL BY 	 10% 	11.72 	25.14 	36.86 	7.54 	15.27 	22.81 	5.95 	30.86 	36.81 	9.79 	25.01 	34.80 

	

20% 	9.86 	27.42 	3728 	6.90 	16.66 	23.56 	4.96 	33.66 	38.62 	8.73 	27.29 	36.02 
NOTE 1. P.E PFtICE ELASTICITY 
NCITE2. =AL RATE INCREASES FOR "THESE SCENARIOS ARE AS DESCRIBED IN CHAPTER 3. 
• FOR NFLD. TEL AND B.C.  TEL, BILL ESTIMATES ARE FOR 1986. 





CHAPI'ER 9 

APPENDDCB 

Effects of Long-Distance Rate Changes 

on Residential Subscriber Bills 
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(Assumed price elasticity = -.8) 





Newfoundland (1986) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-10% 

Intra-Company 	 0% 
Local Services 	9.9% 

emeel 

% Change in Bill Subscribers Affected 

From 	To 	 I 	Number 	Per Cent 

-50 	-40 
-40 	-30 
-30 	-20 
-20 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 

	

343 	 0.3 

	

30,184 	26.4 

	

49,734 	43.5 

	

33,934 	29.7 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 

$ Change in Bill 	I 	Number 	Per Cent 

375 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 
-75 	-50 
-50 	-30 
-30 	-20 
-20 	-15 

	

-15 	-10 
-10 	-5 
-5 	-1 
-1 	0 

	

0 	1 
5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 
_  

0 	0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 

	

11 	 0.0 

	

114 	 0.1 

	

217 	 0.2 

	

686 	 0.6 

	

1,029 	 0.9 

	

11,662 	10.2 

	

16,807 	14.7 

	

49,734 	43.5 

	

33,934 	29.7 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 



rer Cent 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
3.4 
8.6 
3.0 

20.4 
17.4 
17.4 
13.4 
16.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

).0 

E:9 

Newfoundland (1986) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-30% 

Intra-Company 	 0% 
Local Services 	37.7% 

% Change in Bill 

From 	To 	 Number 

	

-50 	-40 	 0 
-40 	-30 	 0 
-30 	-20 	 0 
-20 	-10 	 3,887 

	

-10 	-5 	 9,833 
-5 	0 	 3,430 

	

0 	5 	 23,324 

	

5 	10 	 19,894 

	

10 	20 	 19,894 

	

20 	30 	 15,275 

	

30 	40 	 18,659 

	

40 	50 	 0 

	

50 	60 	 0 

	

60 	70 	 0 

	

70 	80 	 0 

	

80 	90 	 0 

	

90 	100 	 0 

376 

1 

Subscribers Affected 

$ Change in Bill 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 
-75 	-50 
-50 	-30 
-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-15 

	

-15 	-10 
-10 	-5 
-5 	-1 
-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000  

Numbei 

	

0 	).0 

	

34 	).0 

	

194 	0.2 

	

343 	0.3 

	

1,486 	1.3 

	

0 	0.0 

	

1,829 	1.6 

	

6,974 	6.1 

	

6,288 	5.5 

	

0 	0.0 

	

fl,377 	11.7 

	

,337 	61.5 

	

,331 	11.7 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	(J.0 
0.0 
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Newfoundland (1986) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-50% 

Intra-Company 	 0% 
Local Services 	76.7% 

Subscribers Affected % Change in Bill 

From 	To Number 	Per Cent 

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

1,029 	 0.9 

	

7,432 	 6.5 

	

5,259 	 4.6 

	

3,430 	 3.0 

	

3,430 	 3.0 

	

9,947 	8.7 

	

29,841 	26.1 

	

9,947 	8.7 

	

9,947 	8.7 

	

9,947 	8.7 

	

5,328 	4.7 

	

10,656 	9.3 

	

8,003 	7.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

-50 	-40 

	

-40 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 
-20 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

$ Change in Bill Number 	Per Cent 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 
-75 	-50 

	

-50 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-15 
-15 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 

	

-5 	-1 

	

-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 

	

126 	0.1 

	

217 	0.2 

	

229 	0.2 

	

1,486 	1.3 

	

0 	0.0 

	

1,829 	1.6 

	

2,287 	2.0 

	

4,688 	4.1 

	

2,858 	2.5 

	

3,430 	3.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

23,324 	20.4 

	

55,062 	48.2 

	

18,659 	16.3 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 



-50 	-40 

	

-40 	-30 
-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-10 
-10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

seeeeeemesee 

Newfoundland (1985) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-10% 

Intra-Company 	-10% 
Local Services 	19.5% 

378 

Subscribers Affected % Change in Bill 

From 	To Number 	Per Cent 

0 	0.0 
0 	0.0 
0 	0.0 
0 	0.0 

	

8,461 	7.4 

	

12,119 	10.6 

	

39,788 	34.8 

	

19,894 	17.4 

	

33,934 	29.7 
0 	0.0 
0 	0.0 
0 	0.0 
0 	0.0 
0 	0.0 
0 	0.0 
0 	0.0 
0 	0.0 

$ Change in Bill Number 	Per Cent 
0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

11 	0.0 

	

217 	0.2 

	

343 	0.3 

	

457 	0.4 

	

1,029 	0.9 

	

4,116 	 3.6 

	

10,976 	 9.6 

	

3,430 	 3.0 

	

29,841 	26.1 

	

63,774 	55.8 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 
-75 	-50 
-50 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-15 
-15 	-10 
-10 	-5 
-5 	-1 
-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 



0.0 
0.5 
2.9 
6.1 
2.5 
3.0 
0.0 
3.0 

26.1 
8.7 
8.7 
8.7 
8.7 
0.0 
9.3 
4.7 
7.0 

0 
572 

3,316 
6,974 
2,858 
3,430 

0 
3,430 

29,841 
9,947 
9,947 
9,947 
9,947 

0 
10,656 
5,328 
8,003 

0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.9 
1.6 
2.0 
2.0 
2.1 
5.5 
0.0 
0.0 

20.4 
26.1 
38.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

229 
343 
457 

1,029 
1,829 
2,287 
2,287 
2,401 
6,288 

0 
0 

23,324 
29,841 
43,881 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Newfoundland (1986) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-50% 

Intra-Company 	-20% 
Local Services 	97.5% 

379 

Subscribers Affected % Change in Bill 

Number Per Cent From 	To 

-50 	-40 

	

-40 	-30 
-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 
-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

$ Change in Bill Number 	Per Cent 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 

	

-75 	-50 

	

-50 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-15 
-15 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 
-5 	-1 
-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 
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P.E.I. (1986)
Rate Changes: Inter-Company

Intra-Company
Local Services

Number Per Cent

% Change in Bill ( Subscribers Affected

From To

-50 -40
-40 -30
-30 -20
-20 -10
-10 -5
-5 0
0 5
5 10

10 20
20 30
30 40
40 50
50 60
60 70
70 80
80 90
90 100

$ Change in Bill

-1000 -100
-100 -75
-75 -50
-50 -30
-30 -20
-20 -15
-15 -10
-10 -5
-5 -1
-1 0
0 1
1 5
5 10

10 15
15 20
20 30
30 50
50 100

100 1000

0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0

1,381 3.3
16,379 39.1
15,735 37.5
8,387 20.0

0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0

Number Per Cent

o 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0

25 0.1
101 0.2

63 0.2
105 0.3
294

-10%
0%

7.4%

0.7
8,447 20.1
8,726 20.8

24,122 57.5
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0



	

13 	 0.0 

	

29 	 0.1 

	

84 	 0.2 

	

168 	 0.4 

	

126 	 0.3 

	

168 	 0.4 

	

1,132 	 2.7 

	

3,125 	 7.5 

	

6,98: 	16.7 

	

3,49 • 	 8.3 

	

4,533 	10.8 

	

22,026 	52.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 

	

-75 	-50 
- 50 	-30 
- 30 	-20 

	

-20 	-15 

	

-15 	-10 
- 10 	-5 

	

-5 	-1 
- 1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 
1:emigemessenelfflE$521 ',»MOMOMMUMW 

% Change in Bill 

$ Change in Bill 

Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-30% 
Intra-Company 	0% 
Local Services 	28.8% 

- 50 
-40 
- 30 
-20 
- 10 

- 5 

5 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

- 40 
- 30 
-20 
-10 
-5 

0 
0 5 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

100 

P.E.I. (1986) 

Subscribers Affected 

Number 	Per Cent 

Number 	Per Cent 

2 
4,842 
5,586 
4,894 
4,533 
4,194 
9,445 
8,387 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

11.5 
13.3 
11.7 
10.8 
10.0 
22.5 
20.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

Iseaseseemeeeseetel 
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P.E.I. (1986)
Rate Changes: Inter-Company -50%

Intra-Company 0%
Local Services 59.8%

% Change in Bill

$ Change in Bill

-100 -75 113 0.3

Subscribers Affected

Number Per Cent

1000 -100 75 0.2

-75 -50 105 0.3
-50 -30 126 0.3
-30 -20 629 1.5

-20 -15 671 1.6

-15 -10 2,432 5.8
-10 -5 2,089 5.0
-5 -1 4,190 10.0
-1 0 2,089 5.0
0 1 2,101 5.0
1 5 13,625 32.5
5 10 13,638 32.5

10 15 0 0.0

15 20 0 0.0
20 30 0 0.0

30 50 0 0.0

50 100 0 0.0

100 1000 0 0.0



8 a 

To From 

-50 
-40 
-30 
-20 
-10 
-5 
0 
5 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

-40 
-30 
-20 
-10 
-5 
0 
5 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

100 

0 
0 
4 

71 
113 
105 
126 

1,300 
8,711 
7,330 

13,621 
10,502 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.2 
0.3 
0.3 
0.3 
3.1 

20.8 
17.5 
32.5 
25.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.9 
0.0 
0.0 

leteet 
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P.E.I. (1986) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-10% 

Intra-Company 	-10% 
Local Services 	11.2% 

Subscribers Affected % Change in Bill 

Number 	Per Cent 

	

0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

5,548 	13.2 

	

12,212 	29.1 

	

9,445 	22.5 

	

12,581 	30.0 

	

2,097 	 5.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

Number 	Per Cent $ Change in Bill 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 
-75 	-50 

	

-50 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 
-20 	-15 

	

-15 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 
-5 	-1 
-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 



	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 

	

-75 	-50 

	

-50 	-30 
- 30 	-20 

	

-20 	-15 
- 15 	-10 
- 10 	-5 

	

-5 	-1 

	

-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 

P.E.I. (1986) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-50% 

Intra-Company 	-20% 
Local Services 	68.5% 

384 

% Change in Bill Subscribers Affected 

From 	To 

	

-50 	-40 
- 40 	-30 
- 30 	-20 

	

-20 	-10 
- 10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100  

Number 	Per Cent 

0 	 0.0 

	

503 	 1.2 

	

2,952 	 7.0 

	

4,183 	10.0 

	

2,793 	 6.7 

	

2,793 	 6.7 

	

1,397 	 3.3 

	

3,140 	 7.5 

	

4,194 	10.0 

	

4,194 	 10.0 

	

3,154 	 7.5 

	

4,194 	 10.0 

	

5,233 	 12.5 

	

3,154 	 7.5 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

Number 	Per Cent $ Change in Bill 

	

126 	 0.3 

	

63 	 0.2 

	

231 	 0.6 

	

168 	 0.4 

	

1,132 	 2.7 

	

1,048 	 2.5 

	

1,384 	 3.3 

	

2,793 	 6.7 

	

4,190 	 10.0 

	

2,089 	 5.0 

	

1,397 	 3.3 

	

10,471 	 25.0 

	

16,792 	40.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 
0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 
-,,meememezemeiegueigememitieesmeef Mea133,28 



Nova Scotia (1986) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-10% 

Intra-Company 	 0% 
Local Services 	5.8% 

385 

reemee" 
% Change in Bill Subscribers Affected 

From 	To Number 	Per Cent 

	

-50 	-40 
-40 	-30 
-30 	-20 
-20 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 
-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

130,763 	43.3 

	

140,850 	46.6 

	

30,199 	10.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

$ Change in Bill Number 	Per Cent 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 
-75 	-50 

	

-50 	-30 
-30 	-20 
-20 	-15 
-15 	-10 
-10 	-5 
-5 	-1 

	

-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

181 	0.1 

	

332 	0.1 

	

1,450 	0.5 
3,171 	1.1 

	

45,178 	15.0 

	

80,451 	26.6 

	

171,049 	56.6 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 



Nova Scotia (1986) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-30% 

Intra-Company 	 0% 
Local Services 	22.8% 

386 

Subscribers Affected % Change in Bill 

From 	To Number 	Per Cent 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

9,967 	3.3 

	

44,370 	14.7 

	

50,282 	16.7 

	

46,257 	15.3 

	

40,226 	13.3 

	

80,512 	26.7 

	

30,199 	10.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

-50 	-40 

	

-40 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 
-20 	-10 
-10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

$ Change in Bill Number 	Per Cent 

	

0 	0.0 

	

30 	0.0 

	

272 	0.1 

	

1,661 	0.6 

	

1,359 	0.5 

	

1,812 	0.6 

	

2,416 	0.8 

	

22,650 	7.5 

	

50,282 	16.7 

	

24,138 	8.0 

	

40,226 	13.3 

	

156,968 	52.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 
-75 	-50 
-50 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 
-20 	-15 
-15 	-10 
-10 	-5 
-5 	-1 
-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 



To From Number Per Cent 

0.0 
0.0 
1.3 

10.0 
8.7 
8.0 

10.0 
6.7 

15.3 
12.0 
13.0 
15.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0 
0 

4,047 
30,177 
26,144 
24,138 
30,169 
20,113 
46,257 
36,213 
39,255 
45,299 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Nova Scotia (1986) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-50% 

Intra-Company 	 0% 
Local Services 	47.6% 

387 

Subscribers Affected % Change in Bill 

	

-50 	-40 
-40 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 
-20 	-10 
-10 	-5 
-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

$ Change in Bill Number 	Per Cent 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 

	

-75 	-50 
-50 	-30 
-30 	-20 
-20 	-15 
-15 	-10 
-10 	-5 
-5 	-1 

	

-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 

	

181 	0.1 

	

332 	0.1 

	

1,450 	0.5 

	

3,171 	1.1• 

	

0 	0.0 

	

2,416 	0.8 

	

13,590 	4.5 

	

19,116 	6.3 

	

34,194 	11.3 

	

10,056 	3.3 

	

20,113 	6.7 

	

133,783 	44.3 

	

63,411 	21.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 
meneggv 
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Nova Scotia (1986) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-10% 

Intra-Company 	-10% 
Local Services 	12.1% 

388 

Subscribers Affected % Change in Bill 

From 	To Number 	Per Cent 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

44,281 	14.7 

	

80,451 	26.6 

	

70,395 	23.3 

	

61,387 	20.3 

	

45,299 	15.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

-50 	-40 
-40 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 
-20 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

$ Change in Bill Number 	Per Cent 

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

30 	 0.0 

	

483 	 0.2 

	

1,450 	 0.5 

	

1,359 	 0.5 

	

1,812 	 0.6 

	

16,006 	 5.3 

	

59,342 	 19.7 

	

44,251 	 14.7 

	

86,495 	 28.6 

	

90,586 	 30.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 

	

-75 	-50 
-50 	-30 
-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-15 

	

-15 	-10 
-10 	-5 
-5 	-1 
-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 



To From Number Per Cent 

0.0 
0.7 
6.3 

11.0 
6.7 
6.7 
6.7 
5.3 

11.3 
10.0 
10.3 
10.0 
10.0 
5.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0 
1,963 

19,177 
33,198 
20,113 
20,113 
20,113 
16,088 
34,194 
30,169 
31,187 
30,199 
30,199 
15,100 

0 
0 
0 

Nova Scotia (1986) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-50% 

Intra-Company 	-20% 
Local Services 	61.5% 

389 

Subscribers Affected % Change in Bill 

	

-50 	-40 

	

-40 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

$ Change In Bill Number 	Per Cent 

-1000 
-100 
-75 
-50 
-30 
-20 
-15 
-10 
-5 
-1 
0 
1 
5 

10 
15 
20 
30 
50 

100 

-100 
-75 
-50 
-30 
-20 
-15 
-10 
-5 
-1 • 

0 
1 
5 

10 
15 
20 
30 
50 

100 
1000 

513 
1,450 
1,359 
1,812 
8,456 
7,550 
9,060 

20,113 
34,194 
10,056 
10,056 
84,476 
112,717 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.2 
0.5 
0.5 
0.6 
2.8 
2.5 
3.0 
6.7 

11.3 
3.3 
3.3 

28.0 
37.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 



-50 
-40 
-30 
-20 
-10 
-5 
0 
5 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

-40 
-30 
-20 
-10 
-5 
0 
5 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

100 

0 
0 
0 
0 

1,540 
85,933 

119,596 
22,809 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.7 

37.4 
52.0 
9.9 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 

	

-75 	-50 

	

-50 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-15 
-15 	-10 
-10 	-5 
-5 	-1 
-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 
15 
20 
30 
50 

100 
1000 

10 
15 
20 
30 
50 

100 

28§288:fflgig8883ffl 

New Brunswick (1985) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-10% 

Intra-Company 	 0% 
Local Services 	6.7% 

390 

Dim 

% Change in Bill Subscribers Affected 

From 	To Number 	Per Cent 

$ Change in Bill Number 	Per Cent 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

230 	0.1 

	

322 	0.1 

	

368 	0.2 

	

6,299 	2.7 

	

48,012 	20.9 

	

32,243 	14.0 

	

142,405 	61.9 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 



To From 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
9.2 

14.8 
10.0 
16.1 
20.6 
22.2 
7.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0 
0 
0 

21,122 
34,109 
22,928 
37,079 
47,409 
51,140 
16,091 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.2 

• 0.4 
1.8 
2.4 

10.0 
12.7 
6.3 

16.1 
49.9 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0 
69 

276 
575 
920 

4,138 
5,517 

23,048 
29,138 
14,479 
37,079 

114,641 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

New Brunswick (1985) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-30% 

Intra-Company 	 0% 
Local Services 	25% 

391 

Subscribers Affected °A, Change in Bill 

Number 	Per Cent 

-50 	-40 
-40 	-30 
-30 	-20 
-20 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

Number 	Per Cent $ Change in Bill 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 
-75 	-50 
-50 	-30 
-30 	-20 
-20 	-15 

	

-15 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 

	

-5 	-1 

	

-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 



392

®

New Brunswick (1985)
Rate Changes: Inter-Company

Intra-Company
Local Services

% Change in Bill

From

-50
-40
-30
-20
-10
-5
0
5

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

$ Change in Bill

1000 -100
-100 -75
-75 -50
-50 -30
-30 -20
-20 -15
-15 -10
-10 -5
-5 -1
-1 0
0 1
1 5
5 10

10 15
15 20
20 30
30 50
50 100

100 1000

-50%
0%
52%

Subscribers Affected

To Number Per Cent

-40
-30
-20
-10
-5
0
5

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100

o
0

8,461
32,977
13,793
19,196
3,732

24,660
37,587
29,705
36,960
6,717

16,091
0
0
0
0

Number

230
115
575

3,714
4,424
2,436

11,494
18,450
22,241
10,748

0
103,744
51,708

0
0
0
0
0
0

0.0
0.0
3.7

14.3
6.0
8.4
1.6

10.7
16.4
12.9
16.1
2.9
7.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Per Cent

0.1
0.0
0.2
1.6
1.9
1.1
5.0
8.0
9.7
4.7
0.0

45.1
22.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0



-10% 
-10% 
12% 

To From Number Per Cent 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

17.1 
21.0 
32.7 
22.2 
7.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

39,199 
48,274 
75,173 
51,140 
16,091 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

New Brunswick (1985) 

393 

Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 
Intra-Company 
Local Services 

ESSeffleB39383:3 

Subscribers Affected % Change in Bill 

-50 	-40 

	

-40 	-30 
-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

Number Per Cent $ Change in Bill 

-100 
-75 
-50 
-30 
-20 
-15 
-10 
-5 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.4 
1.8 
4.9 

20.2 
10.4 
39.5 
22.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0 
0 

23 
322 
575 
920 

4,138 
11,264 

	

-1 	 46,438 

	

-1 	0 	 23,794 

	

0 	1 	 90,697 

	

1 	5 	 51,708 

	

5 	10 	 0 

	

10 	15 	 0 

	

15 	20 	 0 

	

20 	30 	 0 

	

30 	50 	 0 

	

50 	100 	 0 

	

100 	1000 	 0 

-1000 
-100 
-75 
-50 
-30 
-20 
-15 
-10 
-5 



To From Number Per Cent 

0.0 
0.8 
8.4 

13.9 
4.6 
4.7 
1.6 
4.1 

14.4 
18.4 
10.0 
9.3 
2.9 
7.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0 
1,839 

19,283 
31,869 
10,688 
10,748 
3,732 
9,315 

32,989 
42,184 
22,988 
21,435 
6,717 

16,091 
0 
0 
0 

New Brunswick (1985) 

394 

Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 
Intra-Company 
Local Services 

-50% 
-20% 

64.3% 

Subscribers Affected ci/o Change in Bill 

-50 	-40 
-40 	-30 
-30 	-20 
-20 	-10 
-10 	-5 
-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

$ Change in Bill Number 	Per Cent 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 
-75 	-50 
-50 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 
-20 	-15 
-15 	-10 
-10 	-5 
-5 	-1 
-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 

	

345 	0.1 

	

575 	0.2 

	

920 	0.4 

	

5,380 	2.3 

	

4,275 	1.9 

	

9,628 	4.2 

	

8,762 	3.8 

	

18,450 	8.0 

	

15,345 	6.7 

	

10,748 	4.7 

	

0 	0.0 

	

81,502 	35.5 

	

73,949 	32.2 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 



	

-50 	-40 

	

-40 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-10 
- 10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

8 

Ontario/Quebec (Bell) (1985) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-10% 

Intra-Company 	0% 
Local Services 	3.3% 

395 

Subscribers Affected % Change in Bill 

Number 	Per Cent 
(In thousands) From 	To 

0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 

	

545 	 10.3 

	

3,471 	 65.4 

	

1,292 	 24.3 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 

Number 	Per Cent 
(In thousands)  $ Change In Bill 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 

	

-75 	-50 
- 50 	-30 
- 30 	-20 

	

-20 	-15 
- 15 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 

	

-5 	-1 

	

-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 

‘fflitei881818831818 

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 

	

1 	 0.0 

	

9 	 0.2 

	

14 	 0.3 

	

32 	 0.6 

	

100 	 1.9 

	

1,198 	 22.6 

	

2,663 	 50.2 

	

1,292 	 24.3 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 



8 

Ontario/Quebec (Bell) (1985) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-30% 

Intra-Company 	0% 
Local Services 	13.3% 

396 

Subscribers Affected % Change in Bill 

Number 	Per Cent 
(In thousands) From 	To 

	

-50 	-40 

	

-40 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

1,314 	24.7 

	

1,172 	22.1 

	

1,149 	21.7 

	

822 	15.5 

	

480 	 9.0 

	

372 	 7.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

Number 	Per Cent 
(In thousands)  $ Change in Bill 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 

	

-75 	-50 
- 50 	-30 
- 30 	-20 
- 20 	-15 
- 15 	-10 
- 10 	-5 

	

-5 	-1 

	

-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

5 	 0.1 

	

10 	 0.2 

	

41 	 0.8 

	

24 	 0.5 

	

48 	 0.9 

	

271 	 5.1 

	

519 	 9.8 

	

1,540 	29.0 

	

1,177 	22.2 

	

1,172 	22.1 

	

501 	 9.4 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 



Ontario/Quebec (Bell) (1985) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-50% 

Intra-Company 	 0% 
Local Services 	28.6% 

To From 

0.0 
1.0 

14.9 
19.0 
12.6 
13.4 
9.9 
8.8 

13.1 
7.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0 
53 

793 
1,010 

670 
709 
523 
469 
694 
386 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

- 50 
- 40 
- 30 
- 20 
- 10 

- 5 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

-40 
- 30 
- 20 
-10 
-5 

0 

0.2 
0.3 
0.6 
0.7 
3.2 
2.5 
5.8 
9.9 

24.1 
13.6 
12.4 
26.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

10 
14 
32 
40 

172 
133 
306 
526 

1,281 
721 
659 

1,414 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

397 

Subscribers Affected % Change in Bill 

Number 	Per Cent 
(In thousands) 

Number 	Per Cent 
In thousands) $ Change in Bill 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 

	

-75 	-50 
- 50 	-30 
- 30 	-20 

	

-20 	-15 
- 15 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 
- 5 	-1 
- 1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 



	

-50 	-40 

	

-40 	-30 
-30 	-20 
-20 	-10 
-10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

0 	0.0 
0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

1,023 	19.3 

	

1,769 	33.3 

	

1,588 	29.9 

	

557 	10.5 

	

372 	7.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

128299.94:551 

Ontario/Quebec (Bell) (1985) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-10% 

Intra-Company 	-10% 
Local Services 	10.5% 

% Change in Bill Subscribers Affected 

From 	To Number 	Per Cent 
(In thousands) 

$ Change in Bill 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 

	

-75 	-50 
-50 	-30 
-30 	-20 
-20 	-15 

	

-15 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 

	

-5 	-1 

	

-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

10 	0.2 

	

14 	0.3 

	

27 	0.5 

	

29 	0.5 

	

261 	4.9 

	

1,038 	19.5 

	

1,414 	26.6 

	

2,266 	42.7 

	

250 	4.7 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 
0 	0.0 
0 	0.0 
0 	0.0 

398 



To From 

-50 
-40 
-30 
-20 
-10 
-5 
0 
5 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

-40 
-30 
-20 
-10 
-5 
0 
5 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

100 

0.3 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
4.0 
3.6 
5.1 
8.2 

17.9 
9.8 

10.3 
37.7 
1.2 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

15 
19 
34 
44 

212 
190 
270 
434 
953 
521 
549 

2,003 
65 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Ontario/Quebec (Bell) (1985) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-50% 

Intra-Company 	-20% 
Local Services 	44.5% 

399 

% Change in Bill Subscribers Affected 

Number 	Per Cent 
(In thousands)  

0.0 
4.9 

13.7 
13.2 
8.6 

10.4 
7.9 
8.8 

12.7 
9.3 
3.6 
7.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0 
258 
725 
701 
456 
552 
422 
466 
672 
493 
192 
372 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Number 	Per Cent 
In thousands) $ Change in Bill 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 

	

-75 	-50 
-50 	-30 
-30 	-20 
-20 	-15 

	

-15 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 
-5 	-1 
-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 



400

Manitoba (1985)
Rate Changes: Inter-Company -10%

Intra-Company 0%
Local Services 7.6%

% Change in Bill I Subscribers Affected

-50 -40
-40 -30
-30 -20
-20 -10
-10 -5
-5 0
0 5
5 10

10 20
20 30
30 40
40 50
50 60
60 70
70 80
80 90
90 100

1000 -100
-100 -75
-75 -50
-50 -30
-30 -20
-20 -15
-15 -10
-10 -5
-5 -1
-1 0
0 1
1 5
5 10

10 15
15 20
20 30
30 50
50 100

100 1000

0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0

19,737 5.4
137,644 37.5
147,109 40.1

62,365 17.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0

0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0

110 0.0
440 0. 1
770 0.2
844 0. 2

9,135 2.5

29,715 $.1
116,366 31.7

209,474 57.1
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0



0.0 
0.1 
0.1 
0.4 
0.6 
1.9 
3.6 
2.9 

12.0 
8.6 

20.1 
49.7 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

37 
330 
477 

1,321 
2,018 
7,117 

13,207 
10,639 
44,096 
31,550 
73,738 

182,327 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 

	

-75 	-50 
-50 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 
-20 	-15 
-15 	-10 
-10 	-5 

	

-5 	-1 
0 • 
1 
5 

10 
15 
20 
30 
50 

100 
1000 

-1 
0 
1 
5 

10 
15 
20 
30 
50 

100 

elitielEra 

Manitoba (1985) 

401 

Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 
Intra-Company 
Local Services 

-30% 
0% 

28.4% 

% Change in Bill Subscribers Affected 

From 	To 

	

-50 	-40 

	

-40 	 •-30 

	

-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

Number 	Per Cent 

O 0.o 
O 
o 

o 
0.0 

	

41,014 	11.2 

	

26,487 	 7.2 

	

43,289 	11.8 

	

73,738 	20.1 

	

31,916 	 8.7 

	

88,045 	24.0 

	

62,365 	17.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

$  Change  in Bill Number 	Per Cent 



% Change in Bill 

550 
770 
844 

2,018 
11,152 
9,171 
5,136 

11,373 
26,487 
25,680 
17,609 

256,065 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.6 
3.0 
2.5 
1.4 
3.1 
7.2 
7.0 
4.8 

69.8 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 

	

-75 	-50 
-50 	-30 
-30 	-20 
-20 	-15 
-15 	-10 
-10 	-5 

	

-5 	-1 

	

-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 

Manitoba (1985) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-50% 

Intra-Company 	 0% 
Local Services 	58.7% 

402 

Subscribers Affected 

From 	To Number 	Per Cent 

	

-50 	-40 

	

-40 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

$ Change in Bill 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

844 	 0.2 

	

28,798 	 7.9 

	

11,373 	 3.1 

	

26,487 	 7.2 

	

25,680 	 7.0 

	

39,253 	10.7 

	

24,946 	 6.8 

	

27,147 	 7.4 

	

72,270 	19.7 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

84,377 	23.0 

	

25,680 	 7.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

Number 	Per Cent 



To From Number Per Cent 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

11.2 
24.9 
22.9 
24.0 
17.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

41,014 
91,420 
84,010 
88,045 
62,365 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.2 
0.6 
5.5 
8.8 

20.6 
56.9 
7.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0 
0 

37 
514 
770 
844 

2,018 
20,324 
32,357 
75,572 

208,741 
25,680 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Manitoba (1985) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-10% 

Intra-Company 	-10% 
Local Services 	12.6% 

403 

Subscribers Affected % Change in Bill 

-50 	-40 

	

-40 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-10 
-10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

$ Change in Bill Number 	Per Cent 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 
-75 	-50 

	

-50 	-30 
-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-15 

	

-15 	-10 
-10 	-5 

	

-5 	-1 

	

-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 

L 



Manitoba (1985) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-50% 

Intra-Company 	-20% 
Local Services 	70.1% 

gebetmetaiem 

% Change in Bill 	 Subscribers Affected 

From 	To 	 Number 	Per Cent 

	

-50 	-40 	 0 	0.0 

	

-40 	-30 	 11,299 	3.1 

	

-30 	-20 	 23,846 	6.3 
-20 	-10 	 12,180 	3.3 
-10 	-5 	 20,177 	5.5 

	

-5 	0 	 25,680 	7.0 

	

0 	5 	 17,609 	4.8 

	

5 	10 	 21,644 	5.9 

	

10 	20 	 52,093 	14.2 

	

20 	30 	 31,916 	8.7 

	

30 	40 	 40,354 	11.0 

	

40 	50 	 47,691 	13.0 

	

50 	60 	 36,686 	10.0 

	

60 	70 	 25,680 	7.0 

	

70 	80 	 0 	0.0 

	

80 	90 	 0 	0.0 

	

90 	100 	 0 	0.0 

404 

$ Change in Bill Number 	Per Cent 

	

844 	0.2 

	

477 	0.1 

	

2,861 	0.8 

	

7,117 	1.9 

	

8,438 	2.3 

	

9,905 	2.7 

	

5,503 	1.5 

	

5,870 	1.6 

	

38,226 	10.4 

	

13,940 	3.8 

	

17,609 	4.8 

	

146,008 	39.8 

	

110,057 	30.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 

	

-75 	-50 
-50 	-30 
-30 	-20 
-20 	-15 

	

-15 	-10 
-10 	-5 
-5 	-1 
-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 



	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 
-75 	-50 
-50 	-30 
-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-15 

	

-15 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 

	

-5 	-1 

	

-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 
%somegeseesemeeseee 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.8 
1.7 

21.4 
26.2 
49.8 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

 	 ea" 

0 
0 
0 
0 

108 
289 

2,820 
6,146 

77,377 
94,785 

179,958 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Saskatchewan (1985) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-10% 

Intra-Company 	 0% 
Local Services 	10.2% 

405 

peessemeatas 

% Change in Bill Subscribers Affected 

From 	To Number 	Per Cent 

	

-50 	-40 	 0 	0.0 
-40 	-30 	 0 	0.0 
-30 	-20 	 0 	0.0 
-20 	-10 	 0 	0.0 

	

-10 	-5 	 0 	0.0 

	

-5 	0 	 181,525 	50.2 

	

0 	5 	 115,776 	32.0 

	

5 	10 	 38,875 	10.8 

	

10 	20 	 25,306 	7.0 

	

20 	30 	 0 	0.0 

	

30 	40 	 0 	0.0 

	

40 	50 	 0 	0.0 

	

50 	60 	 0 	0.0 

	

60 	70 	 0 	0.0 

	

70 	80 	 0 	0.0 

	

80 	90 	 0 	0.0 % 

	

90 	100 	 0 	0.0 

$ Change in Bill Number 	Per Cent 



% Change in Bill 

	

-50 	-40 	 0 	0.0 

	

-40 	-30 	 0 	0.0 
-30 	-20 	 0 	0.0 

	

-20 	-10 	 14,531 	4.0 
-10 	-5 	 87,632 	24.2 
-5 	0 	 53,045 	14.7 

	

0 	5 	 49,861 	13.8 

	

5 	10 	 47,622 	13.2 

	

10 	20 	 44,611 	12.3 

	

20 	30 	 38,875 	10.8 

	

30 	40 	 25,306 	7.0 

	

40 	50 	 0 	0.0 

	

50 	60 	 0 	0.0 

	

60 	70 	 0 	0.0 

	

70 	80 	 0 	0.0 

	

80 	90 	 0 	0.0 

	

90 	100 	 0 	0.0 

$ Change in Bill 	 Number 	Per Cent 

	

-1000 	-100 	 0 	0.0 

	

-100 	-75 	 0 	0.0 
-75 	-50 	 296 	0.1 
-50 	-30 	 1,909 	0.5 

	

-30 	-20 	 3,543 	1.0 
-20 	-15 	 3,615 	1.0 
-15 	-10 	 8,003 	2.2 

	

-10 	-5 	 29,954 	8.3 
-5 	-1 	 76,437 	21.1 

	

-1 	0 	 31,450 	8.7 

	

0 	1 	 58,447 	16.2 

	

1 	5 	 147,828 	40.9 

	

5 	10 	 0 	0.0 

	

10 	15 	 0 	0.0 

	

15 	20 	 0 	0.0 

	

20 	30 	 0 	0.0 

	

30 	50 	 0 	0.0 

	

50 	100 	 0 	0.0 

	

100 	1000 	 0 	0.0 

From 	To 

Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-30% 
Intra-Company 	 0% 
Local Services 	36.9% 

Saskatchewan (1985) 

Subscribers Affected 

Number 	Per Cent 

406 
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Saskatchewan (1985)
Rate Changes: Inter-Company -50%

Intra-Company 0%
Local Services 81.8%

% Change in Bill

From To

-50 -40
-40 -30
-30 -20
-20 -10
-10 -5
-5 0
0 5
5 10

10 20
20 30
30 40
40 50
50 60
60 70
70 80
80 90
90 100

$ Change in Bill

-1000 -100
-100 -75
-75 -50
-50 -30
-30 -20
-20 -15
-15 -10
-10 -5
-5 -1
-1 0
0 1
1 5
5 10

10 15
15 20
20 30
30 50
50 100

100 1000

Subscribers Affected

Number Per Cent

0 0.0
0 0.0

742 0.2
57,709 16.0
43,713 12.1
26,364 7.3
26,680 7.4
26,317 7.3
41,041 11.4
39,983 11.1
34,753 9.6
13,569 3.8
11,130 3.1
14,176 3.9

0 0.0
25,306 7.0

0 0.0

Number Per Cent

108
289

1,807
3,543
3,615
8,003

10,435
38,244
44,422
18,061
21,617

145,317
66,021

0.0
0.1
0.5
1.0
1.0
2.2
2.9

10.6
12.3
5.0
6.0

40.2
18.3

0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0



Subscribers Affected °AD Change in Bill 

14:Mielatgatetffle 

Saskatchewan (1985) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-10% 

Intra-Company 	-10% 
Local Services 	22.4% 

408 

From 	To Number 	Per Cent 

	

-50 	-40 

	

-40 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

$ Change in Bill 

0 	0.0 
0 	0.0 

0.0 
0 	0.0 

	

86,764 	24.0 

	

94,762 	26.2 

	

71,166 	19.7 

	

44,611 	12.3 

	

38,875 	10.8 

	

25,306 	7.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

Number 	Per Cent 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

36 	0.0 

	

651 	0.2 

	

2,531 	0.7 

	

2,531 	0.7 

	

3,615 	1.0 

	

24,400 	6.7 

	

100,322 	27.8 

	

47,439 	13.1 

	

91,677 	25.4 

	

88,281 	24.4 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 

	

-75 	-50 

	

-50 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-15 

	

-15 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 

	

-5 	-1 

	

-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 
%ffleelefffill 



To From Number Per Cent 
0 

1,638 
38,088 
62,437 
21,594 
20,504 
17,306 
19,957 
41,041 
19,189 
32,338 
12,556 
10,653 
13,569 
11,130 
14,176 

0 

0.0 
0.5 

10.5 
17.3 
6.0 
5.7 
4.8 
5.5 

11.4 
5.3 
8.9 
3.5 
2.9 
3.8 
3.1 
3.9 
0.0 

-50 
-40 
-30 
-20 
-10 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

-40 
-30 
-20 
-10 
-5 

687 
1,518 
3,543 
3,615 

14,691 
9,709 

26,557 
33,733 
34,473 
15,734 
12,243 
95,635 

109,343 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.2 
0.4 
1.0 
1.0 
4.1 
2.7 
7.3 
9.3 
9.5 
4.4 
3.4 

26.5 
30.2 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

We»MC« 

Saskatchewan (1 985) 

Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-50% 
Intra-Company 	-20% 
Local Services 	108.5% 

409 

Subscribers Affected % Change in Bill 

$ Change in  Bilt Number 	Per Cent 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 

	

-75 	-50 
-50 	-30 
-30 	-20 
-20 	-15 

	

-15 	-10 
-10 	-5 
-5 	-1 
-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 



% Change in Bill 

$ Change in Bill 	I 	Number 	Per Cent 

	

-1000 	-100 	 0 	0.0 

	

-100 	-75 	 0 	0.0 
-75 	50 	 0 	0.0 
-50 	30 	 0 	0.0 
-30 	-20 	 821 	0.1 

	

-20 	-15 	 505 	0.1 
-15 	-10 	 5,054 	0.8 

	

-10 	-5 	 12,634 	2.0 
-5 	-1 	 128,867 	20.4 
-1 	0 	 122,450 	19.4 

	

0 	1 	 286,553 	45.4 

	

1 	5 	 76,143 	12.1 

	

5 	10 	 0 	0.0 

	

10 	15 	 0 	0.0 

	

15 	20 	 0 	0.0 

	

20 	30 	 0 	0.0 

	

30 	50 	 0 	1.0 

	

50 	100 	 0 	0.0 

	

100 	1000 	 0 	0.0 

From 	To 	 I 	Number 	Per Cent 

Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-10% 
Intra-Company 	 0% 
Local Services 	8.2% 

-50 	-40 
-40 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-10 
-10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

12 	0.0 

	

270,319 	42.8 

	

203,073 	32.1 

	

115,404 	18.3 

	

44,219 	7.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

Subscribers Affected 

410 



To From 

0 
0 
0 

31,526 
100,393 
91,766 
71,070 
88,751 
81,489 
84,648 
39,165 
44,219 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
5.0 

15.9 
14.5 
11.3 
14.0 
12.9 
13.4 
6.2 
7.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

Alberta (AGT) (1985) 

411 

Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 
Intra-Company 
Local Services 

-30% 
0% 

31.5% 

Subscribers Affected % Change in Bill 

Number 	Per Cent 

	

-50 	-40 
-40 	-30 
-30 	-20 
-20 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

Number Per Cent $ Change in Bill 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 
-75 	-50 
-50 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 
-20 	-15 
-15 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 
-5 	-1 
-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 

	

0 	0,0 

	

190 	0.0 

	

1,137 	0.2 

	

5,054 	0.8 

	

5,054 	0.8 

	

7,580 	1.2 

	

12,512 	2.0 

	

61,397 	9.7 

	

88,640 	14.0 

	

42,122 	6.7 

	

46,646 	7.4 

	

362,696 	57.4 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 
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Alberta (AGT) (1985)
Rate Changes: Inter-Company

Intra-Company
Local Services

% Change in Bill

From

-50
-40
-30
-20
-10
-5
0
5

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

To

-40
-30
-20
-10
-5
0
5

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100

$ Change in Bill

-50%
0%
66%

Subscribers Affected

Number

0
0

11,434
68,617
51,869
49,644
42,122
42,324
81,489
42,665
37,759
82,555
39,165

0
39,165

0
44,219

Per Cent

0.0
0.0
1.8

10.9
8.2
7.9
6.7
6.7

12.9
6.8
6.0

13.1
6.2
0.0
6.2
0.0
7.0

Number Per Cent

-1000 -100 442 0.1
-100 -75 884 0.1
-75 -50 5,054 0.8
-50 -30 12,634 2.0
-30 -20 0 0.0
-20 -15 12,512 2.0
-15 -10 29,812 4.7
-10 -5 34,505 5.5
-5 -1 57,294 9.1
-1 0 28,427 4.5

0 1 23,171 3.7
1 5 125,736 19.9
5 10 302,556 47.9

10 15 0 0.0
15 20 0 0.0
20 30 0 0.0
30 50 0 0.0
50 100 0 0.0

100 1000 0 0.0



% Change in Bill 

eseg 

Subscribers Affected 

To From Number Per Cent 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

17.8 
28.9 
19.7 
14.4 
12.4 
7.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

112,336 
182,418 
124,757 
90,965 
78,331 
44,219 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

-50 
-40 
-30 
-20 
-10 
-5 
0 
5 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

-40 
-30 
-20 
-10 
-5 
0 
5 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

100 

69.59 

Alberta (1985) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-10% 

Intra-Company 	-10% 
Local Services 	20% 

413 

Number Per Cent $ Change in Bill 

-1000 
-100 
-75 
-50 
-30 
-20 
-15 
-10 
-5 
-1 
0 
1 
5 

10 
15 
20 
30 
50 

100 

	

-100 	 0 	0.0 
-75 	 0 	0.0 

	

-50 	 63 	0.0 

	

-30 	 1,263 	0.2 

	

-20 	 5,054 	0.8 
-15 	 5,054 	0.8 
-10 	 7,580 	1.2 

	

-5 	 42,324 	6.7 

	

-.1 	 146,900 	23.3 

	

0 	 86,517 	13.7 

	

1 	 124,757 	19.7 

	

5 	 213,515 	33.8 

	

10 	 0 	0.0 

	

15 	 0 	0.0 

	

20 	 0 	0.0 

	

30 	 0 	0.0 

	

50 	 0 	0.0 

	

100 	 0 	0.0 

	

1000 	 0 	0.0 



% Change in Bill 	I 	Subscribers Affected 

From 	To 	 I 	Number 	Per Cent 

Alberta (AGT) (1985) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-50% 

Intra-Company 	-20% 
Local Services 	92% 

414 

	

0 	0.0 

	

3,222 	0.5 

	

28,305 	4.5 

	

64,317 	10.2 

	

36,076 	5.7 

	

44,388 	7.0 

	

31,931 	5.1 

	

18,951 	3.0 

	

67,566 	10.7 

	

52,744 	8.3 

	

36,007 	5.7 

	

36,007 	5.7 

	

45,482 	7.2 

	

45,482 	7.2 

	

0 	0.0 

	

39,165 	6.2 

	

0 	0.0 

-50 	-40 

	

-40 	-30 
-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 
-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

$ Change in Bill 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 

	

-75 	-50 
-50 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 
-20 	-15 
-15 	-10 
-10 	-5 

	

-5 	-1 
-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000  

Number 	Per Cent 

	

1,327 	0.2 

	

5,054 	0.8 

	

5,054 	0.8 

	

7,580 	1.2 

	

12,512 	2.0 

	

29,812 	4.7 

	

15,793 	2.5 

	

31,585 	5.0 

	

44,421 	7.0 

	

23,171 	3.7 

	

5,256 	0.8 

	

88,767 	14.1 

	

157,591 	24.9 

	

205,105 	32.5 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 

	

0 	0.0 



0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

557 	31.0 

	

944 	52.5 

	

297 	16.5 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

0 

tal 

British Columbia (1986) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-10% 

Intra-Company 	0% 
Local Services 	6.7% 
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Subscribers Affected % Change in Bill 

From To 	 1 	Number 
(In thousands) 

Per Cent 

	

-50 	-40 

	

-40 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-10 
- 10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

Number 	Per Cent 
In thousands 

	

-1000 	-100 	 0 	 0.0 

	

-100 	-75 	 0 	 0.0 

	

• -75 	-50 	 0 	 0.0 
- 50 	-30 	 0 	 0.0 
- 30 	-20 	 1 	 0.0 
- 20 	-15 	 1 	 0.1 
- 15 	-10 	 7 	 0.4 

	

-10 	-5 	 34 	 1.9 

	

-5 	-1 	 281 	15.6 

	

-1 	0 	 234 	13.0 

	

0 	1 	 1,240 	69.0 

	

1 	5 	 0 	 0.0 

	

5 	10 	 0 	 0.0 

	

10 	15 	 0 	 0.0 

	

15 	20 	 0 	 0.0 

	

20 	30 	 0 	 0.0 

	

30 	50 	 0 	 0.0 

	

50 	100 	 0 	 0.0 

	

100 	1000 	 0 	 0.0 

$ Change in Bill 



% Change in Bill 

To From 

-50 
-40 
-30 
-20 
-10 
-5 

0 
5 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

- 40 
-30 
- 20 
- 10 
-5 

0 
5 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

100 

Ka?»»7 

British Columbia (1986) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-30% 

Intra-Company 	0% 
Local Services 	25.5% 

416 

Subscribers Affected 

Number 	Per Cent 
(In thousands)  

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2.4 

13.6 
10.0 
11.0 
24.5 
31.5 
7.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0 
0 
0 

43 
245 
180 
198 
440 
566 
126 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Number 	Per Cent 
In thousands) $ Change in Bill 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 

	

-75 	-50 

	

-50 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 
- 20 	-15 
- 15 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 

	

-5 	-1 

	

-1 	0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.4 
0.5 
1.4 
1.3 
6.3 

12.5 
3.5 

11.0 
63.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0 
0 
1 
8 
9 

25 
24 

113 
225 

63 
0 	1 	 198 
1 	5 	 1,133 
5 	10 	 0 

10 	15 	 0 
15 	20 	 0 
20 	30 	 0 
30 	50 	 0 
50 	100 	 0 

100 	1000 	 0 



British Columbia (1986) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-50% 

Intra-Company 	0% 
Local Services 	53.8% 

417 

% Change in Bill Subscribers Affected 

Number 	Per Cent 
(In thousands) 

From 	To 

- 50 	-40 
- 40 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-10 
- 10 	-5 

	

-5 	0 

	

0 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

1 	 0.1 

	

179 	 9.9 

	

144 	 8.0 

	

81 	 4.5 

	

63 	 3.5 

	

90 	 5.0 

	

378 	 21.0 

	

369 	 20.5 

	

198 	 11.0 

	

171 	 9.5 

	

126 	 7.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

Number 	Per Cent 
(In thousands) 

$ Change in Bill 

	

1 	 0.0 

	

1 	 0.1 

	

3 	 0.2 

	

13 	 0.7 

	

25 	 1.4 

	

24 	 1.3 

	

59 	 3.3 

	

90 	 5.0 

	

144 	 8.0 

	

45 	 2.5 

	

63 	 3.5 

	

836 	 46.5 

	

494 	 27.5 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 

	

-75 	-50 

	

-50 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-15 
- 15 	-10 
- 10 	-5 

	

-5 	-1. 

	

-1 	0 

	

0 	1 

	

1 	5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	15 

	

15 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 



	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

3 	 0.2 

	

6 	 0.3 

	

9 	 0.5 

	

25 	 ].4 

	

101 	 5.6 

	

261 	 14.5 

	

153 	 8.5 

	

548 	 30.5 

	

692 	 38.5 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

0 	 0.0 

	

-1000 	-100 

	

-100 	-75 
- 75 	-50 

	

-50 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 
- 20 	-15 

	

-15 	-10 

	

-10 	-5 
- 5 	-1 
- 1 	 0 

	

0 	 1 

	

1 	 5 

	

5 	 10 

	

10 	 15 

	

15 	 20 

	

20 	 30 

	

30 	 50 

	

50 	100 

	

100 	1000 
1/41i1$318X8,19Bill 

British Columbia (1986) 
Rate Changes: 	Inter-Company 	-10% 

Intra-Company 	-10% 
Local Services 	12.6% 
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Subscribers Affected % Change in Bill 

Number 	Per Cent 
(In thousands) From 	To 

	

-50 	-40 
- 40 	-30 

	

-30 	-20 

	

-20 	-10 
- 10 	-5 

- 5 	 0 

	

0 	 5 

	

5 	10 

	

10 	20 

	

20 	30 

	

30 	40 

	

40 	50 

	

50 	60 

	

60 	70 

	

70 	80 

	

80 	90 

	

90 	100 

0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 

252 	 14.0 
306 	 17.0 
378 	 21.0 
566 	 31.5 
297 	 16.5 

0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 
0 	 0.0 

Number 	Per Cent 
(In thousands)  $ Change in Bill 
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British Columbia (1986)
Rate Changes: Inter-Company

Intra-Company
Local Services

% Change in Bill

From

-50
-40
-30
-20
-10
-5
0
5

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

$ Change in Bill

-1000 -100
-100 -75
-75 -50
-50 -30
-30 -20
-20 -15
-15 -10
-10 -5
-5 -1
-1 0
0 1
1 5
5 10

10 15
15 20
20 30
30 50
50 100

100 1000

-50%
-20%

74.6%

Subscribers Affected

Number Per Cent
(in thousands)To

-40
-30
-20
-10
-5
0
5

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100

0
2

106
180
72
45
63
90

234
315
198
198
171

0
126

0
0

0.0
0.1
5.9

10.0
4.0
2.5
3.5
5.0

13.0
17.5
11.0
11.0
9.5
0.0
7.0
0.0
0.0

Number Per Cent
In thousands)

3
2

13
25
47
36
54

108
117

0
63

467
863

0
0
0
0
0
0

0.2
0.1
0.7
1.4
2.6
2.0
3.0
6.0
6.5
0.0
3.5

26.0
48.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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10.1 	Introduction  

In Chapter 1, same pressures for changing current Canadian telephone 

rating practices and rate structures, including alleged imbalances in 

cost/revenue relationships for both local and long-distance services, are 

identified. Chapter 3 provides the simulation results of a range of scenarios 

in which long-distance rates were reduced and the accampanying increases in 

local rates were estimated. If substantial decreases in long-distance rates 

were implemented, alternative Local rate measures aimed at mitigating any 

adverse effects of this new telephone pricing approach might have to be 

considered. 

The purpose of this chapter is to identify alternative local rate 

structures and other measures that could assist in alleviating any adverse 

effects of current and alternative telephone service pricing. It also explores 

alternative local rate structures which arise as potential solutions to economic 

inefficiencies that may be inherent in present rating structures. The chapter 

is primarily concerned with alternative local rate structures and other measures 

that could be introduced to counterbalance any adverse impact of higher local 

rates on the universal availability of affordable telephone service or to 

improve its current availability and affordability. 

Section 10.2 discusses adjustments to current rating practices that 

could be considered within a flat-rate framework. Section 10.3 analyses issues 

associated with pricing local services on a measured basis. Section 10.4 deals 

with various special measures that could be adopted to maintain or improve the 
universal availability of affordable telephone service, including direct 

subsidization or assistance to individuals, subsidies to telephone companies and 

the provision of low-cost budget services. Section 10.5 provides an overview of 

the enabling legislation of provincial and federal telecammunication regulators 

with respect to the ability of regulators to consider differential rate 

treatment for groups of subscribers as a means of maintaining universality. 

10.2 	Adjusting Rating Practices within a Flat-Rate Framework  

Adjustments to rating practices, while still maintaining the practice 

of flat-rate pricing of local services, could be used to alleviate a number of 
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the adverse effects of current and alternative pricing systems. For instance,

specific adjustrnents to local rate structures could be made to reduce the

econanic inefficiencies of current pricing approaches and to recover costs in a

manner more in accordance with the user-pay principle (i.e. recovering costs

from those who cause them). Furthermore, these approaches could be used to

generate additional revenues in the event of a revenue shortfall resulting from

long-distance rate decreases.

Creating a separate rate for access

It is generally recognized that costs are incurred by telephone

canpanies in allowing custcmers to access the network, and that they are not for

the most part usage sensitive. Mat is at issue is the amount and the manner by

which these costs should be recovered from different services (see Chapters 1

and 8). Presently, local rates provide for both access and usage. Amending

tariffs to unbundle the two ccmponents of local service rates could habituate

users and other involved parties to the concept of explicit recovery of

non-traffic sensitive or access costs. Recovery of access costs in this manner

would depend in part on resolution of the opposing opinions referred to in

Chapter 8. In that chapter, reference is made as to whether access costs should

be recovered by a flat charge to each individual user or whether they should

instead be apportioned to the various services provided on the public

teleccmnunications network and then recovered through the respective rates for

these services.

Information provided to this examination also shows that the cost of

providing access to the telephone network on a per access-line basis is higher

in rural exchange areas than in urban ones. If this pricing approach of

separating charges for access to network and local usage were implemented on a

full cost recovery basis without rate averaging, the tariffs for access in rural

areas could be extremely high.

Campressing the nunber of rate groups

Information provided to the examination by the telephone canpanies in-

dicates that the cost of providing local service per access line decreases as

the number of access lines in an exchange area increases. As a result of the
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application of the value-of-service principle, however, rates for local service 

are higher in exchanges with a greater number of access lines. 

Telephone company studies, sudh as the 1984 Stibscriber Characteristic 

Profile Study undertaken by Bell Canada, 1 show that residence and business 

customers in large communities tend to make more calls than those in small 

communities. Névertheless, the higher cost associated with the greater calling 

volume of customers in exdhanges with a larger number cf access lines dces not 

in itself justify current rate differentials among rate groups. 

An alternative rating approadh could be to reduce the number cf rate 

groups. At an extreme, rate groups could be eliminated altogether. However, as 

most subscribers are concentrated in urban-centre rate groups, to obtain even a 

modest increase in local revenues without dhanging rates for urban centre 

exchanges would necessitate significant basic local rate increases in small 

exdhange areas. Where the difference between the lowest and highest rate group 

is small for local residence service, the elimination cf rate groups could be 

more feasible. 

Reducing or eliminating residencetbusiness rate differentials 

Available evidence suggests that differences in the cost cd providing 

local service to residence and business customers may differ from associated 

rate differentials. While access costs for residence and business custaners are 

similar, local business calling is more heavily concentrated in peak traffic 

periods. 

An alternative rating approadh would be to increase local revenues 

reducing existing rate differentials. Reducing  or  eliminating rate 

differentials would also mean relaxing the value-of-service principle 

discussed in Chapter 2. Whether it would mean moving closer to a system in 

which costs are recovered from those who cause them has yet to be determined. 

Making extended area service more generally availabOe 

There is always pressure on telephone companies to expand extended 

area service (EAS) to reduce long-distance expenses to nearby exchanges. As 

indicated in Chapter 2, most companies have already implemented EAS widely in 

their territories. Whether continued expansion cf EAS is an appropriate 
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objective depends in part on whether those who benefit (rather than the general 

body of stibscribers) pay most of the associated costs. 

Many of the alternative pricing approaches identified in this section, 

including creating a separate rate for access, compressing the number of rate 

groups and reducing rate differentials between residence and business customers, 

would tend to have the greatest impact on rural residential custamers. If local 

telephone rates were restructured as discussed here, rates for these customers 

would be stibstantially higher. In part, this reflects the current low level of 

such rates as campared to those for other custamers. 

10.3 	Local Measured Service  

10.3.1 Introduction 

Many telephone companies have argued that local measured service (LMS) 

is the local service pricing approach that best redresses existing anamalies 
within the current flat-rate structure. An LMS plan charges customers for local 
telephone service on the basis of usage. It can take into account one or more 

of four pricing elements: (1) duration, (2) time of day, (3) distance and (4) 

the number of calls made. 

Mast industrialized countries outside North America use same form of 

LMS to price basic local services. En the United States as well, LMS is being 

introduced in an increasing number of states -- usually on an optional basis, 

but in a few cases on a mandatory basis. 

In Canada, numerous surveys of customer attitudes suggest that most 
subscribers are against LMS. The extent of customer resistance was evidenced by 
the withdrawal of an LMS trial by Bell Canada in 1979 because of public 

opposition. British Columbia Telephone has included in its construction program 

a plan to conduct a market trial for LMS in one or more exchanges. The plan has 

been postponed repeatedly, but it is now scheduled for 1988, subject to an 	" 

application for CRTC approval. 

For the purposes of this examination, telephone campanies across 

Canada  were asked to provide any studies they had conducted on the feasibility 

of furnishing LMS. Bell Canada and B.C. Tel provided the results of their 

studies. MT&T stated that local calling studies are now in progress. AGT 

indicated that two field trials had been carried out. Other campanies reported 
no studies. 
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10.3.2 Benefits of Local Méasured Service 

It is frequently argued that LMS would promote greater economic 

efficiency and be more consistent with the user-pay principle. With increased 

use of the local network -- for example, by personal computer users -- same 

telephone companies see LMS as an Irrportant vehicle for recovering additional 

costs associated with sudh usage. With respect to greater efficiency, it is 

argued that because each call would represent a distinct Charge to the customer, 

users would seek to minimize telephone Charges by reducing unnecessary calling 

and the telephone company would be able to expand its local facilities at a 

slower pace than if local usage were "free". Thus, customers would be 

encouraged to usé the network more efficiently and telephone companies would be 

able to allocate their resources more effectively. The amount cd any such 

benefits would depend on the extent to which demand for local usage is price 

sensitive. 

In terms of the user-pay principle under LMS, it could be argued that, 

to be fair, customers should  pay  for the costs they generate. Tb the extent 

that LMS more closely matches revenues with causal costs, it is arguably more 

equitable than existing rate structures. It should be noted, however, that LMS 

rate structures must be designed to reflect closely the underlying structure of 

costs if gains in efficiency are to be realized. Under an LMS plan, calls made 

during "busy" hours could be priced closer to the marginal costs of providing 

additional facilities, sudh that the cost of providing service is fully 

recovered fram customers who generate those costs. Calls made during "shoulder" 

hours could be priced sufficiently high that new peak demand is not created, and 

sufficiently low that calls are not Shifted to peak hours, so that no additional 

plant and equipment are required to service this demand. Calls at "off-peak" 

hours could be priced lower, because only equipment that would otherwise remain 

idle is used to provide service. 

10.3.3 Disadvantages of Local Measured Service 

Increased capital costs 

To  charge  customers for each local call and to account for the 

duration of the call, the distance and the time of day, involve substantial 
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capital costs for measurement. In 1983, B.C. Tel estimated that to introduce 

LMS to 90 per cent of its territory the incremental capital cost would be $21 

per line. 2  In the company's view, however, this cost has decreased with 

'extensive network digitization. 

Increased billing and other expenses 

The increase in bill-processing costs that would result from LMS is 

considerable. US experience shows that the volume cf customer inquiries and 

complaints would increase substantially with the introduction of LMS. In 

addition, public relations expenses associated with informing customers cf the 

more camplicated LMS pricing schemes would be incurred. All of these result in 

higher operating expenses. Same US estimates of measuring and billing costs are 

as follows: 3  

Washington  State 	$0.0049 per call 

Oregon 	 $0.0060 per call 

New York State 	more than $0.010 per call. 

Negative customer reaction 

Many customers do not like LMS. They see it as the telephone 

company's way of charging more without having to justify rate increases. 

Custamers also feel that they have less control over their telephone expenses 

under LMS. Finally, many do nct like to deal with the camplexities in pricing 

and billing associated with LMS. 

Negative impacts on economic efficiency 

While charging for local calling based on marginal costs would, in 

theory, generate econamic gains by discouraging calling where costs exceed 

perceived value, in practice there is a limit on the extent to whidh rates can 

vary over times of day or days cf the week. In practice, network utilization 

and, hence, marginal costs vary over time and any usage rate applicable to a 

particular rating period would, for most cf that period, differ from marginal 
cost. LMS would thus work very imperfectly, resulting Ln econamic 
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inefficiencies for those periods when rates exceed marginal costs. One study 

concluded that because cf this LMS is likely to be economically inefficient when 

all factors are oonsidered. 4  

Other disadvantages 

Other factors that will have an impact on the desirability of LMS 

include the possibility of it leading same users to seek alternatives to using 

the local exchange network. Such avoidance or "bypass" of the local network by 

high-volume users could, in the short run, result in additional costs bo the 
average subscriber in order to recover stranded investment costs. 

The recovery of all costs associated with local usage by stibscribers 

on the local network through measured pricing may also adversely affect 

telephone company productivity in this area. The guarantee of reimbursement of 

all costs associated with providing local service may weaken incentives to 

minimize such costs. Furthermore, telephone company costs of capital could be 

increased as a result of the uncertainty of the local revenue stream under LMS. 

Tb implement complicated pricing schemes suCh as these would require 

detailed information on the marginal cost of usage at busy hours and the price 

elasticity of demand for usage. Obtaining such data is a difficult exercise and 
the results may not always be reliable. 

10.3.4 Cther Issues Related to Local Measured Service 

Mandatory versus optional LMS 

US experience indicates that when LMS is offered on an optional basis, 

the subscription rate is very low (about 10 per cent). Most customers who opt 

for measured services are low-volume users whose monthly bills are lower under 

LMS. Other things being equal, total local revenues under a mixed LMS and 

flat-rate environment would likely decrease. At the same time, the cost cf 
providing service could increase. This would put upward pressure on rates for 

other services. 
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Offering LMS in all exchanges versus only in large urban areas 

According to cost/revenue information provided by Bell and B.C. Tel, 

_approximately 70 per cent of all costs of providing monopoly local services are 

traffic insensitive. Furthermore, local usage in rural exchanges is 

comparatively low. Differences in usage between high- and low-volume customers 

are also highest in large urban exchange areas,  and  it is estimated by some 

telephone companies that the cost of installing measurement equipment in rural 

exchanges to replace older technology is prohibitively high. It is therefore 

possible that LMS would only be econamic in urban areas. 

10.3.5 Conclusions 

The issues related to the introduction of LMS have been discussed 

extensively in the telecommunications literature and in US rate proceedings. NO 

attempt has been made here to review all the available information. 

When LMS is compared with flat-rate pricing, benefits associated with 

LMS include cost savings related to demand repression and greater adherence to 

the user-pay pricing principle. The costs include measurement costs, higher 

operating expenses and decreases in the value of telephone service associated 

with reduced telephone usage. 

Weighing these costs and benefits would require, among other things, 

further information on demand sensitivity and the costs of providing local 

service. Generally speaking, it appears that more Canadian data are required 

and choices could only be made after careful consideration of the various costs 

and benefits in the Cànadian context. 5  

10.4 	 2Lus2 N IMainilta roviUniversalAvailabilit 

of Affordable Iblephone Service  

10.4.1 Introduction 

Chapter 3 examines a number of scenarios in which the rates for 

long-distance telephone service were reduced and those for local services were 

concamitantly increased. The impact of higher local rates on the universal 

availability of affordable telephone service is explored in Chapter 4. The 

general conclusion is that local rate increases would be unlikely to lead to any 
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significant reductions to telephone service penetration levels, even for price

increases of as much as 100 per cent.

This section addresses specific measures that could be undertaken

either by the telephone companies or by government in the event that drop-offs

were to occur. Measures could also be adopted to improve the current

availability of affordable telephone service. Whereas the overall telephone

penetration level for telephone service in Canada is approximately 98 per cent,

there are some incane groups and regions of the country for which the

penetration level is much lower. Hence, some of these measures could be adopted

within the current environment.

10.4.2 Directed Subsidization of TL%lephone Service

a) Overview

One option for policy consideration relative to maintaining or

improving the universal availability of affordable telephone service is directed

subsidization, either to individuals or to regions. The former approach targets

individuals who need specific help. The latter targets specific regions of the

country where the provision of telephone service is difficult and expensive.

b) Directed subsidization of individuals

Directed subsidization of individuals may be done in two ways. First,

it could involve the provision of special rates by the telephone canpanies.

Second, support for or reimbursement of the costs of telephone service could be

provided by governments.

i) Discriminatory rates - lifeline services

Providing telephone service to individuals at special rates (i.e.

lower than those charged to the general subscriber body) to people who met a

.specified "means test" has been termed the provision of lifeline services.

There has been no experience to date in Canada with lifeline services; however,

scane use has been made of such services in the United States. Table 10.1

presents five lifeline programs that have been implemented in that country. The

programs differ in terms of: (a) sources of funding, (b) eligibility, (c)



TABLE 10.1 
United States Lifeline Service 

Eligible 
Initiated 	 Nimiber of 	Classes 	Description 

State 	 by 	 Funding 	Eligibility 	SUbscribers 	of Service 	of Plan  

Arkansas 	PUC 	Telephone Co. 	Food Stamp 	1 144 	 Measured 	Rate set at 33% 
Rate-payers 	Program 	 Only 	of 1FR, (20 Call 

Allow) $5.39 
(Little Rock)  

Measured if 	Rate set at 50% 
California 	Legislature 	Tax on 	 Income 	 500 000 	Avail. Other- 	of 1FR or 1MR 

InterLATA 	Under 	 wise Flat 	(30-60 Call Allow) 
Carriers 	$11 000 	 $5.72/Mo. (L.A.)  

District cf 	PUC 	Telephone Co. 	Over 65 	 Nbt 	 Message 	 $5.54/Mo. 
ColuMbia 	 Rate-payers 	Fed Stat 	Available 	Rate 	 (30 Call 

Criteria 	 Allowance) 
For Energy 

(150% Pov Lev)  

Maryland 	Legislature 	General Tax 	Fed 	1f are 	Nbt 	 Message 	$6.23/Month 
Revenue 	Standards for 	Available 	Rate 	 (30 Call 

Spec Hardship, 	Disabled 	 Allowance) 
Low Income, 
Aged  

New York 	PUC 	Telephone Co. 	NY State 	 Nbt 	Message Rate 	Rate set at $2.77 
Rate-payers 	Financial 	Available 	(Measured, 	below standard 

Assistance 	 Flat-Rt Svc. 	rates $7.27 (New 
Under oonsid) 	York City) 

Notes:  Rates were converted to $CAN at an exchange rate of 1.385. 
1FR = individual-line flat rate 
1MR = individual-line measured rate 

Source:  NARDC Survey on State Lifeline Telephone Service, 1985; and information tram  Public  Utilities 
Commissions . 



classes of service provided, and (d) service features. Some were initiated by 

regulatory bodies and others by legislation. Lifeline services in the United 

States are offered on a measured basis. They are priced at 33 to 50 per cent of 

the individual-line residence rate with a 20-60 local call allowance. All calls 

over this limit are billed at the regular LMS rate. 14lhere measured service is 

not available -- for example, in same areas of California -- unlimited local 

calling is provided. 

Rate levels for lifeline services are usually prescribed either by the 

sponsor of such programs or by an enabling statute. According to a 1985 NARUC 

survey, 6 lifeline programs are at the planning stages in another ten US 

states. 

Sine of the reasons for the scarcity of lifeline programs in the United 

States include: 

1. State regulators and telephone campanies believe that existing budget 

services, usually a low-volume measured service, make lifeline service 

unnecessary. 

2. Legal  impediments to offer such a service exist in some states. 

The implementation of lifeline services in Canada would require consideration of 

eligibility, funding, service features and rate levels. 

Eligibility 

Eligibility for lifeline service could be tied to household incame, 

but it might also include appropriate factors related to age  or  physical 

handicap. Since the telephone companies are not well equipped to deal with 

determining and reviewing Such criteria, eligibility for standard government 

support programs or other such means tests has been suggested to help decide who 

should receive lifeline service. 

Funding 

The revenue loss to the telephone companies as a result cf providing 
service at rates lower than normal could be recovered in one or more cf the 
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following ways: (a) a hidden charge to all other subscribers; (b) an explicit 

surcharge on certain services, such as long-distance; and (c) reimbursement by 

governments. Tb the extent that all subscribers benefit fram maximizing access 

to  the telephone network, it may be argued that all subscribers should bear the 

costs for the few who are disadvantaged. 

In terms of a surcharge on long-distance services, it can also be 

argued that any benefits received as a result of lower long-distance rates that 

give rise to associated local rate increases, should be used to offset any 

problems that arise. The third option, reimbursement by governments, would 

function on the basis of periodic identification of revenue shortfalls resulting 

fram the provision of lifeline service by the telephone campanies and the 
collection cf necessary funds from appropriate governments. With this 

cost-recovery mechanism, citizens in general would bear the burden of providing 
telephone service tb the disadvantaged. 

Service features and rate levels 

Implementation of lifeline services in Canada would require the 

establishment of the levels of service and the rates to be paid by eligible 
individuals. The level of service could vary fram single-party to two-party and 

multi-party service, depending on individual telephone company circumstances. 

In addition, appropriate charges for services would need bo be fixed, either in 

relation to individual ability to pay or to general economic conditions in the 
local community or geographic region. 

In the 1985/86 Manitoba Telephone System General Rate-Increase 
proceeding, the Manitoba Anti-Poverty Organization (MAPO) and the Manitoba 

Society of Seniors jointly intervened and proposed lifeline rates for  certain 

financially disadvantaged persons. The issues of eligibility, program 

administration, funding, legal inpediments, service features and rate levels 

were extensively canvassed during that proceeding. 

In Order No. 59/86, 7  the Manitoba Public Utilities Board rejected 

the lifeline proposal. It noted that special rates have nct been adopted by 

other Canadian jurisdictions and stated that many social and legal issues had to 

be resolved before such rates could be implemented (including applications of 

the Canadian Charter cf Rights and Freedams, and determining Whether such 

special rates would discriminate against other residential stibscribers). In 
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arriving at its decision, the Manitoba  board also stated that US lifeline rates 

are significantly higher than equivalent rates being requested by  Manitoba 

Telephone System. Moreover, it expressed the view that the decision an imposing 

such rates àhould rest with a higher authority. 

ii) Government assistance to individuals 

In the second method of directed subsidization of individuals, the 

telephone companies would play no role. Instead, subsidization would be 

undertaken by governments. Under this program, a telephone allowance (sudh as a 

cash subsidy) to meet part or all of the cost of subscription could be granted 

to individuals in need. Tb avoid situations Where same recipients might use the 

cash sdbsidy for other purposes, thereby defeating the purpose of the program, 

the allowance could be given in a form sudh as telephone stamps whidh could be 

used only for telephone service payments. This program could utilize the 

existing system of social assistance to determine eligibility criteria and 

program delivery. 

There are a number of existing social benefit programs in Canada  that 

provide subsidies to people in need. These subsidies usually cote in the form 

of an income supplement to those who demonstrate that their financial resources 

are insufficient to support defined "basic needs". Sudh needs mây include food, 

clothing, àhelter, household requirements and utilities (including telephone 

service). Most of these subsidies are provided already under the Canada 

Assistance Plan (CAP). For  persons aged 65 or over, there is also the 

Guaranteed Income Supplement (GIS), entitlement to whidh is based on income 
other than the Old Age Security (OAS) pension. 

Under CAP, the federal government àhares 50 per cent of the cost to 

the provinces of providing social assistance programs and welfare services to 

persons in need. While conditions for cost sharing are specified by the federal 

government, the provinces are responsible for the design, comprèhensiveness and 

delivery of these programs to the public. Consequently, social assistance 

rates, including indexation, are determined by provincial authorities. 

People aged 65 or over may qualify for the GIS in addition to the old 

age pension. Both OAS and GIS rates are indexed to Consumer Price Index (CPI) 

increases. Assistance is provided to persons in need based on budget estimates 

for basic requirements and items of special need.  For  most provincial programs, 
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there are no specific provisions for telephone service under utility

requirements. In fact, in most provinces utilities allowances cover only

electricity and water. As a result, increases in telephone bills would not be

considered as increases in need and they would have to be covered by the fixed

amount of the benefit. Still, there are exceptions. The provinces of Prince

Edward Island and Saskatchewan, for example, have included telephone service as

a utility requirement. The Province of British Columbia provides shelter

allowance, and this includes basic telephone costs. Lespite differences in the

type of allowances and the amount of benefits paid under CAP, most individuals

in special situations, such as those under medical assistance, can in many cases

receive telephone assistance if such a need can be specifically demonstrated.

Table 10.2 sumnarizes telephone allowance under the Canada Assistance

Plan for people in need of either general or special assistance. The use of

government subsidies in this manner to maintain or improve the universal

availability of affordable telephone service would require further study of

existing programs in each province and directed extension of those programs to

meet selected objectives relative to universality.

There are a number of advantages in using existing social assistance

programs to target subsidies to telephone subscribers:

1. Social assistance programs are targetted at individuals in need; a

fairly large proportion of low-inccane, elderly or disabled persons are

reached by the various programs. These programs have identified the

most vulnerable groups in all regions and have defined their

characteristics. Furthermore, program field staff are frequently in

contact with them.

2. Provincial social-assistance programs are existing delivery systems..

As a result, the additional administrative costs associated with the

delivery of telephone allowances would be snall.

3. The staff of the existing social assistance programs have the

experience for effective program delivery.



4. Telephone companies are not involved. Confidentiality of recipients' 
personal information therefore would be maintained. 

TABLE 10.2 
Telephone Allowance Pravided Under CAP by Province 

Province or 	 Telephone Allowance 
Territory 	 _ 

Newfoundland 	 Disabled persons may be granted the actual amount 
	 _eyable for basic service.  

Prince Edward Island 	Basic utility requirement includes telephone service. 
An allowance may be granted to cover the cost of 
installation and maintenance of a telephone only for 

- 	 _ reasons of safety or special situations.  
Nova Scotia 	 Under some municipal social assistance programs, When 

a telephone is required for medical reasons or where 
isolation may lead to a high risk of child abuse, the 
basic charge for service and equipment may be allowed.  

Manitoba 	 Under the MUnicipal Assistance Program, telephone 
allowances are provided where deemed necessary for 
special cases.  

Saskatchewan 	 Under the Saskatchewan Assistance Plan, persons in 
need receive, under general service assistance, an 
amount equal to the minimum basic rate for one 
telephone. 	Handicapped persons may receive a 

- 	 telephone allowance for a special-service telephone.  

Alberta 	 Telephone allowance may be paid to those on medical 
assistance. 	A recoverable allowance of up to $100 
may be paid to meet telephone deposit requirements.  

British Columbia 	Shelter allowance covers the rate of one single-line 
residence telephone.  

Yukon 	 Telephone allowance may be provided if it is 
necessary for work, emergency medical care or other 
special circumstances.  

Northwest 	 Telephone allowance may be provided when it is deemed 
Territories 	 necessary for safety, well-being, rehabilitation, 

emergency medical care or other special circumstances. 

Note: Does not include provinces providing no telephone allowances. 
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One disadvantage of providing telephone subsidies via existing social 

assistance programs is the fact that these programs may not be able to reach all 

:those who could be detrimentally affected by higher telephone prices. This is 

because same people, for example the working poor, may be seriously affected by 

telephone prices, but they may not qualify for social assistance under existing 
criteria. 

Insofar as some of the social assistance programs under the Canada 

Assistance Plan provide telephone allowances, the majority are intended for 

people in special circumstances. Furthermore, program benefit adjustments are 

not always made immediately after telephone rate changes. As noted, while the 

federal government has specified conditions for cost sharing, responsibility for 

design and delivery of social assistance rests with the provincial governments. 

Thus, the implementation of a fully-indexed telephone allowance under basic 

assistance is, in the last instance, dependent upon provincial initiatives 

respecting such a subsidy. 
The remaining portion of this section examines a tax mechanism that 

could reach potential households in need. It would provide a telephone subsidy 
in the form of a refundable tax credit provided through the income tax system. 

The telephone tax credit scheme could be designed to provide assistance to low 
and middle-income families in meeting the costs of rising local rates. 

Qualified families could simply attach copies of their telephone bills to their 

income tax return and claim the credit. This tax credit could be formatted 

based on the structure of the present Child Tax Credit. It might work as 

follows: 

1. The maximum credit could be set equal to the difference between 

present local rates and any increased rate, multiplied by the number 

of months such increases were in effect during the year. 

2. Each household would be restricted to claim credit on the local rate 

increase for one telephone. 

3. The credit would be payable in full if the net annual household income 

in the previous year did not exceed $X. 
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4. If the net household income was greater than $X, the maximum credit 

would be reduced by Y per cent of the amount by Which net income 

exceeded $X. 

5. The maximum credit could be adjusted each year depending on the level 

of any increase in local rates. The income ceiling, $X, could be 

indexed to increases in the COnsumer Price Index. The percentage 

reduction factor, Y, could be set by the respective provincial 

authorities, reflecting circumstances in each province. 

The following examples illustrate haw this tax credit could work: 

Assumptions: a) The local service rate was  increased from $10 to $20 a month 

effective January. The total rate increase for the year is $120, 

and this amount is established as the maximum credit; 

b) $X, the income ceiling, is set at $15 000; and 

c) Y, the percentage reduction factor, is set at 5 per cent. 

Example 1:  A family of three has a net income of $16 663: 

Maximum credit available: 	$ 120.00 = a 

Net household incame: 	 $16 663.00 

Subtract incame ceiling: 	($15 000.00) 

Difference: 	 $ 1 663.00 

5 per cent of difference: 	$ 	83.15 = b 

Credit allowed (a - b): 	 $ 	36.85  
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Example 2:  A family cf three has a net income of $15 001: 

Maximum credit available: 	$ 120.00 = a 

Net household incarne: 	 $15 001.00 

Stibtract income ceiling: 	($15 000.00) 

Difference: 	 1.00 

5 per cent of difference: 	 0.05 = b 
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Credit allowed (a - b): $ 	119.95 

These two examples show that the family with an income of $16 663 (the 

Statistics Canada Low Income Cut-Off  for a family of three living in a town with 

population between 30 000 and 99 999 in 1986), would get a telephone credit of 

$36.85. The second family, with annual income of $15 001, would get almost a 

full refund of basic local telephone rate increases. 

Assuming an income ceiling of $15 000, a percentage reduction factor 

of 5 per cent and a maximum annual credit of $120, the total telephone credits 

would cost governments about $378 million in 1986, based on projected Statistics 

Canada household data. The total cost ta governments of running a telephone 

tax-credit scheme would vary, however, depending on the associated 

administrative costs. Table 10.3 provides estimates of the costs cf sudh a 

telephone tax credit program under various income-ceiling and anount-of-credit 

scenarios. 

TABLE 10.3 
Cost Estimates of A Iblephone Tax-Credit Frogram 

Maximum Annual Credit 
Income 
Ceiling 	$30 	$60 	$120  

($ million) 

$10 000 	61 	127 	254 

$15 000 	89 	183 	378 

$20 000 	119 	246 	497 



One disadvantage of using a tax credit mechanism to provide subsidies 

is that the refund would be paid only once a year. In some cases, telephone 

service may not be affordable on a monthly basis and a once-a-year subsidy may 

therefore not be fully effective. 

c) Subsidies to telephone companies 

An alternative method of maintaining or improving availability of 

affordable telephone service is the granting of subsidies to telephone companies 

to provide or improve service to selected geographical areas. Both in Canada 

and the United States, there have been many programs that have given subsidies 

to telephone companies in their provision of telephone service. In Canada, 

subsidies provided to telephone companies have often taken the form of financial 

assistance to capital projects which were needed to bring telephone service to 

remote communities. Some examples of such  reg ionally-targetted projects 

follow. 

Northern Oammunications Assistance Program (NCAP) 

This program was in effect from 1976 to 1983. Under the program, the 

Government of Canada contributed approximately one-half of the costs for central 

office equipment and outside plant as well as satellite rentals to assist the 

telephone companies in bringing telephone service to remote communities in the 

Northwest Territories. hlthout such subsidies, it is possible that telephone 

service would not have been provided to these remote cammunities. 

Minimum revenue guarantee for Chesterfield Inlet 

From December 1977, Bell Canada had a five-year minimum revenue 

guarantee arrangement with the Government of Canada for Chesterfield Inlet on 

the West Coast of the Hudson Bay in the Northwest Territories. Under this 

arrangement, the federal government guaranteed a minimum of $50 000 per year 

long-distance revenue to Bell Canada. If actual annual revenues in any year 

amounted to less than $50 000, the government would pay to Bell Canada the 

amount of the shortfall in ,the following year. A satellite system was used to 

provide the service and the agreement was terminated on 31 December 1981. 
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Rniote Northern Project

The Government of Ontario contributed one-half of the capital costs as

a one-time payment to build a network of nine earth stations in order to improve

network facilities to ccmmunities in Remote Northern Ontario. The project was

campleted in 1978. There are similar subsidy programs to cover unusual expenses

for long-distance satellite service to remote comnunities in other provinces.

US examples

In the United States, cost subsidies have been operating on a much

larger scale than in Canada. Recognizing that telephone ccanpanies serving

sparsely populated or rural areas may have high facility costs per subscriber

line, the US Government, through the Rural Electrification and Telephone

Revolving Fund administered by the Rural Electrification Administration (REA),

provides direct low-interest loans to scane 1 000 local telephone canpanies

operating in rural areas. In addition, the REA provides loan guarantees and

administers the Rural Telephone Bank as a supplemental source of financing. In

the aggregate, these sources provided about $560 million in loans and loan

guarantees in 1984.

10.4.3 Non-Directed Means of Ensuring Universality - Budget Services

Iow cost, non-directed budget services provide a means of overccming

the discriminatory and administrative problems of scane of the directed subsidies

discussed above. Such services could serve much the same function as lifeline

services in providing basic cczrnmunications at a low price to those in need. The

following types of service might be considered for budget services:

Two-party service

For Canadian telephone ccmpanies regulated by provincial regulatory

boards, two-party residence service is not considered a budget service. It is

usually offered as a standard service in areas where individual-line service

(ILS) is not available, but may also be offered in an area with ILS. Hence,

rates for this service are only marginally lower than ILS.



Bell Canada and B.C. Tel were directed by the CRTC to price residence 

two-party service as a budget service in Telecom Decision CRTC 79-238  and 

Telcom Decision CRTC 81-3, 9  respectively. At present, two-party service rates 

are about two-thirds of ILS rates in Bell territory and 51 to 60 per cent of ILS 

rates in B.C. Tel serving areas. 
In these two decisions, the CRTC stated that pricing two-party service 

at this level would pramote universal access to telephone service and would also 

be  consistent  with the value-of-service rating principle. Telephone companies 

have estimated that in areas where individual-line service is generally 

available, the cost of providing two-party service is probably  rot  lower and may 

be even higher than that for ILS. Furthermore, usage may not be reduced but may 

instead be time shifted under bmo-party service. 

Low-volume measured service 

At present, measured service is not offered to residence customers 

anywhere in Canada. In the United States, however, a "low-use measured service" 

is usually provided as a budget service wherever LMS is available. Substantial 

capital costs would be required if Canadian telephone companies were directed to 

provide LMS solely as a budget service. 

Pay telephone service 

At one time, pay telephone service was provided by Bell Canada in 

selected locations at a lower rate than the prevailing one. This practice was 
discontinued in accordance with provisions in Telecom Decision CRTC 77-8. 10  

Same parties have proposed that pay telephones could be a budget service option 

if they were priced at lower rates in selected locations. 

Budget services have been criticized as being inefficient, remedial 

measures. They are not targetted -- i.e. they are available to all telephone 

.subscribers, regardless of their income level. Tb the extent that the 

subscribers who would find telephone service least affordable are those with a 

limited income, non-targetted discount services may not be an efficient means of 

ensuring universal availability of telephone service at an affordable price. 
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10.5 	Enabling Legislation of the Federal and Provincial  

Telecommunication Regulators  

This section will provide an overview cf the extent to which the 

establishment of budget, lifeline and subsidy programs would be possible within 

the existing Canadian legislative framework. In eight of the ten provinces, 

jurisdiction over local and long-distance telephone rates is granted to the 

provincial public utilities boards or oamuissions pursuant to their enabling 

legislation. In Prince Edward Island, this jurisdiction is granted to the PUC 

pursuant to the Electric Power and Telephone Act)-1  In Ontario, jurisdic- 

tion over telephone rates is granted to the Ontario Telephone Service Commission 

pursuant to the Telephone Act. 12  At the federal level, the Railway 

Act13 details the CRTC's jurisdiction in this area. (Ekcerpts from the 

relevant federal and provincial legislation are provided in the Appendix to this 

chapter.) 

All of these statutes provide that rates are to be either just or fair 

and reasonable. Lh British Columbia and Saskatchewan, provincial legislation 

describes when a rate is unjust; other  provincial  statutes are silent. In 

addition, the B.C., Nova Scotia and Newfoundland statutes regarding telephone 

rate regulation provide that rates must be charged equally under substantially 

similar circumstances and conditions in respect of service of the sanie 

 description. The Railway Act also contains a "similar circumstances" clause, 

although it applies to traffic of the same description. 

The B.C. statute provides that its commission may declare, by 

regulation, the circumstances and conditions that are considered substantially 

similar, While the Nova Scotia and Newfoundland acts provide that their 

respective boards may, also by regulation, declare what shall constitute similar 

circumstances and conditions. It appears from the different wording that 

British Columbia regulates on a case-by-case basis in this respect, while 

Nova Scotia and Newfoundland regulate prospectively and generally. The Railway' 

Act does not specify when circumstances will  Le  deemed similar. 
A11 of the statutes, save those of the provinces of Quebec and 

Saskatchewan, contain similarly worded provisions prohibiting unjust 

discrimination or undue preference in respect of telephone rates. In fact, 

Saskatchewan's act provides that, in determining whether rates are just and 
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reasonable, the commission shall have regard to its rate policies, including 

policies that give preferential treatment to certain persons or groups. The 

Railway Act also prohibits unjust discrimination in respect of services and 

facilities, while the B.C. and Manitoba statutes prohibit unjust discrimination 

in respect of service. *  In addition to prohibiting unjust  discrimination in 

respect of telephone rates, the Nova Scotia and Newfoundland acts prohibit 

unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage "in any respect whatsoever." 

The Ontario legislation and the Railway Act provide that the burden of 

proving that discrimination is not unjust lies with the telephone company. The 

B.C. act and the Railway Act provide that the respective commissions may 

determine, as questions of fact, whether similar circumstances exist or whether 

there has been unjust discrimination. The statutes of the other provinces are 

silent on these matters. 

The Railway Act and the acts of B.C., Alberta, Manitoba, New 

Brunswick, Nova Scotia, P.E.I. and Newfoundland provide that the regulator may 

suspend, postpone or disallow rates and make orders. i,ihether or not a regulator 

will be free to introduce a budget or lifeline telephone plan whereby certain 

disadvantaged groups may receive basic telephone service at reduced rates will 

depend on whether the enabling legislation precludes the charging of different 

rates for the same service. 

It appears, however, that there would be no statutory impediment to 

the introduction of a targetted subsidy program delivered as part cf an existing 

social assistance program for disadvantaged telephone users. A number of 

different social assistance programs for targetted groups are currently provided 

by provincial and federal governments, and neither the provincial regulators' 

enabling legislation nor the Railway Act precludes the creation of a similar 

type of program to ensure that the disadvantaged have access to telephone 

service. 

.* Subsection 10.4.2(i) discusses the Manitoba board's concerns about the 
possibility of discriminatory pricing. MAPO et al. has filed a motion for 
leave to appeal this aspect of the decision. By agreement between the 
parties, however, the motion has been adjourned without prejudice until 
Manitoba Telephone System responds to a board recommendation that it review 
its security deposit and ,installation charge policy. The company's response 
has been requested for 30 September 1986. 
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1. British Columbia Utilities Commission: 

Utilities Commission Act, Statutes of B.C. 1980, c.60, 

as amended. 

a) Anti-discrimination section: 

Discrimination in rates 
65. (1 ) A public utility shall not make, demand or receive an unjust, unreasona-

ble, unduly discriminatory or unduly preferential rate for a service furnished by it in the 
Province, or a rate that otherwise contravenes this Act, regulations, orders of the 
çammission or other 18W. 

(2) A publ ic  utility shall not, as to rate or service, subject any person or locality, or a 
particular description of traffic, to an undue prejudice or disadvantage, or extend to any 
person a form of agreement, a rule or a facility or privilege, unless the agreement, rule, 
facility or privilege  i  regularly rind uniformly extended to all penons under lubstantially 
similar circumstances and conditions for service of the same description, and the 
commission may, by regulation, declare the circumstances and conditions that are 
substantially similar. 

(3) It is a question of fact, of which the commission is the sole judge, whether a rate 
is unjust or unreasonable, or whether, in any case, there is undue discrimination, 
preference, prejudice or disadvantage in respect of a rate or service, or whether a service 
is offered or furnished under substantially similar circumstances and conditions. 

(4) In this section a rate is "unjust" or "unreasonable" if the rate is 
(a) more than a fair and reasonable charge for service of the nature and quality 

furnished by the utility. 
(b) insufficient to yield a fair and reasonable compensation for the service 

rendered by the utility, or a fair and reasonable return on the appraised 
value of its property. or 

(c) unjust und unreasonable for any other reason. 
:480.60-e. 1983•10.21. effective October ? (, . 1983 B.C.  Reg, 393/83). 

h) Related sections: 

(i) Rates: 
Rates 

66. (I ) ln fixing a rate under this Act or regulations 
(a) the commission shall consider all matters that it considers proper and 

relevant affecting the rate, 
(b) the commission shall have due regard, among other things, to the fixing of 

a rate that is not unjust or unreasonable, within the meaning of section 65, 
and 

(c) where the public utility furnishes more than one class of service, the 
commission shall segregate the various kinds of service into distinct 
classes of service; and in fixing a rate to be charged for the particular 
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service rendered, each distinct class of service shall be considered as a self
contained unit, and shall fix a rate for each unit that it considers to be just
and reasonable for that unit, without regard to the rates fixed for any other

unit.
(2) in fixing a rate under this Act or rcgulations, the commission may take into

account a distinct or special area served by a public utility with a view to ensuring, so far

as the commission considers it advisable, that the rate applicable in each area is adequate
to yield a fair and reasonable return on the appraised value of the plant or system of the

public utility used. or prudently and reasonably acquired, for the purpose of fumishing

the service in that special a rea, but, where the commission takes a special area into
account, it shall have regard to the special considerations applicable to an area that is
sparsely settled or has other distinctive characteristics,

(3) For this section, the commission shall exclude from the appraised value of the
property of the public utility any l'ranchise, licence, permit or concession obtained or
held by the utility from a municipal or other public authority beyond the money, if any,
paid to the municipality or public authority as consideration for that franchise, licence,
permit or concession, together with necessary and reasonable expenses in procuring the
franchise, licence, permit or concession.

Orders respecting c'ontracts
70. (1) Where the commission, after a hearing, finds that under a contract

entered into by a public utility a pet-son receives a regulated service at rates that are
unduly preferential or discriminatory, the commission may

(a) declare the contract unenforceable, either wholly or to the extent the
commission con,^idcrs proper , and the contract is then unenforce able to the
extent specified, or

(b) make any other order it considers advisable in the circunlstance's.

(2) Where a contract is declared unenforceable either wholly or in part, the
commission m..y order that rights accrued before the date of the order be preserved and
those rights may then be enforced as fully as if no proceedings had been taken under this

section.

(ii) Services:

Impro.ed service

30. Where the commission, after a hearing held on its own motion or on com-
plaint, finds that the service of a public utility is unreasonable, unsafe, rnadequate or
unreasonably discri.minatory, the com>ui,sion shall determine what is reasonable, safe,

adequate and fair service and order the ^ itility to provide it.

No diwriminatiou or dcla) in scr^ice
45. On rea^onablc notice, evcry public utility shall furnish to all persons applyinb

for scrvicr, and reasonably entitled to it, who pay or agrce to pay the rates established for
that service under this Act or rcgulations, suitable service without undue diser:minatiun
or unduC delay.

Ercinption

-16.
The colnlmis,^ion may, by order, exempt a Illlllllcllrllity, on application, from

s ction 45 except in a defined area, but may. ^n application by any person and after
n,,tice to the nnunicipality, cnl,lrge or reduce '' it area.



2. Alberta Public Utilities Board: 

Public Utilities Board Act, Revised Statutes of Alberta 1980, 

c.P-37, as amended. 

a) Anti-discrimination section: 

91i I) No owner of a public utility shall 

(a) make, impose or extract an unjust or unreasonable or unjustly 
discriminatory or unduly preferential individual or joint rate, 
commutation rate, travel allowance or other special rate, toll, 
fare, charge or schedule for  any  product or service supplied or 
rendered by it within Alberta, 

(b) adopt or impose an unjust or unreasonable classification in 
the  ri Lin of or as the basis of an individual or joint rate, toll, 
fare, chug...  oc  SCI1CMC for any produ-et or service rendered by 
it within AIL ::ta, 

(c) adopt, Ill:tint:till or enforce a regulation, practice or meas-
menvent that is unjust, unreasonable, unduly preferential,  arbi-
tr a ily or unj:Htly discriminatory or otherwise in contravention 
 t 	i ttu 	L1 

('.na t 	nate,  or withhold or refuse • 	rvice that can reason..My 
he duinailded .ind fin nished when o. ' 	d  by the Board, 

(d) make or gi\ e, dio.Ltly or indilectly. an undue or unreason-
able pieferen: e  or  !(!% . .•.1 ce  to airy per son or cor-i):anitHI or  to 

 :illy locality or to any 	 descr'plion of traffic in ::ny 
respect what\  ci,  or s:Jbject a particular person or corpor:.tion 
or locality or a particular description of traffic to any prejudice 
or disadvantage in any respect whatever, 

b) Related sections: 
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ifl\CL 0 	of  
uIiiir.! 72 When it is made to al 	a tu the Board, on the application of 

an owner of a public utiliL •:r of a municipalit y  or persoi having 
an interest, present or contingent, in the matter in respect of which 
the ''epplication is made, that there 	reason to believe that C.. 
demanded by an owner of a put d  utility exceed what is just ani 

onable, 	ing regard to the 	. nre and quality of th e  s ei  
te  i ' red oi t,1 	e  intin  i 	o t 	I, the Bo r:,1 
(a) nia)  proc eed to hold such investigation as it thinks fit 	, 

matters relating to the nature and quality of the service or 	. 
cp:nunodity in question, or to the performance of th e  
the tolls or charges demanded therefor, 

(b) may make any order respecting the impre\ einent of th e  
vice or commodity and as to the tolls or chaP:es demmuled, 
seems to it to be just and reasonable, and 

(c) may disallo w  or change, as it thinks reasonable,  ans'  \,01  

tolls or charges that, in its opinion, are excessive, u nj u ,t „r  

unreasonable or unjustly disci i minute  between different pep. n 11% 
 or different 	 but , ubject bow, ver to such or t hc  

provisions of any contract c\isting betw•een the owner of th e 
 public utility and a municipality  at the time the application 1. 

made as the Board considers fair and reasonable. 
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73 W11,11, 	a co:ti 	')etween an Ow net-  of d 
municipa...y or 	r the  supply of a co.ualo(hty or 

	

means  o 	lie  p.hli 	ility, a rate, toll or charge is agn'51 «. 
either as a fi\ed or variable rate, toll or charge, or a maximHm 
minimum rate, toll or charge, and whether that rate, toll or cl' 
is agreed on with respect to a present or future supply of an 
or non-existing commodity or service, then, notwithstanding :ti n\ . 
thing in this Act, the Board may, on the application of the ount:r. 
municipality or person and on it being shown on the hearing of the 
application that the rate, toll or charge is insufficient, excesskc, 
unjust or unreasonable, change tile rate, toll or charge to sonw Awl 
ueater or lesser rate, toll or charge, that it considers fair and 
reason  able.  

3. Saskatchewan Public Utilities Review Commission: 

The Public Utilities Review  Commission Act, Statutes of 
Saskatchewan 1981-82 and 1982-83, c.P-45.1. 

a) Anti-discrimination section: 

No clear anti-discrimination section. 

h) Related section: 

Gt1) 	Where an application  is made, the c:.1-.1ini,;.:ion 
életei mine if, and the co..poration !naking the  application  hull 

the commission that, the proposed new rates are rea-
sonable and justified in the circumstances. 

(2) Subject to subsection (3), in determining wl-iether proposed 
new rates are reasonable and justified the commission shall 
have regard to: 

(a) the costs of providing the particular services for which 
the new rates are proposed insofar as those costs can, in the 
opinion of the commission, reasonably be identified; 
(b) the overall revenue requirements of the corporation 
with respect to all regulated services, including: 

(i) the amounts required to meet the costs incurred by 
the corporation to provide all regulated services; and 
(ii) the earnings necessary to ensure the financial 
health of the corporation, including the earnings neces-
sary to finance a reasonable proportion of the corpora-
tion's capital investment program in a manner consistent 
with sound financing practices; 

(e) any policies with respect to the design or st.ructure of 
its rates, including policies which may give preference to 
certain persons, groups or classifications that,  in the 
opinion of the commission, are related to the responsible 
performance of the corporation's powers and duties; and 
(d) any other matters affecting rates that, in the c; 
of the commission, ought to be considered. 

(Subsection (3) refers to insurance premiums -.) 



4. Manitoba Public Utilities Board: 

Public Utilities Board Act, Revised Statutes of Manitoba 1970, 
c.P-280, as amended. 

a) Anti—Discrimination section: 

, 	No owner of a publiu utility shall 
111••, o, impo.a.',. or exio.t any unjust or unreasonable, uninstly 
or umluly prOo'rential, irr4i,s44.11(..tr joint rate, commutation  rat.', mil'  ag 
oth ,  r special rate, toll, fare,  charge,  or sch, !lido, for any prodi j a  or  sec‘ h, : ,, 

or ruin', red lo,• it livithin the pr), ,,i)))s) , ; 
(1)) 	 the  ‘vritler, antliori..Hion of th ,  hInted and subj!,•1 to Sd11t .'' , 11 (2), 

nriko, impose, exact, or  collet,  any rate, toll, fare, or charge, or ary 	• 
of rate.;, eithor in!lividnal or joint, for  any  product supplied or servi!.- r ,  

;, 	••• 
adopt or ]1,1 , one nny mijust o 	 •h, 
th e  !Janis, of nuy 	liil.d 	 il ,  fa, - ( 	 • 
product or servictt leinlanA 

HI adopt, maintain, or onforce any regulatHn, vactice, (!r measure ent t 
,uljust, 	 prcr( ro ut 	; , !•I.i1rar:ly or  i 	Iy di -cr im 	e  ory 

ollwr\vi.:u 	vichalion of-law, or provid.-: or :oHnti:n  une 	th ,t is 	e  a f e , 
i;opn,pur, or inadequate, or v, - ithhold or 1 ,..fus,-.! any ser' ,.oi , 	 . 	y 
le  demand e d and furnilied 	n ord; red by  the  la!ard; 

.) make or give, directly or irdireolly, :,ny undue or unrea,, , m•blo prt ferer 	or 
advantage to any  perron  or  (II j(' 	'Jr  to any locality. or 1 ,,  nrn part • tar 
de scription  of traffic in any r(. , 1!...ct whalsric, ,,-er, or 5m !iiect ., hy part.; 	 :son  
or corporation  ''ri 	or ..ny 	 ai of ti•jfi• 	t 	 • I'.ce 
or (isailvani:igo  in  my  1 .4  

b) Related sections: 

U ,,, :Aig.-tion of excess charges. 

Where 
(a! it is made to appear to the hoard,  ripou the complaint of an owner of a public 

utility, or of any municipality or person having an int,',rest, Preseue or contingent, 
in the matter in respect of which the complaint is ide,  that there is reason to 
bolieve that the tolls or charges demanded by any owner of a puWic itiliy 
exceed what is just and rease—b 1 ^, hav'rig-  regard t'a  'he at:ire and q labty of 
the service rondered or of 1 1  :nodity  si  pplied: or 

(h) reo,nysted to do so  Iv  t 	 or 
(c) in the op;!!:n of the Uard it is expedient to do so, on 

the  board  llIaV proceed to hold such investigation as it sees fit into all matters relating 
to the nature and quality of the service or the commodity in question, or to the 
performance  of the service and the tolls or charges demanded therefor. 

Order on investigation. 

64(2) Upon completion of an investigation made under subsection (1), the board  
may make such order respecting the improvement of the service or commodity and as 
to the tolls or charges demanded, as seems to it to be just and reasonable, and may 
disallow or change, as it thinks reasonable, any such tolls or charges as, in its opinion, 
are excessive, unjust, or unreasonable or unjustly discriminate between diffe.rent 
persons or different. municipalities, but subject, however, to such of the provisions of 
any contract existing between the owner and a municipality at the time the complaint 
is  tuado as the board coa ,:iders fair and reasonable. 

S.M., 1959 (2r)41 Sess.), c. 51, s. 64. 
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Increase or decrease of contrat'.. 1 rate. 

65(1) Where, by any contr .. • ••• tween an owner of a public utility and any 
municipality, other corporation, 1.,,i.son for the supply of any commodity or service 
by means of the public utility, the rate, toll or charge is agreed upon either as a fixed 
or variable rate, toll, or charge, or a maximum or minimum rate, toll, or charge, and 
whether the rate, toll, or charge is agreed upon with respect to a present or future 
supply of an existing or non-existing commodity or service, then, notwithstanding any 
other provision of  this  Act, upon the application of the owner, municipality, corporationr 
or person, and if, upon the hearing of the application, it is shown that the rate, toll, 
or charge is insufficient, excessive, unjust, or unreasonable, the board may change the 
rate, toll or charge to such oth:-. or lesser rate, toll or chargç,, as it deein. fair 
and reasonable. 

Orch:rs as to utilities. 
77 	The board may, by order in writing after notice to, and hearing of, the parties 
interested, 

(a) fix just and reasonable individual rates, joint rates, tolls, charges, or schedules 
thereof, as well as commutation, mileage, and other special rates that shall lot: 
imposed, observed, and followed thereafter, by any owner of a public utility 
wherever the board determines that any existing individual rate, joint rate, roll, 
charge or schedule thereof or commutation, mileage, or other special rate is 
unjust, unreasonable, insufficient, or unjustly discriminatory- or preferential; 

(b) fix just and reasonable standards, classifications, regulations, practices, 
measurements, or service to be furnished, imposed, observed, and followed 
thereafter by any such ou ner; 

P......ferential rates from municipal ut' y. 

82(15) Notwithstanding subsection (1), a municipality that is the owner of a public 
utility may, if authorized by by-law, enter into an agreement to charge an individual 
cons'amer a preferential rate; and, where the rate specified in the agreement is, in 
the opinion of the board, one to which clause (a) of subsection (1) would apply, the 
authorizing by-law shall provide that the municipality shall annually pay, from proceeds 
of a special levy imposed annually-for that purpose to the account of the utility concerned 
the difference between the amount received pursuant to the agreement and the amount 
that would have been received fiel the rate been established in compliance with this 
Act but without reference to this subsection; and the rate used in establislin 
difference shall be ap'proved by the board. 
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5. Ontario Telephone Service Commission: 

Telephone Act, Revised Statutes of Ontario 1980, c.496, as 
amended by Statutes of Ontario 1983, c.71, ss.11, 12. 

a) Anti-discrimination section: 

1P6.-- - (1) No tëlephone systein 	offering or providing a 
telephone service. shall, 

(a) make an unwarranted discrimination against any 
person; 
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(b) g ive  an undue advantage to any person; or 

(c) subject  an  y person to an undue disadvantage. 

(2) Where it is a lied  that a telephone system has commit-
ted an act mentioned in subsection (1), the onus of proving that 
the discrimination is warranted or that the ad  \ antage or  dsad-
vantage is not undue is on the telephone system. 

(3) Charging different rates based ..)n the nature of the use 
made of a telephone system is not a contravention of ftÀs 
se  et ion.  

b) Related section: 

1 05.- - 1 I Every telephone system shall file with tit ,' oni-
mission its tariff  c. rates a n(! tolls in such form and contai: 
Mg such particulars as the Commission requires and no system 
or rnunicipality shall charge or levy anv rat ,  or roll that 
has not been filed with and approved by the 01-11M11,>1011. 

(2i \Viler(' the Commission is of the opinion that a change 
in il tarih of rates and tolls should nor  b approvr,.1 ‘vithout 
d pnbik hearing. it shall give written notice ot the tine  and 
place of the hearing to the telephone system desiring the 
(flange. and the telephone system s'hall unless t ht• orninission 
orders otherwise, publish. once a week for two succe—ive 
weeks immediately preceding the hearing notice of the 
hearing in a newspaper having general circulation in the 
municipality or municipalities where the change 111 the Lififf 
Is sought 1()70. (  4 s 10.5. 

.!Obt.  

	

( 3 ) 17\  iv  late 	toll 	ged or ley' ! b‘ a tcle; -iho• • nd 

	

IL ;11 shall be just 	 ile. 
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6. Québec Régie des services publics:

An Act Respecting the Régie des Services Publics, Revised

Statutes of Québec 1977, c.R-8.

a) Anti-discrimination section:

No anti-discrimination section.

h^ Related section:

pri,,es, rates, rentals. IT. The prices, rates and rentals demanded by any owner of a
public service must be fair and reasonable.

List required. Every owner of a public service shall supply the Board, before
starting his operations and every time the Board requires him to do
so, with the list of his prices, rates or rentals together with a copy
of his classifications, regulations, contract forms and other
documents of similar nature and all other information :vhich the
Board may require.
R. S. 1964, c. 229, s. 17.

7. New Brunswick Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities:

Public Utilities Act, Revised Statutes of New Brunswick 1973,

c.P-27, as amended.

a) Anti-discrimination section:

ti^ 1 i t,ticrn ccrnrphirtt made in tiritur;,^ tu thc-
13u,trtf tttat anY tull,, rvcrketi or Sc•nUdulel o l
an i,uhl rc- ut dit \ are in . ► rr.%, respect unreasuuairlc•,
insu(ftciCnt ur utttuSAk clttic•rrnrruutcrr\. or that
am r•ettul,rtiun, rrtc r^urcn^cnt. prretrr(' 01' ac1
wh,rtsne%f•r .iflcctin,; or r•elaung, tc) the crtwratrou
of am public utrlrt\ is in art^' respect unreasc ► rt

ahlt- . ntSutirc•tC nt crr tutiu,tI', ciNo •r•trniuatcrr^\ , or
that thust•rvtceul an.\ lruhlictttiltt.\ t, utacleclwite
or unofrtatnahlt" or that an' \ IKuhlrr utiltt,\ sltuulcl
extend its semre, tcr an\ district \&rthuut -;urh
services. the Board shall proceed. with or N'Ithc)ut
notice. to rnahe sut•lt urvestit;tttiuu as it clE,ent=
uece.^,sar.\ or exlxdrertt. and rnrt.\ order surh r••ttc,.
tullti, charges or ,checlules reduced. nlUClrited ()t
altered. and rn,t\ make surh uthtr (^rd( r u, t" tlW

I r"i"fic:Itiun or rnaw„t• ul su( i, regula
nreatiurrrnent, nractrc•e or act as thu justice of Ili(.
ca-c rnav reyuire, and rrrr\ order, on such tc,rru,
Ltnd;ttb iect tcrsuch ccrncliticrn5as at•eju,^t, t.hat Lite
pu hlic• ttt ilih' t'ut•nitih rea;unabl^ aciec#uatcr s^r^ rce
and iacilitiF.., art(] m;+^ order that the ltutiiic
utilit^ sFhall extend rt:< ,rrvrce,^ to I district
without :,ut•h ,e r•vte•e,, uFxrrt such terni- III()
^;;tt kit tu^uclt ^ nclittcros t^ tirc Iicrircl ma^ ciec n,
)u"(
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b) Related sections: 

6(2) The Board has power of its own mot 
and without receiving any complaint in writing, 
to make any investigation as contemplated in 
subsection (1) and as a result of that investigation 
to make such ruling or order as it  due rus  to be in 
the public interest. 

6(3) In making an order under this section the 
Board shall take into considerathm the reas(m-
ableiless of the rate of return to the public ut il ity 
upon its in .vestment. 

6(4) No such order shall be made %vithout a 
public hearing or enquiry first had in respect 

1;(1) 	 ,,:( pi  
ieucive 	 dicrimina- 

tion in n.  peut  to any -Civile in, IF :iffecting or 
fulating  tu,  ;my pitH ic utility MI 1€.by  n sin  h 
su, vice is by any device  \vlaltuou\i  r urnduic , (1 fic'e 
or at a less rate than that n.uh(_LI i the .••(.1ilii.cs 

in force as pi - oviiled liefein, or whereby  any 
service or advantage is rr, cei\ ed ot irer  than is 
I (. rein peci lied. 

8. Nova Scotia Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities: 

Public Utilities Act, Revised Statutes of Nova Scotia 1967, 
c.258, as amended. 

a) Anti—discrimination sections: 
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L'Ilauthorized 
tolls. 

63 (1) All tolls, rates and charges Audi always,  indu 
substantially similar circumstances and c,nditions in re-
spect of service of the saine description, be charged equally 
to all persons and at the sanie rate, and the Board may by 
regulation declare what shall constitute substantially simi-
lar circumstances and conditions. 

(2) The taking of tolls, rates, and charges contrary 
to the provisions of this Section and the regulations made 
pursuant thereto is prohibited and declared unlawful. R. S., 
c. 243, s. 63. 



102 If any public utility or any agent or officer thereof 
suaiT directly or indirctly, by any device whatsoever, or 

, •ffierwise, charge, demand, collect or receive from any per-
son, firm or corporation a greater or less compensation for 
any service rendered or to be rendered by it than that pre-
scribed in the public schedules or tariffs then in force or 
established,  as  provided in this Act, or than it charges, de-
mands, collects or receives from any other person, firm or 
corporation other than one conducting a like business for a 

and contemporaneous service, such public utility shall 
be deemed guilty of unjust discrimination, which is hereby 
prohibited and declared unlawful, and upon conviction there-
of shall be liable to a penalty of not less than fifty dollars 
fw each offence; and such agent or officer so offending 
sb-dl upon conviction thereof be liable tu a penalty of 

I ban  twc,, nty-five cl ,:llars fur each ofrcnci2. 	R.  S. c. 24:; 
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1 (1) If ;wy  

tO any 1,,i1Cici.qar per. 	oi• , 
shall subjeet any pal tiL,lar per.on,  fi In Or  L  i011 to' 
any  ardue  unrc;c..;onable prejnd;ce or d'. H,3\:, -,lage in  any 
respect v.hatsoever, such public  utility hall be dcemed 
guilty of unjust discrimination, which is 1 -,(.-rc2l.iy prohibited 
and duclared unlawful. 

(2) Any person, 'firm or corporation violating the 
',revisions of this Section shall on conviction thereof be 
liable to a penalty of not less than five d(..,Ilars for each 
offenee. R. S., c. 243, s. 103. 

1 05 (1) It shall be uni' .ful for an..\- person, fi •m or 
ed. cuiperation knowingly to soiieit, accept or ruceive  a  ty re-

bate, concession or discrimination in re.s; ect to any service 
in or affecting or relating to any public Jtility, or for any 
service in connection therewith, whereby any such service 
shall, by any device whatsoever or otherwise, be rendered 
free or at less rate than that named in the schedules and 
tariffs in force as provided in this Act, or whereby any 
service or advantage is received other than is in this Act 
specified. 

(2) Any person, firm or corporation violating the 
provisions of this Section shall on conviction thereof be 
liable to a penalty of not less than twenty-five dollars for 
each offence. R. S., c. 243. s. 104. 



b) Related sections:  

\Vbenc, el: the P.o.,:.rd sh..111 	tHt 	y  ate 
ch:ftge 	 or unjustly 	 y, (Jr 	:t 
;my 	 iL'e  1 5 nOt 
Nun of ;my matter 'relating to any 

ruade, it rnay, (in if s u\vn 
iyiv(:stigate the 	with or -,,.ithout 	J.  S., e. 212, 
s. 18. 

Ever; - 	utilit; is p iuired to ftirnish service 
and faciUti. reasoibly spfe and adequate and in all rc-

just  an  ,l reasonable. 	R. S., c. 
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32 (1) If upon any investigation the rates, tolls, charges, 
or schedules, are found to be unjust, unreasonable, insuffici-
ent or unjustly discriminatory, or to be preferential or oth-
erwise in violation of any of the provisions of this Act, the 
Board shall have power to cancel such rates, tolls, charges, 
or schedules, and declare null and_ void all  contracte or 
agreements in writing or otherwise, to pay or touching the 
same, upon and after a day to be named by the Board, and 
to determine and by order fix, and order substituted there-
for, such rate or rates, tolls or schedules as shall be just 
and reasonable. 

(2) If upon such investigation it shall be found that 
any regulation, time schedule, act or service complained of 
is unjust, unreasonable, insufficient, preferential, unjustly 
discriminatory or otherwise in violation of any of the pro-
visions of this Act, or if it is found that reasonable service 
is not supplied the Board shall have power to determine and 
substitute therefor such other regmlations, time sched :les, 
service or acts and to make such order respecting and 
changes in such regulations, time schedules, :-.:1-vices or 
acts as shall be just and re[uonable. 
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9. P.E.I.  Public Utilities Commission: 

Electronic Power and Telephone Act, Statutes of Prince Edward 
Island 1984, c.20, as amended. 

a) Anti-discrimination section: 
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29. (1) lf, upon any investigat• 	the rates, tolls, charges or sched- 
ules, whether fixed by 	subject of a signed contract or 
agreement or otherw ise,  u 	ound to be unjust, unreasonable, 
insufficient or unjustly cliseriminarory, or to be preferential or 
otherwise in violation of this Act, the Commission may cancel 
the rates, tolls, charges or schedules, and declare void all  con 
tracts  or agreements in writing or otherwise touching the same, 
and may determine and fix by  or and order substituted 
therefor such other rates, tolls, charges and schedules as to the 
Conimission may seem just and reasonable. 

b) Related sections: 

(1) Upon a complaint  n  lllL  in vIriting to 11:e Corninis , ion, 	st  
rin public utility, by an} numiLipal  cc.  i - or  1 roil or b) ;:te 	e 
per sons,  fin ms or (orporations, that any of the rates, tolls, 
charges, or schedules, whether fixed by or the str17,ject of a 
Si5.:11Cd contract or ; mgr cernent  or other.‘.isc, are, in any respect, 
unreasonable or unjustly discriminatory, or that rtny regula-
tion, measurement, practice or act afreeting or relating to the 
transmission, delivery or furnishing of electric cnr...r.y or the 
eons eyanee of telephone messages, or  ai'  ser\ ice in connec-
tion therewith is, in any respect, unrescutrible, insufficient or 
unjustly diser iminatory or that the scr \ ice is inadequate or un-
obtainable, the Commission shall mi.--.:1;e an in‘estigation, and 
may order such rates, tolls, charges or schedules, modified or 
;iltered, ;ind may make an or der as to the modification or 
change of the regulation, measurement, practice or acts, and 
may ordt_sr, on such  tel and subject to such conditions as 
may seem just, that the public utility furnish reasonably ade-
quate service and facilities, and make such alterations, exten-
sions and additions as may be required; but before proceeding 
to make an investigation, the Commission shf.1:1 require proof 
that a copy of the said complaint to2ether with a notice of the 
tune and place of such investigation has been served on the 
public utility at least fifteen days before the date fixed for the 
investigation, and, if the public utility -  is unable or unwilling to 
satisfy the complaint, it may withir eight days after the service 
of the complaint file its answer wilh the Commission, and the 
public utility shall be given an opp:unity of being heard rincl 
of adducing evidence at the investigation. 

2 8. (1) \\lien  the ('ominission believes that an) 	F the grounds urer 
tioned in section 27 exist for comp'..iint b )  any per son a 	il  

or that an investi2ation of any uriner I  

ine. 10 anv public utility should, for any reason, be made, it 

niay, on its Om.n motion, summarili. investigate the same witl 
or without notice. 

Poci o 
Contnt . ,ion 
rclatingto 
rate,  lolO  
etc .  
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It , upon any in 	iga, 	le under this seci;on 
mission finds  tI 	an y 	•ion or act, or any su r .. 	to any - 
customer of a public utility is unjust, unreasonabiL., insuffi-
cient, preferential, unjustly discriminatory or unobtainable or 
contrary to this Act, or if it finds that adequate service is not 
being supplied by such public utility to such customer, the 
Commission may *determine and order substituted therefor 
such other re,_•ili2tion›. 	 - vice as it may deern just and 
reasonable; and may 	 service to such customer be 
supplied by ano:her  p. 

Or J 

Coin' 	ri   

after . 

hearing 

10. Newfoundland Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities: 

Public Utilities Act, Revised Statutes of Newfoundland 1970, 
c.322, as amended. 

a) Anti—discrimination sections: 

	

7j,---(1) All tolls, rab 	1 charges  s' 1 1 always under sub- 

	

stantially similar circurns' 	s and cond • :is in usp, t of scr- 	° E  r''' 
yiei of the same description, be charged equall y  to all persons 
ar , l at the sanie rate, and the Board may by regulation declare 

shall cons 'rite sub.;tantially similar circumstances and 

PcnAlty- for 
m.j1Ist 

JO% 	.ary public utility or any agc.nt or officer thereof  dir- 

ectly or  i III ectly, 	;my dc\ice. wlialoeyer, or otherwise, 
charges, (11•111.inds, c,Ilects or rue(fves from 	any  pet  son, firm 
or «iipolation a greater or less comp  usation for iiny seivice 
leih.h.lcd or tO 1)0 ren,lercd by it  titan  that picsciibud in the 
public schedules or 1.11-ilTs then in force or est.iblislicd, ts  pro-
\ ided in this Act, or than it charges, dumands, collects or receives 
from any ollier person, firm or corporation other  titan one con-
ducting a like business for a like and contemporaneous service. 
such public' utility is deemed guilty of unjust discrimination, 
velich is hereby prohibited and declared unlawful, and upon 
conviction thereof is liable to a penalty of not less t,han fifty 
dollars for each offence and such agent or officer so offending 
is upon conviction liable to a penalty of not less than twenty-
five dollars for each offence. 
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Penalty for 
undue 
preference 
or prejudice. 

Penalty 
soliciting or 
teceiving 
rebate. 

Adequate 
service re. be 
rurnisl-,ed by 
public 

, ..:on 

10i. If any public utility knowingly or wilfully- makes or 
gives any undue or unreasonable preference or advantage to  au y 
partk ular person, firm or corporation, or subjects any par;icular 
person, firm or corporation to any undue or unreasonable pre-
judice or disadvantage in any respect whatsoever, the public 
utility is deemed guilty of unjust discrimination, which is hereby 
pu.)-1, ibited and declared unlawful and any person, firm or cor-
poration violating the provisions of this section is on conviction 
liable to a penalty of not less than fifty dollars for each offence. 

105.--(1) No person, firm or corporation shall knowingly 
solicit, accept or receive any rebate, concession or discrimination 
in respect of any service in or affecting or relating to any pub"ic 
utility, or for,any service in connection therewith whereby any 
such service Uy any device whatsoever or otherwise is rendered 
free or at a les. s rate than that named in the schedules and traiffs 
in force. as provided in this Act, or whereby,  any service or ad-
vantage is received other than in this Act specified. 

(2) Any person, firm or corporation violating the provisions of 
th i. shall on conviction thereof be liable to a penalty of 
no  luss than twenty-five dollars for each offence. 

b) L?lated sections: 

- (1) Every public utilit ;,. shall furnish service and f.ieih-
tics reasonably safe and adevate and in all respects just :Ind 
reasonable. 

Whencvor the ruin d belies 	that any rate Of C'Lirge is 
unrcasunal)le or unjustly discriminatory, or that any rcasunable 
service is not supplied, or that an investigation of ii.ny matter 
relating-  to any public utility- should for any reason be uncle, 
it may, of its own motion, summarily investigate the same with 
or without notice. 



Po‘ , ur rind 
pi ottd ore of 

rd upon 
«unplaint 
made. 

) Upon a complaint made to the Board against any 
pliblic utility by any incorporated municipal body.or by any five 
persons, firms or corporations, that any of the rates, tolls, charges 
or schedules are in an y respect unreasonable or unjustly dis-
criminatory or that any regulation, measurement, practice or act 
whatsoever affecting or relating to the operation of any public 
utility is in amy respect unreasonable, insufficient or unjustly 
discriminatory or that the service is inadequate or unobtaInable, 
the Board shall proceed, with or without notice, to male sieh 
investigation as it deems necessary or expedient, and may order 
such rates, tolls, charges or schedules reduced, modified or 
altered, and make such other order as to the reduction, modifica-
tion or change of such regulation, measurement, practice or acts 
as the justice of tlu. case may require, and may order on such 

mus and subject to such conditions as are just tl..at the public 
itv furnish reasonably adequate service nr-rd facilitiek—and 

snub c\Lilsions as may be required, but no such order 
sh..1  l a ,-  made or entered by the Board ‘vithout a public  Irearuig  
qr e.prir-y first h ,d in respect thereof. 

84. - (1 ) If upon any investigation the rates, tolls, charges or Powei.; or 
schedules arc fom -.d to bu unjust, unreasonable, insufficient or 13"r' l  rates rn'77: 
unjustly diselimin:. 'serry, or to  be  preferential or otherwise in yin- 	unjust. 
lation of an y  of th.. provi,ie,.; of this Act, the Board bris power 
to cancel such rat-.s, tolls, charg,s or schedules and declare 
null and void all ciintrrvits or agrc , .‘ments in writing or other-
wisc to pay or ton Ting  tire  suri ' ,  upon and after a day to be 
nain cl by  the Board, and to determine and by order fix and 
01 l r substituted therefor, such rate or rates, tolls or selredul 
as  rfl bj just and rerri.ble. 
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(2) If upon such investibation it is found that any regulation,
t,u ► c' schedule, act or service complained of is unjust, unreason-
able, insuffic•icnt, preferential, unjuçtly discriinin;itory or other-
wise in violatjou of any of the pro^isio ► ,s of this Act, or if it is
found that reasonsble service' is not sui^hl rl, the Bo:tnl has
power to deterininc and substitu*,c thcnfur sii:a ► otlicr rcdul,i-
tioiu, tin te schcdulr.,, service or acts and to male sucli orrlcr
r^,l, clin^ inct ^,nch al^,aut;^ ti iti Such B "ul,:li'uis, ti;iW uClicdI ► l0.S,
,( i ► icr or Acts as çliall l)i• just :oul rr;t> ,;il,lc, :und upnu..;u ► v
in\( Sli;;.ilit)II for thw lnul>usc of dorruiiiiing ulxon and ruquir-
h1g;iuy 1c.«ou;1l,lr (xtciisiun.ur e stkn,iuns of lincs, ,,r uf ^ ► ^ ice,
flic Board lias 1 ►^^^^•^•r to fix, d(•tt•riiiinc, and reduir, t\cry siic•h
extension or extensions to be nritle and the terms and coi,klitiuns
upon wliit•h the s:mi• shall be iu;iclv, bnt no hca; iug sliAl be
],,Id and no ordcr aiall be inadc respecting such extcusiun or
sicnsionti, \\ith()i t uotice to tut public utilijy affccted thcrcl,y
,. pr0\ id, d iu llii, Net.

11. Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission:

Railway A^^t, Revised Statutes of Canada 1970, c.R-2, as amended.

Tolle to be juet
and reasonable

No unjust
discrimi-
nation

Traffic, Tolls and Tariffs

321. (1) All tolls shall be just and reason-
able and shall always, under substantially
similar circumstances and conditions with
respect to all traffic of the same description
carried over the same route, be charged
equally to all persons at the same rate.

"(2) A company shall not, in respect
of tolls cr any services or facilities pro-

.ded by the rompany as a telegraph or
-, -Ihone company,"
(a) make any unjust discrimination against,
any person or company ;
(b) make or give any undue or unreasonable
preference or advantage to or in favour of
any particular person or company or any
particular description of traffic, in any
respect whatever; or
(c) subject any particular person or compa-
ny or any particular description of traffic
to any undue or unreasonable prejudice or
disadvantage, in any respect whatever;

and where it is shown that the company
makes any discrimination or gives any
preference or advantage, the burden of
r,roving that the discrimination is not unjust
or that the preference is not undue or
unreasonable lies upon the company.



;ommission 
may determine 

Power of 
Commission to 
suspend, 
postpone and 
disallow tolls 

General powers 
of Commission 

Definition of 
expressions 

(3) The Commission may determine, as 
questions of fact, whether or not traffic is or 
has been carried under substantially similar 
circumstances and conditions, and whether 
there has, in any case, been unjust discrimi-
nation, or undue or unreasonable preference 
or advantage, or prejudice or disadvantage, 
within the meaning of this section, or whether 
in any case the company has or has not 
complied with the provisions of this section 
or section 320. 

(4) The Commission may 
(a) suspend or postpone any tariff of tolls 
or any portion thereof that in its opinion 
may be contrary to section 320 or this 
section; and 
(6) disallow any tariff of tolls or any portion 
thereof that it considers to be contrary to 
section 320 or this section and require the 
company to substitute a tariff satisfactory 
to the Commission in lieu thereof or 
prescribe other tolls in lieu of any tolls so 
disallowed. 

(5) In all other matters not expressly 
provided for in this section the Commission 
may make orders with respect to all matters 
relating to traffic, tolls and tariffs or any of 
them. 

(6) In this section and section 322, the 
expressions "company", "Special Act", "toll" 
and "traffic" have the meanings assigned to 
them by section 320. 1966-67, c. 69, s. 68. 
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11.1 Background  

The pace of technological innovation in telecommunications over the 

past few decades has been breath-taking, and changes are being introduced at an 

ever increasing rate. Al brief resure of this progress is given in Appendix A to 

this chapter. It is drawn fram papers by I. Dorros and Th. Irmer presented at 

the Networks Conference held in June 1986. 1  

The costs of hardware have dropped enormously over this period, while 
performance has risen. In addition, for selected major telephone campanies 

digital technology is rapidly replacing older transmission and switching 
technologies, as Table 11.1 shows. 

TABLE 11.1 
Conversion to Digital Technology 

(Estimated % of Facilities Converted) 

B.C. Tel 	 Bell 	 NBTel 

_ 	Yéar 	 1985 	1986 	1985 	1986 	1985 	1986  

Type 

Long-Distance 
Switching 	76.0 	100.0 	63.0 	88.0 	45.0 	100.0 

Local Exchange 
Switching 	33.0 	70.0 	18.0 	42.0 	15.0 	40.0 

Inter-toll 
Transmission 	N/A 	N/A 	60.0 	74.0 	46.0 	33.0 

Local 
Inter-office 	N/A 	N/A 	56.0 	75.0 	N/A 	75-85.0 
Transmission 

Important software developments have accompanied the transfer to 
digital technology, providing new network features and improved control. In 

fact, the costs of software are becaming daminant in the development of new 

systems. For same manufacturers, they are even becoming prohibitive, as has 
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been demonstrated by the recent decision of ITT to stop the adaptation of their 

System 12 switch  for the North American market. 

Indeed, hardware is no longer a limiting factor in system development. 

Today, the hardware exists to provide dramatically superior performance at 

greatly reduced cost. The real barriers to change now lie in the requirement to 

provide an orderly evolution fram existing plant, which has a significant net 

capital cost still to be recovered, and the need to develop new operations and 

maintenance systems. 

The major technological developments in telecammunications principally 

affect the network itself. Access to the network is provided through outside 

(copper) plant Which has exhibited little essential change. There has been same 

upgrading and rationalization of the distribution system, but nothing that will 

provide major hardware cost reductions. 

A traditional "rule of thumb" is that approximately one-third of the 

costs of the basic telecammunications infrastructure lie in access plant. These 

costs have been largely recovered from ordinary local and long-distance rates. 

Thus, the fact that access technology is only changing slowly means that there 

is a significant portion of costs recovered by these rates that will not vary 

appreciably in the near future. 

11.2 Historical Rating Principles  

In the early days of telephony, local rates covered the costs of both 

access and the local network. Long-distance rates were set to recover the costs 

of joining local networks together. (At the time, interconnection was 

relatively expensive.) Over the years, however, network costs have fallen 

dramatically. Still, there has been same reluctance by telephone companies to 

alter the relationship between long-distance and local rates in any major way. 

The original relationship between local and long-distance rates and their 

corresponding costs consequently has been lost. 
Another rating principle that has been employed is cost averaging. 

Rates are set to reflect average prices for the provision of service throughout 

the operating territory of the telephone company.. There are, of course, same 

econamies of scale in carrying traffic and, as a result, heavily used routes may 

actually be cheaper (per unit of traffic) than lightly used ones. 
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Finally, value-of-service pricing has been employed in setting local

telephone rates. This means that business rates have been set at higher levels

than residence rates for local service. Additionally, both business and

residence rates increase with the number of subscribers in the local exchange

area. This inverts the usual cost dependence relationship.

11.3 Effects of Future Technological Innovations on the

Costs of Providing Service

Pressures for or against changes in teleccnanunications pricing may

either increase or decrease depending on the evolving cost structure for the

various services. The following information on this issue was provided by Bell

Canada and British Columbia Telephone in response to questions raised in the

course of this examination. For instance, regarding technological change, Bell

has indicated as follows:

The pursuit of new technology has resulted in the
introduction of digital systems which provide
econanies... These technologies are affecting both the
local and the toll portions of the network. However,
the application of these technologies provides a more
significant opportunity for cost reduction in toll
rather than the local network because they offer a
greater opportunity for concentration in the upper part
of the network hierarchy.2

B.C. Tb1 also sees new technologies as having a greater impact on

long-distance than on local costs. It has stated:

Access costs oonsitute a major portion of local service
costs, and the wide distribution of subscriber locations
offer less opportunity for exploitation of econanies of
scale when compared with the toll network which has a
greater portion of its costs in more concentrated areas
such as intercity facilities with greater opportunities
to exploit econanies of scale. Secondly, the growth of
toll traffic has been greater than local traffic, hence
offering earlier opportunities for the econanic
introduction of new facilities.3
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These statements substantiate the earlier Observation that cost 

reductions will apply principally to the long-distance network. Other comments 

could be made %dth regard to specific technologies and costs, and how they are 

related. For example, the costs of fibre optics are decreasing to the point 

where satellites may no longer be competitive for heavy route point-to-point 

applications. Satellites, however, will likely remain the technology of choice 

for thin route (low-density) traffic in remote locations where there is a mobile 

endpoint, and for broadcast traffic. They may also gain same specialized niche 

markets. The point to note here is that satellite costs will not be dominant in 

providing telecammunications service; rather, fibre.optic costs will likely 

dominate. Of course, cost differentials will ultimately determine the Choice of 

technology to be used for particular applications. A, more detailed review of how 

technological change could affect the provision of services is given in 

Appendix B. 

Changes in tedhnology may also give rise to Changing traffic patterns 

on the network.  For instance, the proliferation of personal computers may spawn 

calls to databases that have long holding times. In contrast,.automated calls 

for credit verification, on the other hand, have very short holding times. The 

demand associated with such applications may require network reinforcement, thus 

creating an upward pressure on rates. 

Fürthermore, technological Change may fundamentally alter network 

design methods. Historically, capacity (bandwidth) has been extremely expensive 

and network optimization techniques have consequently centred on minimizing the 

capacity required to carry the anticipated traffic load (and at the same time 

support near-term growth). In the future, bandwidth may diminish in importance 

because of a relative price decrease. This, in turn, could Change the relative 

costs cf different network parts. In fact, it might result in network designs in 

whiCh the distinction between local and long-distance becomes increasingly 

blurred (except perhaps for tariff purposes). 

A, major technological drive at present (and probably over the next 

decade or so) is towards providing a larger variety of services -- particularly 

those characterized as "data" services -- using a family of globally acceptable 

standards. These new services will only indirectly affect the costs associated 

%dth the provision of ordinary telephone services to the extent that they 

complicate switch processing software and utilize network capacity. However, 

they could also affect equipment prices (and thereby telephone company costs) to 



a greater extent, depending on the degree to which development costs are 

reflected in equipment prices (especially if software is provided on a bundled 

basis). 

A point implicit in the above discussion deserves same elaboration. 

Between the costs of new technology and the rates charged subscribers, there are 

two levels of price setting: the price of the product received fram the 

manufacturer (telephone company cost) and the rate charged for using it. While 

competitive pressures do tend to ensure that equipment prices reflect underlying 

costs, manufacturers can allocate development costs, within limits, in different 

ways among their products. Moreover, telephone company costs include the 

depreciation costs of embedded technology, and these are usually amortized over a 

relatively long period. 

11.4 Impact of Rate Structures on Telephone Câmpany Investment Decisions  

A number of telephone companies have indicated that their investment 

decisions are based on demand projections rather than rate structures. 4  Bell 

Canada, however, notes a linkage between the twa: 

Investment decisions for local and toll services are based, 
for the most part, on the existing and projected levels of 
demand for these services. The demand levels are, in turn, 
related to the existing and projected rate structures and 
rate levels. Therefore, local/toll rate structures affect 
investment decisions only in the sense that they play a role 
in determining the demand. 

With respect to its investment decisions, B.C. Tel has stated as 

follows: 

B.C. Tel's fundamental position on investment decisions 
to provide for basic local and toll services is that 
these decisions are made independent of local/toll rate 
structures.., these investments are primarily determined 
by demands for growth and movement, and the engineering 
parameters used to size the equipment additions do not 
depend on the rate structure. 

Similarly, SaskTel states that its local investment decisions are based 

on modernization and growth objectives: 
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Local investment decisions have been made based on 
mcdernization and service improvement (while)... toll 
investment decisions to date have been based on increased 
demand for future services and on modernization. 

MT&T also supports the view that rate structures do not affect plant 

investment decisions. Rather, according to MT&T, investment decisions are 

primarily determined by age of plant, maintenance costs, costs of new technology, 

capacity and the like. 

11.5 Relationship Between CUstamer Expectations and  

Investment in Local Facilities  

As advances in technology accelerate and microelectronics continue to 

reduce the price of electronic camponents, consumer demand for more sophisticated 

services will likely continue to grow. The consumer may thus be expected to 

became increasingly more discriminating and more demanding. 

In a discussion paper on the effects of introducing new technology, 

Manitoba Telephone System has stated the following: 

Over time, customers demand more and better services 
than can be supplied using existing technologies. 
Throughout North America, especially, telecommunications 
users, particularly in the business community, are using 
networks more and demanding new applications. This 
requires that telecammunications [companies] adapt and 
expand their networks for growth and flexibility. 

As customers use telecommunications networks to meet 
their expanding needs, they also demand higher levels of 
quality and performance. They expect them to be ever 
more responsive, reliable and dependable. As the 
industry in general responds to these demands, new 
standards for network facilities are established, to 
which individual companies, like [Manitoba Telephone 
System] which are integrated with national and inter-
national networks, must conform. 

As custamer demands and needs grow and change, new 
burdens are placed on administrative structures. New 
technology is adopted to simplify and streamline 
administrative procedures and practices, resulting in 
improved service at lower costs. 5  
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FIGURE A.1 
Explosion in Catiponent Technology 
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APPENDIX A 

Post--War Developments in Technology 

Hardware Developments 

Starting from the invention cf the transistor in 1947, the peogress in 
information technology has been dramatic. This technology explosion, laundhing 
the Information Age, is dhanging the telecommunications and computer landscape. 
The transistor  le  d to the integrated circuit and microelectronics whidh have 
revolutionzed the processing and switching of information signals. Then came 
optics or photonics, the laser and the optical  fibre,  revolutionizing the 
transmission cd these signals. And, increasingly, the operation of sophisticated 
microelectronic and photonic systems is orchestrated by that all-pervasive 
agency, software -- the language cd informatics. 

These advances in technology have blurred the traditional boundaries 
between switching, inter-office and loop technologies. Integration of the 
network components and the supporting disciplines are the key issues in 
telecommunications network design today. 

For electronic oomponents, the time between substantial deployment of 
eadh succeeding generation of devices -- discrete electronics, integrated 
circuits, large scale integration (LSI) and very large scale integration (VLSI) 

bas been dropping by a factor cf two with eadh new generation, as illustrated 
in Figure A.1. Physical aring out is no longer relevant. It has been replaced 
by technological Obsolescence. Furthermore, eadh generation brings more 
capabilities with a lower cost per unit of capability. Thus, perfectly good 
network components and systems will be retired although they still function well. 
It is their lack of needed functional capability or features that makes them 
Obsolete. As digital services grow, for instance, even the relatively modern 
stored-program control analogue switching machines will be retired. 
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The introduction of œw  communications technology has also resulted in 
exponential performance increases in entire systems, as indicated by Figure A.2, 
which illustrates the capacity increase in MIPS (million instructions per second) 
for IBM mainframe computers. Similar trends apply to the specialized 
telecommunication computers known as digital switching systems. 

FIGURE A.2 
Trends in Computer Processing Speed 
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The technology explosion has similarly affected fibre tedhnology, which 
is also evolving rapidly. Both the bit rates carried on fibre and the distance 
between repeaters have been increasing substantially, as Figure A.3 illustrates, 
making fibre the transmission medium of Choice for  inter-office and many loop 
transport applications. 

FIGURE A.3 
Progress in Performance of Lightwave Tedhnology 
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The Digital  Network 

In 1938, a patent was granted to Alec Reeves, a British engineer, 
describing all the principles of so-called "pulse code modulation" (PCM) -- i.e. 
the conversion cf an analogue telephone signal into a digital signal. It very 
precisely described the processes of sampling, quantizing and encoding in exactly 
the same way that they are being applied today in modern digital equipment. 

Despite the ideas effibodied in this patent, however, the time had not 
came to put digital tedhnology into practical use. Tb perform sampling, 
quantizing and coding, Reeves needed a tremendous number of components (ttibes, 
capacitors, resistors, etc.). At the time, technology was  not able to convert 
analogue to digital signals economically. 

This situation dhanged dramatically with the invention of the 
transistor and the sUbsequent tedhnological revolution. Mbdern tedhnology 
performs all these functions at very low cost. The evolution of digital 
technology in telephony started at the same time that semi-conductor tedhnology 
permitted the cost-efficient design of digital systems using PCM. 

Since the beginning of this evolution, we have seen a breath-taking 
development of digital systems, seemingly with no end in sight. All these 
developments, however, rely on two determining factors: tedhnology and economy. 
These are inter-related and mutually dependent. What this means in practice is 
discussed in greater detail below. 

Mbdern digital technology provides many new features. Among them are 
network features sudh as new signalling systems that  al  so provide network 
management and operational functions. Digital tedhnology also offers new 
customer features implemented either in digital switdhing systems or in 
terminals. The old, simple telephone for talking and listening has been adapted 
to incorporate new features, upgrading the telephone to a true communication 
terminal. 

Mbdern tedhnology has increased the general performance of 
telecommunication networks. The performance of the existing analogue networks 
can be stibstantially improved by applying digital technology. It also permits 
the transfer of digital information at mudh higher rates. 

With respect to economy, there are two important items: investment 
costs and operational costs. As far as investment is concerned, modern digital 
hardware is becoming relatively inexpensive due to decreasing costs for 
components. The same effect can be observed in the dramatic drop in prices for 
many electronic consumer products. 

However, reduced component costs are not the only oontributing factor 
to lower total costs. A modern digital network requires less equipment than an 
analogue network because of the direct interconnection of the transmission link 
with a digital exdhange at a higher level than the individual circuit, thus 
avoiding the need for multiplexing or demultiplexing equipment. In an analogue 
network, interconnection always had to be at the level of the analogue telephone 
dhannel, requiring analogue multiplexing and demultiplexing equipment at eadh 
exchange. 

As a result, stibstantial savings in digital networks can be expected 
from both lower investment costs and less equipment. Operational costs will also 
drop in comparison with existing networks. Mbdern digital systems have built-in 
monitoring and supervision functions that can be operated from central 
maintenance and operation centres covering extensive areas and at lower 
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operational costs. Because of the permanent supervision built into digital 
systems, faults can be detected early and appropriate remedial measures taken 
before a major problem results. Another factor contributing to low operational 
costs flows fram the high reliability of digital systems. 

Switching and transmission are the two main elements cf a 
telecommunications network. With the provision of both digital transmission and 
switching equipment whidh is reliable, economic and uses advanced technology, the 
transition fram the analogue to digital networks began. This transition is one 
of the most complex tasks ever to be carried out by telecommunication experts and 
it is still continuing. The next proposed step is the evolution from the digital 
network tp an integrated services digital network (ISDN). That is, in addition 
to the technical, operational and economic advantages offered by a digital 
telephone network, another feature, the "integration cf services", is being 
considered. 
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Terimlogical Trends and impacts 

Integrated Services Digital Network 

The continued deployment of digital technology into the network is 
expected to lead, ultimately, to the concept of the ISDN. With the ISDN, a 
common network access point will be available for all types of services -- 
including voice, data and image for both residence and business subscribers. 

The ISDN is expected to provide many benefits  for  consumers, including 
access to a host of new information services. It also should provide greater 
flexibility and more control over communications costs, particularly in private-
line services where circuits and services will be configured on a software basis 
rather than by physical arrangements and configuration as is done today. 

Common Channel Signalling 

Closely related to ISDN, co mon dhannel signalling (CCS) involves the 
use of a signalling system that is functionally separate fram the existing 
network. CCS is more efficient than conventional signalling systems, allowing 
carriers more cost control. It also facilitates the introduction of ni  
services. 

The opportunity to reduce costs associated with CCS are, as with 
digital technology, more significant in the long-distance than the local 
network. However, CCS may provide services such as calling party identification 
that could be new sources of revenue. 

Mobile Ozninunication Systems 

One of the most recent developments related to mobile communications 
technology has been the development of cellular mobile radio telephones. With 
cellular telephones, low-power transmitters are used to serve small geographic 
areas called "cells". The use of the cell concept allows frequencies to be 
reused in non-adjacent cells. Consequently, the cellular system provides 
benefits sudh as increased capacity, more effective use of the radio spectrum 
and improved quality When compared to existing mobile systems. 

The effects of cellular technology on telecommunications rate levels 
and rate structures are dependent upon factors such as costs and applications. 
At the present time, the initial costs of the cellular telephone along with 
monthly service charges are relatively expensive When compared to the rates 
dharged by the telephone companies for primary exdhange service. The cellular 
market is, therefore, currently more attractive to highly mobile customers than 
to the majority of telephone subscribers. 

Véry significant reductions in the costs of the cellular telephone, 
coupled wdth size reductions, could result in a mass migration to cellular 
service. This could result in an erosion cf telephone company revenues leading 
to rate increases for subscribers who remain on the public network. 

Another development related to mobile communication systems is the 
mobile satellite (MSAT). Although neither currently fully developed nor proved 
to be economical, MSAT perhaps could provide an alternative method of basic 
telephone service to subscribers in remote locations. 
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Office Network C73mnanicatians

'lt,vo major types of systems used in offices are private branch
exchanges (PBXs) and local area networks (LANs). PBXs are telephone switches
designed to be located on the business custaner's premises. They provide access
to public and private networks for off-premises calls and switch on-premises
calls by themselves. IANs are designed to provide data cmmunications within a
building or group of buildings among various types of equipme-nt such as personal
computers, printers and word processors.

The current trend in office products developnent is the greater
integration of voice, data and image communications, and the addition of new
features. PBX innovations such as call detail recording and least cost routing
features provide users with greater control of telecaimunication costs.

Network Administration and Control Sjrsteos

Trends are for carriers to deploy mechanized (ccmputerized)
administration, maintenance and control systems in the network. These systems
provide opportunities for reductions in operating costs and promote a more
efficient use of the network. Future enhancements to such systems are likely to
include artificial intelligence (expert systems) for further cost benefits.

CaQnanity Antenna Z'elevisiori

Current trends are towards the development of new services, service
enhancements and new applications. Examples include teleshopping, pay per view

television and directory services.
The effect of ccmununity antenna television (CATV) on local and

long-distance rate structures are expected to be minimal over the near te3n due
to CATV's general lack of two-way capability. over the long term, however, CATV
could be used as a transmission medium for providing services in canpetition
with telephone carpany services.
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